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Standard of Compensation for Expropriation of Foreign Investment
in Ethiopia: the Tension between BITs and Municipal Law

Martha Belete Hailu*

1. Introduction

Investment relationships involve international law and municipal law. While

through international investment law protection is extended to foreign

investors, the regulation of the investment, including its admission, is governed

by the municipal laws of the host state. At times, the rights and protections

guaranteed by international investment law need the municipal law of the host

state for its implementation. One such scenario is the payment of compensation

for expropriated or nationalized investments. While the international law

focuses on guaranteeing against expropriation and sets the norm for

compensation, the municipal law of the host state chips in providing the details

for assessment of compensation and manner of payment; hence requiring

coherence between the two planes of laws.

Like many other countries, Ethiopia has signed bilateral investment treaties

(BITs) and other international investment agreements that give protection to

foreign investment and issued investment legislations. There are also other

domestic legislations relevant for the regulation of foreign investment. The

article looks in to the interaction between the BITs the country signed and the

relevant domestic legislations with the aim of assessing the policy coherence

between the two planes of laws and assessing if sufficient protection has been

extended to foreign investment. To this end, the next part gives a general note

on investment protection. The third part looks into the concept and types of

taking in international investment law and municipal law of Ethiopia. The

fourth section assesses the two competing norms of compensation that have

gained prominence in international investment jurisprudence and traces their

development. It is followed by assessment of compensation standard as

reflected in the BITs signed by Ethiopia and its municipal legislations. The

*LL.B (AAU), LL.M (UWC), PhD Candidate (Martin Luther University of Halle
Wittenberg), Lecturer, Addis Ababa University School of Law. E-mail:
marthaob hailu@gmailocom. I am very grateful for my colleagues Muradu Abdo and
Yazachew Belew for their comments on earlier drafts of this article. I am also thankful
for the two anonymous reviewers. All errors remain mine.



norm of compensation for unlawful expropriation is also briefly dealt with.

Concluding remarks are made at the end.

2. Protection of Investment: General Remark

By investing in a foreign country, foreign investors subject their investment to

less known environment of the host country and hence need protection. One

mechanism resorted to by many states for protecting and promoting foreign

investment is through the signing of BITs. BITs aim at protecting and

promoting foreign investment between the contracting States Parties by

granting a number of rights to foreign investors.1

The development of BITs began in the 18th century with the signing of treaties

of friendship, navigation and commerce (FNC). The primary concern of FNCs

was trade relations as they were designed at a time when commerce was

largely restricted to trading in goods by merchants and did not contemplate

direct investment by corporations.2 The treaties also extend to military matters.
The investment protection provisions of these treaties mainly focused on the

protection of property in the country of another party.3 Alien treatment,

including freedom of worship and travel within the host state, was also

included in the FCN.4 The treaties of FCN were used by countries until the

beginning of the 1960s in which period modern bilateral investment treaties

surfaced.

Following the signing of the first modern BIT between West Germany and

Pakistan in 1959, their conclusion has been one of the most active areas of

public international law making in the last decades.5 By the end of 2012, the

1 Stephan W. Schill, Multilateralizing Investment Treaties Through Most-Favored-Nation
Clauses, Berkley Journal of International Law, Vol. 27 No. 2, (2009), p. 498
2 M Sornarajah, The International Law on Foreign Investment, (3 ed., Cambridge University
Press, 2010), p 210
3. Alireza Falsafi, Regional Trade and Investment Agreements: Liberalizing Investment in a
Preferential Climate, Syracuse Journal of International Law and Commerce, Vol. 36, (2008-
2009), p 46
4 Sornarajah, supra note 2, p. 210
5 Jeswald W. Salacuse, BIT by BIT: The Growth of Bilateral Investment Treaties and Their
Impact on Foreign Investment in Developing Countries, International Lawyer, Vol. 24,
(1990),p 655



total number of BITs concluded reached 2,857.6 Though the number of BITs

signed in recent years has decreased, they still play an important role in

international investment rule making.7 . The fact that these bilateral investment

treaties can be negotiated in such a manner to suit the mutual interests of the

parties8 and the absence of a comprehensive multilateral agreement on the area

contributed to the popularity of the BITs.

While BITs extend protection, the regulation of the foreign investment is left

for the municipal law of the host state. Municipal law of the host state also play

an important role in the settlement of investor-state disputes. In the process of

settling investment disputes, tribunals will be faced with the inevitable task of

choosing the applicable substantive law the decision of which will be based on

either of the four possible sources of choice of law rules.9 The tribunal,

however, has three set of substantive law irrespective of which choice of law

rule it applies. 10 These are: the municipal law of the host state, the investment

treaty itself and general principles of international law. 1

The application of municipal law in international disputes has been one of the

points being debated for some time. In mid 1920s, the Permanent Court of

International Justice (PCIJ) ruled in Certain German Interests in Polish Upper

Silesia that 'municipal laws are merely facts which express the will and

constitute the activities of States... The court is not called upon to interpret the

6 UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2013: Global Value Chains: Investment and Trade for

Development, , (United Nations Publication, Switzerland, 2013), p 101
7 The number of BITs signed in 2009 was 82 as opposed to meager 33 in 2011 and 20 in 2012-
the lowest annual number in a quarter century. For number of BITs signed in 2009, see
UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2010: Investing in a Low-Carbon Economy, (United
Nations Publication, Switzerland, 2010). p. 81

Sornarajah supra note 2, p 183
9 The four sources are: first, where there is a contractual relation between the investor and the
host state or entity of the host state, this contract may contain a choice of law provision.
Second, the arbitral rules governing the reference to arbitration may also contain a default
choice of law. Article 42(1) of the ICSID Convention and Article 35(1) of the UNCITRAL
Rules as revised in 2010 are good examples in this regard. Third, the lex loci arbitri might
supply the choice of law rule if the arbitral rules are silent on this point. Fourth, the choice of
law rule might be derived from the legal system which gives effect to the international treaty-
public international law. Zachary Douglas, The Hybrid Foundations of Investment Treaty
Arbitration, British Yearbook of International Law, Vol. 74, (2003), p 194
10 Ibid
11 Ibid



, 12
[municipal] law as such...'. According to the Court, municipal law will be

assessed to determine whether the state was in conformity with its obligations

towards other states while applying it. 13 The International Court of Justice

(ICJ) in Barcelona Traction reflected a different view in that while it applied

international law, it emphasized the need, in certain circumstances, to refer to

municipal law. 14 Municipal law was relevant to the extent that international

law needed to refer to it to determine the existence of rights relevant on the

international plane. 15

On the specific issue of foreign investment, the major sources of international

law on foreign investment are bilateral investment treaties, supplemented by

custom, general principles of law and judicial decisions.16 As mentioned

earlier, investment treaties are international instruments that are entered into by

States that lay down international standards of protection. The beneficiaries of

these protections are the investors-entities or individuals- that are in turn

subject to municipal law, which also governs the underlying investment that

the treaty addresses.17 It is in view of this interplay between international and

municipal law that Douglas referred the investment treaty regime as having

'hybrid or sui generis' character. 18 This interplay between the two laws is more

emphasized in cases of disputes. 'Investment disputes are about investment,

investments are about property and property is about specific rights over things

cognizable by the municipal law of the host state.' 19 Thus, ascertaining the

property right requires reference to the municipal law of the host state. The

municipal law of the host state determines whether a particular right in rem

exists, the scope of that right, and in whom it vests while the investment treaty

supplies the classification of an investment and thus prescribes whether the

right in rem recognized by the municipal law is subject to the protection

12 Certain German Interests in Polish Upper Silesia (Merits), Judgment, (25 May 1926), PCIJ
Series A. No. 7, p 19
13 Ibid
14 Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, Judgment, ICJ Reports (1970), p.3,
Paragraph 38.
15 Monique Sasson, Substantive Law in Investment Treaty Arbitration: the Unsettled
Relationship between International Law and Municipal Law, (Kluwer Law International,
2010), p. xxiii
16 Sornarajah supra note 2, pp 79ff
17 Sasson supra note 15, p. xxv
is see Douglas supra note 9, p. 153 and Sasson supra note 15, p. xxv
19 Douglas supra note 9, p. 197



afforded by the investment treaty. Though the investment treaties provide
protection for the investment, which is property, they do not contain
substantive rules of property law, requiring a renvoi to a municipal law. 21 The
application of municipal law to international investment disputes is not limited
to determining existence of a particular right. Holdings of investment tribunals
indicate that municipal law is relevant in determining whether the investment is
held in the territory of the host state, its validity, the nature and scope of the
rights making up the investment and whether they vest on a protected investor,
the conditions imposed or assurances granted by national law for the operation
of the investment, as well as the nature and scope of the government measures
allegedly in breach of the international investment agreement. 22

3. Taking of Property

One protection extended to foreign investors through the BITs is the guarantee
against taking of their investment/property/. Taking of property through
nationalization and expropriation is an old phenomenon in the regulation of
foreign direct investment. There are different ways in which the property of a
person might be taken. One such way is confiscation, which refers to the taking
or appropriation of the private property for a public use without payment of
compensation.23 Countries declare the estate, goods or belongings of a person
who has been found guilty of some crime, to be forfeited for the benefit of the
public treasury as a punishment.24 The other two ways of taking are
nationalization and expropriation. Both nationalization and expropriation
involve the taking of property on a permanent basis. However, 'nationalization
is often associated with the "indigenization" programs of countries
(particularly Latin American countries) which entailed the conversion of
substantial foreign private property to local state ownership.' 25 Nationalization

20 Id., p. 198
21 lbid and Sasson supra note 15, p. xxx
22 Andrew Newcombe and Lluis Paradell, Law and Practice of Investment Treaties: Standards

of Treatment, (Kluwer Law international, 2009), pp 93-94
23 Richard J. Hunter Jr., Property Risks in Business, Currents: International Trade Law Journal,
Vol. 15, (2006), p 28
24 Ethiopia is one such country that sets the confiscation of property as punishment for crimes.
See article 98 and 260 of the Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia,
Proclamation No 414/2004.
25Ralph H. Folsom, Michael Wallace Gordon and John A. Spanogle, Jr., International Business
Transactions, (2nd ed., West Group, St Paul Minn, 2001), §32.5



is often thought to define a taking of property by government with the intention
to have the government itself become owner and operator,26 whereas in
expropriation it is not necessary that the state becomes owner or beneficiary of
the property taken. While expropriation is an individual or personal act,
nationalization measures, on the other hand, reflect changes brought about in
the State's socio economic structure (land reforms, socialization of industry or
of some of its sectors, exclusion of private capital from certain branches of the
national economy).27 And again only privately owned property will be affected
by nationalization while national governments can expropriate property held by
government body as well as privately owned property. 28

The government of Ethiopia has issued a new investment proclamation and
regulation in 2012.29 The proclamation under Article 25 gives protection to
foreign investors by guaranteeing their investment against expropriation except
for public interest and only in conformity with the requirements of the law.
Even then, adequate compensation, corresponding to the prevailing market
value will be paid.30 This compensation is to be paid in advance.

From the reading of Article 25, one can gather that the law has already
assumed two classes of takings: expropriation and nationalization. This
assumption, however, becomes meaningless when one looks at sub Article 3 of
article 25 which assimilates the two classes of taking when it requires that
'nationalization' is to be used interchangeably with 'expropriation'. As
indicated above, there is a difference between the terms 'expropriation' and
'nationalization' as the former applies to individual measures taken for public
purpose while the latter involves large scale takings on the basis of an
executive or legislative act for the purpose of transferring property or interests

26 Ibid
27 F.V.Garcia Amador, Louis B. Sohn and Richard R. Baxter, Recent Codification of the Law

of State Responsibility for Injuries to Aliens, (Oceana Publications, 1974), p 48
28 Muradu Abdo, Ethiopian Property Law: A Text Book, (Addis Ababa, September 2012), p
353
29 Investment Proclamation No 769/2012 and Investment Incentives and Investment Areas

Reserved for Domestic Investors Council of Ministers Regulation 270/2012. A new drat
investment regulation has been proposed and is under consideration. The draft makes few
changes like renaming the Ethiopian Investment Agency as Ethiopian Investment Commission
and it will also mae the Commission accountable to the Prime Minister.
30 Article 25/2 of the Investment Proclamation No 769/2012

6



into the public domain. This approach, actually, is not typical of the

Ethiopian Investment law. Most bilateral investment treaties also do not

differentiate between expropriation and nationalization although it is generally

recognized in legal doctrine that there are substantial differences between these

concepts.32 The Ethiopian investment law also uses the terms interchangeably

irrespective of the difference in meaning conveyed by each.

The taking of property through expropriation can be conducted either directly

or indirectly. Direct taking refers to a situation in which the state, through a

decree or other means, expressly acknowledges that it takes or will take the

property. In such circumstances, there is no doubt that the property has been

taken as the state itself acknowledges it. The importance of this manner of

taking property, however, has declined in the past years as states no longer

want to be perceived as posing a threat of expropriation. Instead, states have

resorted to an indirect way of taking.

The term indirect expropriation encompasses a range of acts and omissions of

the state which deprives the person the benefit of his/her property/investment.

Different BITs and other International investment agreements use different

terminologies, like measures equivalent to expropriation, measures tantamount

to expropriation, creeping expropriation, etc., to refer to indirect expropriation.

Though there could be slight difference in the meaning attributed to the terms,

all of them refer to indirect expropriation.33 The study of indirect expropriation

31 Rudolf Dolzer and Margrete Stevens, Bilateral Investment Treaties, (Martinus Nijhoff

Publishers, the Netherlands, 1995), p. 98 foot note 263
32 Id., p. 99
33 De facto expropriation, constructive expropriation, disguised expropriation, consequential
expropriation are some of the terms used to signify indirect expropriation. A Creeping
expropriation denotes an expropriation accomplished by a cumulative series of regulatory acts
or omissions over a prolonged period of time, no one of which can necessarily be identified as
the decisive event that deprived the foreign national of the value of its investment W. Michael
Reisman and Robert D. Sloane, Indirect Expropriation and Its Valuation in the BIT Generation,
British Yearbook of International Law, Vol. 74, (2003), p 128 Consequential expropriation, on
the other hand, involve the deprivations of economic value of a foreign investment, which,
within the legal regime established by a BIT, must be deemed expropriatory because of their
causal links to failures of the host state to fulfill its paramount obligations to establish and
maintain an appropriate legal, administrative, and regulatory normative framework for foreign
investment. Ibid.



takes us back to two early international decisions on expropriation.34 The
tribunals in these cases recognized indirect expropriation by establishing two
important things: i) that a state may expropriate property, where it interferes
with it, even though the state expressly disclaims any such intention and ii) that
even though a state may not purport to interfere with rights to property, it may,
by its actions, render those rights so useless that it will be deemed to have
expropriated them.35 Unlike direct expropriation, the express acceptance of the
state of its action is irrelevant to conclude that it has expropriated the property.
And again, the mere rendering of the right useless suffices to consider
interference on property right an expropriation. In recent years also several
tribunals have acknowledged that states may accomplish expropriation in ways
other than by formal decree and often in ways that may conceal expropriatory
conduct with coating of legitimacy. 36 A prominent example would be the Iran-
US Claims Tribunal established in the aftermath of the 1979 fran revolution
which resulted in the expropriation of several US investments. The tribunal in
Starrett Housing Corporation Vs Iran held that:

... [it] is recognized in international law that measures taken by a state
can interfere with property rights to such an extent that these rights are
rendered so useless that they must be deemed to have been
expropriated, even though the state does not purport to have
expropriated them and the legal title to the property formally remains
with the original owner.37

As we can see from the holding of the tribunal, the central point in
investigating existence of expropriation is the extent of interference that the
investor suffers and not as such on the form or content of the state measure or
intention of the state. Accordingly, different types of government measures,
like deprivation of profits, exorbitant taxation, measures substantially
interfering with the management or control of a business enterprise, harassment

34 The two cases are Certain German Interests in Polish Upper Silesia (Germany Vs Poland),
(1926), PCIJ Report Series A.No. 7 and Norwegian Ship owners Claims (Norway Vs U.S),
(1922). See Christie, infra note 35.
35 G.C Christie, What Constitutes a Taking of Property Under International Law, British
Yearbook of International Law, Vol. 38, (1962), p 311. See also Reisman and Sloane, supra
note 33
36 Reisman and Sloane, Supra note 33, p. 121
37 Starrett Housing Corporation Vs Islamic Republic of Iran, 4 Iran-US CTR, (1983), 154 as
cited by Newcombe and Paradell, supra note 22, p 326



of employees, annulment and cancellation of property rights and licenses etc,
may be considered as expropriation.38Many of the measures which are found to

be indirect expropriation may also fall under the police power of the state and

the question remains as to how one can distinguish between indirect

expropriation and non compensable regulatory taking. In this regard, three

criteria have been identified by international tribunals in distinguishing

between the two: the degree of interference with the property right, the

character of governmental measure i.e, the purpose and context of the

governmental measure and the interference of the measure with reasonable and

investment backed expectations.39 For the state's interference to constitute

indirect expropriation, the interference needs to be substantial and severely

affect the property right of the person. But again a question would arise

whether one should consider only the effect of the government's measure on

the individual or the purpose and context of the government's measure must be

included in the consideration. Using either of the two criteria to the exclusion

of the other would lead to different results even in cases with similar facts. If

one considers only the effect of the measure, also known as 'sole effects test',

an expropriation will be found to have occurred where a regulatory measure, or

series of measures, is sufficiently restrictive; whereas through the employment

of 'purpose' test a legitimate public purpose may, in certain circumstances, in

and of itself suffice to cast a measure as being in the nature of the normal

exercise of police power, and hence non compensable, regardless of the

magnitude of its effect on investment.40 A balanced approach, which consists

of weighing the purpose of the measure with its effect on the investment, is the

predominant approach used by tribunals. That is, there needs to be

proportionality between the purpose sought to be achieved through the measure

38 Blocking of access to a plant and government takeover of a key supplier, prohibition on re
export of equipment, creation of state monopolies and other forms of arbitrary conduct
depriving the investor of the benefit of its property, forced sale and requisition of land are some
examples in which international tribunals have found indirect expropriation to exist. See
Newcombe and Paradell, supra note 22, pp. 327-328
39 OECD, Indirect Expropriation and the Right to Regulate in International Investment Law,
Working Paper on International Investment, No. 2004/4, (September 2004), p. 10
40 L. Yves Fortier and Stephen L. Drymer, Indirect Expropriation in the Law of International
Investment: I know it when I See it, or Caveat Investor, ICSID Review: Foreign Investment
Law Journal Vol. 19 No 2, (2004), p. 300
41 OECD supra note 39, p. 15



and the effect of the measure on the investment for the measure to be a
regulatory measure.

3.1 Expropriation under Ethiopian law

Expropriation in Ethiopia is governed by laws issued by the Federal
government as well as the regional governments. On the federal level,
Expropriation of Landholdings for Public Purposes and Payment of
Compensation Proclamation 455/2005 and Payment of Compensation for
Property Situated on Landholding Expropriated for Public Purposes Council of
Minister Regulation no 135/2007 are the major laws governing expropriation.
The matter of expropriation is also governed by the Re-Enactment of Urban
Land Lease Holding Proclamation 272/2002 with regard to land held under the
urban land lease holding system. In addition to these proclamations, the 1960
Civil Code provisions which are consistent with the other laws play a gap
filling role. And it is in this Code that we can find definition of the term
expropriation proceeding. Accordingly, Article 1460 of the Civil Code defines
expropriation proceedings as 'proceedings whereby the competent authorities
compel an owner to surrender the ownership of an immovable required by such
authorities for public purposes.'

Though the concept of compensation is not included in the definition, the
subsequent provisions of the code deal with it and hence one can include
compensation as element of the expropriation law. Following the 1974
revolution and subsequent change in political ideology, land became property
of the State. Under the current Constitution also land is jointly owned by the
government and nations, nationalities and people wherein the government is
given the power to administer it on behalf of the latter.42 Accordingly, Article
1460 of the Civil Code needs to be read harmoniously with the Constitution
and hence the word 'owner' in the civil code must be read to mean "landholder
who owns property situated upon the land" .4 The terminology 'indirect
expropriation' is employed in the Civil Code which allows the competent
authorities to take the property of individuals for the purpose of setting up
installations or construct works without undergoing through expropriation

42 Article 40 of the Constitution of the FDRE
43 Muradu Abdo supra note 28, p. 359



proceeding.44 One limitation is that the construction works or installations
should not seriously impair the rights of the property owner or notably reduce
the value of the immovable, in which case resort to the normal expropriation
proceeding is required. And again, it is in cases where the work needs to be
executed within less than a month's time and where the work can be carried
out without impairing the normal exploitation of immovable that the authorities
may resort to indirect expropriation (Article 1486). One restriction on this right
of the authorities is that actions which would impair the right of a person on
dwelling houses are not allowed (Article 1487). Compensation will be paid for
the owner of the property for the damage caused by the works and installations
done by the authorities.

The purpose of the provisions on indirect expropriation under the civil code
seem to emanate from the fact that sometimes the state must urgently
undertake a public work on private property for such a short period of time that
compliance with normal expropriation procedures might not make sense.45

Whatever the purpose of the provisions might be, one thing we can clearly see
is that the meaning attributed to the concept of 'indirect expropriation' in the
Civil Code is quite different from the meaning of indirect expropriation in
international investment jurisprudence that we have seen above. One can even
say that indirect expropriation as is incorporated in the bilateral investment
treaties, including the ones signed by Ethiopia, is unknown under the Ethiopian
domestic law of expropriation.

4. Norms of Compensation

States have the sovereign right under international law to take property held by
nationals or aliens for economic, political, social or other reasons.46

Expropriation and nationalization of the alien's property is considered as
inalienable right of the host state. However, such taking must be accompanied
by the payment of compensation. Unlike the right of the state to expropriate,
there is no single universally accepted norm of compensation for expropriation.
In this regard, we have two distinct groups whose difference is particularly

44 Article 1485 of the Civil Code
45 Muradu Abdo supra note 28, p. 36246UNCTAD, Expropriation: UNCTAD Series in Issues in International Investment Agreements
11, (United Nations Publications, Switzerland, 2012), p. 1



observed in cases of large scale takings. The first group, composed of the
developed, capital exporting countries, push for the payment of full and prompt
compensation according to international law while capital importing countries
argue full and prompt compensation is not the norm under international law
and call for appropriate compensation.

At any given period in history, the legal norms governing taking of foreign
property have been determined by the economic, political and social processes
of the time.47 From about the mid 19th century to the First World War, during
which time the legal policies relating to compensation were formulated, the
international scene was dominated by European cultures wherein the state
played a comparatively negative role, protecting a regime of laissez-faire, and
assuring the sanctity of private wealth.48 Accordingly, States' intervention was
limited to the regulation of private property and the government's power to
take private property was exercised rarely and for a limited purpose.49 And
again, as expropriation of foreign property was an isolated and uncommon
phenomenon then, it was never a matter of national policy.50 It was at this time
in history that the payment of full compensation as a standard of
compensation for expropriation has been introduced. In the absence of contrary
treaty provision, payment of full compensation was even made a condition for
the legality of the taking. 52

The full compensation norm, which was introduced at a time where there was
minimum intervention in private property, was latter on challenged while
things have taken a different route during the twentieth century with changes in
economic, political and social conditions of states. One significant change of
the twentieth century is the direct interference and participation of the state in
the national and international economic order.53 With this change in political
circumstances, foreign wealth deprivations have become subjects of national

47 Frank G Dawson and Burns H Weston, "Prompt, Adequate and Effective": A Universal
Standard of Compensation?, Fordham Law Review, Vol. 30(4), (1962), p. 728
48 Id., pp. 728-729
49 Id., p. 729
50 Seymour J. Rubin, Nationalization and Compensation-A Comparative Approach, The
University of Chicago Law Review, Vol. 17, (1950), p 459
51 Please see the discussion infra for definition of 'full compensation'
52 Dawson and Weston, supra note 47, p. 729
53 Id., p. 730



policy.54 As such, the 'full compensation' norm was put to the litmus where

mass nationalizations have been undertaken by different countries due to

reforms in their domestic policies. Countries started to question the application

of 'full compensation' norm for large scale expropriations and hence the divide

between the capital importing and capital exporting countries. Resisting the

'full compensation' norm, the capital importing countries pushed for
'appropriate compensation' norm as is implanted in the Calvo Doctrine.

Authors like Montt argue that the introduction of the Calvo Doctrine, and

hence the divide between the two worlds, precedes the reform programs

undertaken in many of the Latin American and Eastern European countries.55

Rather, it was the resistance by the capital importing countries of the concept

of 'diplomatic protection' as it existed in the late 19th century that contributed

to the formation of a group advocating for 'appropriate compensation'. Tracing

back the investor protection regime in earlier times in history, one can find the

reliance of foreign investors on diplomatic protection they get from their home

states. Diplomatic protection through the espousal of claims of investors

developed in an era of colonialism and imperialism wherein States exercise all

possible means-political, economic and military-to protect their nationals'
56interests abroad. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the

exercise of diplomatic protection by powerful states was often accompanied by
'gun boat diplomacy'- the threat or the use of force to back up diplomatic

protection claims.57 The Great Powers' use of forcible self-help to advance the

claims of their citizens living or investing abroad transformed diplomatic

protection into an institution well-suited to major abuses.5 8 To make things

worse, the Great Powers were extending this 'gun-boat diplomacy' on,

sometimes, exaggerated and erroneous facts. The real and perceived abuses of

diplomatic protection led Latin American states to resist its use, particularly in

54 Id., p. 731
55 Santiago Montt, State Liability in Investment Treaty Arbitration: Global, Constitutional and
Administrative Law in the BIT Generation, (Hart Publishing, 2009), pp. 32 ff
56 Newcombe and Paradell supra note 22, p. 8. At the time, the use of force in the exercise of
diplomatic protection was not inconsistent with international law. Id., p. 9. The use of force as
a means of settling dispute was prohibited following the adoption of the UN Charter. See
article 2/3 and 2/4 of the UN Charter.
57 Id., p. 9
58 Montt supra note 55, p. 36



its more interventionist form, 59and it was as a response to this abuse of
diplomatic protection that the Calvo Doctrine and Clause were designed.60

What we find at the core of the Calvo Doctrine is equality between foreigners
and nationals. This equality signifies that foreigners are to receive similar
treatment and enjoy similar rights and protection as is given to nationals.61

Nonetheless, equality can also be understood to mean 'equality is the
maximum' and that the responsibility of governments toward foreigners cannot
be greater than the responsibility of governments towards their own
citizens.6263 However, this notion of equality as originally incorporated in the
Calvo Doctrine changed its feature in subsequent years. The expectation of
developing countries concerning standard of protection to property of aliens
was changed which significantly altered the substantive law of expropriation in
which the standard became compensation that the state deems appropriate.64

This position of the capital importing countries was the cause for the heated
debate following the mass expropriations undertaken by the Governments of
Mexico and Russia in the 1930s.65 In each case the expropriating state

59 Newcomb supra note 22, p. 9
60 Montt supra note 55, p. 36. As Mexico once argued, equality of treatment was established to

defend 'weak states against the unjustified pretension of foreigners who, alleging supposed
international laws, demanded a privileged position'. Ibid. Montt also asserts that, contrary to
what is usually assumed, the Argentinean jurist and diplomat Carlos Calvo did not create the
Doctrine; rather, he attributes real authorship of the Doctrine to the Venezuelan jurist Andr6s
Bello.
61 Id., p. 39
62 Id., pp. 39-40
63 Shan, on the other hand, argued that what the Calvo Doctrine does is emphasize on the
rejection of superiority or imperial prerogative of powerful states and their national, which in
other words makes the Calvo doctrine a doctrine of 'anti super state'. Consequently, unlike
national treatment, 'anti super state' does not deny or reject the special privileges that host
countries often grant or reserve to their own nationals. See Wenhua Shan, Calvo Doctrine,
State Sovereignty and the Changing Landscape of International Investment Law, in Wenhua
Shan, Penelope Simons and Dalvinder Singh, (eds.) Redefining Sovereignty in International
Economic Law, (Hart Publishing, 2008), p 249
64 Montt supra note 55, p. 56. In the second half of the twentieth century, all discussions of
minimum standards and the national standard turned out, in reality, to be about expropriation
and compensation, and nothing more. Thus, the classic claim-the nineteenth century Calvo
Doctrine, whose aim had not been to erode the rule of law but to terminate forcible self-help
through national treatment-was transmuted into a new and opportunistic one: expropriation
without compensation. Id., p. 57.
65 Mexico, undergoing a revolution that had begun with the fall of Porfiorio Diaz in 1910-had
enacted an agrarian reform program that would dispossess large number of foreign land



disclaimed any obligation to pay full compensation to the foreign nationals
affected by the measure; it rather offered the expropriated landowners only the
partial deferred compensation available to its own citizens under applicable
domestic law.66 This view was in stark contrast to what was being pushed for
by the developed countries and the prevailing norm in the 19th century for
limited (small scale) takings: adequate, prompt and effective compensation,
also known as the 'Hull rule'. 67

Adequate compensation is agreed to mean full compensation. Though 'full
compensation' has not been defined, many commentators agree that it includes
the full market value of the expropriated investment as well as the anticipated
earnings or future profits. In the valuation of expropriated investment, those
advocating for the hull rule of compensation favor the market value as it takes

owners, who had bought property in the country under the investment-friendly Diaz regime.
Russia has also undertaken a comprehensive program of nationalization by the Bolsheviks after
the October 1917 revolution. Agrarian reform in Eastern European countries following the first
world war triggered dispute between Romania and Hungary as residents of Transylvania who
had opted to retain their Hungarian nationality when the region was transferred to Romania
found themselves dispossessed when the Romania government decided to extend to
Transylvania a land reform program already in effect in other regions of Romania. See 0.
Thomas Johnson Jr., and Jonathan Gimblett, From Gunboats to BITs: The Evolution of
Modern International Investment Law, in Karl P. Sauvant (ed.), Yearbook on International
Investment Law and Policy 2010-2011, (Oxford University Press, 2012), pp. 661-662
66 Id., p. 662
67 This difference of position was reflected in a correspondence between the Mexican Minister

of Foreign Affairs and US Secretary of State Cordell Hull. The Mexican position emphasized
the non discriminatory nature of the country's agrarian reforms and asserted that:

[T]here does not exist in international law any principle universally accepted by
countries, nor by the writers of treaties on this subject, that would render obligatory the
giving of adequate compensation for expropriations of a general and impersonal
character. Nevertheless, Mexico admits, in obedience to her own laws, that she is
indeed under obligation to indemnify in an adequate manner; but the doctrine which she
maintains of the subject [...] is that the time and manner of such payment must be
determined by her own laws.

For which Secretary Hull responded:
The government of the United States merely adverts to a self evident fact when it noted
that the applicable precedents and recognized authorities on international law support its
declaration that, under every rule of law and equity, no government is entitled to
expropriate private property, for whatever purpose without provision for prompt,
adequate and effective payment therefore.

For more on the correspondence, see Andreas F. Lowenfeld, International Economic Law,
(Oxford University Press, 2008), pp 475-481 and Johnson and Gimblett, supra note 65, p
664.
61 Sornarajah supra note 2, pp. 413-414



future profitability into account. 69 The meaning of 'appropriate compensation',

however, was far from being agreed upon. Different legal publicists attempted

at defining 'appropriate compensation'. Newcombe, for example, defines
'appropriate' compensation as signifying something less than full fair market

value, providing more flexibility in the amount, manner and timing of

payment.7 0 Sornarajah also concurs with this view as he defines appropriate

compensation standard as 'a reference to a flexible standard which could range

from the payment of full compensation, the amount of future profits lost, to the

payment of no compensation at all in circumstances where the foreign investor

had visibly earned inordinate profits from his investment and the host state had

no benefits at all from it.' 71

The United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1803 under paragraph 4

recognizes the right of States to expropriate private property provided the

owner is paid appropriate compensation, in accordance with the rules in force

in the State taking such measures in the exercise of its sovereignty and in

accordance with international law. The US argued that appropriate

compensation under the Resolution is to mean adequate compensationv2 and

concluded that the resolution represents a consensus of the economically

developed and less developed countries.7 3 To the dismay of the US the

meaning of 'appropriate' was contested by other countries as some were

suggesting that it allowed for less than full compensation. The adoption of the

Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States by the General Assembly in

1974 gave the matter a rest. The charter under article 2.2/c affirmed the right of

each state:

[t]o nationalize, expropriate or transfer ownership of foreign
property, in which case appropriate compensation should be paid by
the state adopting such measures, taking into account its relevant
laws and regulations and all circumstances that the state considers
pertinent. (emphasis added)

69 Id., p 451
70 Newcombe and Paradell supra note 22, p. 377
71 Sornarajah supra note 2, p. 446
72 Ibid
73 Johnson and Gimblett supra note 65, p. 680



Hence, under the charter, the obligation of a state that expropriates the property
of an alien is, in the end, defined solely by the law of that state]4 And the
Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order,
Resolution 3201, prohibits the home states from exerting any economic,
political or other pressure on the taking state to get redress for their nationals.75

Leaving aside the debate as to whether resolutions of the General Assembly
have a law creating effect, these resolutions, at the least, indicate a desire on
the part of the states to reject full compensation as the sole standard of

76compensation.

We have seen earlier that BITs are currently important sources of international
investment law which extend various forms of protection to foreign investors,
one example being the guarantee against expropriation without compensation.
They also cover standards of compensation. Contrary to the past experience
where there is difference of position with regard to the standard of
compensation for nationalization, BITs almost across the board, adopt similar
standard of compensation for both large scale and small scale takings. And the
standard adopted is 'prompt, adequate and effective' compensation or the Hull
rule.77 It is to be noted that not all BITs use similar language in their choice of
a particular standard of compensation as many set a standard of full
compensation based on 'market value', actual market value' or 'fair market
value' .7 Despite the difference in terminology used by the BITs, they all refer
to the standard of 'full compensation'. This was asserted by international
investment tribunals where the phrases 'prompt, adequate and effective
compensation', 'fair market value' and 'actual value' were all interpreted as
requiring full compensation.79 One question that can be raised in this regard is
whether the consistent acceptance of a particular norm in the bilateral
investment treaties will convert the norm into a principle of international law.

74 Id., p. 681
75 Resolution 3201, after recognizing the permanent sovereignty of States over their natural
resources and the right to nationalization or transfer of ownership to its nationals, states in
paragraph 4/e that 'no state may be subjected to economic, political, or any other type of
coercion to prevent the free and full exercise of this inalienable right.'
76 Sornarajah supra note 2, p. 446
77 Id., p. 416
78 Newcombe and Paradell, Supra note 22, p. 383
79 Id., p. 384 referring to article 4(c) of Egypt Greece Treaty in Middle East Case, Article 1110
NAFTA in Metalclad, Vivendi and Siemens cases



It is unlikely that such a view can be taken of BITs in general as, despite the
fact that BITs reflect considerable consensus with respect to their structure and

main content, they show diversity in the actual wording of provisions and in

the level of protection and treatment stemming from those provisions.80 And

again, the fact that many of them provide for valuation of compensation to be

made by national authorities make the possibility of such treaties creating a

norm as to the standard of compensation remote. 81

4.1 Compensation Standard under BITs Signed by Ethiopia

From the perspective of developing countries, BITs are viewed as a tool for

attracting foreign direct investment. As opposed to capital exporting countries

whose goal of signing BITs is protection of present and future investment by

their nationals, the basic goal of the capital importing developing countries is

encouragement of future investment. 82 As such, even if their goal is different,
developing countries subscribe to the idea of signing BITs with as many

developed capital exporting countries as possible. Proliferation of south-south

BITs has also been witnessed in the past years.

In an effort to attract foreign investment to the territory, the government of

Ethiopia has been signing BITs with developed as well as developing

countries. As of end of June 2012, the country has signed 29 BITs. 83 A cursory

look at these BITs shows that the Hull rule of 'Adequate, Prompt and

Effective' compensation is adopted in the BITs signed with developed as well

as developing countries, albeit the wordings used are different. Many of the

BITs qualify the term 'adequate' to refer to the 'market value' of the

investment on the day the expropriation measure was taken or publicly known.

While the BITs between Kuwait and Ethiopia and France and Ethiopia use the

term 'actual value', the BITs between Sweden and Ethiopia, Netherlands and

Ethiopia and Austria and Ethiopia use the term 'fair market value' in

describing the word 'adequate'. Article 6/1/b of the BIT with Kuwait reads:

'Such compensation shall amount to the actual value of the expropriated

'o Anna Joubin-Bret, BITS of the Last Decade: A Ticking Bomb for States? In Catherine A.

Rogers and Roger P. Alfors, (eds.), The Future of Investment Arbitration, (Oxford University
Press, 2009), p. 150
1 Sornarajah supra note 2, p. 416

12 Salacuse supra note 5, p. 661
83 UNCTAD supra note 6, p. 231



investment....' While the BIT between Netherlands and Ethiopia under article

6/c states: 'the measures are taken against prompt, adequate and effective

compensation. such compensation shall represent the fair market value of the

investment immediately before the moment the measure or impending

measures become public knowledge....'

The BIT between India and Ethiopia uses a different terminology where it

refers to 'fair and equitable compensation' but again qualifies it to mean the

market value of the investment at time of expropriation. Article 5 in relevant

part states:

Investments of investors of either Contracting Party shall not be
nationalized, expropriated or subjected to measures having effect
equivalent to nationalization or expropriation ... except... against fair
and equitable compensation. Such compensation shall amount to the
market value of the investment expropriated immediately before the
expropriation or before the impending expropriation became public
knowledge ... (emphasis added)

With regard to the other two elements of the Hull Rule, the BITs specifically

mention that the compensation must be effectively realizable (paid in a

convertible currency) and payment must be made promptly (without undue

delay). All in all, one can conclude that the BITs which are signed by the

government of Ethiopia contain the Hull rule of compensation for both direct

and indirect expropriations and nationalization.

4.2 Compensation Standard under Domestic Legislations

i. Investment Law

Regarding the standard of compensation, Article 25/2 of the investment

proclamation seems to embrace the 'adequate' compensation standard in a

similar manner as the BITs wherein it states 'adequate' compensation

corresponding to the prevailing market value, shall be paid in cases of both

expropriation or nationalization of an investment for public interest. But it

becomes a bit complicated when we see the standard applicable for cases of

nationalization under Article 25/3 of the same. The provision stipulates that
'nationalization' results in the payment of appropriate or adequate

compensation. The question, then, will be what is the standard of compensation



in cases of nationalization; adequate or appropriate? Daniel argued that
different adjectives added to the word compensation are there to give more
emphasis rather than having separate legal significance. 84 The author of this
article humbly disagrees with this assertion at least as far as compensation for
nationalized foreign investments are concerned. As discussed in previous
sections above, the terms 'adequate' and 'appropriate' compensation have
significant difference in the jurisprudence of international investment
protection and it has been a bone of contention for some years. In the face of
all debate that took place between the capital importing and exporting countries
and the stand taken by the General Assembly, it cannot be concluded that the
prefixes do not have separate legal significance.

ii. Other Laws on Expropriation

In Ethiopia, like in many other countries, though the government has the power
to expropriate the property of the landholder, such power is limited as such
action can be taken only against the payment of compensation. In this regard,
Article 40(8) of the FDRE Constitution puts an obligation on the government
to pay in advance compensation commensurate to the value of the property
expropriated. The standard that is employed in the Constitution is
'commensurate compensation', which unfortunately is not defined either in the
Constitution or Proclamation 455/2005. The Merriam Webster Dictionary
defines the term as 'equal in measure or extent or corresponding in size, extent,
amount, or degree' 85 while the Amharic version of the Constitution refers to
't,,Tmal' compensation. Hence, we can understand the term 'commensurate

compensation' to mean an amount which is equivalent to the value of the
property expropriated, without expecting mathematical equality between the
compensation and the value of the expropriated property. 86 This deviation from
equivalence in payment of compensation is also comprised in the Civil Code
provisions for compensation.

84 Daniel W/Gebriel, Compensation During Expropriation, in Muradu Abdo (Ed.), Land Law
and Policy in Ethiopia Since 1991: Continuities and Changes, Ethiopian Business Law Series,
Vol. 3, (November 2009), p. 206
15 See <http://www.merriam-webster'comidictioniry/commensurate> [accessed on February
25, 2013]
86 Muradu supra note 28, p. 381



The underlying goal of compensation, as envisaged in the Civil Code, is to put
the affected person to the position s/he would have been had the harm

complained of did not materialize. Article 2090 of the civil code stipulates
'unless otherwise provided, the damage shall be made good by awarding the

victim an equivalent amount in damages' and the damages due shall be equal

to the damage caused to the victim by the act giving rise to the liability.8 7 Here,

the whole idea of compensation is to put back the victim to the position he/she

would have been had the harm complained of did not materialize. When this

principle is applied to expropriation cases, 'the purpose of determining the

amount of compensation would be to arrive at an amount which would neither

permit the public to enrich at the cost of the affected person nor the latter to

enrich at the detriment of the public.. .rather [I]t would be to put the affected

person into the position that would have existed had the expropriation not

taken place.' 
8 8

Article 2090 leaves a room for deviation from the rule of equivalent

compensation when it provides the phrase 'unless otherwise' at the beginning.

This indicates that the equivalence principle has an exception which may entail

the award of compensation which is more or less than the harm incurred8 9 One

such exception is expropriation. The Amharic version of Article 1474/1 of the

Civil Code, in relevant part, states that ,...GOP hmh4 i7,4 (WZ &'7t6f W-

'-,+" Ah gv'qA::' This is translated to mean '...equal to the amount of present

and certain damage caused by the expropriation'90 (emphasis added). This

provision limits compensation to present and certain damage. This limitation

implies that future loss is not compensable although certain to occur and as

such consequential damage like loss of profit and transportation cost are

disregarded. 92 This is in stark contrast to the concept of adequate compensation

which is endorsed in the BITs signed by the country and the investment

proclamation.

87 Article 2091 of the Civil Code
88 Muradu supra note 28, p. 379
89 George Krzeczunowicz, The Ethiopian Law of Compensation for Damages, (Addis Ababa

University, Faculty of Law, 1977), p 79
90 The English version of the code is different as it speaks of compensation equal to 'actual
damage' caused by expropriation.
91 Krzeczunowicz supra note 89, p. 173
92 Muradu supra note 28, p. 380



This deviation from the principle of equivalence can also be traced in
Proclamation 455/2005. The cumulative reading of articles 7 and 8 of the
proclamation shows that the compensation will be paid for expropriated
property situated on the land, permanent improvement to the land and
permanent or temporary loss of the land. In the first category of compensable
property falls buildings, fences, utilities, trees, crops, perennial crops, protected
grass, etc. The basis for determining the amount of compensation for such
property, which is located in rural areas, as provided under article 7/2 is the
replacement cost of the property. In cases where the property expropriated is
situated on urban land, the law provides for the lowest possible threshold for
determining the amount of compensation when it stipulates under article 7/3
that the amount may not be less than the current cost of constructing a single
room low cost house in accordance with the standard set by the concerned
region. Here, the Regulation for payment of compensation93 chips in by
providing that the amount of compensation for a building will be determined
on the basis of the current cost per square meter or unit for constructing a
comparable building. Such amount will include the current cost for
constructing floor tiles of the compound, septic tank and other structures
attached to the building as well as the estimated cost for demolishing, lifting,
reconstructing, installing and connecting utility lines of the building.94 This
applies for buildings located both in urban and rural areas. One should note
that consequential damages like cost of removal, transportation, and erection of
the building will only be paid as compensation for property that could be
relocated and continue its service as before. 95

The second category of compensable interest under the expropriation
proclamation is permanent improvement made on land. Article 7/4 stipulates
that the compensation for permanent improvement to land shall be equal to the
value of capital and labor expended on the land. As such, this amount will be
determined by computing the machinery, material and labor costs incurred for
clearing, leveling and terracing the land, including the costs of water reservoir

93 Council of Ministers Regulation on the Payment of Compensation for Property Situated on
Landholdings Expropriated for Public Purposes, Regulation No 135/2007
94 Article 3/2 of Regulation 135/2007
95 Article 7/5 of Proclamation 455/2005



and other agricultural infrastructural works in cases of permanent
improvements to rural land.96

The permanent or temporary loss of land holding is also compensable.
Proclamation 455/2005 provides for two possible ways of compensating the
person whose land holding has been expropriated: land to land compensation
and monetary compensation. While the proclamation under article 8/3 indicates
that a substitute land will be given for a rural land holder whose holding has
been expropriated, article 15 of the regulation specifically mentions that the
possessor of rural land used for growing crops or a protected grass, whose
holding has been expropriated for public purpose will, as much as possible, be
provided with a plot of land capable of serving a similar purpose. This will be
effected when the wereda administration confirms that a substitute land is
available within its locality (Article 8/3). Land to land compensation is also
available for expropriated urban land holding. According to article 8/4 of the
Proclamation, an urban land holder whose land holding has been expropriated
will be provided with a plot of urban land the size of which will be determined
by the urban administration. The main source of controversy regarding land to
land compensation in urban areas is the size and location of the substitute
land.97 There is no requirement that the substitute land should be of equal size
as the expropriated land, which can lead to grudge of the expropriated land
holder. And again, the expropriated land might be located in the centre of town
where there is relatively developed infrastructure while the substitute land
could be located in undeveloped area, adding to the dissatisfaction.

In addition to or in lieu of land to land compensation, as the case may be, the
land holders of both rural and urban land are entitled to payment of
displacement compensation. Displacement compensation for rural land holders
represents the compensation given for the loss of land itself98 and the amount
of the compensation is equivalent to ten times the average annual income the
holder secured during the five years preceding the expropriation. This amount
will be limited to the average annual income secured during the five years in
cases where the wereda administration confirms the availability of a substitute

96 Article 9 of Regulation 135/2007
97 Daniel supra note 84, p. 228
98 Id., p 215



land.99 Where the expropriated property and land holding is located in urban

areas, the holder will be paid a displacement compensation equivalent to the

estimated annual rent of the demolished dwelling house, or be allowed to

reside free of charge for one year in a comparable dwelling house owned by

the urban administration.100 This applies mutatis mutandis to demolished

business house. When an urban land lease holding is expropriated prior to the

expiry of the lease year, the holder will be provided with a similar plot of land

and will be paid a displacement compensation equivalent to the estimated

annual rent of the demolished dwelling house. Alternatively, he/she may be

allowed to reside free of charge for one year in a comparable dwelling house

owned by the urban administration. 1 01 The displacement costs paid to the urban

land holder are to be paid in addition to the compensation paid for the property

situated on the land.

4.3 Standard of Compensation for Unlawful Expropriation

International law recognizes the sovereignty of a State over resources found

within its territory. And the taking of foreign property by the state is prima

facie lawful; subject to conditions like public purpose, non discrimination, due

process and payment of compensation. 1 2 Two questions can be raised in

relation to the last element. First, would the failure of the state to pay

compensation for the expropriated property, while all the other three conditions

are fulfilled, make the expropriation illegal? Some commentators observe that

numerous awards of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal "recognize the

payment of prompt compensation to be a consideration relevant to the

lawfulness of a taking under customary international law". 1 3 On the other

hand, authors like Sornarajah argue that the non-payment of compensation will

not make the expropriation illegal provided the other conditions are fulfilled;

rather, unlawful expropriation creates an obligation to pay restitutionary

99 Article 8/1 and 8/3 of Proclamation 455/2005. The justification for fixing this amount is
unknown. See Daniel for further discussion on the argument whether such amount is
commensurate to the property right lost, Id., p 216.
100 Article 8/4/b of proclamation 455/2005. Where the house demolished is a business house,
this provision applies mutatis mutandis.
101 Article 8/4
102 Sornarajah supra note 2, p. 406
103 Brower CN and Brueschke JD, The Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, (Kluwer Law
International, The Hague, 1998), p. 499 as cited by UNCTAD supra note 46, p. 43



damages. 104 The practice of the European Court of Human Rights also aligns
to this approach. Accordingly, the court distinguishes between inherent
illegality of a taking, for example a taking which is not in the public interest,
and illegality due to the non-payment of compensation wherein the first
category triggers automatic application of a higher compensation standard. 1 05

The second question with regard to this element relates to the rule that will be
followed for compensation in cases of illegal/unlawful takings. The PCIJ in
Chorzow Factory Case laid down an important principle of compensation for
illegal taking. It stated

... reparation must, as far as possible, wipe out all the consequences
of the illegal act and reestablish the situation which would, in all
probability, have existed if that act had not been committed....
Restitution in kind, or if this is not possible, payment of a sum
corresponding to the value which a restitution in kind would bear;
the award, if need be, of damages for loss sustained which would not
be covered by restitution in kind or payment in place of it-such are
the principles which should serve to determine the amount of
compensation due for an act contrary to international law. 106

This principle has been an important principle in the determination of
compensation to be paid for illegal taking as it has been employed by many
international tribunals, including the Iran-US Claims Tribunal. Implementing
this principle in expropriation cases requires the consideration of damnum
emergens, the value of the expropriated enterprise, including tangible property,
contract rights, and intangible valuables such as business good will; and
lucrum cessans, lost profits.10 7 Accordingly, the foreign investor whose
enterprise has been illegally expropriated is entitled to the payment of the value
of the expropriated enterprise as well as a reasonable profit that has been lost.
This is reflected in different international decisions which declare that it is '...
universally accepted rule of law that an investor cannot be fully compensated
for the going concern value of his expropriated interests unless he is awarded

104 Sornarajah supra note 2. P. 364
105 UNCTAD supra note 46, p. 44
106 Case Concerning the Factory at Chorzow (Germany v Poland), PCIJ Report Series A, No

13, (September 13, 1928), p 47
107 Reisman and Sloane supra note 33, p. 136



both the damage that has been sustained as a result of the taking and the
reasonably ascertainable 'profit that has been missed'.' 108

BITs adopt the Hull Rule of compensation for direct and indirect
expropriations. In some forms of indirect expropriation, like in the case of
creeping expropriation, one can identify illegal taking as it involves an
accumulation of acts and omissions over time which depreciates the value of
the property, with the state denying existence of expropriation and hence
subsequent failure to pay compensation. And again, it is difficult to see how an
expropriation accomplished by a series of ostensibly valid measures that
collectively deprive an investor of its property right, could be considered to
have fulfilled the due process requirement for a lawful expropriation. °9 This
leads us to the conclusion that in cases of creeping expropriation, the Hull rule
of compensation must be seen in light of the principle devised in the Chorzow
Factory case.

What we have under the Hull rule is the requirement that compensation must
be 'adequate, prompt and effective'. In many of the BITs 'adequate' is
qualified to mean the fair market value of the expropriated investment
immediately before the expropriatory action was taken or became known.110

The market value of an enterprise in modem economic terms is not the
enterprise itself but rather the stream of profits it can be expected to produce
over its lifetime. il At this point one may raise a question as to the applicability
of the Chorzow Factory principle as it will entitle the investor to be over
compensated as he/she is entitled to the value of the expropriated property
(which includes the stream of profit) and lost profit. Some argue that despite
the double count, the distinction serves a useful policy purpose in so far as it
permits international tribunals to penalize egregious expropriations and,
hopefully, to deter them in the future. 11 2

108 Brice M Clagett, Just Compensation in International Law: The Issue before the Iran-US

Claims Tribunal, in Richard B. Lillich, (ed.), IV The Valuation of Nationalized Property in
International Law, (1987), p 42 as cited by Riseman and Sloane supra note 33, Footnote no 98
' 09 Id., 137
110 The BITs Ethiopia signed with Germany, Belgian-Luxembourg Economic Union and
Equatorial Guinea are just few of the examples.
illReismand and Sloane supra note 33, p 137
112 Ibid.



Coming to the issue of indirect expropriation under Ethiopian law, as indicated
in section above, the domestic legislations on expropriation do not recognize
the concept in a similar manner as it is reflected in the BITs the country signed.

5. Conclusion

Foreign investment is a vital tool for economic growth and prosperity of states.
All countries, whether rich or poor, seek foreign capital as an important
element for the development of their economy. The flow of foreign investment
is influenced by, among other things, the legal framework the host state
provides. The legal framework on the promotion and regulation of investment
is derived from the national law of the host state, the contract the host state
concludes with the individual investor and international law, particularly
bilateral investment treaties. Achieving the goal of investment promotion and
protection requires coherence among the different sources of law for
investment. Integrating the investment policy framework into an overall
development strategy and ensuring coherence among the three sets of rules is
challenging. In this respect, UNCTAD proposes that there should be coherence
and synergy at both the national and international level. If what is committed
internationally by the host state is different from what is provided in the host
state's municipal law, which is equally applicable, then the protection accorded
on the international level loses its meaning.

In this short article, an attempt is made to show that this synergy and coherence
is lacking in the international and national investment policy of Ethiopia. This
is particularly so in areas of expropriation and standard of compensation.
While on the international level the BITs recognize the concept of indirect
expropriation, this concept is understood somehow differently in the national
legislation. And again, while the BITs adhere to the 'adequate, prompt and
effective' standard of compensation, otherwise known as 'Hull Rule', the
national legislation seems to use both the Hull Rule and 'adequate standard';
concepts which entail different obligation. This is despite the fact that all
policies that impact on investment need to be coherent.



Systematizing Knowledge about Customary Laws in Ethiopia

Gebre Yntiso*

1. Introduction

Ethiopia has numerous customary laws developed and practiced since time
immemorial. Since recent years, these customary institutions of dispute and
conflict handling mechanisms received growing attention as evidenced by an
increase in research activities, publications, and policy interest. In 2008, the
French Center for Ethiopian Studies published an edited volume titled
'Grassroots Justice in Ethiopia'. 1 Two years later, the Ethiopian Arbitration and
Conciliation Center published two edited volumes and one annotated
bibliography on 'Customary Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in Ethiopia'.2 In
2013, the Justice and Legal Systems Research Institute published an edited
volume titled 'Law and Development, And Legal Pluralism'.3 Of the many
research projects of masters and doctoral programs at Addis Ababa University,
some focused on customary laws in Ethiopia.4 Why is there so much interest
now on a theme that seems to have been overlooked for so long?

The rise of interest in customary laws may be explained in terms of several
factors. First, there exists a growing realization that customary laws are deeply
rooted and widely used in all comers of the country despite the introduction of
the codified modern legal system (largely adopted from Europe) in the 1960s.
Several studies point to the fact that rural communities (to a large extent) and
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urban residents (to some extent) prefer the customary laws to the formal
counterpart. 5

Second, the global tendency to promote indigenous knowledge since the 1970s
led to the recognition of the customary laws as part of the indigenous
knowledge repertoire along with others, such as traditional medicine and folk
environmental knowledge.6 In short, the global trend of promoting indigenous
knowledge and the rights of local communities contributed to the rise in
research interest in customary laws as well.

Third, the Ethiopian Government's official determination since the early 1990s
to respect cultural diversity and the constitutional recognition of customary
laws (Art. 34:5 and 78:5) 7 also created a favorable environment for research
undertaking. Article 34:5 reads, "This Constitution shall not preclude the
adjudication of disputes relating to personal and family laws in accordance
with religious or customary laws, with the consent of the parties to the
dispute." There exists also a growing interest on the part of some Ethiopian
researchers to unveil the customary laws of their own groups.

Fourth, research interest in customary laws has increased due to the inter-
ethnic, inter-religious, and political conflicts that Ethiopia has been
experiencing in last two decades. The difficulty of resolving such conflicts
through the state law warrants the need to use customary mechanisms by
government authorities. Tirsit Girshaw wrote, "Most wars today are fought
within rather than between countries. Hence, it is not only important but also
compulsory for governments ... to think about indigenous conflict resolution

mechanisms, since they are very powerful tools for solving such conflicts."8

Finally, before the enactment of the 2009 Charities and Societies Proclamation
that limits the involvement of certain civil society organizations in advocacy

5 Pankhurst and Getachew (eds.), cited above at note 2, p. v; Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and
Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 4, (2011), p.xii.
6 A. Pankhurst and Gebre Yntiso, "Local Knowledge and Relevant Technology in Ethiopia", in

Shiferaw Bekele (ed.), Culture and Development in Ethiopia, (2012), p.8 1-8 2 (in Amharic).7Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 1995, Art. 34:5 and 78:5, Proc.
No. 1, Neg. Gaz. Year 1, No. 1.
8Tirsit Girshaw, "Indigenous Conflict Resolution Mechanisms in Ethiopia", in Ministry of
Federal Affairs (ed.), First National Conference on Federalism, Conflict and Peace Building,
(2004), p.5 0 .



and rights issues, many non-governmental organizations used to work on peace
initiatives and sponsor projects and studies on dispute and conflict handling
issues.9 In short, availability of funds created a favorable environment for
research engagement in this field.

It can be argued that these golden opportunities for research and publication on
customary laws apparently lacked conceptual clarity; common understanding
of the core values and issues worth exploring; common recognition of the
challenges and limitations of using customary laws; and clear picture of their
potentials and prospects. The failure to differentiate such key concepts as
dispute vs. conflict and dispute settlement vs. conflict resolution has been
hampering communication and common understanding. Most of the studies
undertaken to date are largely isolated ethnographies. There is deficiency of a
comprehensive perspective to formulate social theories and/or social policies.
Gabriele Hoehl wrote, "lacking systematic knowledge and proper concepts of
how to handle conflicts... entities [in Ethiopia] are mostly unable to coordinate
their activities even towards crisis management."10 Given the growing interest
to understand customary laws by scholars and government sectors, more
studies and publications are expected in the future. Thus, it is high time to
rectify the existing deficiencies and develop systematic research strategies.

This paper is written with firm conviction that research on customary laws in
Ethiopia and beyond could be systematized to produce results that are
amenable to comparative analysis, scientific generalization, and practical
application. The idea of knowledge systematization (with latitude for deviation
and adaptation) can be accomplished though clarity of concepts that have been
used interchangeably and confusingly; identification of the values and virtues
that enhance the legitimacy and enduring popularity of customary laws; and
promotion of comparative research to pave the way for comprehensive
understanding of customary laws.

This paper is primarily based on literature review. Limited ethnographic
accounts based on the writer's own research have also been used to provide

9Gebre Yntiso, Understanding the Dynamics of Pastoral Conflict in Lower Omo Valley,
(2011), p.82 .
10 G. Hoehl, "Exploring and Understanding Conflicts", in Ministry of Federal Affairs (ed.),
First National Conference on Federalism, Conflict and Peace Building, (2004), p. 114.
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illustration. Apart from the general literature review, the author significantly
benefited from three volumes on customary laws in Ethiopia that he co-edited.

Between September 1988 and December 1998, he undertook doctoral

dissertation research in Metekel Zone (Benishangul-Gumz Region, Ethiopia),

which enhanced his knowledge about the customary laws of the Gumz people.

In 2010 and 2011, the writer had the opportunity to carryout research on intra-

and inter-ethnic dispute/conflict handling mechanisms among the Dassanech

and the Nyangatom people in South Omo Zone, Southern Nations,

Nationalities, and Peoples Region (SNNPR), Ethiopia. Field data were

collected through key informant interviews, focus group discussions,

observations, and document reviews.

2. Towards Conceptual Clarity

The Concept of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) was conceived in the

United States by legal practitioners and law professors with the intention to

reform the justice system through the introduction of non-litigant methods. 11 In

England, the history of voluntary conciliation and arbitration goes back to 1850
where these methods were used to address industrial disputes.12 The early

advocates of ADR with the reformist agenda in the US sought the non-litigant

model from customary laws, which were viewed as more humane, therapeutic,

and non-adversarial.13 Ugo Mattei and Laura Nader 14 argued that ADR was
used as a disempowering tool "to suppress people's resistance, by socializing

them toward conformity by means of consensus-building mechanisms, by

valorizing consensus, cooperation, passivity, and docility, and by silencing

people who speak out angrily." Historical parallel and resemblance to this

argument comes from the 1850s England that witnessed "the highest hopes of

abolishing strikes completely by the most ruthless application of arbitration". 15

11 L. Nader, "Controlling Process in the Practice of Law: Hierarchy and pacification in the
movement to reform dispute ideology", Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution, vol. 9,
(1993), p.1.
12 J. Hicks, "The Early History of Industrial Conciliation in England", Economica, No. 28,
(1930), p.2 6 .
13K. Avruch, "Type I and Type II Errors in Culturally Sensitive Conflict Resolution Practice",
Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 20, No. 3, (2003), p.3 5 2. Also read: K. Avruch, A
Historical Overview of Anthropology and Conflict Resolution,
(http://www.aaanet.org/press/an/0907/avruch.html) last visited on 20 March 2014.
14U. Mattei and Laura Nader, Plunder: When the rule of law is illegal, (2008), p.7 7 .
15 Hicks, cited above at note 12, p.2 6.



The new profession of ADR in the US and the historical application of some of
the methods in England are different from the customary laws practiced in

Ethiopia and perhaps in other non-western countries. While the western ADRs

were instituted later in time to address disputes and conflicts outside of the

formal courts, the customary laws in Ethiopia existed long before the

introduction of the formal law. Therefore, the common ADR terminologies

such as dispute, conflict, negotiation, mediation, arbitration, conciliation,

dispute settlement, conflict resolution, conflict management, and conflict

transformation (all western concepts) should be used in customary law studies

after scrutinizing and redefining their meanings, approaches, and purpose.

It is to be recalled that, half a Century ago, two prominent anthropologists

(Paul Bohannan and Max Gluckman) espoused a debate on whether universal

categories and terminologies should be used to depict the legal systems of

different societies. Bohannan advocated for the use of native terms to be

accompanied by ethnographic meaning, arguing that using universal categories

act as a barrier to understanding and representing the legal systems in different

cultures.16 Gluckman, on the other hand, argued in favor of translating native

concepts into English, stating that excessive use of local terms serve as a

barrier to cross-cultural comparison of legal practices. 17 As Kevin Avruch18

rightly stated, the etic approaches that allow comparative analysis and the emic

approaches that provide much deeper and contextualized insights are equally

important in dealing with dispute/conflict.

It is the conviction of the author of this paper, that the translation of local

terminologies into Anglo-American equivalents makes sense only when the

English meanings are in good order. However, the vast literature on customary

laws in Ethiopia includes ADR terms that have been used interchangeably and

confusingly. Since the terminological usages would have discrete implications

for the outcome of a dispute/conflict situation, ensuring conceptual clarity

becomes indispensable. For analytical purpose, the terms that require

differentiation are categorized into three: types of incompatibility (dispute and

16P. Bohannan, "Ethnography and Comparison in Legal Anthropology", in Laura Nader (ed.),
Law in Culture and Society, (1969), p. 403.
17 M. Gluckman, "Concepts in the Comparative Study of Tribal Law", in Laura Nader (ed.),

Law in Culture and Society (1969), p. 353.
is K. Avruch, Culture and Conflict Resolution, (1998), p.6 0 .
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conflict), methods of handling incompatibility (negotiation, mediation,
arbitration, and conciliation), and approaches to ending incompatibility

(dispute settlement, conflict management, conflict resolution, and conflict

transformation). This section attempts to clarify the meanings of these

concepts; find out whether they have equivalent practices in Ethiopia; and

reflect on the aptness of their usage in the Ethiopian literature. In this paper, as

part of the knowledge systematization effort, the concept of 'customary laws'

has been used intentionally avoiding the interchangeable use of such

terminologies as 'indigenous laws', 'traditional laws', 'informal laws', and
'customary dispute/conflict resolution mechanisms.'

2.1 Types of Incompatibility

In the literature, there exists lack of uniformity in the use of the terms dispute

and conflict. While some writers stress differences between the two, others use

them interchangeably.19 In the Ethiopian literature on customary laws, the

terms dispute and conflict have not been adequately differentiated. In the book

'Grassroots Justice in Ethiopia', the titles of 10 out of 11 chapters carry the term

dispute, but nowhere in the volume it is made clear whether the choice was

meant to convey the message that the issues discussed in the book are about

disputes, not conflicts. Likewise, the two volumes on 'Customary Dispute

Resolution Mechanisms in Ethiopia'21 failed to differentiate the usage of the
two concepts. Many chapter contributors to these two books and others

published in Ethiopia used dispute and conflict without providing operational

definitions and at times interchangeably.

In order to ensure conceptual clarity in the field of dispute/conflict handling

research, this paper adopted John Burton's22 approach that describes dispute as

a short-term disagreement between two persons or groups over a specific set of

facts and/or issues that are negotiable in nature, and conflict as a long-term and

deeply rooted incompatibility associated with seemingly "non-negotiable"

issues between opposing groups or individuals. Non-negotiable issues include,

among others, denial of basic human rights and deprivation of essential

19 B. Spangler and Heidi Burgess. Conflicts and Disputes,
(http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/conflicts-disputes) last visited on 12 May 2014.
20 Pankhurst and Getachew (eds.), cited above at note 1, p. i-ii.
21Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 2.
22 J. Burton, Conflict: Resolution and Prevention, (1990), p.2
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economic resources such as land and water.23 A specific dispute, if not settled,

could turn into conflict, not the other way round. It is beyond the scope of this

paper to delve into the argument that conflict is inevitable and useful for

change.

2.2 Methods of Handling Incompatibility

The common methods employed to address individual or group

disputes/conflicts outside of the formal court include negotiation, mediation,

conciliation, and arbitration.24 The four methods of alternative dispute

resolution, as practiced in western societies, vary in their respective meanings

and approaches. In the Ethiopian literature on customary laws, these terms are

not sufficiently differentiated from each other and from their usage in ADR

literature. Tirsit stated, "Mechanisms like reconciliation and arbitration are

common features of indigenous conflict resolution mechanisms"25 Wodisha

Habtie noted that negotiation, mediation, and arbitration exist as distinct

methods among the Boro-Shinasha.26 Jetu Edossa wrote, "In Ethiopia, the use

of mediation process as a customary method of dispute resolution has been

practiced for centuries."27 It is not clear whether these three authors used those

terms after confirming their exact matches with ADR usage.

In some studies, conciliation and mediation are used interchangeably as if they

are the same.28 There are works that show the existence of a connection

between mediation and arbitration. For example, Dejene Gemechu wrote,
"[T]he qaalluu court mediates and assists the disputants to negotiate, but

whenever its efforts fail, it evolves into arbitration. Taking into consideration

23 B. Spangler, Settlement, Resolution, Management, and Transformation: An Explanation of
Terms (http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/meaning-resolution) last visited on 12 May
2014.
24 A. Sgubini, Mara Prieditis and Andrea Marighetto, Arbitration, Mediation and Conciliation:
Differences and similarities from an International and Italian business perspective,
(http://www.mediate.con/articles/sgubinia2.cfm) last visited on 13 January 2014.
25Tirsit Girshaw, cited above at note 8, p.4 9 .
26Wodisha Habitie, "The N66mA - Conflict Resolution Institution of the Boro-Sinaga", in Gebre
Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), Customary Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in
Ethiopia (2011), p.4 3 8-4 4 0 .
27Jetu Edossa. "Mediating Criminal Matters in Ethiopian Criminal Justice System: The
prospects of restorative justice, Oromia Law Journal, vol. 1, No. 1, (2012), p. 10 0 .
28Dejene Gemechu, "The Customary Courts of the Waliso Oromo", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade
Azeze and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p. 256-257.
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the interests of both parties, the final decision is pronounced by the judges."' 29

Among the Nuer, according to Koang Tutlam, kinsmen and elders arrange
mediation to determine the fine and ask the culprit to pay compensation to the
victim. 30 In the western ADR context, as discussed later, mediators do not
suggest a solution (conciliators do suggest non-binding agreement ideas), and
arbitration results are final and legally binding.

The interchangeable and differential usage of these concepts clearly suggests
the existence of a challenge associated with borrowing foreign terms to
represent local practices in different contexts without establishing
comparability. This section attempts to discuss the meanings of the four
concepts and the actual ADR proceedings (private in nature) so that researchers
could establish the presence or absence of resemblance with the proceedings of
customary laws (public in nature) before using them.

Negotiation is a mechanism where the parties that are directly involved meet
to resolve their differences and reach an agreement on their own without the
involvement of a third party. If conducted without influence and intimidation,
negotiation is known to be the most efficient and costless approach to handle a
dispute/conflict. Since it is conducted based on the principle of give-and-take
and willingness to ease tension, private negotiators are expected to opt for
compromise. Apart from this specific and narrow usage, the term negotiation is
flexibly and broadly employed to refer to any discussion aimed at finding a
middle ground, be it in the context of mediation, conciliation, or early phase of
arbitration.

Mediation as dispute/conflict handling method involves an appointment of a
neutral and impartial third party (a mediator, often a trained person or a legal
expert) to facilitate dialogue between conflict parties and help them reach at a
mutually acceptable agreement without imposing a biding solution.32

291d., p.263.
3 0Koang Tutlam, "Dispute Resolution Mechanisms of the Nuer", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade
Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), id., p. 412.31Assefa Fiseha, "Business-related Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in Addis
Ababa", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), Customary Dispute
Resolution Mechanisms in Ethiopia, (2012), vol. 2, p.2 4 5 .
32 M. LeBaron-Duryea, Conflict and Culture: A Literature Review and Bibliography, (2001), p.
121.



Mediation is often preferred over litigation because the former is faster, fair,
efficient, cheaper, confidential, and addresses the unique needs of parties. The
main principles of mediation are voluntarism, being non-binding,
confidentiality, and being interest-based. The parties are free to reach at or
withdraw from negotiated agreements. In order to facilitate the resolution of a
conflict, a mediator performs a series of activities. The mediator is expected to
understand the perspectives of the parties, set ground rules for improved
communication, encourage them to discuss in good faith and articulate their
interests or concerns, remind them to make decisions on their own, and
convince them to remain committed to peaceful result. In meditation parties
may be represented by lawyers who argue their case, advocate for their clients,
and negotiate on their behalf.

The 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia does not clearly recognize mediation
procedure. According to Assefa Fiseha, it appears that the Ethiopian Civil
Code combines mediation and conciliation.33 The Ethiopian Arbitration and
Conciliation Center is reported to have prepared and submitted a draft
mediation law, which is under consideration by committees in the House of
Peoples' Representatives. 34 One might wonder whether mediation as practiced
in the west is consistent with the customary laws where non-professionals
handle disputes/conflicts in public. Researchers of customary laws should also
bear in mind the fact that a mediator in the ADR context would not dictate the
process, make a judgment, or suggest any solution.

Conciliation (or reconciliation) is another dispute/conflict handling method
that involves an appointment of a neutral and impartial third party (a
conciliator) to assist parties to reach a satisfactory agreement. Conciliators are
appointed based on their experiences, expertise, availability, language, and
cultural knowledge. Louis Kriesberg and Bruce Dayton stated that there are
four important dimensions of reconciliation that parties expect for the process
to succeed: truth, justice, regard and security.35 Conciliation and mediation
have a lot in common, and sometimes the two terms are used

33Assefa Fiseha, cited above at note 31, p. 247.
34Girmachew Alemu, Introduction to the Ethiopian Legal System and Legal Research,
(http://www.nyulawglobal.org/globalex/ethiopia.htm) last visited on 15 April 2014.
35 L. Kriesberg and Bruce Dayton, Constructive Conflicts: From Escalation to Resolution,
(2012), p.30 5 .



interchangeably.36 In both methods, the parties retain the power to select their
conciliators, the venue, the language, the structure, the content, and the timing
of the proceedings. Both techniques are flexible, time and cost-efficient,
confidential, and interest-based. The parties also retain autonomy to make the
final decision without imposition by a third party. The difference between
conciliation and mediation is that a conciliator could play direct/active roles in
providing non-binding settlement proposal. The Ethiopian Civil Code (Articles
3318-3324)3' duly recognizes the conciliation procedure and provides details
about, among others, the role of conciliators and the conciliation proceedings.

Arbitration is the fourth major dispute/conflict handling method where parties
voluntarily present their disagreement to an unbiased third party arbitrators or
arbitral tribunals. Arbitrators are expected to apply the law and start the
proceedings after receiving a written consensus (arbitration agreement) from
the parties on the content of their disagreement and their willingness to accept
in advance the 'arbitral award' - the verdict issued after hearing. Arbitral
proceedings are conducted under strict rules of confidentiality (not open to the
public). Like mediation and conciliation, arbitration is supposed to be efficient,
easier, faster, cheaper, and relatively flexible. Parties are free to choose their
arbitrators, the venue, the language, and the timing of the arbitral proceedings.
Arbitration is different from mediation and conciliation in that (1) arbitrators
have the power to administer a legally enforceable award and (2) parties lose
control over their ability to make a decision on their own. Arbitral awards are
enforced even internationally because of the 1958 New York Convention on
the Recognition of and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. As practiced
in the West, the decisions of arbitrators are final and binding and cannot be
reversed even by the formal courts unless the arbitration agreements were
invalid.

36 C. Morris, Definitions in the Field of Conflict Transformation,

(http://www.peacemakers.ca/publications/ADRdefinitions.html#reconciliation) last visited on
13 January 2014.
37Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, 1960, Art.3318-3321, Proc. No. 165, Neg. Gaz. Year
19, no. 2.



Arbitration as an ADR method is legally recognized in Ethiopia and has been
used to handle different disputes/conflicts.38 Although the procedure seems to
be similar to western practices, Assefa noted that arbitration in the Ethiopian
context is becoming more expensive and that arbitral awards are not
necessarily final and binding as courts tend to accept appeals from parties
dissatisfied with the decisions of arbitrators.39Such court interference is
inconsistent with the principles of arbitration and unfairly diminishes the
relevance and credibility of the method. It would be interesting to know
whether there exist customary courts in Ethiopia that apply the formal law,
require the submission of written arbitration agreements, and conduct hearings
protected from the public.

2.3 Approaches to Ending Incompatibility

The ending of a conflict takes four major forms: dispute settlement, conflict
management, conflict resolution, and conflict transformation. In the Ethiopian
literature, the terms dispute settlement, conflict resolution, and conflict
management are not sufficiently differentiated (sometimes used
interchangeably), while conflict transformation is a new concept the local
equivalent of which is yet to be found. The following discussions are expected
to clarify the common usage of the four approaches thereby avoiding confusion
and interchangeable use.

Dispute Settlement is an approach that removes dispute through negotiation,
mediation, conciliation, and arbitration. A dispute is settled (rather than
resolved, managed or transformed) because it represents an easily addressable
short-term problem that emanates from negotiable interests. Establishing the
facts of the dispute and satisfying the interests of disputants are among the
basic conditions to be met for successful dispute settlement. Depending on the
methods employed, a third party may use persuasion, inducement, pressure, or
threats to ensure that the disputants arrived at satisfactory settlement. A dispute
settlement strategy aims at ending the dispute through compromises and
concessions without addressing the fundamental causes or satisfying the basic

38Tilahun Teshome, "The Legal Regime Government Arbitration in Ethiopia: A synopsis",
Ethiopian Bar Review, vol. 1, No. 2, (2007), p. 128-30; Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia,
cited above at note 37, Articles 3325-3345.
39Assefa Fiseha, cited above at note 31, p. 253 & 255.
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demands of the disputants.40 Since it does not change the existing structures
and relationships that caused disputes, the efficacy and durability of the
settlement approach (compared to the resolution and transformation
approaches) are considered to be limited.

Conflict Management refers to the process of mitigating, containing, limiting
or controlling conflict temporarily through third party intervention. Conflict
management steps are taken with the recognition that conflicts cannot be
quickly resolved, and with the conviction that the continuation or escalation of
conflicts can be somehow controlled as an interim measure. The conflict
management process would succeed only when the conflicting parties have
respect for the integrity, impartiality, and ability of the third party. However,
the strategy neither removes conflict nor addresses the underlying causes.41 As
Merton Deutsch noted, the main intention is to make the situation more
constructive and less destructive to the conflicting parties through lose-lose,
win-lose, or win-win results.42 Conflict management must soon be followed by
other strategies to resolve the problem permanently.

Conflict management as defined in ADR has equivalent cultural and religious
practices in Ethiopia. For example, among the Orthodox Christians, a priest
would hold the holy cross and pronounce religious injunction on adversaries to
temporarily halt offensive actions. In some cultures, offenders take refuge with
individuals and institutions believed to have cultural and religious sanctity to
protect them against revenge.43

Conflict Resolution is an approach that removes the underlying causes of
conflict decisively. Peter Wallensteen defines conflict resolution as "a situation
where conflicting parties enter into an agreement that solves their central
incompatibilities, accept each other's continued existence as parties and ease
all violent action against each other." 44 From this definition it is apparent that

40 J. Burton and Frank Dukes, Conflict: Practices in Management, Settlement and Resolution,
(1990), p. 8 3 -8 7 .
41 j. Lederach, Preparing for Peace: Conflict Transformation Across Cultures, (1995), p. 16-17.
42 M. Deutsch, The Resolution of Conflict: Constrictive and Destructive Processes, (1973), p. 8
& 17.
43Alemu Kassaye, "Blood Feud Reconciliation in Lalomama Midir District, North Shoa", in
Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.),cited above at note 26, p.1166; also see
Gebre Yntiso, cited above at note 9, p.4 1 .
44 P. Wallensteen, Understanding Conflict Resolution (3r ed., 2012), p.8 .
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conflict resolution follows a mutual understanding about a problem to be
solved and a firm commitment to address the root causes of conflict. This can

be accomplished through changes in behaviors, attitudes, structures, and

relationships that incite or perpetuate conflict. The resolution approach leads to

a long-term solution. The role of a third party is to facilitate communication

and enable conflict parties make a comprehensive agreement. Resolving

conflicts, as opposed to settling disputes, demands more than establishing the

facts or satisfying the interests of the parties. It is equally important to note that

conflict resolution may not remove all differences or may not lead to major

structural changes to avoid future relapse of conflict.

Conflict Transformation may be described as the deepest level of change that

results from improved and accurate understanding of the conflict. Conflict

transformation underlines the need for major structural and relational changes

to avoid relapse of conflicts due to similar causes. Apart from the structures

and relations, those issues and interests that led to conflicts are expected to

change to allow the establishment of a new system and a new environment. In

this regard, the transformational approach seems to have an interest in conflict

aftermath or post-conflict peace building processes. John Paul Lederach, the

leading advocate and proponent of conflict transformation, wrote:45

Transformation provides a more holistic understanding, which can
be fleshed out at several levels. Unlike resolution and management,
the idea of transformation does not suggest we simply eliminate or
control conflict, but rather points descriptively toward its inherent
dialectic nature. Social conflict is a phenomenon of human creation,
lodged naturally in relationships. It is a phenomenon that transforms
events, the relationships in which conflict occurs, and indeed its very
creators. It is a necessary element in transformative human
construction and reconstruction of social organization and realities.

The gist of Lederach's argument is that conflict (created by people in some

kind of relationships) transforms the creators and the relationships. If

unchecked or left alone, it could have destructive consequences for the

conflicting people. However, such adverse effects (hostile relations and

negative perceptions) can be modified through long-term and sustained

processes that involve education, advocacy, and reconciliation to improve

45J. Lederach, cited above at note 41, p. 17 .



mutual understanding and transform the people, relationships, and structures
for better. Hence, conflict transformation is explained more in terms of healing
and major structural change with positive implications for social
transformation and nation building.

3. Values and Virtues of Customary Laws

The studies undertaken thus far in Ethiopia indisputably reveal that customary
laws are deeply rooted in cultural and religious values and widely practiced
throughout the country. Especially in the countryside, it seems that
comparatively fewer cases are taken to the state court46 and that most plaintiffs
(more than 76% according to Dejene) withdraw cases filed with formal
institutions before proper investigation. 47It is equally important to
acknowledge the fact that the degree of resistance to the formal law depends on
the level of state penetration or the intensity of state influence, which gets
weaker from the center to the periphery. For example, the researcher's own
observations in Metekel Zone (Benishangul-Gumz Region) and parts of South
Oino Zone (SNNPR) point to the popularity and intensive use of customary
laws. Although the activities of customary courts are not legally sanctioned,
many professionals and practitioners in the justice sector sincerely admit today
that these courts have been helpful in terms of reducing the workload of the
formal courts. In their efforts to address inter-ethnic conflicts, government
officials have been openly co-opting influential customary authorities and
judges of customary laws. This section focuses on the core values,
perspectives, and functions that contribute to the perpetuation, resilience, and
in some cases dominance of customary laws. Some five key variables have
been identified to show the merits of customary laws in Ethiopia. It is hoped
that future researchers in the field would find these variables to be useful entry
points to build on.

3.1 Restoration of Social Order

In places where people live in settings of strong networks of kinship, clanship,
ethnicity, and other social groupings, disputes/conflicts between individuals are

46Woubishet Shiferaw, "Spirit Medium as an Institution for Dispute Resolution in North Shoa:
The Case of Wofa Legesse", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.),cited
above at note 26, p.1 9 4-19 5.47Dejene Gemechu, cited above at note 28, p.27 1.
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likely to engulf much larger groups. Unlike the formal courts that define justice
in terms of penalizing perpetrators, customary courts focus on larger groups

(e.g., families, communities, clans, etc.) that may have been drawn into the

trouble from both the perpetrator's and the victim's sides. This is because

discords are viewed not only as isolated individual differences to be addressed

but also as disconcerting social disorder to be restored. The restoration of

social order is ensured only when the larger groups, far beyond the actual

perpetrators and victims, drawn into the dispute/conflict come to grips with it

and move forward, leaving the trouble behind them. Hence, the deliberations of

customary courts often end with repentance of the perpetrator's group and the

forgiveness of the victim's group thereby bridging the social divide and healing

the social scar.

In 1999, the author witnessed reconciliation processes between two Gumz

families in the presence of their respective relatives and neighbors to resolve an

adultery case. When a young married woman admitted to have been

impregnated by a young man in the same village, the case was brought to the

attention of elders and clan leaders, who immediately summoned the family

and relatives of the impregnator and those of the young woman's husband (who

was away from the village for education). The problem between the two

families was resolved through repentance and forgiveness in the absence of the

husband expected to agree to the deal upon his return to the village. From the

books on customary laws that the author edited, it is apparent that families and

large groups, in many parts of Ethiopia, are involved during the handling of

disputes and conflicts initiated by individuals or small groups.48

The staging of a forum for group involvement in a customary peacemaking

process is meant not only to resolve disputes/conflicts but also to avoid

possible relapses and spillover effects, and ensure social order and community

peace. Hence, justice and peace are served at the same time. It can be argued

that in communities with a strong sense of social bonding and group loyalty,

customary laws are better suited for transformation of hostility to solidarity at

both individual and group levels without creating a winner-loser situation. In

view of this fact, the customary laws exhibit irrefutable superiority over the

48Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 2.
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formal law, which focuses only on the prosecution of the perpetrator, a
measure that does not lead to community peace.

3.2 Quest for Truth

The second important quality of customary laws is their unique and

unparalleled strength in discovering the truth that would otherwise pose

challenges for the formal justice system. The police would find offences

committed under secrecy and in the absence of any evidence to be difficult or

impossible to investigate. In the context of customary laws, the victim's side is

not expected to open up for discussion and forgiveness before the disclosure of

truth. Hence, the primary role of customary judges is to discover the facts

through confession or investigation. In closely organized communities, people

do not hesitate to expose culprits, and it is not uncommon for family members

to testify against their loved ones involved in unlawful acts. Customary courts

rarely convict alleged perpetrators based on circumstantial evidence, and

offenders rarely get away with wrongdoing for lack of witness/evidence.

Telling the truth is given high value for practical and religious reasons. On the

practical side, the social life of people in communities is built around mutual

trust. People make agreements and entrust things to each other without any

third party in witness or any record in evidence. If the social contract of trust

was allowed to crumble, the consequence for individuals and society at large

would be grave. For example, untrustworthy individuals risk being dishonored

and disgraced in their own families and communities. A society would become

dysfunctional without its basic principles that govern the behaviors and actions

of its members. Hence, there exists a great deal of social pressure to tell the

truth.

Regarding the religious aspect, telling lies while under oath is associated with a

betrayal of faith that might have supernatural consequences. The following

quotes reveal the value attached to truth and the association with belief

systems. Among the Nuer, "The disputants swear an oath of innocence and the

person who doesn't tell the truth is bound to suffer misfortune."49 Among the

Waliso Oromo, "Customary courts attempt to prove the truthfulness of cases

through the flow of information, directly from the disputants. Both parties are

49Koang Tutlam, cited above at note 30, p. 425.
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expected to be honest in providing information .... It is believed that the waaqa
easily identifies the truthfulness and falsity.' 50 In short, customary laws
employ divine weight as well to extract the truth.

3.3 Public Participation

The notion of public participation in the context of customary laws is explained
in terms of the involvement of community members in a dispute/conflict
handling process. As opposed to the closed and confidential ADR proceedings
of the west, customary laws allow people to attend the public deliberations and
provide opinion about the validity or falsity of evidence provided and/or the
fairness of verdict reached. This was the case, until the 1936 Italian occupation,
with the customary justice system of the Government of Ethiopia, where the
Imperial Courts invited bystanders and passerby to attend hearings and air their
opinion.

51 52According to Assefa Fiseha and Abrham Tadesse , public participation in
the administration of justice characterizes the customary laws of Tigray and
Sidama respectively. Dejene wrote, "Apart from direct participation, [among
the Oromo] the community provides information and suggests ideas on the
issue under litigation. Such informal discussions and public views are
important to arrive at consensus at the end of the day. The final decisions are
the outcome of these various views and suggestions from the
community."53Among the Nuer, the open procedures and participation of the
community members in the administration of customary justice tend to limit
the possibility for corruption and nepotism.54

Why is popular participation so important? First, the involvement of
community members as observers, witnesses, and commentators increases the
credibility and transparency of customary laws. Second, non-confidential
proceedings help to put public pressure on parties to honor and respect

50Dejene Gemechu, cited above at note 28, p.26 1-2 6 2.
51Assefa Fiseha, "Customary Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in Tigray", in Gebre Yntiso,
Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p.3 6 6-3 6 7 .
52Abrham Tadesse, "Customary Conflict Resolution among the Sidama", in Gebre Yntiso,
Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), id, p. 123.53Dejene Gemechu, cited above at note 28, p.26 1-27 6.
54Koang Tutlam, cited above at note 30, p. 429.



agreements. Non-compliance to a customary court decision is rare mainly
because nonconformity is likely to be interpreted as rebellion against

community values and interests. Finally, since customary judges pass decisions

in the presence of community observers, the possibility for corruption and

prejudiced judgment is limited.

3.4 Collective Responsibility

Collective responsibility refers to a situation where social groups take the

blame for offenses perpetrated by their members and the responsibility for the

consequences. This principle is widely practiced in cultures where group

identification and group control mechanisms are strong, and where the idea of

individualization of crimes is not common. In such societies, to redress

offenses, retaliatory acts are taken against unsuspecting members of a

perpetrator, sometimes in the form of collective punishment. Hence, families

and relatives of wrongdoers often take the initiative to make peace and avoid

retribution. The customary judge(s) may require the perpetrator's family,

lineage, or clan to take responsibility, express repentance as a group, and

contribute towards compensation for the victim. 55In Dassanech and

Nyangatom, South Omo Zone, government authorities seem to employ the

principle of collective responsibility to put pressure on communities to

apprehend and bring criminals to justice.

One might challenge the appropriateness of holding communities/groups

responsible for offenses committed by individuals. The rationale behind blame-

sharing may better be understood in some contexts. First, it represents a tacit

recognition that the family or the group to which the perpetrator belongs failed

to detect, discourage, stop or report unjustified offenses, and therefore, they

should take some responsibility. Second, when the verdict involves costly

compensation to the victim's group, the principles of reciprocity, solidarity, and

sharing are often evoked to help members in trouble. Third, in a situation

where the group (rather than the individual offender) is the target of retribution,

the cost of not taking collective responsibility could be much higher than

sharing the blame and the fine.

55Assefa Fiseha, Gebre Yntiso, and Fekade Azeze, "The State of Knowledge on Customary
Dispute Resolution in Ethiopia", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.),
cited above at note 26, p.3 0 .



One might also wonder whether sharing of the consequences of wrongdoing
would not encourage repeated perpetration. However, since it is an unpleasant
experience for any group to go through such trials and tribulations that tarnish
group reputation and image in society, repeated offenses may strain the
relationship between the perpetrator and his group and lead to harsher
measures such as humiliation, ostracism, expulsion from community, capital
punishment, etc. In other words, there exist internal mechanisms to discourage
and control offenders. On the whole, under ideal situation, collective
responsibility for any wrongdoing is not a virtue worth pursuing. Under the
contexts discussed above, however, it seems to serve important purpose worth
appreciating.

3.5 Accessibility, Efficiency and Affordability

In Ethiopia, the formal law is inaccessible to a significant proportion of rural
communities due to distance, efficiency, and affordability factors, not to
mention the popularity deficiency. Most rural communities lack easy physical
access to the formal courts because the District Courts are located in the
Woreda (District) capitals, far away from most villages. Traveling to a Woreda
capital to file a case would, undoubtedly, incur costs: money, time, and energy.
Moreover, it creates inconveniences associated with the following: language
barriers (where the local languages are not used in courts), facing unfamiliar
and intimidating judges, repeated court appearances, and delays. Although
quasi-formal social courts exist in villages, their mandates are limited to civil
cases and petty crimes the punishments of which do not exceed one-month jail
term and a 500 Birr fine.

On the other hand, the customary laws represent alternatives that fairly
adequately address the gaps and challenges. The customary judges, who are
sometimes appointed and entrusted by the parties and who speak the local
languages, are readily available in every locality and provide speedy services
free of charge (or for a nominal fee). Hence, the customary courts are more
affordable and more accessible. Unlike the formal courts, which are
complicated and known for rigidity, customary courts are characterized by
flexibility and simplicity, which make the latter more efficient. Inconveniences
and dissatisfactions associated with repeated court appearances, unbearable



delays, intimidating court procedures, and corruption are limited in customary
courts.

4. Template for Comparative Research

Studies on customary laws may be undertaken in a variety of ways depending

on their purpose and design. In this section, with the idea of knowledge

systematization in mind, attempts are made to outline and explain salient

variables useful for understanding the structures and procedures of customary

courts and the state of legal pluralism in Ethiopia, which is unique in some

ways. It is assumed that systematic study of customary laws requires a

structured research approach that ensures the collection and analysis of

comparable data.

4.1 The Structure of Customary Courts

This sub-section attempts to identify the judicial levels and frameworks, the

identity and legitimacy of judges, and their terms of office. It needs to be noted

that despite the constitutional provisions (i.e., Articles 34:5 and 78:5, discussed

later), the customary courts lack space within the formal court. Hence, the

structure discussed in this section relates to the customary courts.

Regarding court levels, some customary courts are hierarchically organized

and have procedures for appeal, while others lack hierarchy and possibility for

appeal. When it is deemed necessary to handle discords without delay and

complication, cases may be transferred from a higher to a lower level court.56

The absence of hierarchical structure does not deter complainants from taking

their cases to other parallel levels for rehearing5 . Some customary courts such
58as the Mad'a of the Afar people handle different types of cases , while others

such as those among the Wolayita are specialized to handle only specific

56 Gebre Yntiso, "Arra: Customary Dispute Resolution Mechanisms of the Dassanech", in

Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 31, p.6 5 .57Debebe Zewde, "Conflict Resolution among the Issa Community", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade
Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p.348; Mesfin Mesele, "Customary
Dispute Resolution in Tach Armachiho Woreda, North Gondar", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade
Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 31, p.1 8 1.58Kahsay Gebre, "Mad'a - The Justice System of the Afar People", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade
Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p.32 6 .
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cases.59 While the judicial levels and frameworks vary from society to society,

flexibility seems to be one of the characterizing features of customary laws.

Customary court judges are known for their wisdom, impartiality, knowledge

of their culture, rhetoric skills or convincing power, and rich experience in

dispute/conflict handling. Apart from such well-versed individuals, influential

clan leaders, ritual specialists, religious leaders, senior elders, village

administrators, and lineage heads often participate in customary courts. The

power of the customary judges emanate from at least four sources: consent of

the parties, administrative position (e.g., clan chief), participation in rituals as

in the case among the Sidama and the Dassanech 6 , and in some cases from

leadership in religious institutions as in some parts of Amhara.62 The identity

of judges as prominent individuals and their power derived from secular and

spiritual sources contribute to their legitimacy.

The terms of office of judges vary depending on the sources of their authority.

The role of those judges appointed by parties in dispute/conflict end the

moment the discords are handled. However, judges who acquired authority by

virtue of their religious or administrative posts or by performing rituals may

continue to serve until their formal replacement unless they are required to step

down for legitimate reasons, such as inability to function, poor performance,

and malpractice. While individuals with excellent record of service are invited

to join the panel of judges repeatedly, those who failed to meet expectation are

rarely given another chance. It can be noted that judges are under close public

scrutiny and this helps to ensure their impartiality and competence for the task.

4.2 The Procedures of Customary Courts

This sub-section focuses on events/activities that span from the occurrence of

an incident to its eventual closure. These include: reporting cases, evidence

collection and verification, deliberation and verdict, closing rituals, and

enforcement mechanisms. Reporting cases to customary courts is a collective

59Yilma Teferi, "Mediation and Reconciliation among the Wolayita Ethnic Group", In Gebre
Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), id., p. 106.
60Abrham Tadesse, cited above at note 52, p. 122-23.
61 Gebre Yntiso, cited above at note 56, p.6 1 .
62Birhan Assefa, "Yamare Fird: Customary law in Wogidi-BorenaWoreda, South Wollo", in
Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, &Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p. 13 9 .



responsibility rather than a matter to be left to those directly involved. Family
members, relatives, neighbors or anyone who has knowledge about the
dispute/conflict is expected to report. In many cases, the culprit or his/her kin
would admit guilt and report incidents to ensure quick conciliation. It is also a
common practice for the party of the victim to file a case with the judicial body
instead of resorting to vengeance.

The ultimate objective of customary courts is genuine conciliation after the
disclosure of the truth. The truth is expected to surface through confession or
public investigation that may involve review of evidence and witness
testimony. Thanks to the high value accorded to truth, serious offenses
committed under secrecy and in the absence of witness find solution through
customary laws. The judges remind disputants to restrain themselves from
doing things that can derail the process, hurt feelings, and exacerbate social
disorder. Apart from those directly involved in disputes/conflicts and their
witnesses, representatives of the parties (often family members) and ordinary
spectators of the deliberation may be asked to air their views and comments in
the interest of reconciliation and community peace.

When guilt is admitted or proven with evidence, a case comes to closure, and
verdict will be passed often by consensus, although it does not preclude
coercion (when persuasion fails). The offender's group may have to pay
compensation to the victim's side, and express sincere repentance, which is
often reciprocated with forgiveness from the victim's group. Regarding
compensation, there exist significant variations across cultures. In some
societies, fixed payment regimes exist, while in others fines are specified by
judges or the parties based on the severity of the offence and sometimes the
economic capacity of the offender to afford. Compensations may be paid
immediately, in piecemeal over short period of time, or as a long-term debt to
be inherited by generations as in the case among the Dassanech.63

Most customary court rulings end with closing ritual performances that involve
sacrificial animals, expression of commitment to agreements, cursing
wickedness and nonconformist behaviors, and blessing righteousness and
conformity. Such rituals of partly divine content are believed to deter

63 Gebre Yntiso, cited above at note 56, p. 67 .



rebellious tendencies and avoid possible relapse to discord. Besides the
mystified harm that rituals are believed to inflict on the defiant, social pressure
(e.g., defamation, ostracism, etc.) and physical measures (e.g., punishment,
property confiscation, etc.) may be used to enforce customary court decisions.
Handing an offender to the formal justice system is also viewed as dealing with
the disobedient.

4.3 Legal Pluralism

Legal pluralism is explained in terms of the co-existence of more than one
64legal system in a given social field. Sally Merry, who distinguished between

'classical legal pluralism' (that focused on the intersections of the colonial law
and customary laws of the colonized) and the 'new legal pluralism', argued
that the latter "places at the center of investigation the relationship between the
official legal system and other forms of ordering that connect with but are in
some ways separate from and depend on it." 65 Internal diversity within the
state system, where various state sectors may be competing for authority also
represents legal pluralism. Likewise, the non-state legal systems (of which
customary laws represent one variant) are characterized by plurality of
practices. The customary laws are also differentiated both within and across
ethnic groups. In this paper, therefore, the concept of legal pluralism is
employed to refer to:

a) the coexistence of and the relationships between the state law and the
non-state laws, and

b) the coexistence of and relationships among various legal practices
within customary laws.

Typology. For analytical purpose, five normative legal regimes (one state law
and four non-state laws) have been identified in Ethiopia. These include: (1)
the codified law introduced in the 1960s and the subsequent laws issued later in
time; (2) the numerous customary laws characterized by both commonalities
and differences between and within ethnic groups; (3) the Sharia Courts that
have been in existence for long time, recognized by the three successive
governments, and currently operating with jurisdiction over family and

64 S. Merry, "Legal Pluralism", Law and Society Review, vol. 22, No. 5, (1988), p.8 7 0 .
65 S. Merry, cited above at note 65, p.8 7 3 .



personal issues;66 (4) the certified commercial arbitration forums that provide

arbitration and mediation services in commercial, labor, construction, family

and other disputes;67 and (5) the spirit mediums, believed to operate as
mediators between humans and God and accepted by followers as representing

dispute/conflict handling institutions. While Sharia Courts and the

commercial arbitration forums have clear legal grounds to operate, the

customary laws and spirit mediums largely function based on public

acceptance and preference.

Relations. The relationship between the state law and the customary laws is an

important area of study. The Ethiopian Constitution (Articles 39:2and 91:1)

provides, in broad terms, for the promotion of the cultures of nations,

nationalities and peoples of in the country. Article 34:5 makes more specific

and direct reference to adjudication of disputes relating to personal and family

laws in accordance with customary laws, with the consent of the parties to the

dispute. Article 78:5 also states that the House of People's Representatives and

State Councils can give official recognition to customary courts. Thus far,

however, neither the particulars of Article 34.5 have been determined by law

nor the official recognition stipulated in Article 78:5 has been given.

Therefore, the actual interactions between the state law and the customary laws

are arbitrary, inconsistent, unregulated, and quite unpredictable, to say the

least. One extreme situation is where the two legal systems unofficially

recognize each other and cooperate to the extent of transferring cases and/or

exchanging information.69 There are instances where government authorities

and customary judges work together in peace-making processes or addressing

66 Mohammed Abdo, "Sharia Courts as an Alternative Mechanism of Dispute Resolution in

Ethiopia", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, and Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 31,
p.261.67Assefa Fiseha, cited above at note 31, p.2 4 1.
68Woubishet Shiferaw, cited above at note 46, p. 183-184.
69Mamo Hebo, Land, Local Custom and State Policies: Land Tenure, Land Disputes and
Dispute Settlement among the Arsii Oromo of Southern Ethiopia, (2006), p. 129-131; Gedewon
Addisse and Fekade Azeze, "Customary Conflict Resolution Mechanisms among the Hadiya",
in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze & Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note 26, p.100-101;
Seyoum Yohannes, "Customary Dispute Resolution Mechanisms of the Irob Ethnic Group", in
Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, & Assefa Fiseha (eds.), id., p. 175.
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inter-ethnic conflicts .7 There are also situations where the formal and

customary courts operate side-by-side exhibiting indifference and tolerance.71

At another extreme, both get antagonistic, especially when one intervenes in
72the domains and activities of the other. There is a need to regulate the

relationship between the two legal systems and avoid anomalous practices.

Since little is known about the Ethiopian legal pluralism, the following

questions await answers from researchers. What is the source of legitimacy of

each legal practice? What are common features shared by all? What are their

internal and external differences? What kinds of relationships exist among

them? Are there categories of people who prefer certain laws over others?

What are the criteria for choice of legal practices? What are the strengths and

weaknesses of each practice? The answers to these questions and information

on whether each institution is currently getting weaker or stronger and the

reasons behind for such trend are expected to enhance knowledge about the

state of legal pluralism in Ethiopia and its future.

Limitations of Customary Laws. The customary laws are criticized for the

following limitations, among others: gender insensitivity, weak procedural

fairness in adjudication and punishment, breach of human rights, lack of

uniformity, and incompatibility with changing contexts. There are cases where

customary courts overstretched their powers to handle homicide and pass death

sentences. Sometimes convicted offenders are subjected to harsh physical

punishment and torturous public humiliation. Hence, the application of some

customary laws obviously violates the classic liberal rights (e.g., privacy,

personal dignity, bodily integrity). Some of the injustices against women often

overlooked by customary laws include: lack of women's participation in

customary courts, denial of women's rights to property, marriage of rape

70Mesfin Mesele, cited above at note 57, p. 197-201; Gebre Yntiso, cited above at note 56, p.73;
Birhan Assefa, cited above at note 62, p. 151; Israel Itansa, "The Quest for the Survival of the
Gada System's Role in Conflict Resolution," in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, & Assefa Fiseha
(eds.), cited above at note 26, p.3 13 .71Wodisha Habitie, "Almaburi: Customary Conflict Resolution Mechanisms of the Berta", in
Gebre Yntiso, Assefa Fiseha, and Fekade Azeze (eds.), cited above at note 31, p.125; Gebre
Yntiso, cited above at note 56, p.7 3 .
72Yewondwesen Awlachew, "Yejoka Qic'a: Conflict Resolution Mechanisms of the Seven
House Gurage", in Gebre Yntiso, Fekade Azeze, & Assefa Fiseha (eds.), cited above at note
26, p.59; Alemu Kassaye, cited above at note 43, p. 17 5 -17 6.



victims to perpetrators, female genital cutting, denial of women's rights to
divorce, arranged/forced early marriage, etc.

Since customary courts are localized, diverse, and unwritten, formulating a

uniform law appears to be hardly attainable (if not totally impossible). In

today's world where trans-nationalism, multiculturalism, and rapid social

transformation are bridging the global and local divide, the compatibility of

customary laws to the changing contexts and the new world order has become

a crucial issue to be understood. Ethiopia has signed numerous international

conventions and agreements, and the compatibility of the customary laws to

such instruments and documents needs to be investigated. Therefore, research

on customary laws should clearly spell out the broad spectrum of pros and cons

to ensure comprehensive and balanced understanding.

5. Conclusion

In Ethiopia, customary laws have received growing attention by researchers

due to multiple reasons discussed in the introduction. This unprecedented study

of customary legal practices, however, did not lead to comprehensive

knowledge amenable to comparative analysis, scientific generalization, or

policy application such as legal system reform. This warrants the need to

systematize knowledge about customary laws through a combination of

measures.

First, the western concepts borrowed from the ADR literature must be clarified

and their comparability to the customary practices should be established.

Hence, the meanings and contexts of key terms (dispute, conflict, negotiation,

mediation, arbitration, conciliation, dispute settlement, conflict resolution,

conflict management, and conflict transformation) have been discussed with

the hope to avoid confusing and inappropriate usage. Future researchers are

expected to contribute to the conceptual clarity through careful choice and

application of terms. Second, to explain the growing recognition of customary

laws and their indispensability, efforts have been made to identify five

variables (namely, restoration of order, quest for truth, public participation,

collective responsibility, and accessibility) that represent the core values and

virtues worth recognizing. Future studies are expected to add to these initial

findings and broaden our perspectives. Third, in order to ensure comparative



study of customary laws, a prerequisite for advancing academic and policy
interests, it is advisable to share common research approaches. With this in

mind, a provisional template that captures the salient features of the customary

court proceedings and other important variables has been proposed.

As long as scientific studies verify the relevance and popularity of customary

laws, there is a need to establish coherent and harmonized legal systems where

the jurisdictions of the various institutions and their relationships are identified

and defined. Such a step should start with recognition as per the Constitution of

Ethiopia. However, there are certain concerns that need to be addressed before

taking any action aimed at reforming the legal systems. First, efforts to ensure

cooperative relations between the formal and customary laws may lead to

manipulative state intervention that would erode the legitimacy and integrity of

the customary courts. Second, given the association of customary laws with

violation of human rights and other limitations listed above, the state might

find it rather difficult to embrace or accommodate the customary laws. Such

concerns could be addressed through the systematic research approach

proposed in this paper. On the whole, although the focus of this paper is on

customary laws in Ethiopia, the ideas, approaches, and arguments raised here

may apply to customary laws under similar situations elsewhere in the world.
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Introduction

Beginning from the 1980s and 1990s almost all nations have abandoned
monopoly practices in the supply of telecommunications services. Nations have
long started reaping the benefits of competition delivered through privatization
and liberalization. Ethiopia has, however, remained to be one of the only few
countries where monopoly of telecommunications services is forced to trek.
And apparently there may not be a change in policy any time soon for the
official narrative dubbed telecommunication 'cash-cow' to be milked only by
the state, 1 signifying the intention to comfortably ride on the monopoly.
Whether this stance is tenable, and if so, for how long, is debatable, though,
especially in view of Ethiopia's impending accession to join the World Trade
Organization (WTO). It is widely expected that some WTO Members will
mount negotiation pressure on Ethiopia to open her telecommunications market
to foreign competition. Will Ethiopia give in to such pressure? Officials vow
not to bow at all, but we cannot be certain about that at this stage of the
accession negotiation. However, in view of existing accession experiences, we
can validly maintain that Ethiopia may embrace some degree of liberalization in
the telecommunications sector as a concession to join the world trading club.
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The author argues that a closer examination of available legal and policy
documents pertaining to telecommunications Ethiopia has put in place since

1996 suggests liberalization is possible, if not probable. This evidence points, if

not conclusively, in the direction of Ethiopia liberalizing her

telecommunications sometime in the future.2 Liberalizing telecommunications

services hitherto under public monopoly certainly rasies important issues of

regulation.The purpose and tools of regulating monoply are different from those

of competiton. Experineces show that the transition form monoploy to

competiton in the secor requires effective regulation. This article analyzes the

efficacy of Ethiopia's telecommunications regulatory framework to manage a

smooth transition from the entrenched monopoly to a working competiton if and

when Ethiopia decides to open the sector to competiton. The focus in this regard

is on major regulatory principles. The analysis is made against the backdrop of

global telecommunications services reform and Ethiopia's policy in the sector.

Inevitably, however, the analayis is far from complete. Identifying the latest

policy stance of the Ethiopian government on telecommunications liberalization

remains a difficult exercise while explaining such stance also requires cross-

cutting interdisciplinary approach. Although the article has tried to be as

comprehensive as possible, it still does not cover all regulatory issues (e.g.

financial and technical aspects of regulations are not addressed). The analysis of

regulatory issues, for obvious reason, is also purely theoretical.

The article has two Sections. Section I summarizes the factors behind the global

reform of telecommunications leading to liberalization, and discusses

telecommunications services reform in Ethiopia. It highlights the arguments

raised by the Ethiopian government in defense of its monopoly and investigates

available evidence pointing to liberalization. In view of Ethiopia's impending

accession to the WTO, the Section also analyzes whether the multilateral forum

helps drive telecommunications liberalization in Ethiopia. Section II takes up

regulatory issues of telecommunications liberalization in Ethiopia and makes a

2There is no official schedule but the late Prime Minister in 2009 said that liberalization could
be postponed for a significant time; see his "Interview with" Reuters in 2009 as quoted in
Ethiopia Would Resist Pressure from the Rich World to Fast-track Liberalization,
(http://www.ethiopianinvestor.conindex) last visited on March 25, 2013.
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normative assessment of the legal and regulatory framework Ethiopia has put in
place since 1996. The article closes with a conclusion.

I. General Overview of Telecommunications Services Reform and

Ethiopia's Approach

1. General Overview: Shifting Grounds

Telecommunications (herein after 'telecom') services have been undergoing

reforms since the 1980s and the 1990s. This sub-section discusses two of the

major reforms: a) the shift from natural monopoly to market competition, and b)

the emergence of a multilateral regime governing international trade in telecom

services that impacts national regulatory framework.

A. From Natural Monopoly to Market Competition

The supply of telecom services through state-owned operators has been subject

to challenge and re-examination since the last decades. This phenomenon,

described as a 'wave of institutional reform sweeping the world' 3 has led to the

shift away from monopoly to competition.This shift has been induced generally

by the strong currents of pressure from business demands and advances in

technology.4 Economic integration increased businesses' reliance on efficient

and reliable telecom services,5 but state-owned monopoly operators failed to

meet these demands. 6As telecom services became one of the determinant factors

affecting competitiveness, businesses could no longer disregard the quality,

price, variety and cost of telecom services they could obtain.7 The advent of

modern telecom technology has lowered the costs of services and improved the

3R. Samarajiva, "The Role of Competition in Institutional Reform of Telecommunications:
Lessons from Sri Lanka," Telecommunications Policy, Vol. 24(2000), p.6 9 9 .
4For additional forces, see A.Buckingham et el "Telecommunications Reform in Developing
Countries," in I.Walden (ed.), Telecommunications Law and Regulations (2009), pp.7 6 7-7 7 7.5P.Low and A.tya Matto, Reform in Basic Telecommunications and the WTO Negotiations:
The Asian Experience, WTO Staff Working Paper (February 1998), p.8

(http://www.wto.org/english/res e/reser e/pera9801.pdf) last visited on April 5, 2013.
6 S.J. Wallsten,"An Econometric Analysis of Telecom Competition, Privatization, and
Regulation in Africa and Latin America," Journal of Industrial Economics, Vol. XLIX, No.1
(2001), p.2 .
7L.Tuthill, "Users' Rights? The Multilateral Rules on Access to Telecommunications,"
Telecommunications Policy, Vol. 20, No. 1 (1996), p.8 9 .
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quality of services.8 Technology has also made it difficult for governments to

defend the long-held assumption that telecom is best supplied through natural

monopoly.9 Modem technology has also armed consumers with the technical

ability with which they beat domestic regulations. 1 0 Pressure from international

financial institutions and debt crisis were also responsible for telecom reform in

certain developing countries. 1 The WTO Agreement on Basic

Telecommunications has also significantly contributed to the liberalization of

telecom services. 
12

Finally it should be noted that the transition from monopoly to competition has

been made possible by the careful choice and implementation of a series of

policy measures and instruments. These include adopting a telecom sector

policy, liberalization of the sector and adopting a new pro-competitive

regulatory framework implemented by an independent regulatory body;

modernizing the incumbent (including corporatization and privatization) and

attracting new entrants are also part of the reform.13 But one can hardly find a

country that has taken all the measures and adopted all the instruments at once,

and/or applied a given instrument to its maximum limit; sequencing and

progressiveness characterize the reform of telecom. 14

8P. Low and A. Matto, Cited above at note 5 and S.J. Wallsten, Cited above at note 6
9Ibid.

1°Call-back service and the Internet are good examples.
"See generally, C. Djiofack-zebaze and A.Keck, "Telecommunications Services in Africa: The
Impact of WTO Commitments and Unilateral Reform on Sector Performance and Economic
Growth," World Development, Vol.37, No.5 (2009), and J.C. Ratto-Nielsen, "A Comparative
Study of Telecommunications Reform in East Asia and Latin America," International Journal
of Public Administration, Vol. 27, No.6 (2004).
12M. Fredebeul-Krein and A. Freytag, "Telecommunications and WTO Discipline: An
Assessment of the WTO Agreement on Telecom Services," Telecommunications Policy,
Vol.21. No.6 (1997), p.477.Some 69 countries representing 90% of world trade in telecom
services have agreed to liberalize their telecom markets at the adoption of the Agreement on
Basic Telecommunications. Ibid.
13For detailed analysis of these measures, seeA.Buckingham et el, Cited above at note 4,
pp.781-787.
14C. Fink A.Mattoo and R.Rathindran, Liberalizing Basic Telecom: The Asian Experience,
World Bank Working Paper No. 2718(2001), p.2,
(http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=634429) last visited on April 5, 2013.
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B. The Emergence of Multilateral Regime on International Trade in
Telecom Services

Dwelling on WTO's General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
governing international trade in telecom services, a well explored subject1 5 is
not the objective of this sub-section. Nonetheless, a brief description of some
of its features as they pertain to telecom services is imperative in view of
Ethiopia's impending accession to the WTO.The GATS framework governing
telecom services consists basically of the General Obligations, 6the Schedules
of Specific Commitments, 17 the Annex on Telecommunications and the
Reference Paper. We briefly look at the Annex and the Reference Paper which
are specific to the telecom sector.

i. The Annex on Telecommunications (AT)

The AT contains obligations which kick in only when there is specific
commitment in a service sector other than telecom. Section 5(a) of the AT
obliges a WTO Member to make sure that suppliers of scheduled service of
other WTO Members are allowed access to and use of public telecom transport
networks and services on terms and conditions which are reasonable and non-
discriminatory.The AT guarantees effective use of telecom services to the
supplyof scheduled services other than telecom so that trade concessions
negotiated at the WTO may not be frustrated due to lack of access to and use of
telecom services. 19 The AT does not also contain or lead to any market-access

15For a detailed account of negotiating history and outcomes see, M.C.E.J. Bronckers and P.

Larouche, "Telecom Services and the World Trade Organization," Journal of World Trade,
Vol.31, No.3 (1997); M. Bronckers and P. Larouche, "A Review of the WTO Regime for
Telecom Services," in K.Alexander and M.Adenas(eds.), The World Trade Organization and
Trade in Services, (2008).
16 The most-favored-nation principle (Article II (1) is one of the most important general
obligations under the GATS.
17The schedule of commitments forms an integral part of the GATS ((Article XX (3)). It
contains market access and national treatment obligations as well as additional obligations, if
any, of a member (Article XVI-XVIII).
8Section 5(a) of the AT

19See L.Tuthill, Cited above at note 7 and Marco C.E.J. Bronckers and P. Laouche, Cited
above at note 15 and Marco C.E.J.Bronckers and P. Larouche, Cited above at note 15. Section
5(b) of the AT lists certain rights of use and access the exercise of which can also be subject to
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or national treatment obligations. 20 Thus in the absence of any specific

commitment in the telecom sector by Ethiopia, a firm from a WTO Member

cannot invoke the AT to commercially supply telecom services in Ethiopia.

ii. The Reference Paper (RP)

The RP contains a set of regulatory principles aimed at addressing the fear that

domestic telecom regulatory regime could be used for trade distorting

purpose. 2The RP is optional for WTO Members to adopt althugh all acceeding

countries had to adhere to the RP, and it seems to be almost a mandatory part

of accession package. It is meant to guide national telecom regulation. Anti-

competitive practices, interconnection charges, universal service obligations,

transparency in licensing, independence of a regulatory authority, and

allocation and use of scarce resources are the major issues covered by the RP.22

The regulatory principles of the RP are to be translated into domestic law

safeguards to ensure market access and foreign investment commitments.23

2. Telecom Services Reform in Ethiopia

A. The State of Telecom Services in Ethiopia

If telephone were invented in 1876, Ethiopia (with a history of establishing the

first telephone network in 1894!) would not only 'plume' herself to be one of

the 'first'nations to receive the technology but also 'comfort' herself when
24currently left behind her African peers.Although improvements are visible

conditions and limitations under Section 5(d-f). Under Section 5(g) developing countries have
the right to take exceptions to the AT (Section 5(g).
20See Section 5(a) of the AT and M.C.E.J. Bronckers and Pierre Laouche, Cited above at note
15, p.19

21 W.J. Drake and E. M. Noam, "Assessing the WTO Agreement on Basic
Telecommunications," in G.C. Hufbauer and E.Wada (eds.), Unfinished Business:
Telecommunications after the Uruguay Round (1997), pp.4 1-4 4 .
22 The text of the RP is available at
http://www.wto.org/english/tratop e/serv e/telecom e/tel23 e.htm. For further analysis of the
principles vis-t-vis Ethiopia's telecom regime, see Part III of this article. All countries that
have acceeded to the WTO have adopted the RP; see their accession protocols at
www.wto.org.
23M. C.E.J. Bronckers and P. Laouche, Cited above at note 15, p.2 3 .24According to a 2010 study subscription in the mobile sector grows at a compound annual

growth rate of almost 90% since 1999 and more than 100% in the past six years although it is
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telecom sector performance measured in terms of penetration, quality, and
price is low even by African standard. A country of more than 80million
people has a teledensity (i.e. number of subscribers per hundred persons) of 0.9
for fixed line; 23.7 for mobile cellular phone and 1.5 for the Internet25 far less
than neighbouring Kenya and Uganda where telecom is fully liberalized.26

Poor quality, limited service variety, unreliable Internet and higher costs are
also 'flagships' of telecom services in Ethiopia.

Poor sector performance is not the only feature that telecom in Ethiopia shares
with pre-reform history of telecoms in other countries.27 It also shares mode of
administration, nature of ownership and market structure. Telecom and postal
services in Ethiopia were originally combined and provided by the same body
operating under the then Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones (PTT)
until a separate enterprise called the Ethiopian Telecommunications Board

28(ETB) was established in 1952. Thus, we may say that the yet unfinished
business of telecom reform in Ethiopia began half a century ago when telecom
and postal services were separated. However, it took more than four decades to
introduce the next reform in which the functions of operating and regulating
telecom services traditionally undertaken indistinctly and simultaneously by
the same body were separated.This happened only in 1996 when these two
functions were separated and became the mandates of two different
institutions. The operational function was entrusted to a limited liability
company named the Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation (ETC) re-

also said that the incumbent is unable to satisfy the ever growing demand. Improvements are
said to be picking up following massive investments in fixed wireless and mobile network
infrastructure, including 3G mobile technologies and a national fiber optic backbone. See D.
Baron, The Impact of Telecommunications Services on Doing Business in Ethiopia, (Private
Sector Development Hub/Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral Associations, PSD
Publications Series No. 15 2010),p.7; Tables 4 &6, pp. 16-19.
25 International Telecommunication Union (hereinafter ITU) database for 2012
(http://www.itu.int/net4/itu-d/icteve/CountrvProfile.aspx)last visited on July 23, 2013
26Ibid. The corresponding figures for Kenya respectively are 0.6, 71.9 and 32.1 while for
Uganda the numbers 0.9, 45.9, and 14.7.
27On the pre-reform histories of telecom, see A.Buckingham et el, Cited above at note 4,
pp.765-766.
21See Postal Service Proclamation, 1942, Proc.No.17, Neg.Gaz.Yearl ,.no.4 and Establishment
of the Imperial Board of Telecommunications Proclamation, 1952, Proc.No.131, Neg.Gaz.
Year 12, no.5



named in 2010 Ethio-Telecom.29 The regulatory function was given to the

Ethiopian Telecommunications Agency (ETA) up until 2010 when ETA, a

legally distinct federal body outside of but reporting to the ministry responsible

for communication, was abolished and its powers transferred to the Ministry of

Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) which is also

responsible for the telecom sector. The 1996 reform also introduced a new

regulatory framework that enshrines pro-competition principles (more in

Section JJ).But attempts at partial liberalization of the incumbent did fail

twice. 3

Telecom service has been under the firm grip of the monopoly of successive
Ethiopian governments ever since its introduction into the country.Some blame
this monopolistic market structure for the stunted telecom in Ethiopia.32 But
government officials dismiss such critics simply as misplaced on the ground
that the sector's poor performance is associated not with the nature of
ownership or the market structure but with corporate management. 33No wonder
corporate management reform has been a constant telecom sector policy
direction in Ethiopia. 34 Themanagement contract-out to France Telecom, a
foreign company that managed Ethio-Telecom for a period of two years, can be
a good example in this regard.

29Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation Establishment Council of Ministers Regulations,
1996, Art.2(1) Reg.No.10, Neg.Gaz.Year 3.no 6 (Hereinafer Telecom Reg. No.10)and
Telecommunications Proclamation, 1996, Art.2(3), Proc.No.49, Neg.Gaz. Year 3,
no.5(Hereinafter Telecom Proc.No.49), as amended, Telecommunications (Amendment)
Proclamation, 2002, Art (2(1)), Proc. No.281 (Hereinafter Telecom Proc.No.281), Id, Year 8,
no.28. We in fact know also of the "Ethiopian Telecommunication Authority" that preceded
the ETC but this author could not find a legal text that established it
30Definition of Powers and Duties of the Executive Organs of the Federal Democratic Republic
of Ethiopia Proclamation, 2010, Arts. 24 and 36(5), Proc.No.691, Neg.Gaz. Year 17, no. 1.
31D. Baron, cited above at note 24, pp.9 -10 . It is reported that 30% and 49% of the stake were
offered for sell in 2002 and 2005 respectively. Ibid
32See for instance, Lishan Abay, Ethiopia ICT Sector Performance Review 2009/2010: Towards
Evidence-based ICT Policy and Regulation, Vol. 2, (2010), p. 3 .
33For example, see Girma Biru's (former Trade Minister) interview to the media on February
17, 2009 (http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=adot hJ.lipvc) last
visited on April 22, 2013.
34See the Industrial Development Strategy (2002), the Plan for Accelerated and Sustained
Development to End Poverty (ASDEP) (2005-2010) and the Growth and Transformation Plan
(GTP). They all talk about improving corporate management of the state-owned telecom
operator in Ethiopia.



B. Ethiopia's Approach to Telecom Services Liberalization

i. In Defense of the Monopoly

Ethiopia is one of the few countries of the world teetering on monopoly, and

the only country in Africa where all forms of telecom services are held by
public monopoly.35The Ethiopian government raises two major arguments in

defense of its monopoly. The first argument is that the government is more

efficient than the private sector. The justification for this is the low level of

telecom network development in Ethiopia which, according to the government,

necessitates monopoly until conditions become favourable for the private

sector. 36 One such condition is the completion of a nationwide basic telecom

infrastructure. 37This, for example, explains the recent $1.6 billion vendor-

financing agreement between Ethio-Telecom and Chinese telecom

companies 38although such significant investment in network is said to further

delay liberalization.
39

The second major argument of the Ethiopian government is universal

access.The government believes that it will not achieve universal access using

the private sector because the latter is interested only in 'cream skimming' by

confining itself to urban and high income areas.40 Thus, the only viable option

is the back of the incumbent monopoly operator that finances universal access

through cross-subsidization. 4In the final analysis the Ethiopian government

maintains that universal access must be achieved before liberalization.The

question is whether universal access should always have to be achieved before

35ITU (http://www.itu.int/net4/itu-d/icteve/CountrvProfile.aspx) last visited on July 23, 2013.
Incredibly some level of competition has been introduced even in Eritrea since 2005.Ibid.
D. Baron, cited above at note 24,p. 6936Industrial Development Strategy, p. 145.
37 R.Self et el,"Impact of WTO Accession on Ethiopia's Telecommunication Services
Sector:Revised Final Report(November 14, 2007), (unpublished, on file with the author), p.37.
38The project is supposed to cloth Addis Ababa with a 4-G broadband network and the rest of
the country with 3-G networks.
39Galperin, quoted in L. Hartley and M. Murphree, "Influences on the Partial Liberalization of
Internet Service Provision in Ethiopia,"Journal of Politics, (Fall 2006),p. 101.
40 See Industrial Development Strategy, pp. 146-147. see also R. Self et el, cited above at note,
37, p.37
41 Industrial Development Strategy, p. 148.



liberalization.Can't liberalization itself be used to advance the goal of universal
access?

42

Of late, the most explicit defense of the monopoly in Ethiopia is offered in the
form of retaining the monopoly price to finance the Ethio-Djibouti railway
project. 43 Political /security concern may also justify the reluctance of
governments to allow foreign control of essential services like telecom. We do
not hear the Ethiopian government publicly invoking this defense; we cannot
also bet that security concern is out of the equation.44

ii. Some Evidence Towards Liberalization

Whether the driving forces behind the global telecom liberalization are relevant
in the context of Ethiopia cannot be an issue. The question is rather whether
these forces are strong enough to exert sufficient pressure on the government
and compel it to liberalize. Businesses in Ethiopia have suffered the impact of
weak and unreliable telecom; bad telecom is reducing competitiveness and
impeding access to foreign markets.45 The country is also foregoing the real or
perceived benefits of liberalization, such as revenue and business opportunities
as well as reduced prices, increased penetration, improved quality and variety
of telecom services. 46We have already witnessed some individuals going
around telecom regulations through the use of technology.47Call back service

42 See generally J.Mpha, "Tradable Universal Service Obligations," Telecommunications
Policy, Vol. 23, No. 5(1999)
43 Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn's interview, cited above at note 1.
44The Economist has made this explicit. See "Ethiopia and Kenya: Doing it my way: An
Ideological competition between two diametrically opposed economic models" The Economist
(http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21572379) last visited on March 15, 2013.
The perceived need to protect incumbent operators as infant industries or to facilitate orderly
privatization also explains the reluctance of governments to liberalize; see C.Fink, A.Mattoo,
P.Rathindran, Cited above at note 14, p.16 . But we don't hear the Ethiopian government
invoking this protectionism.
45See generally, D. Baron, Cited above at note 24.
46R. Self et el, cited above at note 37, p.3 8 .
47 See, for example, Anti-Corruption Prosecutor vs Kebede Tefesework & Berhanie
Tafesework, Federal High Court, 1 5 th Criminal Division, File No 1 13227(Yekatit 8, 2005). The
Court found both defendants guilty under Articles 14(4) and 24 of Telecom Proc.No.49 and
Articles 10 and 11(4) of the Telecommunications (Amendment) Proclamation No. 281/2002
and sentenced the first defendant to 3 years of rigorous terms while the second defendant was
sentence to 7 years terms with a fine of Birr 10, 000. Defendants were found guilty of
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and voice communication through the Internet are prohibited under the law.48

But Internet caf6s offering cheap voice telephony over the Internet are not

uncommon in Addis Ababa.The Ethiopian government may not be in a debt

crisis that compels it to sell the national operator. But a new, pro-liberalization

pressure (i.e. WTO accession) is in the making (see iii, below).

There are also some indications that the government will embrace

liberalization of telecom services. The Telecommunications Proclamation No.

49/1996 (hereianfter Telecom Proc.No.49) and the Council of Ministers

Regulations No. 47/1999 (hereinafter Telecom Reg.No47) can be cited as

major examples in this regard.They contain core regulatory principles that

address issues of liberalization as we shall see the details in Section II. The

government has also declared that it will liberalize downstream activities and

value-added services while retaining its monopoly over networks.49It is in this

vein that MCIT has issued the Value-added Services License Directive

No.3/2011.5°The other evidence pointing in the direction of liberalization is the

change the government has introduced to its investment law since the pro-

competitive telecom regulatory framework was put in place in 1996. Originally

telecom was exclusively reserved for government but since 2002 the sector has

been opened for joint investment by government and private investors.51

providing call back service by bypassing the incumbent operator's network using a telecom
technology alleged imported without the approval of the incumbent operator.
48Telecom Proc.No.49, cited above at note 29, Art.24 (3&4) as amended by Telecom
Proc.No.28 land Articles 8 and of the Telecommunications Fraud Offence Proclamation, 2012,
Art. 10(2-4), Proc.No. 761, Neg.Gaz.Year 18,.no6l.
49Industrial Development Policy, pp. 14 5-1 4 6 ; Plan for Accelerated and Sustained Development
to End Poverty (PASDEP), p. 140. The Growth and Transformation Plan (GTP) makes no
mention of telecom liberalization or private sector investment.
50Reuters reported that MTN, the South African-based foreign telecom firm has been granted
value-added license in 2012; see A.Maasho, Ethiopia signs $800 million mobile network deal
with China's ZTE (http://www.reuters.con/article/2013/08/18/us-ethiopia-china-telecom-
idUSBRE97HOAZ20130818) last visited on March 15, 2013. Per Article 3 (4) the Value-added
Services License Directive No.3/2011 licensees can only use Ethio-Telecom's network or
infrastructure.
51 Contrast Investment Proclamation,1996, Art.4(5), Proc. No.37, Neg.Gaz. Year 2,
no.25(repealed) with Investment Proclamation,2002, Art.5(2),Proc No.280, Neg.Gaz.Year 8,
no.27(repealed) and Article 6(2) (b) of the current Investment Proclamation, 2012,
Art.6(2)(b),Proc.No.769, Neg.Gaz.Year 18, no.63(hereinafter Investment Proc.No.769). The
repealed Investment Proclamation No.280/2002 did not expressly exclude foreign investors
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iii. Choosing WTO-driven Liberalization

Whether Ethiopia will follow autonomous/unilateral liberalization or adopt the

multilateral approach under the GATS if and when she joins the WTO is an

issue far from settled.The GATS is said to serve, among other things, as a

forum for reciprocity-based market access negotiation and effective catalyst for

domestic reform.52 Will it also help drive telecom reform in Ethiopia?

i. The GATS as a forum for reciprocity-based market access negotiation

One reason governments participate in the multilateral liberalization is to

benefit from the reciprocity-based market access negotiation.53 Ethiopia does

not have export interest in telecom service. And she is not under any pressing

need for more and/or new foreign market for her goods and services to the

point where she must 'sacrifice' telecom to get such market access.

Alternatively she can also reciprocate by opening other sectors (than telecom)

of export interest to her trading partners. Thus, the possibility of Ethiopia using

her telecom as a bargaining chip to obtain more and/or new foreign market

access concessions through the forum of GATS is, in my opinion, far fetched.

The reciprocity-based market access negotiation becomes rather a sticky issue

if the export interests of some of Ethiopia's trading partners turn out to be the

very telecom market Ethiopia wants to keep it closed to foreign firms.Some

WTO Members may want market access concession from Ethiopia in the

telecom services in return for accepting her as a member. And that is expected:

If we take WTO accessions over the last decade as a guide, it is
certain that Ethiopia will entertain numerous requests from WTO

from investing in the telecom service jointly with the government.One may wonder whether
foreign investors are allowed to jointly invest with the government under the current
investment law. The joint reading of Article 4(2) of the Investment Incentives and Invest Areas
Reserved for Domestic Investors Council of Ministers Regulation, 2012,Art.4(2), Reg.No.270,
Neg.Gaz, Year 19, no.4 Council of Ministers Regulations No.270/2012 and Article 6(2)(b) of
Investment Proc.No. 769 does not suggest that the areas is open for joint investment with
foreign investors.
52For additional benefits of the GATS as a catalyst for domestic, see generally C.Fink, A.
Mattoo, and R.Rathindran, cited above at note 14, pp. 1 3-17
53P. Low and A. Matto, Cited above at note 5,p.20 and C.Fink, A.Mattoo, P.Rathindran, Cited
above at note 14, p. 14



members to open up a significant portion of its system of telecom to
competition.... a number of countries are likely to request that
Ethiopia include all value-added and basic telecom (including
Internet services)... Countries are almost certain to request that
Ethiopia assume additional commitments under the Reference
Paper...... 54

Some WTO Members, such as the U.S.A and Canada have already requested
Ethiopia to open up her telecom. 55 Experiences suggest that negotiation
pressure from WTO Members in and by itself may not force a country to
liberalize in the absence a policy to liberalize.56 Ethiopia's late Prime Minister
stated that the country would resist any such pressure from the rich world.

Conceding the ultimate inevitability of liberalization, he hoped that
liberalization could be postponed for a significant time. Whether Ethiopia
will subscribe to the strategy of resisting pressure, and if so, whether she will
succeed, remains to be seen.But the country is warned against the cost of a
stubborn resistance: Ethiopia could simply risk delaying her accession,or at the
worst, her accession could even be blocked.58 The question is how far WTO
Members would go in delaying or blocking Ethiopia's accession or how far
sympathetic would they become to Ethiopia as a Least Developed Country
(LDC).59

54R. Self et el, cited above at note 37, p. xi55Lisanework Gorfu, Director of Multilateral Trade Relations and Negotiations at the Ministry
of Trade, "Interview with" the weekly Addis Fortune, (July 14, 201, Vol. 14, No.689) Ethiopian
World Trade Accession to See Service Offer in September (http://www.
addisfortune.net/articles/ethiopian-world-trade-accession-to-see-service-offer-in-september)
last visited on August 30, 2013
56 P.Cowhey and M. M. Klimenko, "The New International Regime for in Telecommunication
Services and Network Modernization in Transition Economies," Emerging Markets Finance
and Trade, Vol.40, No. 1 (2004), p. 60.57Prime Minister Meles Zenawi's "Interview with" Reuters in 2009 as quoted in Ethiopia
Would Resist Pressure from the Rich World to Fast-track Liberalization,
(http://www.ethiopianinvestor.conindex) , last visited on March 25, 2013.58R. Self et el, cited above at note 37. Accession terms have to be approved by two-third
majority vote of WTO's Ministerial Conference (Article XII of the Agreement Establishing the
WTO). Although there is no veto system, the vote of a single country might be indispensable
without which the required two-third majority might not be obtained, giving that country the
opportunity to block accession.
59Mercantilist and hard bargaining approaches always determine outcomes at WTO negotiation
despite the system's rosy ideals catering for the interests of LDCs; see Krishanan Venugopal,
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ii. Using the GATS to lend credibility to current and future policy

The GATS flexibility can help Ethiopia overcome her reluctance or

ambivalence to commit to telecom liberalization despite policy intentions and

legal and institutional framework since 1996. Ethiopia can benefit from GATS
recognition of a 'promise to future liberalization' as a binding commitment

which is more credible than unilateral declaration of the intention to liberalize

and also ensures that current reforms will not be reversed while future reforms

will be executed.60 This is true if the country has to avoid the twin risks of
having to honor commitments (implementing liberalization) before being ready

for it,or defaulting in her obligations under the GATS and compensating

trading partners who lost the benefits of their concessions. However, her

promise to future liberalization has to be weak enough not to hobble her

immediately upon accession to the WTO but strong enough to pose the risks

she must avoid. Because the promise to future liberalization is time bounded,

Ethiopia will not be able throw liberalization into the indefinite future. Aweak

promise to future liberalizationcan also help Ethiopia avoid the risk of delayed

or complete denial of accession to the WTO but the promise should not be a

derisory one. For example, Ethiopia may accept commitments in value-added

services and allow foreign firms to provide such services in two phases. In the

"Telecom Sector Negotiations at the WTO: Case Studies of India, Sri Lanka and Malaysia,"
ITU/ESCAP/WTO Regional Seminar on Telecom and Trade Issues, 28-30 October 2003,
Bangkok, Thailand, pp.52-53, (http://www.unescap.org/tid/mtg/ituwtoesc-s51b.pdf), last
visited on September 21,2013.
6 0P.Low and A.Matto, Cited above at note 5, Pp.23-.24 [They also argued that inability of
governments to threaten incumbent monopoly operators with credible future liberalization is
said to have contributed their poor performances and perpetual infancy] andCarsten Fink,
Aaditya Mattoo, and Randeep Rathindran, cited above at note 14, pp.15-16.Several Asian
countries have taken advantage of GATS flexibility by making weaker promises to review their
policy at a future date. Ibid; see alsoMarchetti as quoted in C. Djiofack-zebaze and A.Keck,
"Telecom Services in Africa: The Impact of WTO Commitments and Unilateral Reform on
Sector Performance and Economic Growth," WTO Staff Working Paper (February 1998), p.2 3 ,
note 9.
61According to R. Self et el, Cited above at note 37, Pp,xii-xiii and pp.68-70,Ethiopia has six
scenarios to commit her telecom: Scenario 1-Satus quo: Ethiopia retains her monopoly right,
makes no commitment under the GATS, but agrees to review the situation within 4 years of
accession. Scenario 2-Partial liberalization (value-added services); Scenario 3-Partial
liberalization (multiple mobile operators); Scenario 4- Immediate partial liberalization (one
mobile operator);Scenario 5- Partial liberalization (privatization); Scenario 6- Full
liberalization.



first phase foreign firms provide services jointly with Ethio-Telecom after a
fixed period (e.g., 5 years) following entry into the WTO. In the second phase
they provide services directly on their own again 5 years after lapse of the first
period. Ethiopia also needs to adopt the RP.

II. A Normtive Analysis of Ethiopia's Telecom Regulatory Framework

The transition from state-owned monopoly to market competition necessarily
requires a new legal and regulatory framework capable of regulating the sector
effectively. 62 Reforming governments acknowledged the significance of
regulation the moment they began to introduce competition. "[T]hey .... could

not simply declare markets open and walk away... Simply declaring
'competitive' did not ensure that any new market entrants would, or could
actually begin competing."63 Evidently the transition required regulation to
contain abuse of market power by the dominant incumbent operator vis-d-vis
new market entrants, foster competition, create favorable investment climate,
and narrow down development gaps.64

The new legal and regulatory framework for the telecom sector normally takes
the form of a legislation that ushers in a new regulatory authority, addresses
market liberalization, and contains core regulatory principles. 65There is no
single regulatory model that fits all and capable of easy transplantation by
developing countries. 66Thus,developing countries with a tradition of weak
governance need to pay particular attention in designing the new legal and
regulatory framework lest they run certain regulatory risks: permitting
substantial regulatory discretion, government interference, arbitrary decision-

62A. Buckingham et al, cited above at note 4, p. 785.
63 ITU, Trends in Telecommunications Reform 2002: Effective Regulation (4th ed., 2002)
[hereinafter ITU: Effective Regulation 2002) (http://www.itu.int/pub/D-REG-TTR.5-2002) last
visitedon June 2, 2013.
64P. L.Smith and B. Welllenius , "Mitigating Regulatory Risks in Telecommunications," Public
Policy for the Private Sector, Note No.189, (World Bank, Group, July 1999),
(http://www.wto.org/english/tratop-e/serv-e/telecom-e/workshop-dec04-e/mitigating-regulat
ory risk.pdfilast visited on May 6, 2013.
65 A. Buckingham et el, cited above at note 4, p. 785.
66It is claimed that the EU model has emerged as the most popular model with reforming
developing countries. Other competing models are the US model and the Australasia model of
Australia and New Zealand. For more on the details of these models, see A.Buckingham et el,
Cited above at note 4, pp.83 1-8 3 5.



making, unilateral licence modification and revocation, or draconian remedies,
such as network asset confiscation. 67Whatever model a country may choose, it
has to adopt a regulatory strategy that aims at mitigating these regulatory risks.
This strategy includes reducing agency discretion, enhancing regulatory
credibility, and efficient and effective utilization of scarce resources.68

This Section examines Ethiopia'snew legal and regulatory framework for the
telecom sector.It focuses on core regulatory principles of this new framework
which are also enshrined in the WTO's Reference Paper discussed in Part
I.These rules cover (a) regulatory authority;(b) licensing; (c) interconnection;
(d) competitive safeguards; (e) allocation of scarce resources, and (f) universal
access/service obligation.

A. Rules on Regulatory Authority

Establishing an effective telecom regulatory framework requires more than
legislating substantive rules embodying core regulatory principles. It also
presupposes putting in place an appropriate regulatory authority. Almost all
governments that have reformed their telecom have established a regulatory
authority responsible for the sector's day-to-day activities. 69

A sound regulatory body needs to have a degree of independence, enforcement
powers, neutrality, and mechanisms for resolving conflicts. 70 Reiterating the
role of an independent regulatory process to achieving the goals of telecom
reform and what that independence is all about,William H. Melody writes:

It is absolutely essential that the 'competition' among the major
industry players be moved from the arena of politics and
bureaucracy to the marketplace, and to achieving the industry
performance objectives of government policy. This will only happen
if regulatory decisions are made on their substantive merits, not on
the basis of political favoritism or the backdoor influence of the most

67See A.Buckingham et el, cited above at note 4, p.785.
68P. L.Smith and B. Welllenius, Cited above at note 64.
69A. Buckingham et el, cited above at note 4, p.787.
70 L. H. Gutierrez and S. Berg, "Telecommunications Liberalization and Regulatory
Governance: Lessons from Latin America," Telecommunications Policy, Vol. 24(2000), p.
885.



powerful industry players. Only an independent, transparent
regulatory process that is seen to be so by all affected parties and the
public can achieve this.71

There is no consensus on what constitutes regulatory independence. It is
viewed mostly through the lens of political culture.72 That the regulator should

be independent of the regulated industry, i.e. the market participants, represents
the international best practice. The idea is to avoid the risk of 'industry

capture' in which the regulator falls under the influence of the regulated
industry. In the context of telecom reform, this is translated into the practice of
dividing the regulatory and operational functions and mandating each function
to different institutions. And the number of such independent regulators is
rising in the world with Africa in the lead.74 Ethiopia is no exception in this
regard.Regulatory and operational functions are separate and remain the
mandates of legally and factually distinct institutions, i.e., MCIT and Ethio-

Telecom respectively (see Section I).

71 W. H. Melody, "Policy Objectives and Models of Regulation," in W. H. Melody (ed.)
Telecom Reform, Principles, Policies and Regulatory Practices (1997), p.2 1.
72See ITU: Effective Regulation 2002, Cited above at note 63. See also B.Guermazi, Exploring
the Reference Paper on Regulatory Principles,
(http://www.wto.org/english/tratop-e/serv .../guermazi referencepaper.doc)last visted on May
6, 2014.Guermazi was referring to an ITU colloquium titled "The changing role of
Government in an era of telecom deregulation: Report of the colloquium held at ITU
Headquarters 17-19 February 1993." The literature also refers to "Independence of abilities
and capabilities" to connote a "regulatory authority that is confident of its abilities to fulfill its
mandates, arbitrate disputes in the public interest, and help fulfill overall national goals in the
telecom sector." See ITU: Effective Regulation 2002. We also find references to structural
independence' to cover separation of the regulator from the operator and/or executive branch
of the government; financial independence' and functional independence'. See generally,
ITU, Telecommunications Regulation Handbook (1 0 th Anniversary ed., 2011)
(http://www.itu.int/dms-pub/itu-d/opb/reg/D-REG-TRH.01-2011-PDF-E.pdf) last visited on
June 22, 2013.
73See for example, Article 5 of WTO's Reference Paper which reads in relevant part "The
regulatory body is separate from, and not accountable to, any supplier of basic
telecommunications services." Same is true for the EU, see Article a §2 of Directive 90/387 as
amended by Article 1 §6 of Directive 97/51 quoted in L. Borissova, "Regulatory Policy and
Creation of Regulatory Authorities in the Telecommunications Sector in Central and Eastern
Europe," European Journal of Law Reform, Vol. 4 (2002), p.470, note 34.
74ITU, (http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ICTEYE/Regulators/Regulators.aspx#) last visited on June
22, 2013.



The other component of regulatory independence is the relationship between
telecom regulator and sector-policy makers.The regulator has to be
independent of the government in its day-to-day activities.75 Independence in
this context does not connote the absence of any form of supervision from any
branch of the government. Nor does it 'imply independence from government
policy, or the power to make policy'; rather it refers to the power to
'implement policy without undue interference from politicians or industry
lobbyists. 76In this context, independence has two interrelated elements: (a) the
degree of autonomy the regulator enjoys from political influence and control,
and (b) the safeguards in place to protect the regulator from political capture. 77

Independence from political influence and control raises issues of the form and
position the regulator takes within the executive branch of the government.
There is no single model on regulator's structure, though. Experiences are
diverse. At one end of the spectrum is a fully independent and rule-making
body represented by the US model; at the other end we find the European
model in which a distinct regulator is located within the ministry responsible
for communications but separated from it by 'Chinese Wall.' 78 Between the
two ends of the spectrum lie other models, such as the UK's model of a quasi-
independent, issue-specific advisory, investigative and enforcement body with
strong links to the government.79As for developing countries where risks of
regulatory capture are high, a regulator located outside the ministry responsible
for communications is prevalent and even prescribed .

Ethiopia went from one extreme to the other in her approach to the design of
telecom regulator. When regulatory and operational functions in the telecom
sector were separated in 1996, the country established the Ethiopian
Telecommunications Agency (ETA) responsible for regulating the

75 W. H. Melody, Cited above at note 71, Pp.19 et seq.
76 Ibid.

77 A.Buckingham et el, Cited above at note 4, p.7 8 9 .
78Id,p.788

79 Ibid
80Thus, the prescribed model for developing countries is believed to be a regulator totally
separate from the line ministry responsible for communications and accountable to parliament
or to a ministry responsible for economic development-a model said to be rare in practice; see
Ibid.



sector.Mandated with a long list of regulatory powers, ETA was established as
"autonomous federal agency,"a legally distinct body outside the structure of
the then Ministry of Transport and Communications.81 The leadership model
adopted was a single-regulator, i.e. a general manager acting as a chief
executive officer appointed by the government upon the recommendation of
the minister (of Transport and Communications). He was to report to the
minster. ETA's budget was to be drawn mainly from government-allocated
funds and license fees. 82

In 2010 the Ethiopian government abandoned the idea of a legally distinct
telecom regulator located outside ministerial structure. ETA was formally
abolished before it had the chance to flex regulatory muscles becasue of lack of
competitition. Its regulatory powers and responsibilities have been transferred
to the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT).

Ethiopia's shift away from the model of a regulator located outside the
structure of a line ministry to giving regulatory powers to the very ministry
responsible for communication may not be criticized as a move necessarily in
the wrong direction.Ethiopia's approach may not be in line with the so-called
'international best practice' usually prescribed for developing countries. But
there is no single regulatory model that suits all developing countries. Each
country is strongly advised to adopt a bespoke approach reflecting its specific
market environment, legal system, institutional capacity, and political realities
since developing countries themselves are not homogeneous.8 3In the absence
of competitors in the Ethiopian telecom market, maintaining institutions like
the ETA which was meant to regulate competition among multiple operators
was only an unnecessary cost. Ethiopia had to cut on this cost by abolishing
ETA and regulating her monopoly operator through MCIT. The other
advantage of a regulator forming "a department within a ministry"is its

81 Telecom Proc. No.49, Art. 3(1).
82Id, Art.7.
83 A.Buckingham and M.Williams, "Designing Regulatory Frameworks for Developing

Countries," in I.Walden(ed.) Telecommunications Law and Regulation(2009), p.830. It is also
submitted that the form which regulatory authority takes, its jurisdictions, powers, resources,
and the degree of autonomy it needs to enjoy from the executive department of the
government, etc remain issues to be settled based on a country's objective realities including
political culture. See A.Buckingham et el, Cited above at note 4.787.
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convenience for implementing universal service policy since it allows the
government to retain political control necessary to enforce difficult but socially
sensible reforms. 84 lnterestingly, Ethiopia's approach does not also offend
WTO's Reference Paper if she opts to adopt it at the time of accession. The
Reference Paper does not require national telecom regulators to be politically
independent in the sense of locating them outside the structure of the line
ministry responsible for communications to satisfy the independence
requirement. It only requires their decisions and procedures to be
'impartial'with respect to all market participants. 8 5

Currently, Ethiopia may not need an independent regulator whose decision is
not influenced by political considerations in view of the fact that the incumbent
telecom operator is a state owned monopoly, itself not free from political
influences.But this may not be tenable if and when the country liberalizes her
telecom to attract new market entrants because the present regulatory design is
fraught with the high risk of political capture because it is just a department
within MCIT. It is headed by a civil servant director accountable directly to
the state minister who in turn reports to the minister. The regulator does not
have the structural, financial, and decisional independence. Investors need a
good measure of comfort that regulatory decisions will be impartial and that all
market players will be treated fairly.A regulator lacking in independence is
quite worrisome for investors.8 6

84 L. Borissova, Cited above at note 73, p.4 7 2

85 See Article 5 of the Reference Paper. The impartiality requirement under the Reference

Paper may be construed to mandate separation of policy and regulatory functions with a view
to insulating the regulator's decision-making process from political influences. See also Angus
Henderson, lain Gentle, Elise Ball, "WTO Principles and Telecommunications in Developing
Nations: Challenges and Consequences of Accession," Telecommunications Policy, Vol.
29(2005), pp.2 10-2 12 .
86A. Buckingham et al, cited above at note 4, p.7 89 . The risks of lack of independent regulator
for the investor include: discrimination against new entrants in their dealings with the
incumbent operator because the government is both the owner of the incumbent operator and
its regulator; implementing interconnection policy in a manner that favors the incumbent
operator (e.g., on determination of interconnection tariffs); failure to ensure equitable access to
scarce resources such as numbering and spectrum allocation; politically motivated decisions
that have a detrimental effect on the incumbent, such as a refusal to allow the incumbent to
rebalance artificially low local call tariffs. See Ibid.
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Ethiopia may have to reform her telecom regulatory design. Taking the
regulator outside ministerial structure and re-establishing it once again as an
"autonomous federal agency" could be one option. But structural independence
alone does not guarantee functional independence of the regulator especially in
a country of entrenched weak governance and no credible history of
independent institutions. Another possible option for Ethiopia is to adopt a
regulator which is a semi-autonomous entity within MCIT and headed by a
director general. But this requires a careful and clear regulation of the
relationship between the director general and the minister in order to avoid
political interference of the latter as regards decisions of the former. 87

The relative location of the regulator, though relevant, is not the major
controlling factor in the equation of regulator's independence. The crucial
thing is rather the political will of the government to have an effective telecom
regulator that enjoys sufficient degree of autonomy from political influence
and control with adequate safeguards protecting the exercise of such autonomy.
Irrespective of the location of the regulator, Ethiopia should be ready to place
the "Chinese Wall" between her telecom regulator and the government so as to
keep political capture of decision-making at bay. She also needs to reinforce
the 'Wall' with additional rules on composition and appointment of the
regulator(s), on conflict of interest as well as on financing.

B. Rules on Licensing

Licensing as an aspect of regulatory process in the telecom sector is a relatively
recent development. 88 But it has now become typical of any regulatory
framework to require telecom operators to obtain some form of license prior to
launching commercial service.89 Its use as a regulatory tool has also increased
in recent years leading, among other things, to increased attention to the

87It is reported that such model is not common but used to be the case in France; see L.
Borissova, Cited above at note 73, pp.4 7 2 -4 7 3.
"8This has been attributed to the fact that in most markets telecom services were provided by
state-owned monopolies and telecom operations were treated as public administration with
other government services obviating the need for licences. See H. Intven, J.Oliver and E.
Sepli!lveda, ITU Telecommunications Regulation Handbook(Module 2): Licensing
Telecommunications Services(http ://www.itu.int/ITU-
D/treg/Documentation/Infodev handbook/2 Licensing.pdf ) last visited on July 9, 2013.
89A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, p.8 5 1
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reforms of licensing regimes.90 Licensing does not have the same importance in
all countries but it has certain common objectives to achieve. 9It provides the
necessary authorization for an operator to participate in telecom markets, often
defines the rights and obligations of the operator, and enables the regulator to
monitor market participants. 92 Investors in developing countries are also
resorting to licensing to reduce risks of regulatory uncertainties.93

Ethiopia introduced a licensing regime in 1996. Thus, no person may operate a
telecom service in Ethiopia without obtaining a licence.94 Article 2(2)(j) of
Telecom Reg.No.47 recognizes four different types of telecom service
licences, namely public switched telecom licence, cellular mobile service
licence, Internet service licence, and data communication service licence.95An
entity which wants to provide local, national long distance or international
telephony, for instance, has to obtain public switched telecom service
licence. 96All telecom licences are granted for a period not exceeding 10 years
(except for public switched telecom service licence which may be granted for

90P.Xavier, "The Licensing of Telecommunication Suppliers: Beyond the EU's Directive,"
Telecommunications Policy, Vol. 22, No. 6, p. 483.
91These objectives include: regulating the provision of an essential public service, expansion of
networks and services (including universal services), privatization, regulating market structure,
establishing a competition framework, allocation of scarce resources, generating government
revenue, consumer protection and ensuring regulatory certainty. For the details on this see H.
Intven, J.Oliver and E. Seplilveda, Cited above at note 88. For specific purposes for which
licences have been actually used, see P.Xavier, Cited above at note 90, p. 483, note 1.92A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, p.85 1
93Investors often seek detailed, self-contained licenses that purport to cover all key regulatory
controls, and to secure limitations on the regulatory authority's freedom to amend those license
terms. This approach is not without limitations, though.For more seeA.Buckingham and
M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, pp.84 8-8 5 0.94See Telecom Proc.No.49, Art.10(1). Only the police, the armed force and other services
directly employed by the government for national security are exempt from licensing
requirements. Ibid, sub-article 2.95The disciplines on licensing are said to differ from country to country. Generally there are
three approaches to licensing: individual licences (operator-specific licenses), general
authorization (class licenses), and no licensing (open entry); for details see H. Intven, J.Oliver
and E. Seplilveda, Cited above at note 88. There is also this emerging trend called 'unified
licensing' regime in which case licenses are technology and service neutral in the sense that the
licensee is not constrained as to the type of infrastructure it operates or the services it provides.
See A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, p.854; pp.85 0 -8 5 1.96Telecom Reg.No.47, Art 2(2)(g &h)..



25 years) but can be renewed for successive periods provided that each renewal
shall not exceed half of the initial period of licence.97

In 2011 the MCIT came up with a new rule, the Value-added Services License
Directive No.3/2011. Article 2(6) of the Directive classifies value-added
services into six sub-categories including Internet and data communications
services. Article 6 of the Directive reduced the 10 year validity period of a
value-added service license under Article 2(2)(j) of Telecom Reg.No.47 to
only one year requiring renewal at the end of each fiscal year.The Directive
also reduced the license fee for value-added services from Birr 100,000 under
Article 4(1) of the Regulation to Birr 25, 000. But the licensee has to pay Birr
10,000 for each renewal.98

Currently the authority to license is vested in the MCIT 99which grants license
upon application. The applicant has to produce proof of its technical
competency, financial capacity,and experience; it must also be eligible to
invest in the telecom sector under the country's investment law. 1°°The MCIT
has to grant a licence within 90 days of the submission of an application and
upon payment of the prescribed licence fee unless the application is rejected
for want of material adequacy in respect of the applicant's technical
competence, or financial capacity, or experience, or any information
supplied. 1 01 The decision not to grant a licence has to be made in writing and
must be reasoned out, naturally pinpointing the material inadequacy alleged to
have impeded favorable assessment of the request for licence and invoked as a

97Renewal is subject to the conditions stated under Article 10(1-3) of Telecom Reg.No.47.
These conditions are: the licensee has to apply for renewal together with its business plan at
least six months before the expiry of its licence; it is not in breach of the grounds for
revocation as defined under the relevant law; and agrees to upgrade its operation by replacing
outdated technology with new ones.
98 Ministry of Communications and Information Technology Value-added Services License
Directive,201 1, Art.6(2&3), Dir. No.3. The Ministry has reserved the right change the licensee
and renewal fees. This Directive which has the effect of amending the Regulation of the
Council of Ministers is not ultra-virus because the Ministry is empowered under Article 11(3)
of the Regulation to modify any condition of license.
99 Proc No. 691, cited above at note 30, Art.24(1&2)
l°°See Articles 3 and 4(1&2) of Telecom Reg.No.47
101Id. Article 4(1)



ground of refusal. 102An applicant dissatisfied with the decision shall be given

not less than 30 days to object the decision and seek consultation so as to

improve its standing by providing additional evidence supporting its

application,or amending its application. If the licensing body still believes that

the applicant is unable to satisfy the material adequacy test, it shall deny

licence and communicate such decision in writing. 103

Ethiopia's approach to legally prescribing the criteria for licensing ensures

transparency of the licensing process. This is commendable, but not sufficient

to lend credibility and effectiveness to the regulatory process. The question,

therefore, is whether Ethiopia's regulatory framework envisages limited

discretionary powers and mechanisms restraining arbitrary exercise by the

licensing body.

Eligibility to invest in the telecom market could be a simple issue of law that

can be settled quickly and objectively by looking at the applicable investment

law of the country. But other licensing criteria such as 'technical competence',

'financial capacity', and 'experience' are not clearly defined. As the

requirements for each type of license are not necessarily the same it may not be

important to specifically define these criteria. Presumably they are left for the

determination of the regulatory body through relevant directives. MCIT's

Directive No.3/2011 on value-added services license is a case in point.

The rule on 'Amendment of Licence' under Article 8 of Telecom Reg.No.47

gives a wide regulatory discretion to the licensing body.The said amendment

relates to the "contents of a licence" 104(mainly the rights and obligation of a

licensee) as specifically written in the licence document and defined under

Article 6 of the Regulation.This amendment which we may understand as

modifying 5°the original terms of a licence can be initiated in two ways: by the

request of the licensee, or through the unilateral action of the licensing body. In

102 Id. Article 5(1)
103 Id. Article 5(1-3)
104 'Contents of licence' specifies the identity of the licensee, the installation to which the
licence applies and its location, the type of telecom service, roll-out and service targets to be
met by the licensee.
105 The Amharic version of the provision reads ' "' A M''f'which means'modifying
license'.



the former case the request must be 'justifiable 106,while in the latter case the

regulator must deem it necessary for reason of 'public interest'provided that

it'shall not substantially affect the operational and financial viability of the

licensee'. 107 There is no specific guideline under the Regulation to determine

whether a proposed change is justifiable or not; what sounds feasible from the

business owner's perspective could be dismissed as unjustifiable from the

regulator's angle. The concept of 'public interest' is also as wide as an ocean.

It could mean anything for the regulator to justify its measure. One may

contend that the regulator's discretion is curbed by the requirement that the

proposed measure must not 'substantially' affect the viability of the business

licensed as showing 'public interest' alone is not enough to take a measure. But

the Regulation still leaves the determination of substantiality to the regulator

itself. What is the threshold of this substantiality? It must require some kind of

researching and analyzing the business cost of the measure to targeted

licensees before implementing it. Whether Ethiopia's regulator is willing and

capable of doing this arduous task with its attending regulatory cost is

something to be seen.

Incredibly, the licensing body also has the discretion to modify any

"Conditions of Licence"' 10 expressly listed down under Article 11 of Telecom

Proc.No.49, which later appeared as "Duties of Licensee" 109 under Article 7 of
the Regulation. Here, unlike the requirements for amending the contents of a

licence discussed above, consideration of 'public interest' 1°is the only test to

take action. In other words, the licensing body does not have to show, or even

believe, that proposed measures will not'substantially affect the operational

106Telecom Reg.No. 47, Art.8 (1)
107 Id. Article 8 (2)

l0 "Conditions of licence" are in principle to be determined by the licensing body and must
promote the economic and social objectives of the telecom sector. But the lawmaker has also
specified certain conditions aimed at universal access (service to rural and other specified
areas), transparency of operators (publishing service charges, and the terms and conditions of
service), and priority of service to privileged customers (e.g. government or specified
organizations, and compliance with technical and service standards; see Article 11(2) of
Telecom Proc.No.49.
109The Regulation lists down some six duties of the licensee which are more or less similar
with the 'conditions of license' under Article 11 (2) of Telecom Proc.No.49.
"Article 11(3) of Telecom Proc.No. 49 expressly authorizes the licensing body to "modify

any conditions of licence" if it considers it necessary in the public interest (emphasis supplied).
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and financial viability of the licensee'.Under the Regulation, no amendment to
contents of a licence can be ordered when the amendment causes substantial

challenge to a particular licensee in question even if the amendment would

have advanced public interest. But under the Proclamation the regulator can go

ahead with its measure despite a proven cost to private business so long as it

advances public interest. This makes it easier for the regulator to avoid the test

of 'substantial cost' to a licensee under the Regulation by simply acting under

the Proclamation which also serves the same purpose especially when the

targeted'conditions of licence' are also already written as licence terms.

While change in content of a licence affects existing license holders, change in

conditions of licence as a general measure is forward-looking, targeting only

new entrants. These changes may affect conditions of competition between

existing license holders and new entrants both competing in the same market

segment. Thus, the regulator may have to compel/ or allow existing licence

holders to comply with/adjust to the new conditions of licence within a

reasonable transition period so as to make the playing field equally leveled for

all market participants.

Wide regulatory discretions are not the only problems in Ethiopia's telecom

service licensing regime. The regime does not put in place mechanisms by

which businesses affected by regulator's decisions may have them reviewed

administratively or through a judicial process although it can be taken to satisfy

the reasonable period requirement of Article VI(3) of the GATS as the MICT

has to make its decision to grant or to deny a license within 90 days of reciept

of application.The regulator may refuse to grant licence, or to renew a licence,

or may amend or refuse to amend the terms of a licence contrary to the

expressed requirements of the law as discussed above. It can also revoke a

licence. ilThe performance of any regulator may not be satisfactory if there are

no substantive and procedural restraining mechanisms on its regulatory

llThe grounds for revoking a licence under Article 11(1) of Telecom Reg.No.47are: failure of
the licensee to fulfill its roll-out or service targets specified in the license, failure to comply
with technical standards set by the regulator, violation of tariff regulation, provision of inferior
service and violation of public interest-whatever it means in the eyes of the regulator! The only
safeguard for the licensee under sub-2 of the same provision is that it should be given
"adequate opportunity" to rectify the situations or correct its failures before its licence is
revoked.



discretions and exercises. 112 In Ethiopia the wide regulatory discretions without

effective review mechanism to check their exercise can also be fertile

breedinggrounds for corrupt practices in addition to their potential for

regulatory uncertainties and risks. MCIT should exercise its discretions wisely

and judiciously. It should be guided by the country's objective in regulating her

telecom sector when exercising its vast regulatory discretion.That objective is

promoting the development of high quality, efficient, reliable, and affordable

telecom services. 3Thus, any exercise of regulatory discretion that does not

serve this objective should be avoided or abandoned.

On the other hand, Ethiopia's telecom licensing regime sits well with Article 4

of WTO's Reference Paper, if not fully with the GATS on domestic

regulation. 114 It requires a WTO Member to afford a service supplier injured by

an administrative decision affecting trade in service a prompt review of the

decision, and where justified, appropriate remedies. The review can be made

by a body independent of the regulatory agency that took the measure. But a

country is not bound to establish one merely because it joins the WTO and

schedules a service sector. So the review can be made by the regulatory agency

itself but the procedure for review by the agency has to be in fact objective and

impartial. None of these two review mechanisms is in place in Ethiopia as the

law currently stands. The Reference Paper's single concern in licensing15 is

ensuring transparency (where a licence is required) by requiring the public

availability of all licensing criteria, the time required to reach a decision

concerning application for licence, and the terms and conditions of individual

licences. As we saw above Ethiopia's licensing criteria and the terms and

conditions of licences 117 as well as the length of time to decide on an

112B.Levy and P. T. Spiller, "The Institutional Foundations of Regulatory Commitment: A
Comparative Analysis of Telecommunications Regulation," Journal of Law, Economics &
Organization, Vol. 10 (1994), p.2 0 2.
113See Article 4 oflelelcom Proc.No. 49
114See Article VI (2) (a & b) of the GATS.
115The Reference Paper, for example, does not address when licensing is required, the nature of
licensing criteria, what conditions could be attached to a given type of licence, the cost trends
for licence, etc. Thus, the discipline is criticized as sketchy and weak; see, for
example,B.Guermazi, Cited above at note 72.
116See Article 4 of the Reference Paper.
117 Note that 'conditions of licence' under Article 11(2) of Telecom Proc.No.49 are not

individualized, meaning the law does not separately talk about conditions of each individual
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application for licence are all published as federal laws which can be purchased
or freely available on the world wide web. 18The Reference Paper also obliges
a WTO member to notify, upon request, the applicant of the reason for denying
a licence. 119 In this respect Ethiopian law has gone one step further, making it
the duty of the regulator to notify the applicant of its decision in writing
without waiting for the latter's request. 120

C. Rules on Interconnection

Interconnection has never been a domestic regulatory issue in Ethiopia for the
obvious reason of the monopoly, i.e., there are no other operators to
interconnect.But if and when Ethiopia liberalizes her telecom market,
interconnection will certainly become a key issue for regulation.Ideally,
interconnection arrangements could be considered as business matters the
terms of which operators negotiate. 121 But there is this risk of incumbent
operator forcing new market entrants to accept unfavorable interconnection
terms which frustrate competition. 122 New entrants may not have equal
bargaining power with the incumbent operator while the latter may not
normally have the incentive to make things easy for its new competitors. This
calls for regulatory intervention of one or other form.Interconnection is also a
consumer issue because in the absence of effective interconnection
arrangements between telecom operators, subscribers of different telecom

licence. It can be argued that they are applicable for all types of licences unless the regulator
decides otherwise invoking its general power under Article 11(1) of the same Proclamation.
See for example MCIT Directive No.3/2011 on Value-added service license.
118MCIT must make any new conditions of licence it introduces publicly available, for
instance, by posting them on its webpage to satisfy the Reference Paper's requirement.
119See Article 4 of the Reference Paper.
120See Article 5(3) of Telecom Reg.No.47
121 Peter L. Smith and Bjorn Wellenius, Cited above at note 64
122Interconnection terms which frustrate competition include: charging excessive rates for
interconnection, delaying provision of equipment and facilities needed for interconnection,
misusing of customer and competitive information, imposing limits on number of points of
interconnection, imposing unnecessary stringent technical standards, supplying lower quality
services to interconnecting parties, refusing to unbundle network elements. See Franco
Papandrea,WTOTelecommunicationsReference
Paer(http://www.acma.gov.aulwebwr/ assets/main/lib310475/wto-reference-paper.pdf) last
visited on August 6, 2013.



operators simply cannot communicate with each other or cannot connect with
services they demand. 123

Ethiopia's interconnection regime as provided under Article 56 of Telecom

Reg.No. 47 is fairly general and far from complete. It covers only three issues

of interconnection, namely the duty to interconnect, the duty to enter into

interconnection agreement, and dispute resolution mechanism. It leaves

financial, technical and operational matters of interconnection for future

directive of the regulator 24which is yet to come. Nor does it define or describe
the elusive concept of interconnection.

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) understands

interconnection as a set of commercial and technical arrangements by which

service providers connect their equipment, networks and services so that their

customers can have access to the customers, services and networks of other

service providers. 125Under the WTO's Reference Paper interconnection is

"linking with suppliers providing public telecoms transport networks or

services in order to allow the users of one supplier to communicate with users

of another supplier and to access services provided by another

supplier. ..." 126For the European Union interconnection is the physical and

logical linking of telecom networks. 127The common element of all these

definitions is that interconnection guarantees interoperability of networks and

services of operators. Apparently this is also the case under Ethiopian law as

we may gather from Article 56(2) of the Regulation which requires technical

inter-operability and availability conditions to be fully conducive for

interconnection.

123H. Intven, J.Oliver and E. Sepllveda, ITU, Telecommunications Regulation Handbook
Module 3: Interconnection(http://www.itu.int/ITU-
D/treg/Documentation/Infodev handbook/3_Interconnection.pdf) last visited on August 7,
2013.
124Article 56(4) of Telelcom Reg. No.47
125H. Intven, J.Oliver and E. Sep!lveda, Cited above at note 123
126Article 2.1 of Reference Paper
127EC Directive quoted in H. Intven, J.Oliver and E. Sep!lveda, Cited above at note
123defines interconnection as the "physical and logical linking of public electronic
communications networks used by the same or a different undertaking in order to allow the
users of one undertaking to communicate with the users of the same or another undertaking, or
to access services provided by another undertaking."
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The preponderance of opinion maintains that the focus of interconnection
regulation should be on dominant operators (as opposed to non-dominant
ones)which have the ability to establish interconnection terms and conditions
independently of competition. 128This is also the view adopted by WTO's
Reference Paper which requires interconnection with 'major supplier.' 129The

argument is that universal imposition of interconnection obligations on all
operators, large and small, amounts to over-regulation while focusing on
dominant operators has the added advantage of increased efficiency. 130

Ethiopia's approach in this regard is not that plain or yet to be determined.
Article 56(1) of the Regulations does not make any distinction between
licensees (operators). It simply states that a licensee shall interconnect its
telecoms system to the telecoms system of such other licensee. Taken as it is,
this provision only establishes the duty of all telecom operators (including the
incumbent, though not a 'licensee') to interconnect.Thus it is proper for the law
to declare this mutual duty of operators in such general terms. The issue is
whether we can/should extend Article 56(1) to cover interconnection terms and
conditions which only the incumbent monopoly operator is capable of
determining and manipulating independently of competition thus calling for
regulatory intervention. Given the generality of the language of Article 56(1)
one may hold the view that it extends to these matters, pointing to the
conclusion that Ethiopia has adopted the principle of universal imposition of
interconnection obligation unless we argue that such matters are among
regulatory issues left for determination by future directive within the meaning
of sub-4 of the same provision.

Article 56(3) of the Regulations provides that an agreement relating to
interconnection shall be entered into by the licensees. Thus, in Ethiopia

128H. Intven, J.Oliver and E. Sepli~lveda, Cited above at note 123
1

29See Article 2.2 of the Reference Paper. The Paper defines major supplier as "a supplier
which has the ability to materially affect the terms of participation (having regard to price and
supply) in the relevant market for basic telecommunications services as a result of: (a) control
over essential facilities; or (b) use of its position in the market." Essential facilities are also
defined as "facilities of a public telecommunications transport network or services that (a) are
exclusively or predominantly provided by a single or limited number of suppliers; and (b)
cannot feasibly be economically or technically substituted in order to provide a new service."
130H. Intven, J.Oliver and E. Sepl!lveda, Cited above at note 123
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interconnection is a commercial matter the terms of which interconnecting
parties have to determine through negotiation. This is also the main approach
in many countries. The assumption is that operators are better posited than
regulators to understand operational requirements of interconnection and are
well equipped with the technical information to implement interconnection
arrangements.

131

As discussed above, however,the negotiation of interconnection arrangements
is not among equals, and incumbent operator is likely to resort to anti-
competitive behaviors leading to delay and unfair outcomes. Or negotiations
may even fail. This situation calls for effective regulatory intervention through
appropriate tools that promote successful negotiation. These tools include:1 32

establishing guidelines in advance of negotiations, setting default
interconnection terms in advance of negotiation, establishing deadlines for
various stages of negotiations, establishing industry technical committees,
incentivizing the completion of successful negotiations, appointing mediators,
or arbitrators. While variations or combination of these tools can be used by a
regulator, the Ethiopian regulator's single tool is arbitration. Article 56(5) of
the Regulations requires interconnection disputes that arise in the course of
negotiation to be settled by the final and binding arbitration of the regulator.
This can be a serious concern in Ethiopia. Lack of expertise in technical and
financial issues of interconnection given the novelty of telecom liberalization,
for example, may result not only in delay but also in unnecessary regulatory
intervention. Default terms of interconnection by which all parties must abide
by while they negotiate or if they fail to agree within a set deadline could be
more effective than arbitration in the Ethiopia context.

Finally, the fact that Ethiopia's interconnection regime leaves much regulatory
issues for future directives denies us the opportunity to test its compatibility to
WTO's interconnection principles contained in the Reference Paper. 133But we

131Ibid.
132Ibid.
133Article 2.1-2.5 of the Reference Paper provides detailed guidelines on interconnection. It
requires interconnection with major supplier at technically feasible point, under non-
discriminatory terms, in a timely fashion and on cost-oriented rates. Interconnection service
must be sufficiently unbundled to avoid payments for unnecessary components, procedures for
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can still say that Ethiopia's law satisfies WTO's requirements of ensuring

interconnection with a major supplier at technically feasible point. 134 It also

satisfies the dispute resolution requirement for interconnection which has to be

an independent domestic body (which could be the telecom regulator itself)

within a reasonable period of time. 135

D. Rules on Allocation and Use of Scarce Resources

Radio frequencies, numbering plan and right of way are usually considered

scarce resources for the telecom sector. Thus, their allocation and use is subject

to regulation. For example, WTO's Reference Paper under Article 6 openly

recognizes the scarcity of these resources and calls upon national regulators to

adopt a procedure that ensures their allocation and use to be objective, timely,

transparent and non-discriminatory.With the abolition of ETA the regulation of

radio frequencies is transferred to MCIT which is mandated to manage,

authorize, coordinate and supervise the use of radio frequencies allotted to

Ethiopia. 36Except for the police, the armed force and other 'services directly

employed' by the government the installation and utilization of radio frequency

equipment is prohibited without holding a valid permit (license) for the use of

frequencies. 137MCIT also has to prepare a national frequency plan that aims at

ensuring orderly, efficient and effective utilization of frequency spectrum and

shall maintain a national register of frequencies. 138

interconnection with major supplier should be publicly available, and interconnection
agreements of major supplier or its offers must be publicly available. Disputes have to be
resolved by independent domestic body without delay.
134See Article 2.2 of the Reference Paper cum Article 56(1) ofTelecom Reg.No.47which
cannot be understood to have excluded interconnection with incumbent operator which is the
major supplier in Ethiopia. Read also Article 2.5 of the Reference Paper cum Article 56(2) of
the same Regulation obliges operators to technical interoperability and its availability to be
fully conducive for interconnection(emphasis). And to be fully conducive interconnection
should be available at least at technically feasible point.
135See Article 2.5 of the Reference Paper cum Article 56(5) of Telecom Reg. No.47. The latter
has not fixed a time within which the regulator has to give its arbitral award but we can assume
that it has to make its decision within a reasonable time to avoid the cost of delay to operators.
136See Articles 6(7), 15(1), & 16(20 of Telecom Proc.No.49.
137Id. Article 15(2) and Article 53(1) of Telecom Reg.No.47.
138Id, Arts. 52(1) & 54



A license to use frequencies can be secured from MCITupon filing an
application and payment of fee. 139In making its decision MCIT shall take into

account the 'present use and future needs' of the country. 14°This requirement
serves the efficiency purpose of allocating frequencies as scarce resources. Yet

it can also be abused by the licensing body exercising unchecked regulatory

discretion. Frequency spectrum management may constitute a powerful

regulatory tool to protect market, spectrum scarcity being invoked to restrict

the number of new market entrants. 141Moreover, the procedure for allocation of

frequencies is not that elaborate.The scope of a license and licensing criteria

are not clearly defined; the time within which MCIT has to make its decision

upon receipt of application documents is not set; duration of a license and

grounds of revocation, etc are not addressed.The separation of operational and

regulatory functions in Ethiopia's telecom sector has resulted in the transfer of

the ownership and management of numbering plan from the incumbent

operator to a regulatory body under Article 7(6) of Telecom Reg.No. 47.For

example, the current numbering plan was designed and introduced in 2004 by

the then regulator (i.e. ETA). It was argued that the new numbering plan was

designed to meet the challenges of multi-operators,support effective

competition through fair allocation of numbering resources and has reserved

blocks of numbers for new and innovative telecom service provisions. 142

Numbering is another regulatory tool at the disposal of the Ethiopian telecom

regulator the sacristy of which can be invoked to restrict new entry into the

market thereby hampering competition. Commentators warn that mere transfer

of management of numbering plan from incumbent to a regulatory authority is

not enough to foster competition; the former might have already secured large

numbering blocks for its own use leading to inefficient use of numbers as well

as giving it a competitive advantage over new entrants. 143 Surprisingly,

however, the Ethiopian law on numbering plan is far less than rudimentary;

1391d. Article 53(1&2).
140Article 16(4) of Telecom Proc.No.49. The same range of frequency may also be assigned to
different users on a time-sharing basis. Ibid.
141B.Guermazi, cited above at note 72
142 New Numbering Plan for Telecommunications Services,
(http://www.eta.gov.et/numbering%20plan%20(lmplemented.pdf) last visited on August 14,
2013
143A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, p. 878
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only a single sub-article is devoted to numbering plan. A number of critical
regulatory issues are left unattended. For example, whether operators shall pay

for number usage, number portability, and the procedures for allocation of

numbers are not addressed at all.

Ethiopian law guarantees new entrants to the telecom market certain real

property rights which they need to meet their roll-out and service obligations

under their licences.Operators have right of way over any land to install, repair,

improve, examine, alter or remove a telecom line including the right to fly

telecom lines upon any building. They also have the right to cut down any tree

obstructing telecom line as well as the right to compulsorily acquire any

privately possessed land which they may need for network roll-out such as

erecting microwave transmissions. 144

The creation of a right of way over the property of others involves a very

simple process in Ethiopia. A telecom operator should give only a ten-day

written notice to possessors or owners of the property to be encumbered by the

servitude.Any objection by the possessors or owners has to be filed with the

telecom regulator within the same notice period.The regulator must afford both

parties the opportunity to be heard before it reaches a decision sustaining the

objection, or subjecting the exercise of the right to conditions it thinks

fit. 145The right of way over private property is free of charge; operators are
liable to pay fair compensation only if they cause damage to the property in the

course of exercising their right of way.146

E. Rules on Competitive Safeguards

The debate about the ideal regulatory model for the telecom sector is not

limited to issues of how to design the regulatory authority. It also extends to

designing the legal regime (sector-specific rules vis-ha-vis generic competition

law) governing competition once the sector is open for market.Generally there

are three approaches to the issue: 147The first approach is the exclusive use of

144Article 18(1-3) & Article 21 of Telecom Proc.No..49
145Id. Article 18(4-6)
146 Id. Articles 18 20(1)

147 See R. Alemu, Regulation of Competition in the Liberalized Telecommunications Sector in

Sub-Saharan Africa: Uganda's
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competition law enforced by regular courts. New Zealand was the only
example until it abandoned the approach in 2001. The second approach is the
exclusive use of sector-specific rules in which generic competition rules are
incorporated into primary legislations governing telecom.Developing countries
prefer this approach to overcome the gap created by the absence of antitrust
jurisprudence and regulation. 148Nigeria, Uganda and Ghana have also adopted
this approach. 149 The third approach, common in the majority of countries that
liberalized telecoms, is a co-regulatory approach in which competition law
supplements and complements sector-specific rules. 1 50

Ethiopia's regime of competition regulation for the telecom sector is a
combination of sector-specific rules and generic competition law. The sector-
specific rules regulate certain issues of competition, such as entry (licensing),
interconnection, technical standards,scarce resources, charges and tariffs.The
sector-specific rules, however, do not address other anti-competitive practices.
For example, the incumbent operator, given its dominant position in the
market, could pose a serious challenge to competition by engaging in anti-
competitive behaviours such as refusal to deal, predatory and excessive
pricing, tying and bundling of services, anti competitive cross-subsidization,
etc. Thus, it is submitted these anti-competitive practices are subject to generic
competition law in Ethiopia. 151

In Ethiopia the regulation of competition in telecom is split not only between
sector-specific rules and generic competition law but also between sector-
specific regulator and generic completion regulator. Sector-specific rules are

Experience,(http ://www.compcom.co.za/assets/Uploads/events/Fifth-Annual-
Conference/south-africa-conference-on-competition-law.pdf, last visited on September 17,
2013.
148A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83,p.841
149 See R. Alemu, Cited above at note 147
15°This approach is also adopted by the EU where member states had a long history of public
monopoly before liberalization. In the EU sector-specific rules were the trend especially during
the early days of transition from monopoly to competition, but emphasis shifted to generic
completion law when liberalization process was over around 2002, thus, national telecom
regulators were authorized to 'roll back' their sector-specific rules as competition was
maturing; see A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note 83, p.8 4 0

151 Generic competition rules are enshrined mainly in the Trade Competition and and
Consumers' Protection Proclamation, 2013, Proc.No. 813, Neg.Gaz. Year 20, no.28
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the jurisdiction of the telecom sector regulator, i.e., the MCIT. Generic
competition law falls under the jurisdiction of the Trade Competition and and
Consumers Protection Authority(which is accountable to the Ministry of
Trade). While the two sets of rules may successfully operate simultaneously
(supplementing and completing each other), their practical enforcement by two
different federal institutions could pose a challenge. This 'split regulatory
approach' of Australia is thought to be unsuitable for developing countries
where coordination and coherency between government institutions is
generally lacking. 152

WTO's Reference Paper under Article 1.1 calls upon members to put in place
appropriate measures that prevent anti-competitive practices of major telecom
suppliers. It does not prescribe any specific measure as appropriate nor does it
define anti-competitive practices. These matters are left for the determination
of members. The generic competition law of Ethiopia defines and prohibits
anti-competitive practices including abuse of dominance. Its disciplines are
also applicable to telecom firms including the dominant incumbent operator
and on all telecom services except to basic telephone. 153 Thus, insofaras
Ethiopia's regime outlaws anti-competitive practices it sits well with WTO's
requirement under Article 1.1 of the Reference Paper. But what the Reference
Paper under Article 1.2(a) wishes to proscribe, i.e., anti-competitive cross-
subsidization, 154 may not be acceptable to Ethiopia. Whether Ethiopia's
competition law currently prohibits cross-subsidization itself is not clear; at
least the law does not expressly prohibit cross-subsidization as an anti-
competitive practice. Cross-subsidization has been Ethiopia's policy and
practice to achieve its social objective of universal access in the telecom
service. This has also been the industry norm both in developed and developing
nations. Thus, at the time of her accession negotiation Ethiopia will certainly
make a reservation with respect to binding herself to the prohibition of cross-
subsidization.

152A.Buckingham and M.Williams, Cited above at note, 83, p.8 3 5 .
153Ibid.
154 Other anti-competitive practices under Article 1.2 of the Reference Paper are anti-

competitive use of information obtained from competitors, and failure to make available to
competitors on timely basis technical information about essential services and commercially
relevant information which they need to provide services.
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F. Rules on Universal Access/Service Obligation

The cost factor associated with rural, remote and low-income areas makes

them commercially unattractive to telecom operators often accused of cream

skimming.Thus, it takes regulatory intervention to extend telecom services to

citizens in and around these areas where telecom operators will not be able to

provide services on commercial terms. The twin concepts of universal service

and universal access have been at the heart of governments'approaches in this

regard.Universal service means every household in the country has telephone

service (traditionally a fixed-line phone); it focuses on connecting households

and more practical in developed nations. 155Universal access, more practicable

in developing countries, means everyone in a community can gain access to a

publicly available telephone; its focus is connecting individuals through shared

facilities although the growing mobile penetration rate delivered on the back of

leapfrog technology can be invoked to question the continued relevance of this

approach to universal access. 156 Despite differences, these two concepts are

used interchangeably or combined as universal access/service because of their

shared overriding goal of expanding and maintaining affordable telecom

services to the public especially in rural, remote and low-income areas.157

Governments have used a wide range of instruments to finance universal

access/service goals.Guermazi outlines the following instruments: 158 Cross-

subsidization is a typical tool in a monopolistic market in which incumbent

operator is required to subsidize local lines from the profits of long distance

and international calls.With the introduction of liberalization new market

entrants have been made part of the funding mechanism in more ways than

one. For example, universal access/service obligation has become a market

entry requirement i.e., a condition to obtain a license.This takes the form of a

mandatory service obligation imposed on the licensee in which it is required to

fulfill certain roll-out targets defined in its license document.The second

155ITU, Trends in Telecommunications Reform 2003: Promoting Universal Service to ICTs:
Practical Tools for Regulators (http://www.itu.int/pub/D-REG-TTR.6-2003) last visited on
August 24,2013
156Shared facilities include payphones, telecenters and community centers. Ibid.
157Ibid.
158B.Guermazi, Cited above at note72



funding method that involves private operators is allowing the incumbent
operator to collect access deficit charges from other private operators to
subsidize the deficit it incurs in the course of provision of universal access.
This payment is collected in the form of interconnection charges.The third
funding tool is establishing universal access/service fund, an account to which
all operators contribute, administered independently and supports service in a
specified area.

Ethiopia's universal access goal as defined in the Growth and Transformation
Plan (GTP) is the provision of basic telephone services within 5km radius of
service for all rural areas. There is no comparable goal for low-income urban
areas in the GTP although public and private payphones and telecentres are
common in urban areas. Financing universal access in Ethiopia has been on the
back of the incumbent operator which uses cross-subsidization, rural
communications projects and rolling out of service stations in underserved

159
areas.

Ethiopia also contemplates to involve private telecom operators in the
provision of universal access if and when she opens the market for private
operators. Article 11(2(a) of Telecom Proc.No.49 states that a licensee may be
required to provide telecom services to rural or other 'specified' areas (to be
determined by the licensing body) as a condition of license. There is no doubt
rural areas in Ethiopia are prime candidates for universal access. The licensing
body can also designate low-income urban areas for similar purpose.Moreover,
Article 7(1) of Telecom Reg.No.47 imposes on licensees the duty to fulfill roll-
out targets as defined by the licensing body and specified in the license
document. Roll-out target under Article2(2) (i) of the same Regulations means
telecom service expansion target set by the regulator and includes public
payphone target, underserved line target, priority customers target, and public
call office target.

Ethiopia does not have universal access fund. But if she establishes one in the
future, the telecom regulator can easily force telecom operators to contribute to
such fund without even requiring the House of Peoples Representatives and the

159Lishan Abay, cited above at note 32



Council of Ministers to formally amend the existing legal regime. Contribution
to universal access fund can be made a market entry condition without even

amending Article 11 of the Telecom Proc. No.49. This is so because Article

11(3) of the same law expressly empowers the licensing body (MCIT) to

modify any conditions of a license in the interest of the public which can also

include universal access. Likewise MCIT can easily extend the obligation to

contribute to universal access fund to telecom operators already in the market.

This is because Article 8(2) of Telecom Reg.No. 47 authorizes the licensing

body to modify the original terms of existing licenses for the sake of public

interest (which includes promoting universal access) provided that the amount

operators are required to contribute to the fund does not substantially affect the

operational and financial viability of the operators (see above). The possibility

of collecting access deficit charges from operators to finance universal access

is not also out of option in Ethiopia. This is because access charges are

included in interconnection charges. The fees and costs of interconnection are

matters yet to be determined by future directive of the telecom regulator per

Article 56(4) (c) of the Regulations. So it is still possible for the regulator to

include such charges in interconnection fees and costs which other operators

have to pay to the incumbent.

Article 3 of WTO's Reference Paper recognizes the right of a member to

define any kind of universal service obligation it thinks fit to pursue its national

policy objective. It also declares that maintaining any kind of universal service

obligation is not an anti-competitive practice per se. What is prohibited under

the Reference Paper is the trade-distorting effect of administration of universal

service obligation. Thus, it requires the administration to be transparent, non-

discriminatory, and competitively neutral and not more burdensome than

necessary to achieve the particular kind of universal service already defined by

the member. Testing Reference Paper-compatibility of Ethiopia's regime on

the intended manner of administering universal access obligation is difficult

because the regime lacks in details on the subject. One may be tempted to

argue that Ethiopia's regime satisfies at least the transparency requirement of

the Reference Paper because it is a matter of published law (which is also

publicly available) for private operators to assume universal service obligation.



But this alone is far less than sufficient to make an informed decision to invest
or not to invest in Ethiopia's telecom market.

On the other hand, the Reference Paper's discipline on universal service may

have implication for Ethiopia's ability to pursue her universal access policy.

Markus observes that telecom regulatory obligations which WTO members

assume may affect the ability of governments to impose universal service

obligation or to introduce a system that generates funds to finance universal

service. 160 Normally the transparency obligation under Article 3 of the
Reference Paper may not constrain Ethiopia's ability to pursue her universal

access policy; nor does the prohibition against measures which are more

burdensome than necessary to achieve a defined universal access goal. But the
'non-discriminatory' and 'competitively neutral' elements in Article 3 of the

Reference Paper may constrain Ethiopia's ability to purse her universal access

policy if, for example, the incumbent operator is subject to universal access

obligation. Ethiopia may have to discriminate in favour of the operator that

bears universal access obligation and/or allow cross-subsidization which is not

necessarily competitively neutral.

One of the reasons why Ethiopia has been resisting liberalization of the

telecom service and stubbornly defending her monopoly against all odds is her

conviction that liberalization does not help her achieve universal access goal.

She argues that private operators shay away from high-risk and low-return

investments while competition eats away the revenue base of the incumbent to

finance universal access through cross-subsidization.Thus in her accession bid

to the WTO, she has the right to wholesale rejection of Article 3 of the

Reference Paper on universal access.Alternatively, Ethiopia can still adopt the

Reference Paper's discipline on universal access selectively by avoiding those

elements of the discipline which constrain her choice of instrument(s) she

thinks effective to pursue her universal access policy.This should also be her

approach towards other disciplines of the Reference Paper that restrict her

choice of universal access instruments. This may not be an easy task, though.

The novelty of telecom liberalization is said to have made it difficult to

160M.Krajewski, National Regulation and Trade Liberalization in Services: The Legal Impact
of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) on National Regulatory
Autonom (2003),p. 178.



determine exactly how GATS commitments restrict governments' choice of
instruments. 161

Conclusion

While national monopoly operators have been dismantled and liberalization

has become the norm elsewhere in the world, Ethiopia is still allowing an age-

old monopoly to reign over her. Regrettably, the monopoly has taken the

nation hostage of its poor services. Whereas poor monopoly performance

failing to meet unrequited demands was one of the driving factors behind

telecom liberalization, the Ethiopian government is still in defense of its

monopoly. It argues that the monopoly is more efficient and effective to

achieve its economic and social objectives in the sector. This may be explained

more by political ideology than conventional economic theories.Nevertheless,

we may have to resist the temptation of making a sweeping conclusion that the

Ethiopian government is ideologically opposed to telecom liberalization.It does

not reject liberalization in absolute terms.

Available evidence indicates that the government seeks to subscribe to a

gradual and cautious approach to telecom liberalization. But still there are two

major uncertainties about telecom liberalization in Ethiopia. Firstly, there is no

official timetable for liberalization in the sense of introducing competition to

the incumbent operator. Secondly, we are not sure whether the liberalization is

going to be autonomous/unilateral and/or through WTO's multilateral track.

However, if Ethiopia 'loses' to the neo-liberals at WTO's negotiation table and

agrees to open her telecom sector to foreign competition, Ethiopia needs to

make a delicate balancing exercise in framing her schedule of commitments.

In view of her domestic policy of gradual and cautious approach to telecom

liberalization, Ethiopia needs to avoid commitments that hobble her

immediately upon accession. In this regard a weak promise to future

liberalization can do the trick. For example, Ethiopia may accept commitments

in value-added services and allow foreign firms to provide such services in

phases: first jointly with Ethio-Telecom as of fixed date after accession, second

161Ibid.



directly on their own after lapse of the period in the first phase. Ethiopia also
needs to adopt the Reference Paper, but must also be careful to avoid those
elements of the Reference Paper that constrain her ability to choose
instruments that help her pursue and achieve universal access goals. The
transition from public monopoly to market competition involves changes in the
focus of regulatory objectives from controlling a single operator to overseeing
competition between multiple actors. This also requires introducing a new set
of regulatory framework. In this regard Ethiopia has put in place rules and
institutions that are emulated from global champions of telecom
liberalization.They specifically address issues independence of the regulator
from market participants, licensing, interconnection, competitive safeguards,
the allocation and use of scarce resources and universal access obligations.
Some of the rules on these regulatory issues are incomplete, ambiguous and
confer wide regulatory discretion to the telecom regulator beyond
administrative or judicial scrutiny, but overall they have the potential to
comply with WTO's standards as set in the Reference Paper. However, the
wide regulatory discretions conferred to the regulator without effective
substantive and procedural mechanisms constraining their exercise coupled
with the novelty of telecom liberalization could cast doubts on the efficacy of
the system to smoothly manage the transition from monopoly to competition.



The Doctrine of Res Judicata under Ethiopian Law: Essence and
Conditions for its Assertion

Tewodros Meheret*

1. Introduction

A system of civil justice strives to create symmetry between conflicting interests
such as accuracy and cost, truth and efficiency, quality and speed. The rules of
procedure aim at creating the steps to be followed to unearth truth and achieve
justice. At the same time, because of resource and time constraints, it must be
ensured that the process is effective and efficient. The dilemma a legal system
encounters in balancing accuracy of judgments and efficiency of process is
succinctly presented as follows:

It is axiomatic that the object of procedure is to render litigants their
due; namely, to return judgments which correctly apply the law to
the true facts. But this does not mean that the state has an obligation
to provide the most accurate civil procedure regardless of cost. It
would be absurd to say that we are entitled to the best possible legal
procedure, however expensive, when we cannot lay a credible claim
to the best possible health service or to the best possible transport
system. Yet it would be equally absurd to suggest that procedure
need not strive to achieve any level of accuracy to satisfy the
demands of justice.1

Legal systems grapple with the futile effort to strike the balance between these
values a procedural law aspires to cater for. They are, therefore, compelled to tilt
towards one of them. It is crucial "to periodically inquire whether the
administration of justice reflects an optimal compromise between accuracy and
cost and whether it fulfills the needs of the community at the time." 2 The extent
to which a system of procedure has to strive to ascertain the truth hinges on
procedures which strive to provide a reasonable measure of protection of rights,
commensurate with the resources that a country can afford to spend on the

* Lecturer, Addis Ababa University, School of Law

1A.A S Zucjerman, "A Reform of Civil Procedure - Rationing Procedure Rather than Access to
Justice", Journal of Law and Society, vol. 22, (1995), P. 160, available at http://www.jstor.org,
last accessed on 13/2/2014
2 Ibid.,P 161



administration of justice. 3 Generally, despite the rhetoric that the search for truth

is of a goal or in some cases the fundamental aim of the law, countries usually

prefer to live with an erroneous or unjust decision, rather than allowing parties to

litigate forever. Res judicata is a doctrine which reflects the stance a legal system

takes in this direction by virtue of which a case is made to rest irrespective of the

outcome which may be contrary to truth and the law.

As we will see below, it is not right to conclude that res judicata is a universal

principle recognized in all nations. If we look at the experience of some countries

regarding the determination of the underlying principle of their procedural laws,

we witness that they have diversified emphasis. For instance, Jewish law does

not accept an approach whereby a judgment is irreversible even when incorrect4

since discovery of the truth5 is an element of justice to which all else is

subordinated. On the other hand, the majority of jurisdictions across legal

traditions recognize an end to litigation in spite of the fact that the decision could

be erroneous or has unjust outcome.

The doctrine of res judicata is one of the tools employed by the Civil Procedure

Code of Ethiopia6 to end litigation. The Code aims at efficiency with the ultimate

31d.
4In the Jewish legal system, a judgment is in principle subject to revision, normally by the court
that issued it. Courts revise judgments if new evidence comes to light undermining the facts on
which the judgment was based, provided that the party seeking to adduce the new evidence is not
debarred from so doing. Judgments are also subject to revision for errors in the application of the
law. See Yuval Sinai, "Reconsidering Res Judicata: A Comparative Perspective", Duke Journal
of Comparative & International Law, Vol 21:353(2011), Page 3885Jurisdictions declare that they are committed to establishing the truth through procedural laws
even though this cannot be the overriding principle because of the cost it entails. For instance it is
stressed that one of the fundamental tasks of the Law of Civil Procedure of the People's Republic
of China (Law of Civil Procedure) is to ensure the courts establish the truth based on facts even if
it must also recognize an end to litigation whatever the outcome. See Zhong Jianhua & Yu
Guaghu, Establishing Truth on Facts: Has the Chinese Civil Process Achieved this Goal?
Chinese Civil Process (Spring, 2004), p. 1, available at
http://www.law.fsu.edu/journals/transnational/vol13-2/yozhong.pdf, last accessed on
26/05/2014
6 The Civil Procedure Code of the Empire of Ethiopia Decree No. 52 of 1965 (herein after "Civil
Procedure Code or simply the "the Code" ), Article 5. The general principle is that a case decided
cannot be re-litigated. But, there are exceptions to the rule, the main one being review of
judgment. The law recognizes an exception to the rule under article 6 of the Code by allowing
review of judgment.



goal of the discovery of truth that, however, cannot be attained if erroneous
decisions are allowed to stand by means of res judicata. Hence, the two most
important goals, ending litigation and seeking justice, come into conflict.
Nevertheless, the Code has made a choice in article 5: unjust or factually and
legally wrong decisions are allowed to sustain and produce effect in return for
stability and efficiency of the system. This article examines the essence of the
doctrine and the law applicable to it with a view to establishing whether the
balance between these two conflicting interests i.e., ending litigation vs.
discovery of truth, has been struck at the right point.

It is generally accepted that the doctrine of res judicata will be operational as a
bar to subsequent suit only when a former judgment meets certain conditions.
However, not all countries employ similar yardsticks in addition to variation in
terminology. This article examines the essence of the doctrine of resjudicata and
explores the requirements that need to be fulfilled under Ethiopian law for the
proper application of the doctrine to bar subsequent suit. The article also
explores exceptions to the application of the rule on res judicata. With this end
in mind, this piece is divided into the four parts. The first section introduces the
concept while the second part dwells on the purpose and significance of the
concept of res judicata. The requirements for asserting res judicata are the
conditions which must be fulfilled so that it can be a defense in a subsequent
litigation which conditions are listed and explicated in the third part. Finally, the
article draws its conclusion from the discussion presented.

2. Conceptual Framework
2.1. Meaning

"Res Judicata pro veritate accipitur" is the full Latin maxim which has, over the

years, shrunk to mere "Res Judicata". The word 'Res Judicata' is derived from

Latin which literally means, a thing adjudged. It is a rule that says a final
judgment on the merits by a court having jurisdiction is conclusive between the
parties to a suit as to all matters that were litigated or that could have been
litigated in that suit.7 Ethiopian law doesn't define the term although it can be

7 Black's Law Dictionary defines it as "a matter adjudged; a thing judicially acted upon or
decided; a thing or matter settled by judgment." See also Henry Campbell Black., Black's Law
Dictionary 4 th ed. (1968); See also C. A. Dhanashree Prabhu, Res Judicata in Tax Matters,
http://www.hiregange.com/downloads/April 2013-E-Newsletter.pdf, accessed on 6/13/2013
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gathered from the contents of the relevant provisions that it subscribes to this
traditional meaning of the term.

Variation in the purview of the doctrine can be observed depending on the legal
system one may be examining. In this regard, Sinia8 has identified three models,
namely, broad-scope res judicata, narrow-scope res judicata and non-finality of
judgments. The first approach is adopted mainly in common law legal system
which is broader precluding subsequent suit on the ground of identity of cause of
action or that the issue is a necessary ingredient of a former suit. The second
model is that of continental Europe which does not recognize the concept of res
judicata in the broad sense as is the case in common law countries. For the
continental legal system, the fundamental principle is that a judgment binds the
parties with respect to the subject matter of claims actually asserted and decided,
but parties are not bound in actual or potential claims not submitted for
adjudication.9 The third approach rejects many of the elements of res judicata
and emphasizes that discovery of truth is a paramount goal of justice all other
concerns being subsidiary. Hence, in principle, a party can usually get a judicial
decision reversed after the judgment has been handed down and judgments
which otherwise are binding, can be re-opened for reconsideration based on an
error in the judgment or on newly discovered evidence. 10

As far as the Civil Procedure Code of Ethiopia is concerned, it appears to have
borrowed the broader approach together with the provisions by which not only
matters explicitly raised in the proceeding but also matters which could or should
have been raised as a ground of defense or attack are barred by res judicata.
Another inquiry that should be made is whether both claim and issue preclusion,
which are the two main forms of res judicata in most countries belonging to the
common legal system are incorporated in the Code.

8Yuval Sinai, "Reconsidering Res Judicata: A Comparative Perspective", Duke Journal of
Comparative & International Law, Vol. 21:353(2011), p. 357 ff
91bid, p.384
10 Ibid, In the Jewish legal system, a judgment is in principle subject to revision, normally by the
court that issued it. Courts revise judgments if new evidence comes to light undermining the facts
on which the judgment was based, provided that the party seeking to adduce the new evidence is
not debarred from so doing. Judgments are also subject to revision for errors in the application of
the law, See Yuval, Supra note 8, p. 215



In the common law system, the doctrine of res judicata has largely two main

forms even though the terminology is not the same throughout.11 Thus,

distinction is made between issue preclusion and claim preclusion although the

latter is sometimes simply referred to as res judicata as it is res judicata proper.

The doctrine of issue preclusion or collateral estoppels provides that a court's

final decision on an issue actually litigated and necessarily decided in a previous

suit is conclusive of that issue in a subsequent suit. Issue preclusion is broader in

that it applies to claims for relief different from those litigated in the first action

and narrower in that it applies only to issues actually litigated. 12 Issue preclusion

may arise where a particular issue forming a necessary ingredient of a cause of

action has been litigated and decided and in subsequent proceedings between the

same parties involving a different cause of action to which the same issue is

relevant and one of the parties seeks to re-open that issue. 13

Sedler acknowledges that the issue whether res judicata bars a re-determination

of any issue that was determined in a previous suit is unresolved. 14 He, however,

contends that this extended application of the doctrine is not perceived under

Article 5 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ethiopia. He maintains that the law does

not prohibit re-litigation of an issue between different parties even if one of the

parties was a party to the former suit. 15It is not clearly pronounced in our Code

whether the doctrine applies to cases where the other requirements such as

identity of subject matter are not met. That aspect of issue preclusion which

extends res judicata to suits relating to a different subject matter in which the

issue is raised is not addressed. The requirements16 in article 5 are cumulative
and the extension of the res judicata to suits which deal with a different subject

matter does not appear to be tenable. 17

11 In England and Canada the forms are called "issue estoppel" and "cause of action estoppel;" in
U.S. terminology, the two forms are referred to as "issue preclusion" (traditionally known as
"collateral estoppel") and "claim preclusion", respectively.
12 Diane Vaksdal Smith, Finality of Judgment: Issue Preclusion, Claim Preclusion, and Law of
the Case, http://www.burgsimpson.com/pdf/civlitjulyv01clean.pdf, p. 1-2 accessed on 28/6/2013
13 Supra note 10, P. 358
14 R. A. Sedler, Ethiopian Civil Procedure, (1968), p. 327
15 Ibid, p. 320
16 See section 4 below, p. 11
lVThe Civil Code of the Empire of Ethiopia Proclamation No. 165 of 1960 (herein after the Civil
Code), Art. 1898 reads "Proceedings instituted against one of the debtors shall be no bar to
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2.2. Purpose and Significance

The doctrine of resjudicata is deemed to have universal application forming part

of the legal systems of all civilized nations even though there are legal scholars

who challenge the foundation of the doctrine and a jurisdiction which does not

accept the basic legal tenets of res judicata.18 The motivations for revising

decisions, it is argued, are "the hopes of correcting error; of altering outcomes

based upon changed circumstances; of imbuing some decisions with more

meaning by having them made repeatedly and sometimes by prestigious actors,

of giving individuals a sense of having been fully and fairly heard." 19It is also

maintained that accurate application of laws serves the goals of legal rules such

as maximization of economic value while judicial mistakes impose social cost

and thus the procedural system should strive to reduce those costs. Re-litigation

of factual issues can be done economically in the trial court because this court

has already examined the main factual aspects of the case and, unlike the

appellate court, the trial court does not need to learn all the details of the case to

reconsider its initial decision. Proponents insist that some major fairness factors

weigh against the rules of res judicata, among them "the fair-outcome value of

deciding on the merits rather than on technicalities and of refusing to curtail

society's search for truth".20 Hence, procedure, it is contended, should frown on

any obstruction to correcting mistakes.21

On the other hand, proponents of the doctrine insist that the presence of errors in

a prior judgment is irrelevant to res judicata and a second round of litigation is

unlikely to be more accurate; re-adjudication will not avoid error or costs.

Although humans are fallible, the errors committed at the trial level can be

corrected at the appeal level as the function of the appeal is primarily to reduce

similar proceedings being instituted against the other debtors." In other words, the decision given
in the case involving one of the defendants does not operate a bar against a suit against other
defendants. On the other hand relying on Indian law The decision of a matter which is directly
and substantially in issue between the parties to a suit operates as resjudicata between the same
parties or their representatives in interest in a subsequent suit irrespective of the fact whether the
subject-matter of the two suits is identical or is different. See note 55 infra, p. 351
i Supra note 8, p. 354
19 For a detailed discussion on the arguments for and against resjudicata see Sinai, Supra note 8,

p. 378
20

id.
21Supra note 8, p. 379



the incidence of such errors.2 2 It can be witnessed that, for these and other
reasons the concept has been incorporated in almost all procedural laws. But, at
the same time res judicata could result in prevalence of injustice by allowing
erroneous, unjust and blatantly wrong decisions to be enforced curbing any room
for rectification. Thus, the choice between justice and stability or efficiency is a
riddle legal systems encounter in designing their procedural laws. In fact, as has
been elucidated above, legal systems are not at one as to how they address the
predicament. For instance, pursuant to the common law approach, the court does
not acknowledge the doctrine of res judicata on its own initiative whereas the
idea that res judicata primarily concerns the public interest has prompted many
continental countries to adopt an absolute principle of resjudicata.2 3

It is noted that the basic proposition of res judicata, namely, a party should not
be allowed to re-litigate a matter that he has already litigated, remains the same
even if the concept has undergone changes with the evolution of procedural
laws. 24However, despite the general observation that can be made regarding the
rationale for barring re-litigation, no consensus among jurists and legal systems
exists as to the justification for the incorporation of the rules of res judicata.
Basically, there are three principles which underlie the concept giving
justification for its incorporation in laws.25 The first principle is that no man
should be vexed twice for the same cause. A dispute between parties should be
settled once and for all and none of the parties should be allowed to trouble the
other by dragging him/her to court now and again for the settlement of a
difference relating to the same subject matter. Accordingly, through the principle
of res judicata the law avoids inconvenience and harassment of parties.

The second justification is that it is in the interest of the state that there should be
an end to litigation. Judicial economy requires that there should be an end to
lawsuits. Courts are public fora using scares public resources mobilized to
resolve disputes. The state has interest in the conclusion of disputes which

22 Id.

23Ibid, page 385. It is referred to as absolute because its application is not dependent upon the
will of the parties and the court can initiate it by itself.
24Ibid, P. 353
25 C.K. Takwani, Civil Procedure,(4h ed. 1997). P. 47; Sinai classifies the justifications for the
common law rules of resjudicata into public policy and individual rights, economic efficiency of
courts and consistency and stability. See Supra note 8, p. 60-61



cannot be allowed to continue only because one of the parties wishes so

consuming scarce public resource.

The third reason is judicial decisions must be accepted as correct. If cases are

submitted to different courts so that they can be tried to determine the settlement,

then it is possible to have contradictory decisions adversely affecting the

credibility of the system. Confining the parties to one litigation averts the

possibility of two contradictory decisions. The ultimate reason why the verdict of

a court as to the law and facts prevails is that such "pronouncement is ex officio

and the political sovereign has said through organic law that judicial
,,26pronouncements shall prevail. The doctrine thus ensures the conclusiveness of

a judgment rendered by a court of law and ensures the integrity of the latter.

The foregoing reveals that the doctrine is dictated by both public policy and

private interest which laws readily take into account.2 7 In the absence of this

doctrine, there will be no end to litigation, parties will be harassed with

unceasing suits on the same subject matter and courts will be over burdened with

litigation with no end in sight. Hence, the doctrine benefits both public and

private interests. The query as to the fundamental justification for preclusion

leads us to divergent conclusions contingent upon the legal system on may be

surveying. In the common law system, res judicata is an affirmative defense

available to a party to be raised in proceedings. Courts don't raise it by

themselves which in effect denotes that the public has no interest so long as

parties are willing to re-litigate by waiving their right to raise it as a defense. It is

up to the party, to invoke or to waive the right, then the courts have no room to

intervene to enforce the public interest purported to be implied in the concept.

The continental system, on the other hand, mainly requires the court to take into

account a former judgment on its own initiative.28 It is only then that we can say

there is public interest which is primarily promoted through the application of

this doctrine.

26Hazard Geoffrey C. Jr., "Preclusion as to Issues of Law: The Legal System's Interest", Iowa
Law Review, Vol. 70 (1984), p.8 2 . Available at
http://repository.uchastings.edu/faculty-scholarship/959
27 Supra note 28 , p.47
28In several European countries, explicit statutory provisions can be found to this effect. See
Yuval, Supra note 8, p. 385



Coming to our legal system, just like the law, it appears that we have to borrow

the justification for the incorporation of the doctrine and for the scope it is

allowed to have in Ethiopia since it is not a home grown concept which evolved

through practice and theoretical back up. The source of Ethiopia Civil Procedure

Code which contains the precepts governing res judicata is its Indian
29counterpart . It is, therefore, natural to resort to the rationale why the law is

designed as it is so as to decipher the justification applicable to Ethiopian law.

Accordingly, we may embark on comparing section 11 and article 5 of the Indian

and Ethiopian Civil Procedure Codes, respectively. Section 11 of the Indian

Code reads:

"No Court shall try any suit or issue in which the matter directly and
substantially in issue in a former suit between the same parties, or
between parties under whom they or any of them, litigating under the
same title in a court competent to try such subsequent suit or the suit
in which such issue has been subsequently raised, and has been
heard and finally decided by such court."' 30

Article 5 reads:

"No court shall try any suit or issue in which the matter directly and
substantially in issue has been directly and substantially in issue in a
former suit between the same parties, or between parties under
whom they or any of them claim, litigating under the same title, and
has been heard and finally decided.31

A mere comparison of the wordings of the two provisions exposes that the only

divergence pertains to the mention made about the court which gave the decision

on the former suit in the Indian Code. Apart from this distinction, the meaning of

which is discussed below, the two provisions can be said to be identical.

In keeping with the legal tradition which is its source, it can be maintained that

the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code limits the application of the doctrine to

29Even if Sedler insists that the borrowing was selective, at least regarding the doctrine of res
judicata the rules are copied as they are. Supra note 16, p. 3 Ultimately, we can say that those
rules are influenced by English Law as "the substance of the rule as enunciated and recognized in
England was, however, approved of and acted upon in numerous cases by the Judges, and
imported, almost res integra, in India. See, Infra 55, p.2
30 The Code of Civil Procedure of India, 1908 (as amended)
31Civil Procedure Code, article 5



situations where parties raise the defense. In other words, it is not purely a public
policy consideration even if that can be one of the justifications for the position
taken in the law, namely, giving effect to objection to re-opening a suit. Had it
been public policy of the state to proscribe re-litigation, in the same manner as is
the case in the Continental legal tradition, the court would have been empowered
to dismiss suits which re-open cases already decided on its own initiative. In line
with this contention, as the law stands now, it is only the will to invoke the
defense by a party32 that can do good to the legal system by bringing about its
efficiency and integrity.

Nevertheless, the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division gave a decision
saying that courts are required to reject a suit lodged by a party when they
discover in the course of the proceeding that it is submitted again. In the case of
Fatuma Jemal v. Ali Bekir33, the court reversed the decision of the lower courts
on the ground that they should have closed the file when they learnt that the suit
is res judicata, which knowledge, the court said, can be inferred from the
decisions that that same case was decided by the Sheria Court. The decision
given unearths the issue whether res judicata is an objection to be raised by the
parties only. Hence, even if this decision is binding34 it is worth inquiring
whether it actually reflects the spirit of the law.

The relevant provisions from which we can gather the intended purpose of res
judicata are article 5 and 244/1/b of the Code where reference is made to the
doctrine. Reading the English version of the Code, it is vivid that a court is
prohibited from re-opening a suit. The Amharic version35 imposes the
proscription on the parties who cannot lodge an application to re-litigate a suit
barred by res judicata. Subscribing to the approach adopted by the authoritative
version, it becomes imperative to pose the query as to the outcome of an

32 The court is sometimes identified as a third participant in the controversy, in addition to the
patties, which has a strong although not unequivocal interest in seeing that things judicially
decided-res judicata-stay decided.
33Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 58119 decided on 21/2/2004 EC),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 13, p. 37
34This interpretation is binding by virtue of Article 10/4 of Federal Courts Proclamation No.
25/1996 Federal Negarit Gazeta, 2 year, No. 2 as amended by proclamation No. 454/2005
Federal Negarit Gazeta 1 1 th year,No. 42.
35 It reads "... nhch- AY, W- a°9 h'th+he-he m qaO~f - (fljT ' mfql fjtLy M7c tM'I! hM A'7IP'&{l



application lodged by a party that may re-open a suit. If an objection is raised by

a defendant as per article 244/1/b, the court obviously upholds it and dismisses

the suit.3 6 It remains to be examined as to what the role of a court will be in the

absence of such an objection raised by a party.

The law classifies preliminary objections into those which may and those which

may not prevent the court form giving a valid judgment or those which can be

waived and those which can never be waived as defenses. Basically, the

classification of objections into these categories is a function of the underlying

interest protected thereby. Even if the policy consideration of the doctrine cannot

be gathered from the relevant provisions of the code, considering the position

taken in India which the origin of the law37, it can be affirmed that the

fundamental interest is that of the individual. It is submitted that if a party who

secured a decision in his favour is not willing to bring into play the objection of

res judicata, he is entitled to do so.38Res judicata is, therefore, one of the

objections to be raised by a party which, if not raised, does not prevent the court

from rendering a valid decision. Courts should continue to consider the suit and

there is no room for them to raise it, if it is waived by the party benefiting

therefrom. Following this line of argument, it is to be concluded that decision of

the Supreme Court is contrary to the spirit of the law39 and the essence of the

concept40 as incorporated in Ethiopian law. However, apart from the intricacy to

decipher the intention of the legislature, given a clear provision of the law

proscribing re-litigation, it will be contrary to the law to look for a meaning

36 Civil Procedure Code, Article 245/2
37Sedler argues that res judicata is not the type of matter which prevents a valid judgment being
given and it is not jurisdictional in nature; it is waived if not raised, Supra note 14, p. 320. Having
identical provision, Indian law holds that the defense can be waived in which case courts cannot
raise it. Explaining Indian Civil procedure law, Takwani states that the doctrine of res judicata
belongs to the domain of procedure and the party may waive the plea of res judicata. See Supra
note 25, p. 51. But there is no uniformity in approach on this matter as some give priority to
public interest. See See Robert Von Moschzisker, "Res Judicata ", The Yale Law Journal, Vol.
38, No. 3, p. 22938Supra note 14, p. 175
39 In fact, it is rational to inquire the rationale behind these provisions in order to discover the
intention of the legislature. However, in the absence of such documents, and given the fact that
the provision is copied word for word, the intention cannot be different unless it can be
unconvincingly argued that it is borrowed separately from the underpinning justification.
40 This is not a home grown concept and its essence remains the same even if it crosses borders
unless the borrower introduces modifications which, unfortunately, are no apparent in this case.
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deviating from this clear message. The question remains whether it is the
intention of the law to allow courts to raise the defense, departing from the
approach adopted by its source, when a party fails or refuses to invoke it.

3. Requirements for Asserting Res Judicata

Legal systems introduce different tests that a judgment must stand before it can
have preclusive effect. For instance, under French law the prevailing test for
whether a judgment will have claim preclusive effect is the triple identity test.
This requires that the second action involve (1) the same parties; (2) the same
relief; and (3) the same legal grounds. 4The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure of
the USA declares that to engage claim preclusive effects, a judgment must be
valid, final and the same claim must be involved in the second action. 42In the
same manner as its source, Ethiopian law has five tests for a former judgment to
be accorded resjudicata effect which are discussed below.

3.1. The Requirement of "Directly and Substantially in Issue"

Concurring with its source, the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code uses the "directly
and substantially in issue" standard. The element that is to be compared is the
suit or the issue. Hence, the law offers two elements for comparison, namely
issue and suit. The Amharic version focuses on the identity of issues and causes
of action in the two suits in contradistinction to the English version which
focuses on identity of suit and issue. It is natural to presume that these two terms
are used so that they can respond to different situations and one will take effect
when the other is not operational. Obviously, if we have a suit, it is likely that we
will have an issue. It is central to pose the query whether the term issue points at
an issue different from that we find in a suit if an issue is inherent in a suit. Issue
is defined as a material proposition of fact or of law which is affirmed by one

41Comparative Table: The Effect of Recognition of Judgments p. 13. Available at
http://www.biicl.org/files/3479 comp table -
effect of judgments questionnaire without scotland.pdf, last accessed on 29/05/2014. It

should be noted, however, that the triple identity test has, of late, not been strictly adhered to, and
instead, there is a growing trend which focuses on the general concept of the first set of
proceedings as a whole. If new factual circumstances arise between the first and second action, a
new claim between the same parties will be admissible source.
42 Ibid, p. 77



party and denied by the other.43 Suit is not defined in the code but it is employed

to refer to a case initiated by a person to enforce claim relating to a cause of
action. It refers to the proceeding in first instance courts and encompasses both
statement of claim and defense. It is maintained that the issue is not necessarily
the subject matter.44 So long as the two terms are used purposefully, they must

have their respective divergent purposes to serve.

Obviously, both versions lay down that the law intends to prevent re-litigation of
an issue on which the court exercised judicial mind. A decision on an issue
becomes res judicata between the parties to the previous suit and cannot be re-
litigated in collateral proceedings.45 The focus here is restricted to a given issue
which is precluded as it is decided by the court even if a party tries to bring it up
in a subsequent proceeding. This rule applies in cases like Ermeas Mulugeta v
Bekelcha Transport S.C46 in which the issue relating to the responsibility of the
applicant which was resolved could have been re-litigated. Here, there was no
doubt about the suit which was not barred by res judicata, but the objection was

directed against a particular relevant issue which was submitted for re-
determination.

The second component avoids multiple suits when there is mere duplication of
issues decided in one of them. The Amharic version appears to prefer the identity

43 Civil Procedure Code, Article 247(1)
44The Elements of Res Judicata, available at http://www.ockadvocates.com/2013/04/the-

elements-of-res-Judicata/
The following example is offered to explain the assertion: Suppose A files a case against B
claiming rent, B files a statement of defense and says that A does not own the house and in fact C
owns it. The suit is about rent but the issue becomes ownership. The court has to decide on
ownership to know who is owed rent. Therefore, an issue is something that the court has to
deliberate upon in order to determine the plaintiff's right. Therefore in such a case you can say
that the issue of ownership was directly and substantially in issue.
45Indian law recognizes an exception to this rule: Where, however, the question is only purely of
law and it relates to the jurisdiction of the court sanctioning something which is illegal, by resort
to the rule of res judicata a party affected by the decision will not be precluded from challenging
the validity of that order under the rule of res judicata, for a rule of procedure cannot supersede
the law of the land. See, Tawakin, Page 59-6046Ermias Mulugeta and Bekelecha Transport Share Company, (Federal Supreme Court Cassation
Division Archives) , civil file No. 39471, decided on Hamle 29, 2001) It is also available at
http://chilot.me/ accessed on 11/6/2012. Briefly the issue raised pertains to the effect of decision
of a labour court which released the applicant from liability on a subsequent suit to recover the
damage allegedly caused by the applicant.



of "cause of action"47 test, as distinguished from the English version of the Code

and its source. A suit is initiated by a statement of claim48 and refers to

proceedings at the court of first instance as distinguished from the proceedings in

the appellate court.4 9Every statement of claim must contain a cause of

action 5making the latter more specific. At any rate, not every cause of action or

issue will produce res judicata effect unless it is a matter directly and

substantially in issue in the former suit.

As it is the case in India, direct res judicata pertains not to the entire subject

matter of a suit but particularly to those matters which have been alleged by one

party and denied by the other. But that does not suffice. In addition, it is a

requirement that it must have been in issue directly and substantially. A matter

cannot be said to be directly and substantially in issue unless and until it is or

becomes material, for the decision of the suit.51A matter is directly and

substantially in issue52 if a distinct issue has been raised on it and it has been in

issue in substance.53A suit may also involve matters which are in issue but

incidentally or collaterally. A matter does not constitute res judicata if it is

"incidentally or collaterally" in issue, as distinguished from that which is

"directly and substantially" in issue. A matter collaterally or incidentally in issue

is one "in respect to which no relief is claimed, but which is put in issue for the

purpose of enabling the court to adjudicate on issues with respect to which relief

is sought."
' 54

47 It is difficult to ascribing a meaning to the Amharic equivalent of the term "cause of action"
since its usage in the Amharic version is not consistent and strict as can be inferred from articles
29, 217,145/3 and 470(b). The operation of res judicata may depend on the definition of the term
as it can give rise to small-size or big res judicata. See Edward W. Cleary, "Res Judicata Re-
Examined", The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 57 (1948), Page 334
48 Civil Procedure Code, Article 213
49 Supra note 28, Page 58, See also Civil Procedure Code article 32/2
50 Civil Procedure Code, Article 222/1/f
51T. L .Venkatarama Aiyar, Mulla on the Code of Civil Procedure, (1965). P. 296
52Issues are defined in Article 247of Civil Procedure Code and the sources of materials from
which issues can emanate are specified in Article 248 of Civil Procedure Code. It is further
stressed that for a matter being in issue it is not necessary that it should have been distinctly and
specifically put in issue by the pleading. See Karia, Supra note 42, P. 304
53 Supra note 51 , p.55
54 Ibid, PP.55-56



It is important to comprehend the meaning of the qualification to the term
"issue" as that will determine which issues will produce preclusive effect.
Recognizing the difficulty to lay down a general yardstick to distinguish what is
substantial, it has been submitted that if the parties by their conduct of the
litigation clearly treated a matter as a substantial question and the court followed
suit treating it as a substantial question, it would be almost conclusive to show
that question was one substantially in issue.55The Federal Supreme Court
Cassation Division maintained that the issue is the basis for comparison and it
extends to any matter which was claimed by one party and denied or directly or
indirectly admitted by the other on which decision has been given.56 However,
defying such simplicity, cases before courts become more complex in the
endeavor to apply this element of the doctrine to facts of specific cases obscuring
the fine line between what is precluded and what is not. The complexity of
determining whether two suits are the same or not was manifested in this same
case in which the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division was split on the
question whether, under the circumstances, res judicata operates or not.

In this case the statement of claim was not clear and a claim was made in
connection with two separate plots of land with respect to one of which a final
decision had been given. The majority ruled that the second suit is precluded by
res judicata since the plot to which the claims in the two suits relate is the same
and no relief regarding the other plot is made in the pleading. However, this
decision does not relate to the subject matter of the judgment against which an
application is submitted for cassation. If the woreda court was wrong in line with
the analysis of the majority opinion, then the mix-up pertains to rendering
decision, on a matter which was not referred to it contrary to article 182(2) of the
Code.

55 Lata Karia, "Doctrine of Res-judicata", PhD thesis, Saurashtra University (2007), P.304,
available at http://etheses.saurashtrauniversity.edu/736/1/karia 1 thesis law.pdf, last accessed on
29/5/201456Awetash Abreha v. Gebrekidan Engida , (Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file
No. 36780 decided on Megabit 30, 2001), Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 8,
p.50.



The dissenting opinion concedes that the statement of claim lacks clarity but
insists that the court can frame an issue from the examination of parties at the
first hearing which was rightly done by the woreda court. It is obvious that res
judicata does not affect the claim of the party regarding the plot on which no
decision has been given earlier and it is for the first time that a court exercised it
judicial power over a dispute relating to the plot. It was not, therefore, proper to
invoke the rules of res judicata to bar the litigation because the claimant had the
right to a day in court. The issue should have focused on whether the court could
have framed an issue from allegations made at first hearing particularly when
there was deviation from the facts stated in the statement of claim and on a
decision made on a matter not stated in the statement of claim.

This case was resolved by decision of the majority shedding light on the
perplexity of the concept. The parameter under consideration determines the
substance of the doctrine as it pinpoints the subject matter to be precluded. In
India, it has been submitted that it is not necessary for a matter to be directly and
substantially in issue that a distinct issue should have been raised upon it; it is
enough if "the matter was in issue in substance."57In other jurisdictions, too, in
order to invoke the bar of res judicata more than a mere duplication of issue is
required. The examination of the nature of the former suit and the treatment that
the issue has received in it are taken to be essential.58

In Mulunesh Alemu v. Ketemash Chernet59, the relief sought was recovery of the
house and payment of rent regarding a house the respondent forcefully occupied.
The respondent submitted plea of res judicata which was upheld by lower courts.
The Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division ruled that the two cases are
distinct and the suit is not barred by res judicata. The suits involve the same

57Supra note 59, P.55
58 John J. Cound, J. H. Frindenthal, A. R. Miller & J. E Serton, Civil Procedure, Cases and

Materials, (1989) P.116659Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 29780 decided on 29/5/2000 E.C),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 6, p. 103. The facts as succinctly summarized in
the judgment (which is the only source of information) do not give the impression that the two
suits are different in substance. Both cases relate to possession and nothing points toward any
characterization otherwise. In both cases the suit was to recover the house which was alleged to
be forcefully taken from the plaintiffs. In fact, the court said that some of the facts stated in the
statement of claim indicate that it is a claim for ownership although the judgment did not show
those facts.



parties and the same object, i.e., house number 1288. The former suit was filed
to request cessation of disturbance to enjoyment of the property. In both suits it
is stated that they were prevented from enjoying the property although in the
former it appears that the defendant locked it blocking entrance while in the
latter it was because it was occupied by the defendant who broke the lock and
started to inhabit it. The Court reasoned that the two cases are different since the
former is a possessory action while the latter is a petitory action. It is obvious
that a judgment on possessory action does not preclude a subsequent petitory
action. Even if the judgment does not contain the facts which made the
distinction between the two suits, it can be concluded that the two suits are not
same as the issues raised and disposed are not the same.

Matters which are directly and substantially in issue are divided into two; those
actually in issue and those which are constructively in issue. The former
includes situations envisaged under Art. 5(1) of the Code while the latter
encompasses the circumstances depicted in sub-art 2 of the same article.
Constructive res judicata is referred to as artificial form of res judicata as it is an
amplification of the general principle whereby actual issues raised are covered.
Matters precluded by operation of constructive res judicata were not in issue;
they were not heard and finally decided by the court. But, in order to avoid
harassment and hardship to the other party and ensure finality of judgments
which otherwise will be materially affected, they are treated as matters which
were actually, directly and substantially in issue. Constructive res judicata
extends to all matters which might and ought to have been made a ground of
defense or attack in the former suit.

In Bekele Deboch v. Azalech Desalegn et al 62 the Federal Supreme Court
Cassation Division reversed the decision of Oromia Supreme court which

60 Supra note 55, P.54 In some common law countries, the rule of res judicata comprises two

doctrines: claim preclusion or true resjudicata and issue preclusion or collateral estoppels. Under
the doctrine of claim preclusion, a claim may be merged or barred by a party's failure to raise
the claim in a prior action, Issue prelusion, however, applies only to matters argued and decided
in an earlier suit, Supra note 58, PP, 1146 ff
61Supra note 28, p 54-46
62(Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 26996, decided on 18/6/ 2000 E.C),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 7, p. 14 0.



annulled the decision given by Jima Zonal Court on the ground that the
subsequent suit is barred by res judicata. The suit was filed for enforcement of
the contract of sale of a factory between the parties in which the applicant lodged
a counter claim whereby he, among other reliefs, prayed that the contract be
cancelled. The plea of res judicata was put forward by the respondents. In file
number 19/94 (the former suit) the applicant lodged a statement of claim by
which he prayed for an order to the transfer title of the factory and
reimbursement of damages and costs and payment of debt on the property. In the
first suit, Jima Zone High Court decided that the respondents transfer title as per
the contract and reimburse the expense amounting to Birr 215, 460.13. In the
subsequent suit, the court cancelled the contract because title of the property
mortgaged could not be transferred.

The issue whether res judicata is operational was finally decided by the Federal
Supreme Court Cassation Division which reasoned that

flaoh'' -6 l ',lhl'a 5 qkgh" Pl97r. fl-a'law hchc fi& 7C e M SHiai)
6 "'flT K " °," (1J'7 Wlk MJW:: (ll) 7 Ri, PIP 'P ,,,q (lo,"/!' 19/94hc, c l h 4h-fleqh iS6-- [Pe.S' ?a7S'cM p W19D" aI- ?tc-?4,a RNVI:- 9,v-1
hheohe nnela)- 6--flha)-A- oa-wh," mao~w~h pc f?qTYm-n qo h* am-

(LA- & S'Pe-i hh (Uv ,-Pen q'f hchc 'W- MA M *A: trT hMt-YPi:-

(Basically, Article 5 is applicable where the subject matter and issue
are the same in the former suit. In this case even though the dispute
in file no. 19/94 revolves around the sale of the factory, the relief
sought or the controversy has no relation to the cancellation of the
contract and thus the request for cancellation of the contract is not
resjudicata.) (Translation mine)

In the two cases the subject matter of the dispute is the contract of sale. In the
first suit a decision had been given for its enforcement but in the second suit the
court ordered its cancellation. It needs no explanation that a legal system cannot
afford to allow its courts to enforce and cancel a single contract. In fact, as
rightly pointed out by the court, the issue of cancellation of the contract was not
submitted and was no decided by the court. But, by enforcing a contract, a court
is discounting the other alternative remedies, if at all it was part of the claim.
Article 1771of the Civil Code stresses that cancellation and forced performance
are alternative reliefs when non-performance is alleged. As alternative remedies,
they must be either claimed alternatively or else one rules out the other. Once the



court concludes that the contract is worthy of enforcement, it cannot

subsequently reconsider the issue whether the contract should be cancelled.

The Ethiopian civil procedure law seems to aim at the broader scope of res

judicata as it bars not only matters which are directly and substantially in issue

but also those matters which might or ought to have been a ground of defense or

attack. Sedler argues that a decision on "an issue operates as res judicata with

respect to the cause of action involved in the suit in which it was rendered." 63

The concept of res judicata is also referred to as "the rule against splitting a

single cause of action" extinguishing the entire cause of action or claim,

including items of the claim that were not in fact raised in the former action. The

plaintiff can no longer sue on the original cause of action or any item of it even if

that item was omitted from the original action.64

In Commercial Bank of Ethiopia v. Moyale City Administration Office 65 the

Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division ruled that article 5 is not applicable as

the former suit was instituted to enforce priority right while the latter was to

recover the loan from heirs of the deceased. One may wonder whether the bank

should have another opportunity to present its case against the borrowers with

whom it has a single secured contractual relationship separating the loan from

the mortgage. The Court reasoned that

fIt'HIa) 7- Qh P'9D? (LA hchc P-:: flea1' A4-9 a1 7 flk' hh ,l hM

"40-7:: -O':: -"9D.' lhhC- Ma'IWJ 1- , C M'W 6 h',flT 9&, Ag,

,P9MV1 Ma)-? ? A,ma,-W:: (ItU) ?,Mna" 0hh- ?-//y//a 5 V Y,

63 Supra note 8, 337-338; the aim of the Code to settle the whole of the claim can further be
ascertained from the prohibition to split claims, see Civil Procedure Code, Art. 216
6Supra note 10, page 359-360

65File no. Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 28522 decided on 3/3/2000
E.C), Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 6, p. 87



(In this case, the applicant filed a suit to ascertain its priority right
against the finance department which had floated auction to sell the
mortgaged property. The issue then was whether it has priority or
not. In this file, the claim is that the wife and heirs of the deceased
borrower should repay the loan and the issue is whether the
defendants should repay or not. Therefore, the cause of action and
the issues in the two cases are distinct; the new suit is not barred by
res judicata. Lower courts have committed error of law in rejecting
the claim of the applicant on the basis of article 5 of the Civil
Procedure Code) (Ttranslation mine)

In both cases the Bank instituted action against the defendants who were wife

and heirs of the borrower. The plea of res judicata is rejected because of the

diversity of issues of the two suits. This is manifest when we focus on the other

defendants in the two suits, the Finance Department and the City Administration.

But, the relationship between the bank and the borrower was based on a loan

agreement which was secured by a mortgage, the latter being an ancillary to the

former. In the previous suit, the heirs who substituted the borrower were made

parties because presumably there was a claim against them. Otherwise, a priority

right against third parties doesn't require the presence of the borrower or his

heirs unless they are answerable for the loss ensuing form the invalidity of the

purported security in which case the relief should have been sought alternatively.

Even if the contents of the judgment and pleadings in the former suit should be

examined, from the contents of the decision under consideration it appears that

given a single contractual relationship which is secured, it was the duty of the

Bank to raise its entire claim against those defendants in the former suit.66

It is palpable that similarity between the two suits is to be evaluated based not

only on the issues actually litigated but also on those matters which were

constructively in issue. Constructive res judicata broadens the scope of the

66 A foreign court which decided on a similar case noted that the doctrine of res judicata which
preclude re-litigation of the same cause of action is "broader in its application than a mere
determination of the question involve in the prior action. Rather, the bar of the judgment in such
cases extends not only to matters actually determined but also to other matters which in the
exercise of due diligence could have been presented for determination the prior action. Gaither
Corp. v. Skinner, 241 N.C. 532,535-36, 85 S.E.2d 909, 911(1955) reported in Affirmative
Defenses: Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel, Page 7, available at
http://www.sog.unc.edu/sites/www.sog.unc.edu/files/20061ODavisResi.pdf, accessed on
28/6/2013



concept in such a way that matters which were not actually entertained in the

proceeding could be precluded if they ought to have been a ground of attack or

defense. It is thus essential to establish as to how a matter which the judgment

does not even allude to is precluded. One test suggested in this regard is "to see

whether by raising the question, the decree which was passed in the previous

suit, should have been defeated, varied or in any way affected.67 As a general

rule it is put forward that every ground of attack with reference to the title sued

on must be pleaded if necessary in the alternative for the plaintiff will not be

allowed to make a fresh suit afterwards.68

As stated above, the Civil Procedure Code of Ethiopia has in built mechanisms

of ensuring that a suit encompasses all the claims of the plaintiff and the

defendant relating to the subject matter of the dispute. This can be gathered from

article 5(2) and 216 of the Code which entail a bar to matters omitted by the

parties to a dispute. The doctrine of res judicata bars a litigant from splitting

claims into separate actions because once a judgment is entered in an action it

extinguishes the plaintiff's claim entirely. It outspreads to all rights of the

plaintiff to remedies against the defendant with respect to all or any part of the

transaction, or series of connected transactions, out of which the action

arose. 69Res judicata prevents litigation of all grounds for, or defenses to,

recovery that was previously available to the parties, regardless of whether they

were asserted or determined in the prior proceeding.70

The law requires every suit to be framed in such a way that any further litigation

is prevented on the subject matter. Parties must submit all the grounds of attack

or defense relating to the subject matter of the dispute under the pain of

relinquishing them. Every suit shall include the whole of the claim which the

plaintiff is entitled to make with respect to the cause of action. This prerequisite

is enforced by the rules governing res judicata.7 To grasp the extent to which res

67Supra note 28, p. 57
68 Supra note 51, p. 7 3

69Diane Vaksdal Smith, Finality of Judgment: Issue Preclusion, Claim Preclusion, and Law of the
Case, P. 8, available at http://www.burgsimpson.com/pdf/civlitjulyvOclean.pdf, last accessed on
28/6/201370Res Judicata and Related Doctrines, available at
http://ncbj.org/PublicOutreach/Public/Res Judicata September 2012.pdf, accessed on 28/62013
71 Civil Procedure Code, Article 216



judicata could affect subsequent suit it is imperative to read article 5(1) and (2)

together with article 216 of the Code. Thus, given a ground for a claim, a

decision on such claim precludes any further suit which either could result in

litigation of any matter which is directly and substantially in issue or the whole

of the claim with respect to the cause of action which might or ought to have

been a ground of attack or defense or any relief with respect to any such matter.

3.2. Same Parties

The second requirement denotes the extent to which res judicata may affect

parties and points toward restriction of its effects to the parties who took part in

the proceeding having the opportunity to present their case. Hence, the litigation

should be between same parties or privies (persons who claim under them) so

that the judgment can be res judicata. This requirement hinges on the general

principle that judgments bind merely the parties and privies.7 2 If the parties are
different in a subsequent suit, res judicata does not have effect as the former

decision does not bind the new parties.

A party is a person who is involved in a case and a person can be involved in a

case either by alleging something against another person or because the

allegation is against him. 3The wording of the Amharic version74 of the Code is

broad enough to extend the consequence to persons who take part in the

litigation beyond the party who initiated the proceeding and the party who is

called upon to respond to it. Thus, the term "same parties" refers to those persons

whose names were on record either as a plaintiff, or a defendant or third party

defendant or intervenor.75 A person who is not named in the suit is not a party 76

and res judicata does not operate against him as he is not bound by the decision.

In contrast, persons who claim under the parties are bound by res judicata. These

are persons on whom the right or interest involved in the suit devolves. They

72 Supra note 28, p. 60
73 Supra note 44.
74 It uses the term" ...nhch' ,I°  %.broadening it beyond the parties to those who take part in
the dispute.
75It should be noted that some contend that recognition should be given to exception such as pro
forma defendant (a person who is made a defendant only because his presence is necessary for
a complete and final resolution of the dispute against whom no relief is sought.) See Supra note
28, p. 61-62
76 Supra note 16, p. 323-324



acquired an interest in the subject matter of the suit by inheritance or purchase

subsequent to the former suit or must hold the interest subordinately in the sense

that their interests are entirely dependent on the interests of the transferor.VA

decision against a party will bind interests acquired from him subsequently and

all subordinate interests represented by him whenever acquired.78

The application of the second element of the principle has become concern of

several court cases which tried it out in different scenarios. In Ethiopian Grain
79Trade Enterprise v. Kedija Sabir, the respondent instituted an action in her own

name to recover the remaining payment that her deceased husband failed to

include in his statement of claim. The question to be addressed here is whether

she can have an independent entitlement regarding those payments which were

left out by her late husband. One of the two reasons which the Federal Supreme

Court Cassation Division made the basis of its decision is that the two suits are

the same. Of the factors to be considered under article 5, the most relevant

component here is the similarity of the parties. Even if the action was instituted

in the name of the wife, she based her claim on the employment relationship of

her late husband with the applicant. Hence, she was claiming under him.

Otherwise, it would involve the question of vested interest because the claim

would be based on a contract to which she was not a party. In another cases
8 the

Court ruled that a person who was denied to intervene in a case is entitled to

initiate a new suit to seek justice and it cannot be validly contended that such

party cannot institute an action on the basis of the judgment given in the case she

was denied to intervene.

The case of Dashen Bank S.C v. Amelmal Mekonnen8 1 raised this issue in the

context of money transfer through the applicant. The question was whether the

decision given against the sender bars a subsequent suit filed by the recipient.

77Supra note 16, p.324, See also Mullah, Supra note 77 p.8 0

7SSupra note 42, p. 464 -466
79Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No.38601 decided on 14/4/2001E.C),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 8, p.30

soBethlehm Tadesse v.HannaTadesse et al, (Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file
No. 62173 decided on 11/11/2003 E.C),Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 12,
p.371.
81Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 51223 decided on 24/6/2003 E.C),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 12, p.3 32 .



The court ruled that the recipient's right is derived from the sender and the suit is
precluded. Here it does not seem to be an issue of res judicata rather it is a
question of who between the two can claim refund from the bank. It is very
difficult to say one is claiming under the other. The contractual relationship is
between the sender and the bank and the recipient is not a contracting party
lacking vested interest to initiate action. It does not appear to be correct to
dispose the case based on article 5 as neither the two parties are the same, nor
one was claiming under the other.

In Tirunesh Ayele v Wegayehu Solomon,82 an opposition was filed against a
judgment rendered by the Addis Ababa First Instance Court in favor of the
respondent which declares that she is heir-at- law. In the opposition to the
judgment lodged to the same court, it was stated that the matter had already been
decided that the deceased had left a will by which the applicant is intestate
successor and thus the suite is barred by res judicata. Cassation Division of the
Federal Supreme Court ruled that it is contrary to article 5 to give a decision on
the dispute as there was a prior decision given by the Federal First Instance Court
in file number 3680 which is conclusive on the validity and effect of the will.
But, can there be issue of res judicata in the two cases? First, they deal with
different subject matters. Second, the parties are not the same in the two cases. A
will can be considered at the time of liquidation which doesn't prohibit one from
requesting the court for issuance of certificate of heir.83 It is contended that
succession certificate is merely an authority to collect debt. It does not adjudicate
questions of title. 8 4

The issue whether a matter could be res judicata between co-plaintiffs and
between co-defendants is outstanding. Based on the application of Indian law, it

82 Heirs of Tirunesh Ayele v Wegayehu Solomon, (Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division,
civil file No. 49713 decided on 3/8/2003 E.C), Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol.
11, p. 7 9 .
83 Article 971/3 of the Civil Code considers such persons as interested persons. An heir is
permitted to apply to the court to be given a certificate of heir. See article 996, Civil Code. The
remedy available for a person who objects the issuance of the certificate is to apply for
annulment under article 998of the Civil code. Determination of persons entitled to take the
property in the inheritance is part of the liquidation process. See art. 994/a/ of the Code. A
succession may be testate, intestate and partly testate and partly intestate. See art 829 of the
Code.84Supra note 77, p. 112



is submitted that the doctrine may be asserted in such situations if certain
85conditions are fulfilled. Even though no clear solution can be unraveled based

on the provisions of the Code, we can think of such cases arising under the Civil

Procedure Code of Ethiopia. Article 43(3) provides that the court will determine

the claim between the defendant and the third party who has the position of a

defendant86 and such decision will have res judicata effect between the parties.

But if the defense of co-defendants is separate and independent, a decision on the

defense submitted by one cannot be established against the other. In Fetlework

Mengesha v. Belaynesh W/kidan 8the issue whether a decision given on an

objection raised by a defendant would bind a co-defendant was decided and the

Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court reversed the decision of the

Court of Cassation of Tigray Regional State saying that the defense of a

defendant was independent of that of a co-defendant and it is personal to the

applicant which doesn't fall in article 5.

Exceptionally, the law is stretched out to affect persons who are not actually on

the record. Such is the case where, res judicata becomes operational against

persons who are not actually on the record in suits where persons litigate for

themselves and others. When a suit is instituted in good faith in respect of public

or private rights claimed in common, res judicata operates against all persons

interested in such right.88 Here, the persons to be affected are not necessarily

represented through an agent and it may be inquired whether it is fair to broaden

the application of the doctrine to those who didn't have the opportunity to

present their case. The law assumes that all persons who have the same interest
89

are represented by the plaintiffs dispensing with the justification for allowing

85A matter becomes resjudicata between co-plaintiffs if there is a conflict of interest between the
parties and it is necessary to resolve the same in order to give relief to the defendant. If this
matter is decided by the court regarding the matter in dispute between the parties and thus res
judicata operates. Regarding co-defendants the following conditions should be fulfilled. First,
there must be a conflict of interest between the co-defendants such that it is necessary to decide
the conflict in order to give relief to the plaintiff. Second, the con-defendants were necessary and
proper parties in the former suit and the question between co-defendants must have been finally
decided Supra note 28, p.6 0-6 1
86Civil Procedure code, Art. 43/2
BY(Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No49852 decided on 30/10/2002 E.C),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 9, p361.
"8Civil procedure code, Article 5/4
89Legal systems accept the application of resjudicata in Class actions and the doctrine of virtual
representation in which adequate representation in the prior litigation, it is held, satisfies due
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others to make the same claim on which decision has been given. Otherwise,
contradictory decision may be given in a suit to be instituted by others.90

The assumption under article 5 of the Code is that there are at least two parties
and such parties or their privies are the same in the two suits. However, it is not
true to assume that all cases involve multiple parties or rivals as some judgments
are rendered up on the application of a party without a defendant or a respondent.
Applications to obtain certificate of heirs, change of name, and declaration of
absence are cases in point. Following words of the law, it can be argued that
there should be multiple parties for the application of the doctrine. It is not only a
matter of fulfilling the requirements of the law, but also it cannot be imagined as
there is no party to invoke plea of res judicata. Take for instance change of
name. Would res judicata impede effort to change one's name more than once?
Let us suppose a hypothetical case9l in which a judge rejects an application
lodged by a person who wants to change his first name for the second time. In
such a case the requirement that the dispute should be between the same parties
is not fulfilled and the objection cannot be raised by a disputing party. Can the
judge reject the application on the ground that it is res judicata? It can be
contended that in such cases, the court cannot bring up its earlier decision to
block a subsequent suit as has already been brought to light above, this is a
defense courts consider if a party raises it. Yet, given that there is a binding

92decision of the Federal Supreme Court , it appears that courts do have the power
to raise it.

process requirements, where policy factors weigh heavily for preclusion, even though the person
to be bound did not personally appear in that litigation. Where there is notice 65 and adequate
representation, fair treatment is accorded the person to be bound. If, however, the interests of the
nonparty are not adequately represented, he will not be bound. See John K. Morris, "Nonparties
and Preclusion by Judgment: The Privity Rule Reconsidered", California Law Review, Vol. 56
(1968), p. 1150
90Supra note 28, p. 62-63
91 This is not a hypothetical case per se. A colleague shared the experience of a client who applied
to a court to and succeeded to change his name to an Islamic name with the ultimate goal of
travelling to one of the Middle East countries. But he was not lucky enough to have his dream
come true which rendered his new name inept. He had to apply to the court to change his name
again which rejected his application on the ground that the court cannot change its own decision
and the power to amend judgments is vested on the appellate court only.
92 Supra note 33.



3.3. Same Title

The third condition is that the parties in the new suit should be litigating under
the same title as the former suit. Title is the capacity of a party which determines
whether a party sues or is sued in his own interest for himself or representing the
interest of another or representing the interest of others along with his own. If a
person is suing in different capacities a decision cannot block a subsequent
action. This requirement has nothing to do with the particular cause of action or
subject matter to which the dispute relates. 93 The identity of title in the two cases
is the test that must be fulfilled for asserting resjudicata.

3.4. Validity

A judgment can have a preclusion effect only if it is valid. Validity is not,
however, correlated to correctness or otherwise of the judgment. A question of a
judgment's validity is rather taken to be a challenge to the authority of the court
to have decided the case.94It is thus apparent that if the judgment invoked is
rendered by a court having no material jurisdiction, the judgment is not valid and
cannot be put forward as a bar to a subsequent suit in a court having jurisdiction

despite the fact that the issue in the fresh suit is identical to the previous one.

No explicit pronouncement is available as to the requirement of validity of
judgment in our code. A glance at article 5(1) of the Code reveals that without
any qualification regarding the court which has given the judgment, the
prohibition to re-litigate a suit in the circumstances provided for therein applies
to courts across the board as the sweeping phrase "No Court..." indicates. Yet,
that does not warrant the conclusion that the requirement of validity is missing
since it will be repugnant to the integrity and coherence of the code.95

The endeavor to decipher the message in the provision is lessened when we look
at the Amharic version of the code. It uses the phrase 'Thh" 6\all ?'Y k-'mOa)
a -aD g/0'..." (any court having jurisdiction) implying that a judgment will

have preclusion effect if it is entered by a court having jurisdiction. A contrario,

93Supra note 77, p. 89-90
94. J.H. Friendenthal, M.K. Kane, A.R. Miller, Civil Procedure, (1993), P.648
95 See for instance, Art 9(2) cum Art, 244(3) of the civil procedure code of Ethiopia, Material
Jurisdiction is one of the objection which under art 244(3) are considered as those which prevent
a valid judgment from being given.



the principle of res judicata will not be applicable if the judgment invoked is

given by a court having no authority to hear the case since validity is a matter of

jurisdiction of the court and the law requires that the judgment be given by a

competent court. Therefore, validity, in Ethiopia as well, is one of the

requirements that should be there in order to assert res judicata.

It is worth noting that the court referred in the Amharic version of the Code is

different from that of the English version. In the former, the court is that which

has heard and decided the previous suit whose judgment is invoked as a bar to

the new one while in the English version refers to the one in which the new suit

is lodged. The Amharic version prohibits parties from submitting a case decided

again while the English version imposes the duty on the court not to try such a

case. The disparity of the two versions in incorporating the validity requirement

seems to arise from such equivocation albeit the authoritative version rests the

case by its clear terms.

In Merigeta Lisanework Bezabehi v. Ethiopian Orthodox Church General

Secretariat Office 96 the case was first lodged with the Labour Board which

closed the file on the ground that it does not have jurisdiction. But, it did not stop

there: it declared that the suit is barred by period of limitation. Subsequently, the

case was submitted to the Federal First Instance Court where the plea of res

judicata was raised by the defendant because the Board decided that the case is

barred by period of limitation. The first instance court ruled that the Board had

no jurisdiction and should not have ruled on the issue of period of limitation.

The High Court to which the case was referred on appeal concluded that the

ruling on the period of limitation is not reversed by the appellate court and with

this order remaining intact, the first instance court could not entertain the case.

The Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court upheld the position taken

by the first instance court. The case illustrate that the operation of res judicata

hinges on a valid judgment rendered by a competent court. Short of fulfillment of

this requirement, res judicata cannot be asserted.

96Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 32229, decided on Miazia 30/8/2000
E.C, Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 6, p3 7 7 .
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3.5. Finality of Judgment

In order to invoke the bar of res judicata, it is not sufficient that a matter directly

and substantially in issue in a suit was directly and substantially in issue in a

prior action. It is further required that it must have been heard and finally

decided.97 For purpose of res judicata , finality "represents the completion of all

the steps in the adjudication of a claim by the court, short of execution.98 This

last requirement to assert res judicata as to the quality of judgment is referred in

many jurisdictions as finality of judgment. In line with its source, the Ethiopian

civil procedure code describes this yardstick as "heard and finally decided." It

literally requires that the decision should be final disposing the dispute or an

issue after hearing the parties.

The decision that the court reached must be final and the court should have come

to the decision on a contested matter after arguments and consideration. The first

question to be set forth is whether the requirement that the parties are heard is to

be distinguished from the finality requirement. Thus, it is worth inquiring what

purpose is served by the word "heard." It is acknowledged that resjudicata by its

very words means a matter upon which the court has exercised its judicial mind

and has come to the conclusion that one side is right and has pronounced a

decision accordingly.9 9 It is contended that a mere opinion of the Court on a

matter not necessary for the decision of the case and not arising out of the issues

before it is obiter dictum and cannot be said to be a decision on any issue, and is,

therefore, res nova.100

Although an identical wording is used in the Indian civil procedure law, it is

missing in the Amharic version of our code, which uses the clause "hch -l N-'ffl

, ?cE" amx h'm 101... emphasizing on the finality of judgment.
Accordingly, Art.5 of the civil procedure code bars re-litigation of an issue or

cause of action in respect of which "a formal expression of a preliminary or final

97 Supra note 59.p.96

9' Supra note 45, p2 15

99Supra note 42, p. 572
'°Ibid, p. 573
101 "Hearing"' seems to have been omitted which simply refers to decision on the merit. See,
Supra note 28, p.7 0



adjudication which so far as the court expressing it, conclusively determines the
rights of the parties concerning all or any of the matters in dispute in the suit." °102

One may argue that the "heard and finally decided" requirement does not hold
well in cases of matters constructively in issue. Such matters are precluded not
because a final decision has been given upon them. The party failed to join them
in the suit while he might or ought to have made them his ground of defense or
attack. They are not at all raised in the proceeding let alone becoming the subject
matter of one of the issues or the decision given. It is contended that from the
very nature of the case, such a matter could not be heard and decided and "it will
be deemed to have been heard and decided against the party omitting to allege
it.

, 103

Similarly, the question whether a matter which was submitted for consideration
of the court could have preclusive effect if it was left out of the decision should
be posed. The requirement of final decision demands that the court has disposed
the issues of the case. But, article 5(3) of the Code deals with a situation where
the court's failure to treat a relief would be res judicata on the presumption that
it was rejected. In the case of Ethiopian Orthodox Church General Secretariat
Office v Yitbarek Sahilu'04 the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court
said that the application of article 5(3) is limited to a situation where a court has
given decision on some of the reliefs sought and left out one or more. If no
decision is given on all the issues, the court concluded that article 5(3) is not
applicable. On the other hand in Bahir Dar textile S.C v Ameshe Seid 1 5, the
court affirmed that a relief which is passed over is refused. In this case the appeal
submitted by the applicant was completely ignored and the court said that Art.
5(3) is applicable. The question whether this rule applies when the court ignores
all or one or some of the reliefs is not answered unless it is arguably presumed
that the latest decision is the expression of the intention of the court.

l02Civil Procedure Code, Article 3
103Supra note 59, p. 62
104 Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 24574 decided on 11/3/ 2000 E.C),

Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 5, p. 79
l°5Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 29920 decided on 26/2/2000),
Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 6, p. 257
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A judicial decision is deemed final when it leaves nothing to be judicially
determined or ascertained thereafter, in order to render it effective and capable of
execution. l6bThe Amharic version of the Code emphasizes the finality of
judgment while the English version is concerned with final decision. 107Decision

is not a technical term and it is employed in the code in connection with both
final and interlocutory judgments 108while the word "judgment" is defined as the
statement given by a court of the grounds of a decree or order 19encompassing

both the decision and reasoning for the decision. In the absence of any proviso in
the law, it is tenable to conclude that any judgment will have preclusive effect. 110

It is held that the scope of the principle of res judicata is of more general
application and it is applicable to different stages of the same suit as to findings

on issues in different suits. il It follows that if in the earlier stage of the same suit
a matter in issue has been finally adjudicated upon, the issue cannot be re-

112litigated at the later stage of the same suit . In Kassaye Yadete v Signor

l06Supra note 42, p. 576. See also Richard S. Crummins, "Judgment on the Merits Leaving
Attorney's Fees Issues Undecided: A Final Judgment?", P. Fordham Law Review, Vol. 56, Issue
3, (1987), p. 490, available at: http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/flr/vo156/iss3/8 accessed on
21/5/2013
107 It should be noted that the Constitution (Article 37) uses the two terms distinctly while article
182/1 renders decision a component of judgment.
10°Decision on objection is provided for in article 245 of the Civil Procedure Code of Ethiopia
l09Civil Procedure Code, Article 3
ll°That being the principle, it is indicated, however, that there are conditions which must be
fulfilled before it can have preclusive effect. For instance, it is argued that the decision must be a
judicial decision implying that decisions on dispute entertained by administrative tribunals will
not have preclusive effect. Supra note 41, p. 4
111 See Appellants: Appellants: Arjun Singh Vs. Respondent: Mohindra Kumar and Ors, In the
Supreme Court of India, Decided On: 13.12.1963 it is available at
http://indiankanoon.org/doc/1608703/, last accessed on 29/05/2014; see also Supra note 55, p.
194; But the issue is not settled as can be gathered from the judgment of, the European Court of
Justice delivered on November 15th, 2012 in case C-456/1 lGothaer Allgemeine Versicherung
and others. It ruled extended the application of res judicata to procedural decisions in the ruling
that a judgment by which the court of a member state declines jurisdiction on the basis of a
jurisdiction clause was a judgment in the meaning of art. 32 of the Brussels Regulation even if it
was categorized as a mere procedural judgment under the national law of a member state. The
ECJ further ruled that the court before which the recognition of such a judgment is sought is
bound by the finding regarding the validity of the jurisdiction clause even if such finding were
made in the grounds of the judgment.http://conflictoflaws.net/2012/eci-rules-on-res-judicata-of-
judgments-declining-jurisdiction/ accessed on 7/9/2013.
ll2Supra note 42, p.6 1



113
Francisco Vencian , Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court said that
an issue which is resolved earlier in the course of the proceeding cannot be re-
litigated at a later stage of the proceeding. Thus, final decision can arise from a
judgment, a decree, and an order14 which ends a dispute or settles an issue.
Nonetheless, distinction is made between interlocutory decisions which resolve
issues of substance and which are a step towards the decision of the dispute
between parties by way of a decree or a final order. Orders which do not decide
any matter in issue arising in the suit, nor put an end to the litigation, nor
impinge upon the legal rights of parties to the litigation are not of res judicata. 15

One may wonder whether res judicata may operate when a suit comes to an end
in the absence a hearing or a judgment. Such may be the case if a default
judgment, withdrawal, compromise, etc... bring an end to a claim. The question
is whether in such cases, the requirement "heard and finally decided" is met. A
default judgment which is pronounced after availing the opportunity to the other
party to present his case is deemed to be a judgment having res judicata effect. 16

13Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. 72189, decided on 18/10/2004 E.C),

Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 13, p. 20
11

4Awetash Abreha and Gebrekidan Engida,(Cassation Division, civil file No. 36780 decided

on30/7/2001 E.C), Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 8, p.5 0 . The court included
provisional orders as having preclusive effect which as discussed below do not necessarily have
that effect.
l 5This issue was decided in a case in India and I think it explains how the rule should be
interpreted under the circumstances. In this regard, the court noted that: "It is needless to point
out that interlocutory orders are of various kinds; some like orders of stay, injunction or receiver
are designed to preserve the status quo pending the litigation and to ensure that the parties might
not be prejudiced by the normal delay which the proceedings before the court usually take. They
do not, in that sense, decide in any manner the merits of the controversy in issue in the suit and
do not, of course, put an end to it even in part. Such orders are certainly capable of being altered
or varied by subsequent applications for the same relief, though normally only on proof of new
facts or new situations which subsequently emerge. As they do not impinge upon the legal rights
of parties to the litigation the principle of res judicata does not apply to the findings on which
these orders are based, though if applications were made for relief on the same basis after the
same has once been disposed of the court would be justified in rejecting the same as an abuse of
the process of court. There are other orders which are also interlocutory, but would fall into a
different category. The difference from the ones just now referred to lies in the fact that they are
not directed to maintaining the status quo or to preserve the property pending the final
adjudication, but are designed to ensure the just, smooth, orderly and expeditious disposal of the
suit. They are interlocutory in the sense that they do not decide any matter in issue arising in the
suit, nor put an end to the litigation." See Supra note 111
ll 6Supra note 41, p. 7-8. Article 70(a) of the Civil Code of Ethiopia lays down that if the
defendant does not appear after the summons was duly served, the suit will be heard ex-parte. It
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Similarly, it may be inquired whether res judicata may be asserted if a previous

suit was withdrawn without the permission of the Court to bring a fresh suit.

Precluding from instituting any fresh suit in respect of such subject-matter or

such part of the claim 7 , the law gives the same effect even though no reference

is made to this under article 5 of the Code.

A compromise decree is not a decision by the court even if it settles the dispute

between the parties. It is contended that compromise is merely the acceptance by

the court of something to which the parties have agreed. For the court does not

decide anything, one may doubt the application of article 5 which presupposes

final judgment. However, article 3312(1) of the Civil Code renders a

compromise agreement to produce res judicata effect even without involvement

of the court.18 On the other hand, article 277 of the Civil Procedure Code

denotes that after entering the compromise agreement in the case file, the court

may, on the application of the parties, make an order or give judgment in terms

of such agreement. So it is the order or judgment of the court which elevates the

status of the agreement of the parties to an enforceable decision. Applying this

provision to a specific case, the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court

stressed that a compromise agreement is equivalent to a judgment and it must be

enforced as such. 119

Another issue that arises is that even if we have a valid judgment, it remains to

be examined whether the judgment will have preclusive effect if it is rendered by

a court of another jurisdiction. It can be a judgment rendered by the court of a

regional state or that of the federal government or a foreign court. The issue

whether a judgment given in one regional state will have preclusive effect in the

court of another state is outstanding. Considering the latest shift from a unitary to

a federal state structure, an attempt to grapple for a solution in the Code is futile.

Having a similar state structure, the USA resolved this problem by a

can be, therefore, said that the suit is heard. Th same issue has beeen treated in Appellants: Arjun
Singh Vs. Respondent: Mohindra Kumar and Ors, Supra note 111.
117 Civil Procedure Code, Article 279/1/
118 Reading article 3307 of Civil Code, it can be understood that the dispute can be one arising in
the future.
119Kedir LajuaHussien et al v. Amin Ousman, (Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil
file No52725,decided on 16/10/2002 E.C) Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 9, p.
340



constitutional provision. Article IV (1) of the US Constitution requires that "Full

Faith and Credit" be given in each state to the public acts, records, and judicial

proceedings of every other State. It requires each State to honor the judicial

proceedings of every other State.12 Although this goes beyond the purview of

civil procedure law, whether the silence of the FDRE Constitution in this regard

can result in glitch of the system, remains to be seen.

Having the definition given to the term 'judgment' in the code it is important to

question whether foreign judgments will have preclusive effect in Ethiopia.

Unlike the Indian Civil Procedure Code12 which gives preclusive effect to a

foreign judgment subject to fulfillment of certain conditions, the Ethiopian Code

is silent on this matter. Pendency in a foreign court doesn't bar a suit in

Ethiopian courts. 12Moreover, foreign judgments cannot be executed unless the

prerequisites set forth in the Code are met. 123Sedler contends that the decision of
a foreign court has res judicata effect as this is in accordance with general

principles of law recognized by most nations. 14Ethiopian courts do not freely

give recognition to foreign proceedings or judgments as evidenced in the

decision of the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court in the case of

Alemnesh Abebe v. Tesfaye Gessesse. 125 It is held that an Ethiopian court cannot

give effect to a foreign judgment for the purpose of res judicata unless the

conditions set forth in Article 456 and the following articles of the Code are

fulfilled. So, the effect is that foreign judgments do not have preclusive effect in

120 Ronan E. Degnant, "Federalized Res Judicata", Yale Law Journal, Volume 85, Number
6,(1976), p. 741
121 Section 13 reads A foreign judgment shall be conclusive as to any matter thereby directly
adjudicated upon between the same parties, or between parties under whom they or any of them
claim, litigating under the same title, except (a) where it has not been pronounced by a Court of
competent jurisdiction (b) where it has not been given on the merits of the case ;(c) where it
appears on the face of the proceedings to be founded on an incorrect view of international law or
a refusal to recognize the law of the Union of India in cases in which such law is applicable; (d)
where the proceedings in which the judgment was obtained are opposed to natural justice; (e)
where it has been obtained by fraud, and (f) where it sustains a claim a breach of any law in force
in India.
122Civil Procedure code, Article 8/2/
123 Civil Procedure Code, Article 456/1/
124Supra note 14, p. 320
125Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, civil file No. file no. 59953, decided on
2/10/2003), Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division, Vol. 12, p. 365.
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Ethiopia unless such judgments have been recognized in Ethiopia on account of
fulfilling the requirements for recognition under Ethiopian law.

The application of the doctrine to situations where parties resort to mechanisms
of settling their dispute out of court particularly by means of arbitration presents
a riddle. Such is the case when an attempt is made to make an award fit in
article 5. It is obvious that arbitration ousts the courts and the decision is not

pronounced by a court of law casting the doubt whether the finality of decision
can be achieved through the final award of arbitrators. So, too, the restriction to
entertain a case barred by res judicata is explicitly imposed on courts and it is
proper to inquire whether it can be extended to arbitral tribunals. These issues are
not straightaway addressed in the Code and a readymade answer is not on hand.

Other jurisdictions provided an answer by codifying res judicata provisions
regarding arbitral awards. 126 Accordingly, the laws of several countries explicitly
lay down that arbitral award carries the authority of res judicata in relation to the
dispute which it has determined. I271t is widely accepted that resjudicata is also a

126International Law Association Berlin (2004) International Commercial Arbitration, Interim
Report: "Res judicata" and Arbitration, P. 16 available at www.ila-hq.org/ ...cfm/.. ./446043C4-
9770-434D-AD7DD42F7E8E81C6 last accessed on 29/5/2014
127 See Ibid, p. 16-17. The Committee mandated to study report on lis pendens and resjudicata in
arbitration summarized the laws of several countries as follows: Article 1476 of the French
NCPC states (in translation): "The arbitral award, from the moment that it has been given, shall
carry the authority of res judicata in relation to the dispute which it has determined" This
provision also applies to "awards made abroad or made in international arbitration" (per Article
1500);Article 1703 of the Belgian Judicial Code provides that the arbitral award has autoritt de
la chose jugte if it has been notified to the parties and provided it does not violate public policy
and that the subject-matter of the dispute was capable of settlement by means of arbitration. In
The Netherlands, only final or partial final awards may constitute resjudicata and do so from the
date of the making of the award (Article 1059(1) of the Code of Civil Procedure).Depositing the
award with the District Court is not a requirement for the award to obtain res judicata status. A
statutory provision regarding res judicata was deemed necessary to establish that the award has
become binding under the applicable law at the place of arbitration in relation to enforcement
proceedings of such an award abroad under the 1958 New York Convention (Article V(1)(e));
Article 1055 of the German Code of Civil Procedure provides that an arbitral award has the same
effect between the parties as a final and binding court judgment.See also Article 190 of the Swiss
Act on Private International Law, and Article 823(6) of the Italian Code of Civil Procedure.
Swiss law also accepts the application of res judicata to awards on jurisdiction, and partial final
awards on substantive issues; The Italian Code of Civil Procedure also states that an award may
be annulled if it is contrary to a preceding court decision entered into force amongst the parties,
provided that such objection has been raised in the arbitral proceedings (Article 829(8)).;In
Sweden and Denmark, similar principles regarding resjudicata apply to arbitral awards. It is not
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rule of international law. The binding effect of arbitral awards is prescribed by

many institutional rules and has been repeatedly recognized in several decisions

of international arbitral tribunal and tribunals applying international law. 128

Limiting oneself to the wordings of article 5, the constraint appears to be on

courts barring them from entertaining suits or issues decided. However,

arbitration tribunals are required to follow the same procedure as courts to the

extent possible. 129Under article 244(2) (g) of the Code, the fact that the claim is

to be settled by arbitration is a preliminary objection excluding courts as opposed

to the Amharic version which apparently restricts its application to pendency

before arbitrators. 130An arbitral award has the effect of finally settling a dispute

and it may be inquired whether it will have preclusive effect in particular with

the specific reference made to courts in article 5. If the law permits execution of
131an award in the same form as a judgment , it is logical to give the same

preclusive effect under article 5 even if the law seems to be concerned with

judgments pronounced by courts. Further, it is tenable to suggest that the effect

of foreign arbitral award should be given the same effect in line with the stance

taken by the court in relation to foreign judgments. Accordingly, the fulfillment

of the conditions for enforcement132 should be met so that a foreign award can

have preclusive effect.

The preclusive effect of a judgment given by a special division of a court on

cases which will be handled by other divisions of the court is debatable. For

instance, what is the consequence of a finding of a labor or criminal court on the

cases pending before a civil court, or vice versa? This issue was addressed by the

clear whether their laws are more open than other Civil Law jurisdictions to accept some sort of
issue preclusion.
128For instance, in the UN Administrative Tribunal Case(1954), Arbitral Award Case(1960),
South West Africa Case(1966), Cameroon and Nigeria(1998), and in the Boundary Dispute
between Qatar and Bahrain Case(2001). International Law Association Berlin (2004)
International Commercial Arbitration, Interim Report: "Res judicata" and Arbitration, Interim
Report: "Res judicata" and Arbitration, p. 18-20; See also the Pious Fund Arbitration (1902), and
the Trail Smelter Case (1935). The distinguished tribunal in Amco v Indonesia (Resubmission:
Jurisdiction International, Supra note 125, p. 18-20
129 Civil procedure code, Article 317/1/
130 The Amharic version lacks clarity as it does not clearly specify whether it refers to pendency

or finality. It is rather confusing as it mingles arbitration and compromise.
131Civil procedure code, Article 319/2
132Civil procedure code, Article 461



Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court which ruled that the issues that
may be framed by the civil and labour divisions of a court are not the same and a
decision given by one cannot have preclusion effect. In Ermiyas Mulugeta and
Bekelcha Transport S.C, the court held the fact that a party was relieved from
responsibility in a labour court does not have res judicata effect on the same
matter and the civil court will re-hear to determine whether a party is responsible
afresh. 133

One can understand the position that the findings of a criminal court should not
be binding on a civil court because the two courts are guided by dissimilar
procedural rules and employ different standards of proof. This position is
embraced even by the law in Ethiopia. The Civil Code provides that a civil court
before which an action for damage is pending is not bound by a decision of a
criminal bench on whether or not an offence was committed. 34But, civil and
labour divisions are the same in every respect except the subject matter they deal
with. The same standard of proof and the same procedural law justify that a
decision given by one should be recognized by the other. Is it conceivable that
one would be held accountable by a labour court and exempted by a civil one
based on the same facts or occurrence? The courts are the same and it must be
expected that the same outcome is to ensue. Otherwise, courts could give
contradictory decision compromising their integrity, one of the goals to be
achieved by res judicata. A decision on the issue whether a fault has been
committed by a worker should be conclusive and it should not be re-litigated.

4. Conclusion

The foregoing discussion uncovered the concept of res judicata, the conditions
for its operation and its boundaries. It can be observed that the Code tries to
balance the tension between correctness and stability, on the one hand and
revisionism and truth, on the other. It is beyond the focus of this piece to dwell
on the philosophical backdrop and underpinning in determining the purpose of
law in general and procedural law in particular. However, an attempt has been
made to examine the reason underlying the doctrine of res judicata with a view
to testing whether the ultimate purpose of the law would be attained. A policy

133Supra note 61
134Civil Code, Article 2149



decision has to be made by which the legal system chooses its focus. It can be
said that our legal system should have a civil justice system which enables it to
say what is, is and what is not is not. Truth should be the goal of a legal system
even if the expense seeking it may cause or the depth it may dig up to unravel it
hinges on several determinants.

It can be generally accepted that endless litigation cannot be justified no matter
what the consequence. At the same time a legal system cannot afford to
completely pay no heed to truth and blatant disregard of justice in return for
stability or efficiency. It is tenable to limit litigation but it should not be at the
expense of compromising the credibility of the legal system. The cost, be it
social, economic, etc., a society is willing and capable to pay determines the
degree of indulgence in the pursuit of truth. Nonetheless, it is imperative to make
a conscious choice whether truth or efficiency should supersede based on the
reality on the ground135 with a view to balancing these competing interests a
legal system cannot afford to utterly ignore.

It is also recommended that a periodic assessment be made in order to ascertain
that the law strikes the balance taking into account relevant factors. Further, in
addition to addressing the call for making a policy decision as summarized
above, the foregoing discussion makes it imperative to re-examine the rules
governing the doctrine with a view to clarifying the issues raised in this article.
The Code has been in force for several decades with little amendment which in
any case does not apply to the doctrine under consideration. It is desirable to
make it responsive to the era it is intended to serve. With this end in mind it is
needful to revisit the rules governing resjudicata.

135 In order to determine the degree of conclusiveness of judgments, an assessment should be

made regarding the quality of judgment that the judiciary produces, structural and organizational
effectiveness of courts, qualification and competence of the judges, integrity of the personnel in
the judiciary and other factors which are directly related to the reliability of judgments



In the Eyes of the Withholder: The PAYE and its Discontents in
Ethiopia

Taddese Lencho (PhD)*

Let me tell you how it will be
There's one for you, nineteen for me
Cos I'm the taxman, yeah, I'm the taxman

Should five per cent appear too small
Be thankful I don't take it all
Cos I'm the taxman, yeah I'm the taxman

The Beatles, Song, Taxman

1. Introduction

Withholding taxes come in all sorts of varieties and emerge in all kinds of
places. In some respects, they are as ubiquitous as taxes themselves. They pop
up when we cross borders carrying goods (unless we are in the dangerous and
precarious game of smuggling goods). They emerge when we receive payments
for goods and services. They appear on many payment receipts and invoices that
we do not even normally suspect carry withholding taxes. The most prominent
among these withholding taxes is the value-added tax (VAT). Indeed, most of
the taxes that go under the generic name of "indirect taxes" are in substance
withholding taxes in so long as those who collect these taxes include the taxes
in the prices of the goods and services they supply to consumers. In the modem
times, there is really no place too sacred not to have been haunted and
insinuated by withholding taxation.

While withholding has such a ubiquitous presence in daily transactions, the
withholding taxation most of us [by "us" I am referring to employees and

* LL.B (Addis Ababa University); LL.M (University of Michigan Law School, Ann Arbor);

PhD (University of Alabama Department of Interdisciplinary Studies, Tuscaloosa). I am
grateful to the two anonymous assessors of this Article for going through the draft of this article
and making constructive comments; I am also grateful to a number of respondents for providing
me with information which I have used in this article for analyzing the legislative and practical
gaps of withholding taxation in Ethiopia.



employers) remember is the withholding of income taxation from wages and
salaries. Withholding of income tax on wages and salaries of employees is said
to have "done more to increase the tax collecting power of central governments
than any other one tax measure of any time in history." 1 It has spawned many a
progeny of its own in many areas of taxation, but it remains the most
conspicuous and most reliable form of tax collection throughout the world.

The withholding tax on employee income (sometimes referred to us the Pay-As-
You-Earn (PAYE), or Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) in some tax systems) is also
one of the most productive sources of tax revenues for many governments and
as result the most popular among governments. In the United States, a 2009 data
showed that employers collected about 56 percent of the gross revenue collected
by the IRS (1.28 trillion out of the total 2.3 trillion). 2 The PAYE constitutes
more than 75% of the total tax revenue in developed countries and more than
90% in some developing countries.3 In many tax systems, withholding income
tax on wages and salaries is "the mainstay of effective personal income
taxation."

4

Lured by the productivity and simplicity of withholding taxes, many income tax
systems have instituted withholding taxation schemes for multiple sources of
income besides that of income from employment.5 Many income tax systems
require withholding taxation at varying rates for sources of income as diverse as
"dividends," "interest," "royalties" and other sundry sources of income.6 The

number of sources of income subject to withholding taxation varies from one

I MacGregor (1956) quoted in John Tiley, Revenue Law (5t h edition, 2005), Hart Publishing, p.
226

2 Daniel J. Pilla, "Ten Principles of Federal Tax Policy," Legislative Principles Series, No. 9, the
Heartland Institute, p. 8 available on
http://heartland.org/sites/all/modules/customs/heartland migration/files/pdfs accessed on
August 05, 2012
3 See Victor Thuronyi, Comparative Tax Law (2003), Kluwer Law International, p. 254
4 Richard M. Bird, Tax Policy and Economic Development (1992), The John Hopkins
University Press, p. 103
5 See Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 246
6 See Perla Gyongyi Vegh (ed.), OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital and
Key Tax Features of Member Countries(2005), IBFD Tax Travel Companion, pp. 389-390, 401,
406, 415, 426, 431-432, 447, 456, 460-461



country to another, although there are now substantial similarities in the patterns

of withholding tax systems throughout the world.

Withholding taxes in general, and the PAYE in particular, are generally popular

with tax administrations throughout the world because they are extremely easy

to administer, very productive and less susceptible to controversies with

taxpayers. On the whole, withholding tax schemes are less susceptible to

controversies than their self-assessment counterparts because they obviate the

need for direct contact (and thus confrontation) between the taxpayers and tax

administration. The withholding tax schemes have also been so thoroughly

formalized through the years reducing the grounds for controversy by a

considerable margin.

The trouble with withholding taxes is that they can be so seductive to tax

administrations as to proliferate in various places and guises. Sometimes, the

multiple withholding schemes are not well-coordinated and harmonized creating

conflicts of judgment over which withholding rate applies in a specific situation.

The withholding tax rules may also be ill-designed, defective or so riddled with

ambiguities and loopholes that they can become a source of controversies as any

other method of collection or even worse. The sources of controversies can be

many, but the common controversies surrounding withholding taxation arise

from multiplicity of withholding tax rates and the discriminatory or privileged

treatment of some sources of income over other sources of income.

The Ethiopian withholding tax system (if such a thing can be said to exist) has

entertained more than its fair share of controversies. In view of the frequency

and regularity with which these controversies arise in a number of institutions,

however, it may come as a surprise that few cases directly addressing the issue

of withholding taxation on employment income have ever made it to courts.

Those who are accustomed to view legal controversies from the narrow chink of

court cases might thus be misled to conclude that all is quiet on withholding

taxation front. Nothing can be farther from the truth. Controversies on

withholding taxation are as common as any tax issues in Ethiopia.

The reason why legal controversies regarding withholding taxation in the

context of employment rarely make it to courts is due to the peculiarity of tax

dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia. The tax dispute settlement schemes in



Ethiopian tax laws are designed to entertain only tax cases that have their origin

in tax assessments by the tax authorities. Since withholding taxation schemes by

definition obviate the need for tax assessment by the tax authorities, those

taxpayers whose income is subject to withholding taxation are rarely able to

directly challenge the assessments by the tax authorities unless the withholding

taxation is itself part of tax assessment at some later time.7

The aim of this article is to investigate the nature of these controversies, analyze

the relevant laws, highlight some of the major legal and practical problems in

this regard, and propose some solutions, if possible, to overcome, or at least

appreciate the depth and breadth of the problems of withholding taxation in

Ethiopia. Since we know that legal controversies surrounding withholding

taxation in the context of employment are abundant in Ethiopian tax practice,

we must look beyond court cases to understand the nature of these

controversies.

In analyzing the laws, the article goes beyond the usual suspects of what are

known as "laws" and examines the various directives, circulars, memos and

letters in place to highlight and diagnose the problems of withholding taxation

in Ethiopia with particular reference to those subject to withholding taxation in

the context of employment. The legal status of these other "subsidiary" rules has

been considered moot in the Ethiopian tax system, but there is little question

that these "subsidiary" rules and laws are binding sources of tax administration

behavior and, aside from the subtleties of what is to be considered "law" in the

proper or formal sense of the term, these subsidiary rules have controlled the

behavior of all the parties to the dispute: the tax authorities, withholding agents

and taxpayers (e.g., employees).

The article also surveys the practice of withholding taxation in selected higher

education institutions of Ethiopia to highlight the discrepant practices of

withholding taxation in even among similar institutions - in this case

institutions of higher education. The selected higher education institutions are

7 The existing tax dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia could be creatively deployed to
accommodate withholding taxation (by interpreting withholding as a form of tax assessment),
but the fact that in practice, those whose income is subject to withholding have rarely done so
only confirms that those creative ways of interpreting the laws never materialized in Ethiopia.



not, of course, representative of the practice of withholding taxation throughout
the country, but in a way these institutions are a microcosm of the subjective
and haphazard ways withholding decisions are made in various institutions of
Ethiopia. One discrepancy in withholding taxation is one too many (and not
just an anomaly) and is as much a violation of the law (if the law can be known
with any certainty) as thousands of discrepancies.9 The point of the article is not
to make some statistically fool-proof argument about discrepant practices in
withholding taxation but to draw attention to the legal and institutional gaps that
have made such practices possible on the ground.

The article is organized as follows. First, the article will review the various
forms and types of withholding taxation in general, including the famous PAYE
system in the context of employment. Secondly, the article will analyze one of
the fundamental concepts in the application of withholding taxation - that of
employment, and will review the various laws of Ethiopian tax system for
distinguishing the concept of "employment" from that of related services, such
as "self-employment" or "independent contract services." °10 One of the
payments that frequently gives rise to controversies in the context of higher
education institutions is the payment for the writing of modules and other
academic materials by full-time and part-time lecturers in the universities and
colleges. The article will review the shifting opinions of withholding agents and
the tax authorities on the characterization of these kinds of payments to draw
attention to the uncertainties surrounding certain payments for performance of
services in the context of employment.

The article will then present the results of preliminary surveys done on three
higher education institutions of Ethiopia and will compare the practices with the
laws in this regard. The surveys are the result of interviews conducted with
decision-makers (finance officers) of the respective higher education
institutions, and the results of the surveys have been supplemented by the

' See Muuz Abraha, Income Tax Withholding in Higher Education Institution in Mekelle City,
Mekelle College of Law and Governance Studies, Graduate Program in Taxation and
Investment, 2011, unpublished
9 Courts make decisions on the basis of the facts of each case and ask questions of whether the
facts show violation of the rules of withholding, not whether many other cases of violation exist.
10 The expressions "independent contract services" and "self-employment," "independent
contractor" or simply "contractor" are used interchangeably in this article.



"Letters" on the basis of which the finance officers claim to be making

withholding decisions. After reviewing the controversies surrounding

withholding taxation both from the vantage point of the laws and the practice,

the article will make some "modest" as well as "not-so-modest" proposals to

overcome some of the recurrent problems faced in connection with withholding

taxation in Ethiopia. The article will end with some concluding remarks.

2. Why Withholding Matters under the Schedular Income Tax System

of Ethiopia

The controversies over the proper withholding income tax rate and schedule

arise in the Ethiopian context because the tax rates and burdens vary

considerably under the different schedules of Ethiopian income tax system. To

start from the obvious, the withholding tax rates in cases where an employer

decides that it is income from employment are progressive, whose rates rise as

the income received in itself or aggregated with other income from employment

rises. The withholding tax rates in cases where an employer decides that the

income is income from business (by a contractor) are flat: 2% if the contractor

is able to furnish a TIN or 30% if the contractor is unable to do so. These are the

two frequently warring withholding rates, but as shall be seen below, some

employers have characterized certain forms of income in the context of

employment as "royalties," which brings to the table another flat tax rate: 5%,

which is final.

It is easy to see what is at stake as far as tax burdens are concerned. Some

within the tax authorities may argue that the 2% tax is an advance tax (which it

is) and therefore by no means indicates the actual tax burden borne by

independent contractors at the end of the tax period. Because of structural and

administrative weaknesses of the Ethiopian tax system, however, the 2%

withholding operates pretty much as a final tax for most of those who provide

independent contract services without possessing a professional or occupational

license. Even if the independent contractors go on to settle the final tax liability

at the end of the tax period, the tax burden is still lower than what it would have

been had the income been characterized as income from employment. Those

who perform services under independent contractual relationships are therefore

allowed to split their total income into one of employment and of independent



contract, in the process considerably reducing their total tax liability. Though
some offer palliative arguments like the 2% tax is an advance tax to counter the
complaints of employees, most employees understand that real tax burden
differences underlie the whole argument of whether to withhold tax under
Schedule "A" or Schedule "C" or Schedule "D." 1

The real differences in tax burdens can be seen in one hypothetical case
involving an employee (A). It will be seen in the analyses that follow that
certain payments may be treated equally as "income from employment"
(Scenario One) or "income from independent contract of services" (Scenario
Two) or "income from royalties" (Scenario Three) just to name the three
possible characterizations in this regard. Payments for writing of distance
modules may be (and have been) characterized as "income from employment"
or "income from independent contract of services" or "royalties." If A, whose
regular monthly salary is 5000 ETB, has received 10, 000 ETB for writing
distance modules, her tax deductions from total income would be as shown in
the following table.

Table 1.1: Withholding Taxation under the Different Schedules of
Ethiopian Income Tax (A, C and D)

Scenario One Scenario Two Scenario Three

4587.2 1287.2 1587.2

As can be seen from the table above, A's tax deduction would triple in cases
where the income from the writing of modules is characterized as income from
employment. A's tax deduction is notionally the lowest in Scenario Two under
which A's income from writing of modules is characterized as income from

11 Ethiopian income tax system is a typical schedular income tax system in which income is
taxed under separate schedules organized around known sources of income: Schedule A
(income from employment); Schedule B (income from rental of buildings); Schedule C (income
from businesses as well as professional and/or vocational occupations); Schedule D (income
from miscellaneous sources, such as royalties, interest and dividends); in addition there are
autonomous income tax regimes for mining, petroleum and agricultural activities; see Taddese
Lencho, "Towards Legislative History of Modern Taxes in Ethiopia (1941-2008)," Journal of
Ethiopian Law, vol. 25, No. 2, 2012



independent contract services, but since this is not a final tax, it may be higher
than Scenario Three, but it will never get anywhere near Scenario One. The
least favorable position is Scenario One, under which the income is considered
to be one of "income from employment."

In any case, since the differences are so stark, it does not take the subtle
knowledge of tax law to fume at the prospect of withholding taxation under
Schedule "A". The situation is exacerbated under the Ethiopian income tax
system because of the segregation of one form of withholding taxation from the
other withholding taxes. An employee whose income is subject to the highest
tax rates of Schedule "A" cannot obtain a relief at some point of the tax calendar
because her annual income deserves to be treated under lower progressive tax
rates. There are no rules that allow employees, who overpay income taxes, to
obtain some tax relief by way of tax credits at the end of the tax year.

3. Varieties of Withholding Taxation

3.1. The PAYE

Of all the withholding schemes ever devised by governments, the withholding
scheme on employees' payments, known as the "Pay-As-You-Earn' (PAYE),"
is probably the most famous. 12 Its popularity is attributable to its enormous ease
of administration and equally enormous revenue productivity. The PAYE
scheme of withholding enables governments to raise huge amounts of revenue
at one of the lowest costs of tax administration in existence.13 The PAYE
scheme raises "a lion's share of the personal income tax" and its yield is said to
exceed the revenue of general sales tax or value added tax (VAT) in the

industrialized countries.14 The PAYE scheme assumes an even more revenue
importance to the poorly equipped tax administration of developing countries,

12 Konraad van der Heeden, "The Pay-As-You Earn Tax on Wages," in Victor Thuronyi (ed.),
Tax Law Design and Drafting (1998), International Monetary Fund, vol. 2, 1998, p. 564
13 Id, pp. 564-565; it is clearly cost effective for the tax administration if we disregard the costs

of tax compliance by withholding agents.
14 Ibid



although for reasons it is not appropriate to go into in this article, the VAT and
other indirect taxes far outstrip the PAYE in revenue performance. 15

Employment income is subject to PAYE in almost all countries of the world. 16

In many developing countries, withholding tax by employers is considered final,
which relieves both employees and the tax administration from the
administrative pain of self-assessment at the end of the tax year. 7 Some
developed tax systems, notably the USA, make use of the PAYE but consider
the tax withheld as advance payments for the final tax to be settled at end of the
tax year when all taxpayers, including employees, are in principle required to
file self-assessment tax returns. 18

3.2. Other Withholding Income Taxes

3.2.1. Withholding Taxes on "Income from Capital"

Withholding taxes are commonly used against other sources of income,
although not as extensively as income from employment. Many income tax
systems employ withholding taxes on the so-called "income from capital,"
sometimes also known as "investment income" or "passive income."1 9 The
individual details of "income from capital" vary from country to country, but
the common forms of "income from capital" include dividends, royalties and
interest. In schedular income tax structures, these types of income are often
treated under separate schedules, and in some of the schedular income tax
systems, the withholding taxes are treated as final. In global income tax
structures, these types of income form part of the repertoire of individual
income, but may become the subject matter of withholding taxation at source.20

15 In developing countries, the VAT and taxes on international trade (customs tariffs) are more

productive of revenue than the PAYE. The PAYE is nevertheless the most productive of
personal income taxes in developing countries; see id, p. 565
16 The exceptions that Thuronyi cites are France, Switzerland and Singapore; see Victor

Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 254; see also, Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 564, foot
note 2
17 See Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 255
1" See ibid
19 See Richard Bird, supra note 4, p. 104; see also Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 255
20 Federal Tax Course, 2000, CCH Editorial Staff Publication, CCH Incorporated, Chicago,
1243



Withholding taxes may be designed as final tax liabilities, or as advance

payments. When withholding taxes are considered as advance payments, the

taxes withheld are often credited against the final tax due on the income of the

person. In typical global income tax systems, withholding taxes are used as

advance payments, and would be credited at the end of the tax year against the

final tax liability of the person. In scheduler income tax structures, particularly

of the developing world, many withholding taxes are treated as final taxes. This

typically means that the incomes subject to withholding taxation are not added

to the other income of the person, and the taxes withheld are not creditable

against any other income tax liability of the person.

Ethiopia has used withholding taxation schemes against an assortment of
21income known as "miscellaneous income" or "other income" since 1978. One

of the four schedules of the main income tax system of Ethiopia (Schedule "D")

appears to be designed primarily for applying final withholding taxes against

certain sources of income. The list of "miscellaneous income" subject to final

withholding taxation under Schedule "D" is more extensive than most other

income tax systems, but some on the list may qualify as "income from capital."

The number of specific types of income subject to final withholding taxation in

Ethiopia keeps growing from time to time and at the time of writing includes
"royalties," "income from technical services rendered from abroad," "income

from games of chance," "dividends" and "interest from deposits." All of the

withholding taxes under Schedule "D" are considered final taxes. With the

exception of tax on "income from technical services rendered from abroad,"

which is obviously exclusively intended for non-residents, the withholding taxes
in Ethiopia apply to both resident and non-resident taxpayers.

3.2.2. Withholding on Payments for Goods and Services

Withholding taxes can also be applied to transactions or on supply chains. These

types of taxes are withheld at designated loci of movements of goods and

services in the market, such as on imports and exports, and domestic supplies of

goods and services. Customs are commonly used as loci for collection of non-

21 See Proclamation to Amend the Income Tax, 1978, Proc. No. 155, Negarit Gazeta, 38 th year,
No. 3 (now repealed)' see also Taddese Lencho, Towards Legislative History of Modem Taxes
in Ethiopia, supra note 11, pp.12 1



final withholding income taxes. The very factor that made customs ideal for
collection of various indirect taxes (customs duties, excise duties, VAT and
others) has also made them convenient spots for collection of advance income
taxes. Sometimes, exports are also be used for collection of income taxes.

Apart from imports and exports, organizations may also be used as withholding
agents for income taxation of suppliers of goods and services. Just as
organizations have been used to withhold income taxes from their employees or
collect VAT from supplies of goods and services, they may also be used as
withholding agents from payments to third parties for the provision of various
goods and/or services. Unlike withholding employment income taxes, however,
these schemes of withholding are often treated in many income tax systems as
advance payments, to be settled at the end of the tax year by suppliers of goods

22and/or services from whose payments the income taxes were withheld. The
adoption of these schemes of withholding depends on the degree of tax
compliance in the self-assessment income tax regime (which occurs at the end
of the tax year) and on how much the government needs advance cash flows to
carry on governmental responsibilities. These schemes of withholding are
effective in collecting at least some tax from hard-to-tax suppliers of goods
and/or services. In that regard, they act effectively as final taxes against hard-to-
tax suppliers of goods and/or services.

22 In Botswana, commissions or brokerage fees paid for the procurement of goods are subject to
a non-final withholding tax of 10%; rental payments subject to 5% withholding; see Jude Amos,
Botswana, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, updated up to 7 November 2012,
section 1.6.2; in Ghana, interest (8%), supply of goods and services (15%), rent (8%),
commission for insurance and sales persons (10%), commission for lotto agents (5%),; Kennedy
Munyandi, Ghana, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, Section 1.6.2, updated up to 31
March 2013; Kenya applies non-final withholding taxes on a number of sources, except
dividends for which the tax is final; management, professional and training fees (5%), royalties
(5%), interest on government bonds (from 10 to 15%), income received from sale of property or
shares (10%), insurance commissions (5% for payments to brokers, 10% for payments to other
agents), contractual fees (3%); Frederick Omoni, Kenya, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys,
IBFD, updated up to 4 March 2013; in Sudan, all government payments to taxable persons are
subject to withholding(1%), as are imports of goods by taxable persons (2%), payments by local
companies to resident contractors and sub-contractors (5%), consultancy fees (10%);
Abdelgader A. Osman, Sudan, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, Amsterdam, update
up to 1 February 2013



Ethiopia had these forms of withholding taxes in the early days of Ethiopian
23 24modern tax period and has revived these taxes since 2001. Back in the

1950s, Ethiopian income tax laws required withholding of income tax on
imports at the rate of 4% and on exports at the rate of 1%.25 Since 2001,
Ethiopia has used imports as places of withholding income taxes and various

organizations for withholding of income taxes from payments for supplies of
goods and services. The current withholding tax rate is 3% on imports

(calculated on the basis of cost, insurance and freight (CIF)) and 2% on both

supplies of goods and services, which is calculated on the gross payments for

these supplies. 
26

4. Forms of PAYE

The PAYE is the most famous form of withholding taxation throughout the

world. The PAYE, as it operates in various tax systems, has assumed three basic

forms: simple PAYE, cumulative PAYE, and year-end-adjusted PAYE.27

4.1. Simple PAYE

The simple PAYE involves, as its name suggests, a simple process of

withholding taxes from monthly wages and salaries, without any adjustments

for overpayments or underpayments resulting from the differences in the

monthly accounting system from the annual accounting system.28 The simple
PAYE scheme disregards the differences in the tax burdens for the sake of the

extraordinary simplicity of withholding taxes from monthly employment
income payments, treating the amounts withheld as final. The result is that

23 See the Personal and Business Tax, 1949, Legal Notice No. 138, Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No.
4 and Legal Notice No. 164/1952, Negarit Gazeta, 1 1th year, No. 9; see also Taddese Lencho,
supra note 11, p. 117

See Income Tax (Amendment) Proclamation, 2001, Proc. No. 227, Federal Negarit Gazeta,
7 th year, No. 9
25 See the Personal and Business Tax, 1949, Legal Notice No. 138, Negarit Gazeta, 9 th year, No.
4; See id, Article 2(ii); the withholding tax rate was raised in 1952 by 1% for both imports and
exports; see Legal Notice No. 164/1952, Negarit Gazeta, 1 1 th year, No. 9
26 Income Tax Proclamation, 2002, Proc. No. 286, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 8 th year, No. 34, see
Articles 52 and 53; Income Tax Regulations, 2002, Regulations No. 78, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 8th year, No. 37, Article 24
27 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 567; see also Richard M. Bird, supra note 4, pp.
100-103
28 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, 2, p. 567
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employees whose monthly income fluctuates during a year (as a result of, for

example, of salary raises) might be made to pay more than what they should pay

if adjustments were made at the end of the tax year. The following table shows

the income tax liability of an employee, A, with and without final tax year

adjustment. An employee whose regular salary was 2000 Birr for half of the

year and whose salary is raised to 3000 after six months has annual taxable

income of 30, 000. This employee's tax liability under the monthly simple

PAYE scheme is higher than her annual tax liability if her annual salary were

aggregated and taxed on annual basis. The following table shows the difference

if the tax computations are done according to the progressive income tax rates

of current income tax system of Ethiopia. 29

Table 1.2: The Effect of Simple PAYE on Employee Income Tax Liability

Total Income Tax under a simple Tax under the Difference

PAYE annual scheme

30,000 4785 4680 105

By denying any adjustment at the end of the tax year, the simple PAYE system

is even more unfair upon employees who lose their employment in the course of

the year and thereafter remain without gainful employment in the course of the

year. The simple PAYE scheme assumes that the income of employees remains

steady throughout the year. Thus an employee whose monthly income falls in

the top marginal tax rate category is required to pay under the highest marginal

tax rates although that employee lost her employment in the course of the year.

Since the simple PAYE scheme bars any re-computation at the end of the tax

year in light of the changing employment status of the person, its presumptuous

tax computation based purely on monthly income results in over-taxation of

employees who lose their jobs in the course of the year. In contrast, a trader who

finds herself in similar situation (e.g., ceases trade) is assessed on the basis of

the taxable income obtained up to the cessation of the trade since the cessation

29 For the rates, see Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Articles 11 and 19

(b)



of trade is taken into account in the computation of income tax liability at the

end of the tax year.30

The effect of a Simple PAYE scheme can be illustrated by an example as simple

as the scheme itself. An employee whose monthly income is 4000 ETB and who

loses her job after six months will pay more taxes under a Simple PAYE

scheme than is under an annual income tax system. Under the current rules of

Ethiopian income tax system, an employee would pay 4770 ETB in six months

under a Simple PAYE scheme and would have only paid 4230 under an annual

income tax system (a difference of 540 ETB). These tax burden differentials

arise from the operation of simple PAYE in a progressive tax rate structure of

the income tax system, under which the monthly income of the employee is

taken as a final index for measuring the employee's income throughout the year.

4.2. Cumulative PAYE

The cumulative PAYE, adopted in countries like Russia and the U.K.,31

involves a re-computation of the PAYE to ensure that the tax withheld in

individual months is equivalent to the tax due in a tax year.32 After a salary

raise, "the PAYE of the next pay period is increased by the month's share of the

difference between the income tax on total income prospectively to be earned

during the tax year, and the tax already withheld in the tax year" . 3 In the

cumulative PAYE, any raise, or for that matter, any reduction of employment

income immediately triggers an adjustment in the computation of the tax to be

withheld in anticipation of the differences that might arise for the rest of the tax

year. In a way, the cumulative PAYE is an attempt to reconcile the differences

in the monthly accounting process of monthly withholding tax on employment

income and the computation of income tax in general using the "tax year" as a

basic unit of time.

30 In this regard, see Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Article 47(2)
31 For the UK, see John Tiley, supra note 1, p. 230

32 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 568
33 Ibid



4.3. Hybrid PAYE

And then there is the so-called hybrid PAYE - a hybrid of both simple PAYE

and the cumulative PAYE.34 During the tax year, the hybrid PAYE proceeds as

if there were no need for adjustment at the end of the tax year and treats each

monthly income as final (which is what gives the scheme the veneer of the

simple PAYE).35 At the end of the tax year, however, the final withholding is

recomputed on the basis of the yearly income information received by an

employee - on a cumulative basis, and the tax due at the end of the tax year and

the tax already withheld throughout the tax year are compared, and appropriate

adjustments are made accordingly.36 If the difference shows a credit in favor of

the taxpayer, the government will refund the taxpayer, and if the difference

shows that something more is owed to the government, the taxpayer will be

required to pay that difference.37 In the example given in the table above, an

employee will be able to obtain a refund of 540 ETB when an adjustment is

made at the end of the tax year. The hybrid PAYE or the year-end-adjusted

PAYE is followed in many industrialized countries like Germany and Japan.38

5. The PAYE in Ethiopia

5.1. Introduction

The Ethiopian income tax system has used the PAYE as a scheme of tax

collection from the income of employees for a long time. Ethiopia has followed

the simple PAYE scheme in which tax deducted monthly by employers acts as

the final tax liability of employees in respect of their employment income. As
far as employees are concerned, the disadvantages of the Simple PAYE are not

relieved by any adjustments at the end of the tax year. Employees whose

monthly income rises in the course of the year are treated as if their incomes had

been steady throughout the year. Employees who lose their jobs in the middle of

the year and are unable to find jobs are treated as if their monthly incomes were

equal to those employees who have maintained their job throughout the year. In

34 Ibid
35 Ibid
36 Id, p. 569
37 Ibid
38 Id, p. 568



short, the monthly accounting system of withholding taxation locks the fate of
the tax burdens of employees in the monthly income received regardless of what
happens throughout the year.

The system of withholding taxation on income from employment appears to be
designed for its simplicity of administration. The system ensures that employees
will have no contacts with the tax administration as the administration deals
only with the withholding employers. The system is so thoroughly and
singularly dependent upon the collection by employers that most employees are
not even aware that exceptions are made in some situations in which employee
self-assessment is required. The first exception is made for employees of
embassies and international organizations enjoying diplomatic immunity.39

These employees are required to declare and pay the tax due themselves (in
other words, they are subject to the regime of self-assessment). The second
exception is made for employees who work and obtain income from more than
one employment. Two distinct obligations are imposed in the second exception.
The employers themselves are required to aggregate the income from multiple
employments if they have known that an employee works for other employers
as well.40 In addition, the employees are required to declare their total income
(from multiple employments) and pay the difference between the tax due on the
total income from employments and the tax withheld by individual employers
respectively. The obligation of employees to declare and pay the tax is not
contingent upon the employers discharging their obligation to aggregate and
deduct the tax upon total income, although in practice, it is the employers who
(when they discover) shoulder the burden of aggregating and deducting the tax
upon the total income of employees. The rationale for the second exception is
that the tax due on the aggregate income of employees is different (and higher)
than the tax due on the separate income from individual employment due to the
operation of the progressive income tax structure. 42

39 Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Article 65(4)
40 Id, Article 65(5)
41 Id, Article 65(4)
42 Note, however, that the exception is made in favor of the government's interest to generate
more revenue only. When the system results in employees paying more taxes than they should,
there are no rules that enable employees to get a refund for excess taxes paid.
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5.2. Prerequisites for PAYE Withholding in Ethiopia

The PAYE is a predominant modality of tax collection under Schedule "A" of

the Ethiopian income tax system. The application of the PAYE is contingent

upon the scope of application of Schedule "A." The task of employers, as

withholding agents, is therefore one of ascertaining whether the income payable

to employees is chargeable under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax

system. The Ethiopian income tax laws are not explicit in what employers need

to do to ascertain whether the income falls under Schedule "A," but a close

reading of the relevant provisions of the Income Tax Proclamation shows that

employers (as withholding agents) must at the minimum ascertain the existence

of two conditions for the application of Schedule "A" rules. These are:

a. The existence of an employment (or employer-employee) relationship;

b. That the payment has arisen from the employment relationship, and not

any other relationship.

These two conditions are cumulative. As shall be seen in the greater part of this

article, there are many instances in which the existence of an employment

relationship is formally established but the payment made by an employer is not

said to have arisen from the employment. In Ethiopian context, the most

prominent case was Shell Eth. Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration (IRA),
43 in which the then Supreme Court of Ethiopia in 1978 E.C. (1986) held that

interest paid by an employer on a provident fund held in the name and for the

benefit of employees was not income from employment in spite of the existence

of a formal employment relationship between employees and the employer

(Shell Eth. Ltd.).

The task of employers today in Ethiopia is complicated by the existence of other

withholding taxes, which may apply even after employers have ascertained that

the income does not fall under Schedule "A." The non-existence of the two

conditions above relieves employers in particular only from the obligation to

withhold income tax under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax laws. It

does not necessarily relieve employers from withholding under the other

43 Shell Ethiopia Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration (Civ/App/File No. 763/78, 1978 E.C.,
Supreme Court), in Amharic, unpublished



schedules of Ethiopian income tax system. Employers may still be required to
withhold tax if the payment can be characterized instead as "dividend" or
"royalty" or if the payment is considered to be a payment for provision of goods
or independent contract services. The desire of the [Ethiopian] Government to
use every available outlet of cash flows as notional "withholding booths" has
complicated the task of employers in this regard.44 Under current rules of the
Ethiopian income tax system, the existence of layered structures of withholding,
each involving fairly complicated legal arguments over the characterization of
the payment, has meant that employers and other withholding agents must
worry about taxes for most of the payments they disburse to others.

While employers have the difficult task of juggling so many issues in deciding
the rate of withholding taxation in Ethiopia, it remains to be the case that the
most persistent and most difficult issue is one of distinguishing cases of
employment from that of independent contract of services. We shall, therefore,
address the more vexing question of "employment" vs. "self-employment"
before we move on to the less common issues arising in the context of
withholding taxation of income from employment.

5.2.1. Distinguishing Employment from Independent Contract of
Services

5.2.1.1. Introduction

In Ethiopia, as in many countries of the world, the PAYE scheme uses
employers as withholding agents for collection of employment income tax from
the income of employees. Since serious tax penalties attach to default in
withholding obligations, most employers take their obligations in this regard
seriously, sometimes so seriously as to interpret all cases of doubt in favor of
"employment."' 45 The reason why many employers take what they regard to be a
safe bet on "employment" in all instances of doubt is that the amount of tax

44 In simpler times, once an employer is satisfied that the payments she is making does not arise
from employment, she is thereby relieved from the pain of worrying about withholding taxes.
45 A withholding agent who fails to withhold tax in accordance with the law is personally liable
to pay the tax not withheld and in addition, an agent (the manager and the chief accountant or
another senior officer who knew or should have known of the failure is liable for a penalty of
1000 ETB for every instance of failure to withhold the proper amount; see Income Tax
Proclamation No. 286/ 2002, supra note 26, Article 90(1), (3) and (4)
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collected in cases of employment is far higher than the amount withheld in other
cases, which will absolve employers (or so they think) from potential charge of
having collected less for the government. Employers are more likely to be
challenged by the government for not collecting the "appropriate" withholding
tax than by the employees for collecting tax under higher withholding tax rates.
This state of affairs has made many an employee unhappy in several places.

Most employers (through their finance officers) rely upon their own
interpretations of the Income Tax Proclamation, which has definitions (or sort
of) for employment and independent contract services (see below).46 Employees
may protest against this interpretation, but their protests usually fall on deaf ears
unless a particular employer is somehow persuaded to think otherwise.
Employees have virtually no recourse in the income tax laws against potential
abuses and misconstructions of withholding rules. Whether by design or by
accident, the dispute settlement schemes in the income tax laws of Ethiopia
have excluded these kinds of disputes from going to courts.

In a few instances in which withholding agents relent, they may decide to write
a letter to the tax authorities seeking clarification on specific issues, and the tax
authorities have at times responded to these letters by providing what they deem
to be their own interpretation and guidance on how withholding agents should
respond to withholding questions. In practice, these communications with
withholding agents are heavily decentralized and individualized. Except in a
few situations, the tax authorities have refrained from developing common "test
factors" for all withholding agents to follow and instead have opted for
providing guidance to employers in response to specific questions as these
questions arise. The individual approaches the tax authorities have taken have
seen the authorities contradicting themselves from time to time resulting in
some of the most flagrant cases of inconsistencies in the treatment of identical
payments under different withholding tax rates. The gap between what the
Income Tax Proclamation prescribes and the practice of income tax withholding
in practice is very wide, as shall be seen below, and this is largely because

46 Many employers are guided by some vague understanding of the provisions of the Income

Tax Proclamation; it is uncertain how many of them seriously consult the Income Tax
Proclamation before making decisions about withholding of taxes; encounters with a few of the
withholding agents makes it extremely doubtful if the withholding agents ever consult the
Proclamation before deciding withholding taxation.
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neither the tax authorities nor the withholding agents have seriously followed

the wordings of the Proclamation in distinguishing cases of "employment" from

that of "independent contract of services."

5.2.1.2. Distinguishing Employment from Self-Employment: Analysis of

the Income Tax Proclamation

In its definition section, the Income Tax Proclamation offers general definitions

for "employee" and "contractor," with the ostensible aim of defining the scope

of employment income tax (Schedule "A") vis-d-vis that of business income tax

(Schedule "C").47 In view of the fact that it is the source of income that is

important (i.e. "employment" and "independent contract of services") rather

than the person upon whom the economic burden of the income tax falls, (i.e.,
"employee" and "contractor"), it is strange that the Income Tax Proclamation

chose to focus upon the definitions of "employee" and "contractor." We must be

content with what we find in the Proclamation, however, as we could have been

worse off had the Proclamation offered no definition at all. The meaning and

scope of employment and its counterpart - independent contract of services -

can be inferred easily from the meanings ascribed to "employee" and its

counterpart - contractor - in the Income Tax Proclamation.

Article 2(12) of Income Tax Proclamation of 2002 defines an "employee" as:

" ... any individual, other than a contractor, engaged (whether on a
permanent or temporary basis) to perform services under the
direction and control of the employer"(italics added)

And Article 2(12) contrasts a "contractor" from "employee" as:

"... an individual who is engaged to perform services under an
agreement by which the individual [contractor] retains substantial
authority to direct and control the manner in which the services are
to be performed"(italics added)

47 Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, see Article 2(12); ostensibly, because
nowhere in the whole body of the Income Tax Proclamation is it made apparent why these
definitions are proffered; in practice, the Tax Authorities have made repeated references to these
provisions for purposes of drawing distinctions between "income from employment" (under
Schedule "A") and "income from independent contract of services" (under Schedule "C"); see
below for guidance letters written by the Authorities in this regard.



The definition part of the Income Tax Proclamation pins the distinction between
"employment" and "independent contract" upon the existence or otherwise of
the element of "control and direction" from the side of the "employer" or the
"client." 48 In the words of the Proclamation, as quoted above, an employee is
one who "performs services under the direction and control of the employer,"

while a contractor is one who "retains substantial authority to direct and

control the manner in which the services [are] to be performed." In tagging the

meaning of "employment" vis-d-vis that of "independent contract of services"
to the existence or otherwise of "direction and control," the Proclamation
undoubtedly opted for substantive (as opposed to that of "formal") criteria for
distinguishing cases of employment from that of independent contract of
services. This is bracing to know, for no one wants an important matter as that
of employment vis-d-vis that of independent contract of services to be
determined by recourse to the form of relationships. The problem is that the
Income Tax Proclamation offers no details about factors constituting "direction
and control."

It is not generally expected that the Proclamation would provide details about
factors constituting "direction and control." The details of "direction and
control" are not provided in the Proclamation because it was perhaps understood
that the elements of "direction and control" would be spelt out either in
subsidiary tax legislations or in court cases dealing with issues of employment.
It might also have been supposed that the elements of "direction and control"
had better be left to the discretion of those charged with distinguishing these
cases based on the facts and circumstances of each case. Due to the
inadequacies or peculiarities of withholding taxation schemes in Ethiopia,

48 In addition to the definitions cited above, the Income Tax Proclamation makes reference to
"employment" - references which may be read as hints as to the scope of the Schedule of the
Income tax that applies to employment income - namely, Schedule "A". For example, in
Section II of the Income Tax Proclamation of 2002, Article 12 describes "employment income"
broadly as "any payments in cash or in kind received from employment," including "income
from former or prospective employment." While this provision makes it clear to reach "all
payments in cash or in kind" (despite the practical challenges of doing so), it is not at all clear as
to how employers can identify "all payments in cash or in kind" unless they simply assume that
all payments made by employers to employees is by definition "income from employment."



however, the Proclamation's evident intent to turn the distinction on substantive
grounds of "direction and control" has been abandoned in favor of formal or
superficial or mechanical standards.

The courts of Ethiopia have not been able to provide any guidance in the
context of income tax withholding as a result of the quirks of Ethiopian tax
dispute settlement schemes. Although disputes regarding appropriate
withholding rates are common, everyday experiences, these kinds of disputes
have virtually been kept out of courts due to the narrow strip of dispute
settlement schemes in taxation. Tax cases in Ethiopia are normally set in motion
after assessment notifications are sent to taxpayers, who are then able to contest
the assessment notifications before the tax authorities themselves, the Review
Committees, the Tax Appeal Commissions and, finally, on matters of law,
before courts. Since withholding disputes do not involve assessment
notifications (in the literal sense these expressions are understood in practice),
those involved in and most affected by withholding disputes (e.g., employees)
have had a difficult time to take their disputes through the regular channels of
tax dispute settlement, namely through the Tax Appeal Commission and to
courts on appeal.49

Determinations of withholding under Schedule "A" or the other schedules of
Ethiopian income tax system are thus mostly made in settings away from courts.
Most of the disputes are resolved (not necessarily to the satisfaction of the
parties involved) by the withholding agents themselves. More specifically, it is
mainly the finance employees or managers of companies and other
organizations that are decisive in making the calls as they are in charge of
payrolls along with which withholding tax decisions are most often associated.

49 The quirks of the Ethiopian dispute settlement schemes in this regard have been noted in
Taddese Lencho, "The Ethiopian Tax System: Excesses and Gaps," Michigan State Journal of
International Law, Issue 20, No. 2, 2012, pp. 372-278; The few cases that the courts have
entertained in this regard made it to courts after the tax authorities assessed tax against the
withholding agents themselves because the authorities felt that the agents "failed to withhold
taxes in accordance with the law." The Shell Ethiopia case (see footnote 43 above) made it to
courts after the tax authorities took a direct action (assessment) against Shell Ethiopia accusing
Shell Ethiopia of "failing to withhold tax on some payments to its employees." If Shell Ethiopia
withheld the taxes, but employees thought that was illegal, employees would have no recourse
against Shell Ethiopia or would at least have an uphill battle trying to persuade the tax dispute
settlement bodies that assessments were made by the tax authorities.



Some employees may attempt to persuade the withholding agents to withhold
tax under lower-rated provisions, but the ultimate decision rests with the agents
themselves.

A few of the disputes on withholding taxation are "resolved" after "appeals" to
the tax authorities are made. These "appeals" take the informal process of
seeking written guidance from the authorities on specific questions of
withholding taxation. The tax authorities have attempted to regulate the practice
of income tax withholding at various times. The tax authorities have issued at
least one Directive to determine the types of services for which 2% withholding
taxation is to be made. The tax authorities have also provided interpretative
guidance on a number of individual and collective cases by responding through
private letters to questions of withholding taxation coming from organizations
or institutions seeking guidance, and through so-called "circular letters" which
are answers to frequently-arising tax questions in the practice of Ethiopian tax
administration. We will analyze the relevant directives, circular letters and
private letters written in this regard to examine the positions of the tax
authorities, and to draw some conclusions as to whether the tax authorities have
succeeded in bringing out the key elements for the guidance of withholding
agents in Ethiopia.

5.2.1.3. The Income Tax Regulations of 2002 and the Directive of 2003

The Income Tax Proclamation, as we have seen above, does not go into the
details of what factors constitute "direction and control." Due to the
peculiarities of tax dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia, the courts have not
been able to play their role of interpreting "direction and control" in the context
of income taxation. The task of providing details has therefore been in practice
left to subsidiary pieces of legislation. After the promulgation of the Income
Tax Proclamation in 2002, one income tax regulation was issued by the Council
of Ministers and a number of tax directives have been issued by various tax
administration bodies, most notably ERCA itself and the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Development (MoFED).

The Income Tax Regulations of 2002, which was issued along with the Income
Tax Proclamation of 2002, provides many details left out by the Proclamation,
particularly in the area of exemptions, deductions and withholding taxes. The



Income Tax Regulations of 2002 does not, however, furnish details on the

elements of "direction and control" as might be expected. Nonetheless, the

Income Tax Regulations of 2002 is still useful indirectly because it provides

detailed rules on the withholding of tax from payments to independent

contractors, with whom employees are often confused.

The Income Tax Regulations lists down more than a dozen different categories

of services and/or professionals as qualifying for 2% withholding tax under

Schedule "C." Some of the services that are subject to 2% withholding include:

consultancy services, design services, writing services, lectures, dissemination

of information services, advertisements and entertainment programs for

television and radio broadcasts, and construction services.50 The professionals

who are listed in the Regulations as subject to 2% withholding when providing
"professional services" are lawyers, accountants, auditors, sales persons, arts

and sports professionals, brokers, and commission agents. The Regulations

does not state that the list of services and professionals subject to withholding

taxation is indicative or exhaustive, but it is clear from the nature of these

services and the frequent use of the phrase "other similar services" in some of

the lists that the listing was not meant to be exhaustive.

While the Income Tax Regulations helps many a withholding agent to make

decisions based on the lists of services and the types of professionals set down

thereunder, the Regulations is not going to help withholding agents in

borderline cases. The Regulations lists "lectures," for example, as one of the

services subject to 2% withholding, but we know that "lectures" can be

delivered by both employees and independent contractors. How is a withholding

agent to decide when a "lecture" is part of employment or independent

contractual relationship? In the end, the Income Tax Regulations forces

withholding agents to go back to the general element set down in the Income

Tax Proclamation: "direction and control;" a withholding agent is not absolved

from determining, based on the facts and circumstances of each case, whether

"direction and control" exist in a relationship to decide whether to withhold tax

under Schedule "A" or Schedule "C."

50 Income Tax Regulations No. 78/2002, supra note 26, see Article 53 (2)
51 Ibid



Shortly after the promulgation of the Income Tax Proclamation and Regulations

of 2002, the Ministry of Revenues issued a (draft?) directive on withholding

schemes in Yekatit 1995 E.C. (February 2003), which was to come into force

from Hamle 1, 1995 E.C (July 2003).52 The Directive was issued to regulate the

withholding of taxes on imports and payments for goods and services. The said

Directive repeats most of the lists of services and professionals listed down in

the Income Tax Regulations of 2002.53

Unlike the Regulations, however, the Directive of 2003 suggests that, at least in

one exception, it is possible to be an employee for some kinds of services and

an independent contractor for other kinds of services, even if both of these

services are provided for one employer. That exception is provided for

"lectures." In its relevant paragraph, the Directive states:54

A&, *1; A :W (n.lAST- a±AA+*,' . p* AtaAST- W&lt A' ffl,

Wq flS- f- , 7 a,-b: H-f V7,94-7? 4'D-T~- qAq ha Lhk. -t-Ki ?a Lez°? tfq°

ha L7Tia) hq-Sly aoa w li, .- hA- ?NP* -?-fl"'c hl,%h A ,9e.ZpA)::

Roughly translated, the quoted paragraph reads:

Payments for design works, writing (for magazines, newspapers,
various media or organizations), lectures (through various media, in
schools or other platforms, except when the person providing the
lecture is engaged continuously or permanently [in which case the
payment shall be aggregated with her salary and tax deducted under
the personal income tax schedule (A)].

In the case of "lectures," the Directive states that "where the person providing

lectures is engaged continuously or permanently," the payments for the lectures

shall be aggregated with the monthly salaries of the lecturer and the appropriate

52 Some within the Tax Authorities doubt whether this Directive was still in force but since

Directives are not published and seldom rescinded publicly, it is impossible to know which
Directives are really in force and which are abrogated; in any case, the Directive is cited in this
Article to illustrate the position of the Tax Authorities on the vexed question of employment vs.
self-employment; see ou ,PT a'Jh h ' Cq,M (Withholding Taxation) ha'M1CVC VH4lP9
1,+ VNIM -- dCYbP 11995 o,.T q- J'qjao

53 ,I'L7aT "lv C m 'oow-ey , supra note 52, see Article 3.4.1.(2)
54 Id, Article 3.4.1 (2)



tax shall be deducted under Schedule "A" of Ethiopian income tax law.55 This
phrase in italics suggests that if "lectures are provided for a specific, definite
period of time," it is alright for withholding agents to withhold 2% from
payments for the "lectures," provided, of course, the lecturer is able to furnish
the TIN. The a contrario reading of the said Directive leads to the conclusion
that when employees provide short-term lectures under specific contracts and
for specific payments, the income derived therefrom should be subject to 2%
withholding if the lecturer has a TIN (or 30% withholding if the trainer does not
have one).

The Directive does not directly address the issue of withholding under Schedule
"A," but represents a pattern within the Ethiopian tax administration of

relegating substance to the form of relationships and deciding withholding taxes
on the basis of the form of agreements. Although the said Directive instructs
withholding agents to deduct 2% when the payments are for independent
contract services, and to aggregate and withhold the appropriate tax under
Schedule "A" when the payments are for employment, it does not mention the
critical element of the Proclamation, namely that of "direction and control".

Setting aside the elements of "direction and control" from the consideration of
withholding opens the process of withholding to tax planning by parties that are
able to take advantage of the list and structure the form of their relationship to
fit in one of the lists enumerated in the Directive. Withholding agents can have
an easy task of withholding the 2% tax by simply characterizing the service
contracts as one of those listed in the Directives, even though the substance of
the service is one of employment. In contrast, those employees who are not in a
bargaining position to structure their contracts to fit in one of the "independent
contract services" listed down in the Directive will be forced to have their
payments withheld under the employment income tax even though the nature of
their relationship is one of independent contract of services.

5.2.1.4. The Letter Rulings/Administrative Interpretations

Neither the Income Tax Regulations of 2002 nor the Withholding Tax Directive
of 2003 directly addressed the issues employers (withholding agents) confront

55 See id, Article 3.4.1.(2)



in complying with the PAYE. In response to the frequently arising questions for

guidance from the withholding agents, the tax authorities have resorted to

writing "letters" either to the various branches of the tax administration (from

which some of these questions come) or directly to the withholding agents

themselves. The written communications on this and many other issues of tax

administration with the various units of the tax administration are known in

practice as "circular letters" or sometimes "circulars" while the written replies

to the withholding agents are known as "guidance letters" or the Amharic

equivalent for the federal tax administration of Ethiopia. The legal status (never

mind the legality) of these "letters" is not yet fully understood. The letters may

go under a tame name of "circular letters" or "guidance letters," but in status

and effect, they occupy the same position as "directives" in Ethiopia.56 We will

review the relevant circular letters and private letters written by the tax

authorities in this regard.

5.2.1.4.1. The Circular Letter of 2004

In the Ethiopian tax administration, circular letters are written in response to

frequently asked questions raised by the various branches of the tax

administration. The legal departments of ERCA and the Ministry of Finance and

Economic Development (MoFED) from time to time receive questions and

requests for guidance from the various branch offices of ERCA which, based on

their day-to-day experience of administering taxation on the ground, confront

some questions requiring the attention of the higher authorities. At times, the

legal departments respond to individual questions as they arise, and at other

times, they respond to frequently asked questions by issuing "circulars," which

are so-called because these circular letters are distributed (circulated) to the

various branch offices of the tax administration for purposes of implementation.

These "circulars" represent the interpretation of the authorities, but they operate

pretty much like directives because of the lack of recourse for taxpayers to

challenge the "circulars." It is not clear how much these circular letters are

diffused throughout the tax administration, but it is obvious that members of the

56 It is not clear as to why the tax authorities prefer "Circular Letters" to "Directives" or for that

matter in what circumstances they issue one as opposed to the other.



tax administration consult these circulars whenever issues of interpretation
arise.

The Ministry of Revenues (the predecessor of ERCA) issued one such circular
letter in 2004 with a view to resolving some of the most frequently raised issues
in the income tax laws of Ethiopia. Perhaps not surprisingly, the scope of
"employment" for purposes of Schedule "A" income tax withholding was one
of those frequently arising questions in the Ethiopian tax administration.57 The
2004 Circular Letter sought to determine cases in which a specific income falls
under Schedule "A" (as income from employment) and Schedule "C" (as
income from independent contract).58 Basing itself on the meaning given to
terms "employee" and "contractor" in Article 2(12) of the Income Tax
Proclamation, the Circular Letter notes that income from employment does not
include the income of a person who has rendered a service under a specific and
definite contract. In excluding certain service contracts from the scope of
Schedule "A," the Circular Letter states in its relevant paragraph:

The rough translation of the Amharic quote reads:

The meaning given to "employee" does not include a person who
undertakes to provide a service under a specific and definite
contract. Thus, persons who are employed by other institutions and

organizations but who provide specific services (e.g., consultancy
services; writing and presentation of research papers, etc.) under
specific contracts are not considered to have received income from
employment (translation mine).

The other issues that received some "interpretative treatment" in that circular include the

scope of foreign tax credit (Article 7), the meaning of "casual rental of property" (Article 35),
the scope of withholding tax on "interest bank deposits" (Article 36), the scope of loss-carry
forward for income tax purposes (Article 28), in the case of VAT, the meaning of "used
dwellings" (Article 8(2)(a), the extent of exemptions from VAT of institutions hiring persons
with disabilities (Article 8(2)(o)); see Ministry of Revenues, Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia, Circular Letter issued on 16 Megabit 1996 E.C., in Amntharic, unpublished.
w See Ministry of Revenues, Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Circular Letter issued on

16 Megabit, 1996 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
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On the surface, the Circular Letter reads as an interpretation of Article 2(12) of
the Income Tax Proclamation. When we read the paragraph closely, however,
we find that the Letter insinuates and adds some requirements or elements to the
distinction between "employee" and "independent contractor," requirements or
elements which are not suggested in the Income Tax Proclamation. Indeed in
the process of purportedly interpreting the meaning of Article 2(12), the
Circular Letter ends up completely disregarding the elements of "direction and
control" as signifiers of "employment," and their absence as signifiers of
"independent contract of services."

The Circular Letter does so by replacing the elements of "direction and control"
by easy-to-apply (albeit arbitrary) requirements, which, as can be readily
inferred from the paragraph of the Circular Letter quoted above, depend
essentially on two factors, namely whether:

i) the contract for services is specific and is not of a continuous nature;
and

ii) the person who provides services is a part-timer, having full-time
employment elsewhere.

In the Income Tax Proclamation, none of these factors are even intimated as
attributes of either "employees" or "independent contractors." Be that as it may,
it is important to analyze the practical implications of the Circular Letter cited
above. A withholding agent who wishes to conform strictly to the literal
language of the Circular Letter (regardless of what the Proclamation prescribes)
will perform her withholding obligations in the following ways, among others:

i) If a person providing specific service is a full-time employee, the
withholding agent will have to simply aggregate the income from
specific contract regardless of the nature of the specific contract (it is
immaterial whether the contract is for provision of consultancy
services or the presentation of research papers or connected with her
full-time (day-time) commitment).

ii) If a person providing specific service is a part-timer, the withholding
agent will have to simply treat the income from specific service as
income from "independent contract" and withhold 2% unless the



contract is one of continuous nature (how continuous is a continuous

contract, the Circular does not offer a clue!).

For a withholding agent anxious to get easy-to-apply signposts, the Circular

Letter is clearly superior in its simplicity over that of the Income Tax

Proclamation, but there are serious questions over whether the Circular Letter is

faithful to the "spirit" of the Proclamation. Indeed, there is no doubt at all that

the language of the Circular Letter is not faithful to the spirit of the Income Tax

Proclamation. The Letter disregards the requirement of "direction and control"

for purposes of withholding tax under Schedule "A" or under Schedule "C".

Besides, the criteria enshrined by the Circular Letter may lead to arbitrary

results in practice. The "Circular" induces and authorizes withholding agents to

rely upon factors that are not necessarily relevant to the nature of employment

or independent contract of services. The factor that is taken to be determinative

of the appropriate withholding rate under the Circular Letter is whether or not

the person providing the service is a full-time employee of the organizations for

which she provides the service. This factor is mostly irrelevant to the question

of whether the relationship is one of employment or independent contract of

services. A person may provide a self-employment service or a specific

contractual service although that person is already an employee of the

organization for which she provides the specific service. A full-time employee

may provide a consultancy service, a research service, a translation service, etc.,

to an organization in which she is a full-time employee. As long as these

services do not form part of her regular contract, these services are self-

employment services and are performed pretty much as if she were not already

employed by the organization.59 Setting aside the argument about whether one

should obtain a license to perform these services, the prior status of the service

provider (whether she is already an employee or brought from outside) is

completely irrelevant to the question of whether the service provided is one of

59 In the UK, a man who was on the regular staff of a newspaper was said to have acted as
independent contractor when he made a translation for the newspaper on his spare time; as
Judge Denning observed in Stevenson Jordan and Harrison Ltd v Macdonald and Evans, a
doctor on the staff of a hospital or a master on the staff of a school may be considered to be
independent contractors if they produce a written work under a special contract; cited in Graham
Stephenson, Source Book on Torts, (2 edition,2000), Cavendish Publishing Limited, p. 569



"employment" or "independent contract of services." Nothing in the law
prevents full-time employees from performing specific services like translation,
research, consultancy and training to the very organizations in which they are
employed.

For the Circular Letter, the decisive factor is the prior relationship of the service
provider. In its choice of the form of the contract over the substance of the
relationship, the Circular Letter shares some common features with the
Regulations of 2002 and the Directive 2003. It is important to note, however,
the difference between the Circular Letter and the Directive of 2003. The
Circular Letter assimilates all kinds of additional and specific services of a full-
time employee into that of "employment" regardless of the nature of the specific
service provided while the Directive of 2003 at least concedes the possibility of
some full-time employees (e.g. university professors) taking up specific
contractual projects which are capable of being characterized as "independent
contract services" in spite of their full-time employment status (see above). The
question is, faced with contradictory signals coming from the tax authorities,
how should withholding agents determine the appropriate withholding rates and
schedules?

5.2.1.4.2. Guidance Letters Written to Specific Withholding Agents
(Private Letter Rulings)

The Circular Letters, as pointed out before, are addressed primarily to the
various branches of Ethiopian tax administration and but may end up in the
hands of diligent or well-connected withholding agents. Since withholding
agents are frequently confronted by the dilemmas of withholding, they have
(some of them in any case) have sought written and oral guidance from the
various units of the tax administration to either protect themselves from
erroneous withholding practices or (in the case of some of them) to find
solutions acceptable both to them and the payees from whose income
withholding taxes are deducted. As far as one can tell, these practices have
developed as a matter of course and the various units of the Ethiopian tax
administration (both at the federal and regional level) have resorted to these
practices as a matter of administrative courtesy rather than as a matter of



established administrative procedure. We shall examine some of these
"private letters" (or "guidance letters," as they are customarily known)

addressed to some withholding agents in response to queries from these agents.

We confine ourselves to those private letters addressed to higher education

institutions, many of which have relayed their queries to the tax authorities.

The following "guidance letter" is written in response to a request for guidance

by one public university in 1999 E.C. (2007). 61 In its relevant paragraph, the
"guidance letter" instructs:

Oli-CE flWo -66\ W Sl hq~aft- flb-Df ?-flc PZ tK ? / fltr17A/

?'LS7T-- 7(A. (PY H'N 65 10-h1 MY'N 5 O1D6I4 7(1W' lA6 'M $A't±i-anaM
aqr -,)(3 ,q f qw/ap? -t -Df 7-nq, oa~h sw - hAn° fitLu- omeZ /" kke 0
9,'qA::

l611 flh-A (17(L 7flC k c'PC 286/96 MN,'/ 2(12) A-ifl, ?tl-/-,' 3 i-'hflmO

"f' Ah-A: :

hi-LU 7'h~~ Ai.SAM ovel4 (0'- wet 4* tnffl' ?1hc- T1':j- 6(14 ?'Q7e-&fl

(la,imC ?tT-'i A(1. hAt'n 97,P h, 7SY-P o)a' .9C t99-£' flw4mC P V ,o,16&
"1flC 701%hkA "Y:'&"7 )AP W:: (IN)- 071 "liU ,g iq'7k ?t(. A hbYP ih'"W 2
10-h YHI'N 6 A1v"i" ?'7 fl-i-im'a -C1-0- ?'aiT,'?f k la -v' (l[l0) Pk H'O 19
10O l H' 2 ,11P1ne27H fl"h&~ 0 6-1 0iI7-flC ?ahkmfl gtjJ'6::

Roughly translated, this means:

With respect to those providing services pursuant to contracts of
employment, their payments received as a result of providing of
additional services shall be aggregated with their salaries and
appropriate tax withheld. In addition, income of employees of other
organizations who provide part-time services shall be aggregated

60 The legal status of these written communications, whatever names they bear, remains unclear

although in practice, these written communications or private letters have served as binding
legal documents almost in an equal footing with provisions in the tax proclamations; see
Taddese Lencho, The Ethiopian Tax System, supra note 49, pp. 365-369
61 See Federal Inland Revenue Authority, Ministry of Revenue, FDRE, letter written to the
PuB2, 25/2/1999 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
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with their full-time income from these organizations pursuant to
Article 65 (5) of 2002 Income Tax Proclamation once the College
ascertains that their full-time employer has not already aggregated
their income.

... the notion of "employee" as defined in Article 12 (sic) of Income
Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002 does not cover persons who provide
specific services. According to this sub-article, employees of other
organizations who provide consultancy services, research papers,
etc. under a definite and specific contract with the College may not
be regarded as employees and their income may not be treated as
income from employment ...

Income derived in this way is income from business pursuant to
Article 2(6) of the Income Tax Proclamation of 2002 and shall be
subject to tax under Article 19(2) of the same Proclamation.

The obligations of the withholding agents that make payments for
these kinds of services is to withhold 2% from the payments
pursuant to Article 53(2) of the Income Tax Proclamation No.
286/2002 and Article 24 of the Income Tax Regulations No.
78/2002.

The Letter, cited above, relies upon three signifiers to distinguish cases of
"independent contract of services" from cases of "employment." First, the
persons who provide the service must be "employees of other organizations"
and second the type of services (which are only given as examples) should be in
the nature of "consultancy services," "writing research papers," etc. And thirdly,
the contract should be for a definite period of time (or specific service). If the
person providing a service is a full-time employee, it appears that all income
from the part-time work of that employee with the College is to be aggregated
with her full-time salary and tax withheld under Schedule "A," regardless of the
nature of the specific work. Like the Circular Letter cited previously, the Letter
provides a simple test to the withholding agent: is the person providing the
service already a full-time employee of the College? If the answer is yes, the
Letter instructs the withholding agent to simply aggregate the income from part-
time engagement with the employee's full-time salary and withhold tax under
the progressive tax rates of Schedule "A". The Letter assimilates all kinds of
specific work by full-time employees of the College into one of employment



regardless of the nature of the specific relationship involved. Even if the part-
time work is one of consultancy or writing or translation, the Letter instructs the
College to aggregate the income from specific service with the full-time salary
of the employee involved and withhold the tax under Schedule "A."

Like the Circular Letter cited above, the "guidance letter" substitutes other
elements for the element of "direction and control" and departs completely from
the spirit and language of the Income Tax Proclamation. If the provider of a
service is an employee of another organization (a part-timer), the said Letter
instructs the College to distinguish those services that are in the nature of
"employment" and those that are in the nature of specific services, such as
consultancy work, research work, etc. If the service is for a definite period of
time and if it is one of consultancy work, research, etc., the withholding agent is
required to withhold tax under Schedule "C" regardless of whether the nature of
the work requires "direction and control" from the part-time employer. Since
the types of services are given only as examples, the withholding agent has the
discretion to characterize almost all forms of "part-time" work as qualifying for
withholding tax under Schedule "C."

Another interesting "private letter" is one addressed to another public college in
Addis Ababa. 62 Its relevant paragraph is quoted thus:

01't;--&I- -Ah7 D9,v) taiaf-L; e M4-1 h M hh-M be, fhf(6kl;" &

,/,D -/0 W SA h' flqLh. '?'flC WP 286/96 MN4' 12 a0 6'k hC ganaml
C -t±79D' Me, ?.fic 7AI,&hA 9,4.A:: ?h(A, ±"'ai '61 1AA hqn

flMl-&P- a)Ah 6c+ MJa)-a 7& (ILt- Wk MN) hq 53 0 4- hZ"fl-P&P

M~~A' (16iM-P' h(6k awg,9 0 /(0- a),7 97Ck 20 0, 7'9D S1-nc h- S
h~VM(- 9,Y.: 9A) 200 ±q' M.9MM-W M~~~Ao1 6R) 6etp~lJ' ? iflC

M-9, OM' PC (L£e-M- .tlY. WYMOqA: h&ffl '? aILt, Wk Kq)N 'q 91 aD64-"
30% h tIfl-P 9,9.9::

Roughly, this translates as:

Where a person performs specific or continuous services to an
employer outside his regular employment duties in accordance with
a contract regulated by employer-employee relations, the income
derived therefrom should be aggregated with his regular salary in

62 Letter written to Kotebe Teachers' College, ERCA, Arada Sub City Small Taxpayers Branch
Office on 22/08/04, in Amharic, unpublished



accordance with Article 12(sic) of the Income Tax Proclamation No.
286/2002. An employee of the College who performs specific
services outside the college shall be subject to 2% advance
withholding in accordance with Article 53 of the Income Tax
Proclamation No. 286/2002. The law authorizes 2% withholding
where the person has a TIN. Otherwise, 30% shall be withheld from
the payment for specific services in accordance with Article 91 of
the Income Tax Proclamation.

The above letter mentions Article 2(12) of the Income Tax Proclamation for

purposes of distinguishing payments subject to aggregation under Schedule "A"

and those subject to withholding under Schedule "C" (2% or 30%) but fails to

provide in the end any way of distinguishing employment from independent

service contracts on substantive grounds. The only guidance the College could

take from the Letter is that ultimately the distinction rests on whether the

provider of specific services possessed a TIN or not.63

Another example is a more recent one, addressed to a faculty of another public

university in Addis Ababa, again no doubt in response to the queries from the

University Faculty. 64 The relevant paragraph of the said Letter states:
Ah Atoul94tj Gtvkoul Q+CG Vt, 9±#m'a q~a Ax arlft+ 9±#"/m~flV"

'lheqt (lam9' ?&cc Vut hci.Sa hganV .9c x lHl,a,,c Me, "/tflc '7thhkA
SAQ+fl '4- - (lA i flh-A qAa-4O, fl'l- & na' (P'7Ol, f'k.- +cq.c h4- ,
hvri M' hw me 9ti fkkfl.+ alt hAG" 9nflC h4-g, ,mA, ,'c Lg,'cfl
2% o'TIWA&'"7 ?aV, k]. f C)") 9'7.l1 hM.,e aDA9 'Prc h1'dfl 3Oo 9"7'Mnn
O'B"-I hlTqAM: :

63 Incidentally, the letter purportedly advises the College on the treatment of payments to

Kotebe Teachers' College employees who work elsewhere, but this is of little use to the College
because it is not the concern of the College as to how their payments elsewhere should be
treated; the letter should have addressed the concerns of the College on cases in which the
college makes payments to part-time employees or to full-time employees who provide specific
services outside their regular employment duties
64 Letter written to Addis Ababa University, Natural Science Faculty, Addis Ababa, ERCA,
Customers Education and Support, 18 Miazia 2004 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished; it is
interesting to note in this case that the Natural Science Faculty of Addis Ababa University was
able to obtain a separate guidance letter in response to its queries. It is not inconceivable in this
context for various faculties and colleges of Addis Ababa University to receive conflicting
guidance letters from various units of the tax authorities.



Roughly translated as, the Letter instructs:

The Faculty/University/ shall aggregate the income of a person from
a part-time work with the latter's regular salary from his full-time
employer. Where the person who performs part-time work has a
business license and can present a TIN to the University, the
University shall deduct 2% from the payment. If a person is unable
to present a TIN, the University shall deduct 30% from the payment.

The Letter quoted above shares one common feature with most of the letter

rulings issued by the tax authorities over the years. This Letter completely

disregards the substantive requirement of the Income Tax Proclamation and

seeks to resolve the issue on the basis of the presentation or lack of presentation

of specific documents: like the business license and the TIN. What sets it apart

from similar letters is the fact that it introduces a new requirement to the whole

saga of the distinction between employment and self-employment - namely

possession of a business license and even an intimation that the withholding

agents should ascertain whether the person providing the service pays income

tax under Schedule "C." The requirement of a business license is not mentioned

in the Income Tax Proclamation, and the letter does not even pretend to have

relied upon any specific provision of the Income Tax Proclamation - other than

rationalizing somehow that 2% is an advance payment for business profit tax

under Schedule "C."

5.3. The Withholding Taxation on Payments for the Writing of

Modules and Other Academic Materials: the Vacillation of the
Tax Authorities over the Years

Most disputes regarding withholding taxes revolve around whether a

withholding agent should aggregate specific income in the context of

employment with the regular income from employment (wages and salaries)

(Schedule "A") or treat the specific income as "income from independent

contract" and deduct 2% (Schedule "C"). The resolution of these disputes

hinges, as we have seen above, on whether the relationship is one of

employment or independent contract of services.

The practice of many higher education institutions has revealed that in some

situations, the characterization may bifurcate into the other sources of income



chargeable with income tax under the various income tax schedules of the
Ethiopian income tax system. The issues for withholding agents can bifurcate
not only between "employee" vs. "independent contractor" but also between
"income from employment" vs. "income from royalties," or "income from
employment" vs. "income from dividends" or "income from employment" vs.
"income from technical services rendered abroad." Employers or withholding
agents are thus no longer worried only about employment vis-a-vis independent
contract of services, but also about a whole raft of issues arising in connection
with the miscellaneous sources of income chargeable under Schedule "D" of
Ethiopian income tax laws: royalties, income from games of chance, income
from technical services rendered abroad, and dividends. Since the tax rates
diverge quite considerably, employees and sometimes employers have every
incentive to characterize specific income under one of the lower taxed
miscellaneous sources.

One of the specific contractual commitments which gives rise to possible
conflicts of withholding taxation is payments for the writing of various forms of
academic materials, particularly that of the writing of distance modules. The
controversies over the appropriate withholding tax rates from the payments for
the writing of academic materials took different forms depending on the level of
understanding of the disputing parties involved. Some employees might argue
that these commitments were in the nature of "independent contract of services"
while others might characterize these commitments in the context of transfer of
intellectual property over the materials. For many employees, the complaint is
simply about the high rate of taxation.

The letters to Higher education institutions in Amhara Regional State
(particularly that of Bahr Dar University) probably represent the best example
of how positions shift over the same set of underlying facts on the ground. After
a number of disagreements between university finance employees who tended
to regard payments for the writing of modules as "income from employment"
(thus falling under Schedule "A") and academic employees who asserted that
these payments were not "income from employment," the Universities
organized an ad hoc consortium of legal advisors to mount a challenge to the
practice of regarding payments for the preparation of modules as "income from
employment." The Universities (particularly Bahr Dar) were also concerned



about the negative impact of the withholding tax rates upon the motivation of
staff members to write instructional materials. In any case, the Universities
relayed their legal opinions to the branch office of ERCA (in Bahr Dar). In their
opinions, the Universities argued that these payments were in the nature of
payments for transfer of intellectual property rights (copyrights) over the
instructional materials and should therefore be treated as "royalties" rather than
as "income from employment." This argument of the Universities was able to
sway ERCA at least provisionally as the following letter attests: 65

... iPX nDU ?1 6U4 I-e \A1ibv' N 4Chtffl (h MA?7AP qAaS
h6'nm-1 1fl1.4S? (Mg, kl,7Y1 fl1.6S? 4oyqefl o-P~hC AkjYw. v'q' M77,OJP-g::
9h1'S"ID WP 'PTC 410/96 MN4'l'0 2(3) Tfl, 4 C"7A'/-4 ..*%,... ('Lt-7

hAtn9- ... OIDV_,M4- h?- 4chtffl Xc qff A?a- a)- w-:- ?009(K helf-

07-Nl ka)61 7A£a7,7qa) fWl,6 O MtU3 ?hA fhl (url....

When roughly translated, this reads:

We did not think it was necessary to add to the written opinions
submitted by the legal advisers [of the university] who made a
convincing case for why modules constitute "copyrighted materials."
As Article 2(3) [sic] of Proclamation No. 410/2010 stipulates, works
protected as "copyrighted materials" include books, booklets and
other materials. All works listed in the Proclamation are accorded
copyright protection without any conditions.

Thus... the income the university lecturers derive from the
preparation and writing of modules after signing special contracts
with the University should be treated as income from royalties and
tax withheld in accordance with Article 31 of the Income Tax
Proclamation of 2002 (author's translation).

The opinions of ERCA in the above case did not last for very long as persistent
questions from various universities in different parts of Ethiopia finally forced
ERCA to seek the helping hand of the Ministry of Finance and Economic

65 Ethiopian Revenues Customs Authority, Bahr Dar Branch, Customers Services Business

Process, 08/10/2001 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished



Development and in that proverbial case of curiosity killing the cat, the Ministry
of Finance and Economic Development wrote letters which in effect reversed
the initial hunches of ERCA in the above letter and brought payments for the
writing of modules back to the fold of "income from employment" in many
cases. The following Letter, addressed to Jimma University, is typical of the
current opinion regarding payments for the writing of modules and other
instructional materials in the Universities:

... ? cht-k ,Pcne,4a) W-S?* n,,hcn- 1 S' a qC-?: q hqL ,q-nc

Wk'P 'PC 286/94 M'" 13 W' kP 24 Aa hkO 9 flO'alfl 91fl 'l'PC 78/94 M'N
3 c h'-flc q h4&o%'- h-f-e-HIi4I- avhr'QP gh-f 71 fl'", hwe't'W hawC
9qDWl Xc W9004 /-'-'f C Wtcf hAl , 00"I MWIt hA:: ?- 4Chta)-
Aw-,t'-N ?qD.A 1--1 ?,ath am.l hcifW /tt hw-,t-- ;- ga 1-1 .9C
(loogooc -f-'at-l ?-4- °?'flc -- itf 'f A,+hh qAWIal - o,/(0: W# '/eL °
?a7Anfl4-f0" l a 1--' laA6)h~fb h."/pCqAj: ;66

This reads:

... we have concluded that payments for the writing of modules are
not exempted under Article 13 of the Income Tax Proclamation or
under Article 3 of the Income Tax Regulations issued pursuant to the
Proclamation and are therefore to be aggregated with the monthly
salary of the employees. The University is therefore expected to
compute the tax due after aggregating the payments for the writing
of modules with the monthly salary of employees and deduct and
transmit the tax deducted to the Tax Authorities (translation mine).

The opinion of the Ministry in the quoted Letter did not even attempt to address
the question of whether the payment for the writing of modules was "income
from employment" and took a rather curious position of characterizing the
payments from the angle of whether these payments were "exempted" under the
income tax laws. Having assured itself that these payments were not exempted
under any of the "exemption" provisions of the income tax laws of Ethiopia, the
Ministry took an unwarranted leap in reaching the conclusion that the income
was therefore subject to tax under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax
laws.

66 Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority, Letter written to Jimma University, 24 Megabit

2001 E.C, in Amharic, unpublished



With all due respect to the Ministry, the "exemption" provisions of Ethiopian
income tax laws are a complete non sequiter in this case as none of the parties
claimed that it should be exempted. Even if the conclusion were that payments
for the writing of modules are income from employment, the Ministry should
have analyzed the issue from the relevant provisions of the income tax laws of
Ethiopia that might place these payments under Schedule "A" rather than under
the other schedules of the Ethiopian income tax laws. The Ministry began from
a non-starter - the exemption provisions - and on that account alone, its
position was unwarranted, no matter what we might think about its conclusion.

In another Letter, written to Madda Walabu University, which was cc-ed to
several other universities, the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development
gave the following opinion:

(17(L 01flC Wk 'PT'C 286/2003 M'R' 2(12) h} 6aAh'ti'a A±iaV i-±Wm'a
A-9- shw ?in A7 1-P AAratce ( Inacom a, ProC l AMai No.: :

286/2003 (sc) thmeanin give to "empoyee does- not ov ajq

0- 9DOO.-T Nh.W*: (qDY ) 71"/ki O- C4 wat ffihg9-1 a-CV 01flm; AahhgD,"

undero (a -sp-ecqic0- coQntat,;t v i c-cic s e ae, h swt

proams, pqacicum ok fj%~DA-A-oc medca * stdntsm t part-t

Acnul h orhk- and other-- a A art-tim y.e- te nc of
7W. (laBq, nc ?-fT7Y 7. a)- kQA A,*AgD:: VtfgD 1jn 4cht-ba wet,-*:
ffi Ctf-/ a)-AT -fMathh, M?A-1Aor:2 M'/,,a6, tna) h-ftq- h?- 4Ch-ffl- Xc
OqTC a)-A '~ (laotr - W/,/T- 71 faBqcnC ?t-/7 wa::

Translated, this reads:

As shown in Article 2(12) of Income Tax Proclamation No.

286/2003 (sic), the meaning given to "employee" does not cover a
"contractor." Thus, if employees of other organizations are engaged
under a specific contract to provide specific se seuch as writing
instructional materials (modules), part-time work for summer
programs, practicum work for medical students, part-time
consultancy work and other types of part-time work, the income of
these employees may not be considered as arising from employment.
If full-time employees of universities are, however, engaged to
provide similar services, their payments for these services shall be

considered as arising from employment as they are already engaged
as employees of the universities (translation mine).

The letter written to Madda Walabu University repeats the familiar line of the
tax authorities in these kinds of arguments. If you are a full-time employee,



every other relationship with your employer is defined by your status as a full-
time employee. If you are a part-timer, the nature of the relationship is of no
consequence. Your status as a part-timer defines you as a contractor as long as
your engagement is one of provision of specific services. Although the Letter to
Madda Walabu mentioned Article 2(12) of the Income Tax Proclamation, it,
like many of the Letters written over the years, ended up setting aside the
element of "direction and control" and turned the question of withholding on the
prior relationship and status of the service provider with the employer.

The artificiality of the guidance provided by the Letter can be very cleverly set
aside by a strategy in which universities have the modules written by outside
staff while their full-time staff prepare modules for other universities. Like all
artificial interpretations, this kind of guidance is a recipe for easy avoidance of
the punitive tax rates of the Ethiopian income tax system under Schedule "A" in
particular. It is also easy to note the difference between the letter written to
Jimma University and the letter written to Madda Walabu University. The
Letter written to Jimma University does not make any distinction between full-
time and part-time module preparers while the one written to Madda Walabu
makes the distinction between full-timers and part-timers. Thus, if a part-timer
prepares modules for Jimma, her payments are taxed under Schedule "A"
whereas a part-timer who prepares modules for Madda Walabu and other
universities (to which the letter is copied) will be subject to 2% withholding.

5.4. Income from Employment vs. Income from other sources: the
Less Common Cases of Conflict

We have reviewed the most common incidents of conflicts, but as the
relationships between employees and employers are complex and intricate, so
are some of the forms of income flows from employers to employees. The
relationships between employers and employees cannot be reduced to the
simple matrix of employment relationships, although that often forms the basis
of their relationship. The relationships between employees and employers may
at times be found in concurrence with the personal relationships of husbands
and wives, of fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, debtors and creditors,
shareholders and companies, writers and publishers, donors and donees, and so
on.



Sometimes, these other relationships are so closely intertwined with the
employment relationships that it is by no means clear whether the benefits
flowing therefrom are income from employment or from the other relationships.
In a schedular income tax system of Ethiopia, these questions are not cerebral
jigsaw puzzles but real life questions that require careful consideration of all the
elements surrounding each of these relationships and their bearings upon an
employment relationship. They sometimes constitute the difference of paying
taxes or not paying taxes or paying taxes at lower tax rates if we succeed in
characterizing the income as flowing from other relationships. They also open
up tremendous opportunities for tax planning by those sophisticated enough to
understand the tax implications and thus to structure their relationships in ways
that at times eliminate or at least reduce their tax liabilities.

How much these other relationships are mingled or intermixed with
employment relationships in practice requires additional researches, but let's
point out some specific cases in which the boundaries might, at least at first
sight, be blurred for tax purposes.

One possibility or incident for conflict is between income from "employment"
and income from "interest." Many employees are known to have organized
credit unions which serve as saving financial institutions for the benefit of
employees. As taxes are withheld from salaries and wages of employees, a
certain amount is withheld monthly from the salaries of employees, which are
then placed under the administration of employers for investment and provision
of credit facilities to employee members of the credit unions. Employees are
paid interest (at least interest accrues in favor of employees) and dividends
every year from the saving funds of the credit unions. Some employers are
known to borrow from the saving funds in return for the payment of interest.

One of the rare instances in which this kind of dispute found its way to courts
involved the payment of interest by an employer on a provident fund. In Shell
Ethiopia vs. Inland Revenue Administration, cited above,67 Shell Ethiopia
Ltd (the predecessor of Oil Libya) entered into a collective agreement in which
the Trade Union in Shell Ethiopia allowed the Company to use (in effect lent)

67 See Shell Ethiopia Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration, supra note 43



provident funds held in the name and on behalf of workers in return for the
payment of interest at the rate of 7%. The then Tax Authority - Inland Revenue
Administration (IRA) thought that Shell Ethiopia should have withheld the tax
due on the interest paid for the use of the provident funds in the name of
employees. Shell Ethiopia protested that it had no obligation to withhold tax on
the interest, arguing that the interest was not income from employment but from
interest, which was not taxable.

The Tax Appeal Commission at the time decided in favor of the Tax Authority
and ruled that Shell Ethiopia Ltd was required to withhold tax on the interest,
and this was confirmed by the then High Court. The case finally went on appeal
to the Supreme Court, which reversed the decisions of both the Tax Appeal
Commission and the High Court. The reasoning of the Supreme Court was that
the payment constituted an interest and not an income from employment and
therefore did not give rise to the obligation of the employer (Shell Ethiopia Ltd.)
to withhold tax under Schedule "A". The Tax Appeal Commission and the High
Court at the time considered the coincidence of the employment relationship as
determinative of the nature of the income as arising from that of "employment"
while the Supreme Court at the time quite sensibly thought the "employment
relationship" was not the source of the income; the source of the income being
the creditor-debtor relationship established between employees as a group and
their employer giving rising to "interest."

The Shell Ethiopia case illustrates that disputes regarding income from
employment or payments in the context of employment may raise questions as
to whether in specific cases employers have the duty to withhold income taxes,
or if they have to withhold income taxes, under which of the schedules, and
sometimes if they have any obligation to withhold income taxes at all. Due to
innovations in employment and industrial relationships, the situation is even
going to get more complicated in the future.

In many parts of the world, and perhaps increasingly so in Ethiopia, many
employees obtain benefits which are difficult to characterize as income solely
from employment. The famous John Lewis model in England, for example, runs
on the philosophy of full employee participation as board directors, managers



and shareholders of a business enterprise.68 Employees of these types of

companies obtain income from two principal streams, both of which are closely

related: salaries or wages, and dividends. Employees may also be invited to

purchase shares at less than market value or be guaranteed a repurchase of the

shares at a certain fixed price even though the price of the shares has fallen in

the market. 
69

In Ethiopian context, the conflict over "income from employment" vs. "income

from dividends" arises frequently with respect to payments to corporate

directors. 70 Some public companies have provisions for the payment of 10% of

the profits of a company to corporate directors as an incentive and

compensation for the latter's services.71 These payments have divided opinions

within the tax authorities.72 Some are of the opinion that these payments should

be characterized as "income from employment" and be subject to income tax

withholding under Schedule "A" of Ethiopian income tax laws, while others

have argued that these payments are in the nature of "dividends" as they are
",73payments from the "net profits of the company.

It has been reported that many companies and corporate directors are reluctant

to pay income tax under Schedule "A" (for obvious reasons of the higher

marginal tax rates under Schedule "A") and have only shown willingness to pay

the 10% dividend withholding tax.74 The tax authorities have blamed the

problem on the lack of clarity and of details in the Ethiopian income tax laws. 5

68 See Keith Bradley and Saul Estrin, "Profit Sharing in the British Retail Trade Sectors: The

Relative Performance of John Lewis Partnership," The Journal of Industrial Economics, Vol.
XL, September 1992, pp. 291-3004
69 See Abimbola A. Olowofoyeku, James Kirk Bride and Deborah Butler, Revenue Law:

Principles and Practice (3 edition, 2003), Liverpool Academic Press, pp. 107-108
70 See ht4W',(AZl N K h lo% h AU"1 qA-904 h,,-k oY, X+Y?'- hA'pQTWf ?'qPfl 6?AQ 'C:'.

OILU'Y 2003 .?. YeP';--. see also Revision Proposals of the Large Tax Taxpayers' Branch
Office, ERCA, Addis Ababa, 2004 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
71 Companies are allowed under the Commercial Code of Ethiopia (1960) to allocate a fixed
annual remuneration and a specified share in the net profits of financial year, which may not in
any event exceed 10% of the net profits; see Commercial Code of Ethiopia (1960), Article 353
72 Revision Proposals of the Large Tax Taxpayers' Branch Office, supra note 70
73 Ibid
74 Ibid
75 Ibid



Unless the boundaries are defined properly through detailed rules, the
incidences for tax planning and abuse can be numerous.

5.5. Withholding Practices: Case Studies of Three Higher Education
Institutions

In view of the divergent interpretations sampled above, divergent practices of
withholding taxation in various organizations and institutions are to be
expected. In any case, three higher education institutions in Addis Ababa have
been selected for purposes of comparing how similar payments to employees
and part-time employees are treated for tax purposes. Two of them are public
institutions while one is a private higher education institution. The names of the
three higher education institutions are withheld and represented instead as
PuB1, Pub2 and PrV1. Some of the most common forms of payments to
employees of higher education institutions are used for purposes of comparing
how these institutions withhold taxes upon the various payments to employees
and independent contractors. It must be noted at the outset, however, that some
of these institutions might have changed their practices in some respects after
the interviews were conducted. Some of the institutions have been known to
shift from 2% withholding tax under Schedule "C" to withholding under
Schedule "A" or vice versa after receiving guidance letters from the authorities.

Table 1.2: Comparison of Withholding Practices on Sample Payments in
Three Higher Education Institutions of Addis Ababa (valid up to March,
2012)

Services for
No which Payments Full time Employee Part-time Employee

are Made
PuB 1 Pub2 PrV PuB 1 Pub2 PrV

I Day-time teaching Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule 2% Schedule
(regular) "A ' '76  "A' '"A' 'A" withholding "A"

76 Institutions that treat payments as falling under Schedule "A" often follow the rules of

aggregation in the Income Tax Proclamation; if the employee is a full-timer, the institution
aggregates the income from special contracts with her full-time salary; if the employee is a part-
timer, the institution may require the employee to bring a certificate of employment and salary
from her full-time employer for purposes of aggregation; some of the institutions have been
known to have insisted on their part-time "employees" producing a certificate of employment or
else...



2 Part-time Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule 2% Schedule

(extension) "A" "A" "A" "A" withholding "A"

3 Provisions of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

short term training "A" um (paid "A" (tax free) (Schedule

net of "C")

tax)
77

4 Presentation of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

conference papers "A" um (tax "A" (tax free)

free)

5 Advising/invigilat Honorari Honorari 2% Honorari Honorarium 2%

ion/examination um (paid um (tax um (paid (tax free)
boards net but free net but

tax paid tax paid

by PuB 1) by Pub 1)

6 Consultancy Schedule 2% 2% Schedule 2% 2%

services "A" withholdi "A" withholding

ng

7 Translation Schedule 2% 2% Schedule 2% 2%

services "A" withholdi "A" withholding

ng

8 Editorial Schedule 5% 2% Schedule 5% royalties 2%

services78  "A" royalties "A" tax

tax

9 Assessment of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

research "A" um (tax "A" (tax free)

papers/scholarly free0

articles

10 Preparation of Schedule 5% 2% Schedule 5% royalties 2%

modules79  "A" royalties "A" tax

tax

11 Writing Books Honorari 5% 5%(royal Honorari 5% royalties 5%

ums royalties ties) ums tax (royalties

(paid net tax (paid net tax)

but PuB I but PuB I

reportedl pays tax)

y pays

tax)

77 Merriam Webster's Dictionary describes "honorarium" as "a payment usu. for services on
which custom or propriety forbids a price to be set;" see Webster's Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary, 1984
78 PuB I finance staff may apply 5% under special advisements
79 PuB 1 finance staff may deduct 5% royalties tax under advisement
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Source: this table is a summary of interviews conducted with the finance
staff of the respective higher education institutions in Addis Ababa

It can be seen from the table above that PuB 1 is the harshest or the most faithful

withholder of taxes (depending on who is looking at these practices). The rule in

PuB 1 is to treat virtually every payments made for provisions of services as a

payment to employees - subject to the rules of withholding of income tax under

Schedule "A." The only situation in which PuB 1 appears to concede a ground is

when it pays what it calls "honorariums," which according to PuB l's internal
"rules" are to be paid net of tax. But even then, it is only because PuB1

ostensibly agreed to bear the tax on behalf of the recipients that the latter do not

see the tax withheld - which means that the gross payment in case of

honorariums is far higher than the net payments because the taxes are concealed

from the recipients.

On the contrary, PuB2 appears to have the most lenient rules of withholding

particularly as against part-time providers of services. Except in the case of day-

time and extension teaching duties, PuB2 treats most of the payments for

specific services as either services of independent contracts (subject to 2%), or

as honorariums (tax free as far as the recipients are concerned) or sometimes as

royalties for preparation of modules and books (5% final tax). The rules for

honorariums in PuB2 are based on its own internal rules of payments which

privileged a number of payments as honorariums (e.g. payments for short term

training, conference papers, and advising).

The private higher education institution identified as PrV shares many features
of PuB2. But there are some differences. PrV does not seem to have what PuB 1

and PuB2 call "honorariums." PrV appears to construe payments for

publications more narrowly than PuB2 in that PrV treats payments for

publications as "royalties" only when the writing contributions are published.

That is why writing contributions in the form of modules, which are not

published, are not eligible for "royalties," while contributions in publishable

journals or books of PrV are eligible as "royalties" and therefore subject to 5%
final withholding tax. PrV treats writing contributions for unpublished

manuscripts and monographs as independent contract services and withholds

2% tax from payments made in consideration of these services.



It is quite evident that the three higher education institutions diverge quite
significantly even on payments that are virtually identical on factual grounds.
The paradoxical situation of it is that part-timers who teach the same courses,
the same number of students and of hours are treated as employees in PuB 1 and
PrV and independent contractors in PuB2. By the same token, individuals who
write modules for PuB 1, PuB2, and PrV, respectively, are subject to income tax
under Schedule "A" (the income is aggregated with their regular employment
income), under Schedule "D" (royalties, 5%), and Schedule "C" (2%
withholding). If a writer of a module in PuB 1 has a regular salary above 5000
(the top marginal income bracket), the writer's salary is already in the 35%
marginal tax rate range, which means that a writer of modules in PuB 1 will be
subject to 35% tax rate for all of the payments received for the writing of
modules. Even if we assume that the 2% withholding under Schedule "C" is not
a final tax, the differences among the three institutions for identical payments
are quite astonishing.

6. What is to be Done? Some Modest and Some Not-so-Modest
Proposals

It is clear from the analyses above that none of the laws in this regard (the
Proclamation, Directive, Circular Letter and the private letters) have provided
clear set of solutions to resolve the disputes arising in connection with the
withholding of taxes on employee payments. The Proclamation employs a very
subjective and difficult to pin-down criteria: whether employer exercises
"direction and control" over an employee. The Proclamation does not provide
details on indicators or signposts of "direction and control," virtually leaving it
up to the withholding agents to determine whether there is employment based
on the facts and circumstances of each case. This state of affairs is largely
responsible for all the arbitrary and whimsical decision-makings that
characterize withholding taxes in various institutions, most notably in the higher
education institutions in Ethiopia.

While one would have expected the subsidiary pieces of tax legislation to
provide details on matters of "direction and control," all the subsidiary pieces of
legislation have gone on a path that was not anticipated by a more exacting and
substantive language of the Proclamation. The subsidiary pieces of legislation -



the Regulations, the Directives and the Circular Letters as well as private letters
- essentially sought to resolve the problems by applying "easy" parameters that
are not necessarily consistent with the spirit and language of the Income Tax
Proclamation. The Directives and Circular Letters have drawn the boundaries
based on arbitrary indicators like "whether the person providing the specific
service is a full-time employee or a part-timer" or "whether the service involved
is a specific service or a continuous one," and "whether a person providing
specific services possesses a TIN and sometimes a business license." These
indicators or guideposts are easy to apply but, as we have seen in this article,
they have led to some arbitrary conclusions regarding tax burdens. 80

In view of the cacophony of instructions issued by the tax authorities over the
years, it is really not surprising that various institutions have followed wildly
divergent practices on withholding of taxes. Combined with the subjectivism
that dominates the practice of withholding taxation, the conflicting signals
coming from the tax authorities have only worsened the situation on the ground,
resulting in the violation of both principles of horizontal and vertical equity. If
the Ethiopian income tax system is to restore some modicum of fairness to the
administration of withholding taxation, those in charge of Ethiopian tax
administration must realize that there is a need for fundamental change to the
way withholding taxation is conceived and administered on the ground. The
discriminatory treatments of similar types of payments in various institutions
should provide pause for rethinking about the laws and the practice in this
regard. We propose three major solutions, which can be implemented in three
phases.

6.1. The First Proposal: Provide Uniform Guidance on Elements of
"direction and control"

The simple and obvious solution is of course to clarify the element of "direction
and control" through subsidiary pieces of legislation. It is important to provide
details about instances in which "direction and control" are said to exist (the
facts and circumstances of control and direction), and provide for as many

so It will be interesting for economists to study the efficiency cost of taxation in these instances;

it does not require much research to state that these discrepant practices discourage undertaking
certain kinds of work



examples as can be imagined so that the current disturbing discretionary powers
of withholding agents are cut down considerably. The Directives and Circular
Letters that have surfaced so far have essentially adopted simple parameters that
have ended up practically in setting aside the basic requirement in the Income
Tax Proclamation, that is, "direction and control".

The Directives and Circular Letters have continued to be operational not
because they are consistent with the language and spirit of the Income Tax
Proclamation but because it is not customary to challenge directives and circular
letters when they are found to be inconsistent with higher ranked laws and it is
even less customary for courts to overturn directives and circular letters on
grounds of contravening the mandatory provisions of higher-ranked laws.

It is not snobbish to claim that the solutions in this regard are only a click away.
Many other income tax systems have struggled with the same set of issues on
the question of what types of income should be characterized as "income from
employment" and what types should not. The Courts in the United States have
developed a number of tests to distinguish cases of employment from cases of
"independent contract of services" and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS, the
equivalent of ERCA in Ethiopia) has thoroughly simplified the work of
withholding agents by culling what are known as 20-factor tests from a number
of relevant court decisions. The courts in the UK have similarly attempted to
provide black letter tests for the convenience of withholding agents.82 The
settings in Ethiopia might be much different from the UK and the United States,
but the facts and circumstances of employment in Ethiopia are much simpler
than that of the UK and the United States.

Apart from individual countries, Model Tax Conventions and Commentaries
have also summarized the "essential" facts of "employment" from the
experience of a number of countries.83 The doctrine of "substance over form,"
as elaborated in these Conventions and Commentaries, can also be an

81 IRS Publication 15- A (2012); see also Myra H. Barron, "Who's an Independent Contractor?

Who's an Employee?" 14 Labor Lawyer 457 (1999)
U2 Olowofoyeku et al, supra note 69, pp. 81-85; see also John Tiley, supra note 1, pp. 219-220

83 See United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, UN Double Taxation

Convention between Developed and Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 2011, p.
246



instructive source of inspiration for Ethiopian tax administration.84 It is
incumbent upon the Ethiopian tax administration to develop however many tests
it deems appropriate to help employers distinguish cases of employment from
other relationships based on the comparative experience of mature income tax
systems.

Uniform standards do not guarantee consistency of the standards with the
general standard laid down in the Income Tax Proclamation. The tax authorities
are not impartial bodies for developing standards that are fair to all parties
involved. It is difficult to tell if the tax authorities were not motivated by
considerations of revenue in turning out many of the so-called "guidance
letters" to numberless withholding agents in the past.

The process of establishing uniform standards must therefore be supplemented
and controlled by the intercession of courts. Employees, just like business
persons, should be able to challenge withholding taxes and take both
withholding agents and the tax authorities to courts. The threat of court
challenge alone has tremendous impact upon the behavior of both withholding
agents and tax authorities. Knowing that the person from whose income
withholding taxes are deducted can challenge them before courts, withholding
agents and tax authorities will no longer take the process as cavalierly as they
used to and make all sorts of arbitrary decisions in withholding taxes.

6.2. The Second Proposal: a Flat Withholding Tax on Additional
Income of Employees

The root of the controversies on withholding taxes can be traced to the structural
defects of the Ethiopian income tax system. The income tax brackets and rates
of the Ethiopian income tax system may appear uniform, but these apparent
uniformities have not removed some of the structural discriminations inherent in
the administration of schedular income taxation in Ethiopia. There are still huge
differences in tax burdens between income falling under Schedule "A" and
income falling under the other schedules. When employees demand the 2%
withholding tax instead of aggregation under Schedule "A," they are not just
making scenes to score academic points. Most employees (unaided by subtle

14 See ibid



knowledge of tax laws) know that there is a huge difference between a 2%
withholding tax (which is for many practical reasons almost final) and an
aggregation under Schedule "A" (which for many academic employees means a
35% withholding from the payment for specific work due to the low income
thresholds). Just as it does not take to be a physician to feel the pain of an
ailment, it does not really take any special knowledge of tax law to feel the
pinch of withholding under higher rates of taxation.

While the eventual solution to this problem is to be found in the overhaul of the
schedular income tax system of Ethiopia, solutions short of the overhaul must
be found. Many will agree that employees already pay a lot in income taxes, and
certainly compared to other income earners (lessors, traders, shareholders, etc),
employees are some of the most productive and effective sources of revenue for
the governments of Ethiopia.

Until some parity is established in tax burden distributions among various
categories of income earners (employees, lessors, professionals and traders,
shareholders, etc), it is important to provide a solution that phases out when the
income tax system is thoroughly reformed. One solution is to design a flat tax
rate (under Schedule "D") for income from specific and additional services by
part-time as well as full-time employees. This solution will cut down the
administrative cost of characterizing income as either from employment or self-
employment. It will also remove the temptation for characterizing these types of
income as income from self-employment, thereby making the work of
withholding-agents considerably easier. More importantly, it will remove the
main reason why employers as well as employees fight over the characterization
of income. Finally, it will restore some modicum of fairness to the existing
income tax system as it applies to employees -part-time as well as full-time.

6.3. The Third Proposal: Structural Overhaul of the Schedular
Income Tax System of Ethiopia

The third solution is a long term one, which can only be mentioned in passing
here: making sources of income irrelevant for income tax purposes in



Ethiopia.8 5 The root cause of most controversies regarding the appropriate
withholding taxes in Ethiopia is the schedular income tax structure of Ethiopia,
which takes the source as the ultimate decider of tax burdens in many instances.
There are enormous differences in tax burdens between aggregation under
Schedule "A", and withholding taxes under Schedule "C" (the 2% withholding
tax) and Schedule "D" (the 5% royalty tax) or Schedule "D" (10% dividend
taxation). Many employees are instinctively aware of these enormous
differences and naturally try to persuade the withholding agents to deduct the
2% tax or the 5% tax, as the case may be. Those employees who can afford to
forego the extra income derived from intermittent services simply swear never
to undertake those extra duties. Others may be willing to grind the routine out
regardless of the tax burden, but they are probably not showing as much
enthusiasm in their extra work.

The structural overhaul of the schedular income tax structure of Ethiopia can
take many forms and it will take another research of its own to go into details of
that nature. But it can be suggested in passing that Ethiopia either i) revise its
income tax laws within the framework of the schedular income tax structure in
such a way that the burdens among the various sources of income are at least
comparable, if not outright equal; or ii) introduce a flat income tax system like
many Eastern European countries so that all sources of income are subject to the
same flat tax rate regardless of the source of income. 86

7. Concluding Remarks

The scope of the various schedules of Ethiopian income tax is a source of
controversy in many places. Since Ethiopian income tax bases income tax
liability exclusively upon the source (expressed mostly in schedules), this
structure of Ethiopian income tax is not only a source of disputes in various
places but also of huge tax planning opportunities by those having the resources
to detect and manipulate the loopholes of Ethiopia's income tax laws. This
article has attempted to highlight the extent of the problems by reference to one

85 How long this is going to take depends on how quickly tax reforms are pushed through; going

by how easily the Value Added Tax was introduced in 2002, that time might be sooner than we
think.
86 For the insights on the flat tax model, see OECD, Fundamental Reform of Personal Income

Tax (2006), OECD Tax Policy Studies, No. 13, Paris
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of the sources of income subject to withholding taxation in Ethiopia: income
from employment under Schedule "A".

It is easy to see why the taxation of this source and related incomes can become
a source of controversy in various working places. Employees wear "many
hats" like other members of society. Employees may be lessors, traders,
licensed professionals, writers and/or inventors, shareholders, savers/depositors,
property owners, etc. The current income tax structure of Ethiopia is such that
employees pay multiple but separate individual income taxes when they
generate income from their multiple activities. Apart from the withholding
income tax under Schedule "A," an employee who rents her house pays an
income tax under Schedule B, who is engaged in business pays tax under
Schedule "C," who publishes a book and derives royalties, under Schedule "D,"
obtains dividends from shares in companies under Schedule "D", earns interest
from bank deposits under Schedule "D," etc. None of these "income" taxes are
related with one another although the person who derives these various types of
"income" is one.

The various disputes that arise in connection with the appropriate withholding
taxes on supplementary forms of income in the context of employment arise
from this basic structure of the Ethiopian income tax system. The differences in
tax burdens at times are so huge that employees and employers (through their
agents) frequently disagree over the characterization of the source of income.
The withholding practices have also become a source of outrageous
discriminatory treatments of the same forms of payments in various places.
Employees who have been subject to less onerous tax rates have been more than
pleased to be treated as such while employees who have been subject to heavier
burdens of tax on their supplementary income are observed complaining about
the impact of the tax upon their work ethic and their desire to assume extra
work.

Apart from design issues, which, as seen in this article, are considerable, it is
important to appreciate the nature of the problems involved and the professional
background and training of those tasked with withholding taxes on a daily (or
monthly) basis. The technical language of the Income Tax Proclamation is
intelligible (if at all) only to those having adequate training in law, particularly



tax and employment law. The irony of the whole process of withholding
taxation in Ethiopia is that actual decisions are made by agents who are least
qualified to decide cases where "direction and control" are said to exist and
cases where these are said not to exist. Since it is not customary to seek legal
opinions until late after disputes reach courts, it is likely that most withholding
agents decide these cases without bothering about the legal implications of their
decisions. The withholding agents are moved to seek the opinions of the tax
authorities largely on the instigations of the persons from whose income tax is
withheld, and as many of the queries show, the authorities are drawn into these
questions largely because many withholding agents (ill-trained as they are in
matters of the law) are completely unaware of the requirements of the Income
Tax Proclamation or uncertain about the taxes that should be withheld on so
many different types of payments made in the context of employment. The only
surprise has been that the authorities have chosen a more difficult path of
responding to individual queries as they arise rather than providing guidance in
all matters pertaining to withholding on income from employment and other
related incomes.

It is quite clear that these questions will be with us for as long as the structure of
income taxation lacks neutrality with respect to the sources of income taxation.
Until design issues are resolved as to make sources of income irrelevant for tax
purposes in Ethiopia, it is important to provide withholding agents with detailed
guidelines either through directives or advance rulings so that the agents will
have little discretion in making judgments about what withholding tax rates are
appropriate in specific situations. It is impossible to anticipate all sorts of
payments that are made in various working places, but it is quite possible to
cover most of them in the guidelines. It is quite possible to reduce the number of
discretionary and arbitrary decisions that are made in this regard, decisions that
have been based not on the substance of the services performed or the overall
relationships of the parties but on some arbitrary factors like whether the work
is full-time or part-time. The tax authorities have avoided the substance of the
contractual relationships and opted for the formal aspects of contracts (such as
the status of the employee as a part-timer or full-timer). This cavalier approach
to the question will not do. Instead of writing letters for withholding agents as
the queries pour in, the tax authorities should approach the problem with utmost



seriousness, conduct research and provide guidance that puts many (if not all) of

the questions to rest.

In this regard, it is incumbent upon the tax authorities to ensure that their

guidelines are consistent with the language and spirit of the Income Tax

Proclamation. Simple or easy-to-follow guidelines need not and should not set

aside the meaning of "employment" vis-d-vis "independent contract" as set

down in the Income Tax Proclamation. If you don't like the law, the right

approach is not to breach it, but conduct yourself in accordance with its dictates.

If you don't like to conduct yourself in accordance with its dictates, the right

approach is not to write the law yourself, but to have it written by those

empowered to make laws, in this case, the House of Peoples' Representatives.



50 Years of Legal Education in Ethiopia: A Memoir

Stanley Z. Fisher*

In this paper I describe my experience as one of the early members of the Haile

Selassie I University (H.S.I.U.), Law Faculty, and share my reflections on

developments in the ensuing years.

Shortly after graduating from law school, I accepted a Fellowship to work for

the government of Tanzania for one year, starting in September 1963. My law

school classmate, Steven Lowenstein,' invited me to apply for a teaching post

at the newly founded Haile Selassie I University Law School (H.S.I.U.), which

was funded by the Ford Foundation.2 Lowenstein was one of the pioneer

faculty. In December, 1963 I flew to Addis Ababa for an interview with Dean

Paul and faculty members. When the Dean offered me a teaching job starting

in September, 1964, I excitedly agreed to come for one year. That this "one

year" would stretch to four, and lead to several return visits over the next half

century, I had no inkling. 3

Founding of the Law School

The Law School was established in 1963, with the primary mission of teaching
the new Ethiopian legal codes. On September 23, 1963, Emperor Haile
Selassie, as University Chancellor, formally opened the Law School

*Professor of Law, Boston University Law School. The author served as Assistant Professor,

Haile Selassie I University Law Faculty from1964-1968. This paper is based on a talk
delivered by the author at the University of Addis Ababa Law School on October 10, 2013.
The author gratefully acknowledges the contribution of his former Law Faculty colleague,
Harrison Dunning, for his helpful comments on a preliminary draft of this paper.
'See Steven Lowenstein, Materials for the Study of the Penal Law of Ethiopia (Addis Ababa,
1965).
2 More precisely, the funding came from a Ford-funded project whose acronym was
"SAILER," for "Staffing African Institutions of Legal Education and Research." For a history
(and assessment) of the SAILER project see Jayanth K. Krishnan, "Academic SAILERS: The
Ford Foundation and the Efforts to Shape Legal Education in Africa, 1957-1977," 52 Am. J.
Legal Hist. 262 (2012). Between 1962 and 1967 SAILER helped staff and provided other
support for law schools in ten African countries. Id., at 313. For a detailed account of the
founding and operation of the Law School in Addis Ababa see id., at 291-300.
3 1 made short return visits to Addis Ababa in 1972, to conduct research, in 1992, as a Visiting
Professor at the U.A.A. Law School, and in 2013. See also James C.N. Paul, "Seeking the
Rule of Law in Africa," 10 Experience 21, 24 (2000), reporting that he came to Ethiopia
expecting to stay "two, possibly three, years" and stayed for nearly seven.
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building.4A few months later, when I first visited, the School had seven faculty
members (mainly American), 23 full time LL.B. students, and 40 evening
LL.B. students. Three years later, in 1966, 550 students were enrolled in all of
the courses offered by the Law School. Before addressing this rapid growth, I
will say a word about the first, intrepid batch of law students.

When, in the summer of 1963, students signed up to study law, there was still
no School. The students were told that, by September, the Dean, the teachers,
and the library were "on their way" to Addis.5From their point of view they
were the "guinea pigs" in an experiment: they would be taught mainly6 by
teachers who were teaching Ethiopian law for the first time. Actually, as a
graduating pioneer student wrote, they were "learning together" with their
teachers.7The students in the School's early years were bright, hard-working
and enthusiastic. Among those in the early batches I was privileged to teach
were a number whose names are widely known because of their prominence in
Ethiopian affairs. 8I shall later say more about our students.

Two Important People

In establishing and building the Law School, we faced an array of challenges,
which I shall discuss below. Before doing so, I must say something about two
exceptional people, who played especially important roles in the story.

The first is James Paul, the first dean of the School, for whom the law library is
now named. Paul was teaching at the University of Pennsylvania Law School
in the United States, when he became interested in promoting legal education
in Africa. 9 He accepted the Deanship in Addis Ababa in response to the
Emperor's personal invitation, conveyed in a long-distance telephone call

4 This account of the early years of the Law School draws heavily on Dean James C.N. Paul,
"Our Faculty," The Balance and the Sword. (vol. 1 no. 1, May 21, 1966) (unpublished mimeo,
on file with the author). pp. 2-5.
5 Zerabruke Aberra, "The Freshmen - Seniors," The Balance and the Sword, id., p. 7.
6The one exception was Professor George Krzeczunowicz, discussed infra, who had taught
Ethiopian law at the University College in Addis Ababa.
7 Ibid.
8 They included, to name only a few, Professor Selamu Bekele, Yacob Haile-Mariam, Bulcha
Demeksa, Fasil Nahum, Aberra Jembere, Ababiya Abajobir, Daniel Haile and Abiyu Geleta.
9 The evolution of Dean Paul's involvement in African legal education is discussed in
Krishnan, supra n. 3, at 276-78. See also Paul, "Seeking" supra n. 4.
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made by H.S.I.U. President Kassa Wolde Mariam. 10 Dean Paul secured a Ford
Foundation grant to establish the law school in Addis Ababa, and he hired the
staff. For the School's first few years he provided leadership as Dean, while
teaching Constitutional Law. In 1967 Paul left the Deanship to serve as Vice
President for Academic Affairs at H.S.I.U. Upon his return to the United
States, he served for several years as Dean of Rutgers School of Law - Newark.
Active in the African Law Section of the American Association of Law
Schools, he published writings on international human rights law, and
developing constitutional orders in sub-Saharan Africa.11After the fall of the
Derg, Dean Paul served as a consultant to the Ethiopian Constitutional
Commission. He was also chosen by Ethiopia to sit on the Eritrea-Ethiopia
Claims Commission.

Dean Paul passed away in 2011, but remains loved and respected by many
former students and colleagues. As an expression of his devotion to the cause
of legal education in Ethiopia and Eritrea, before his death Dean Paul
generously established a scholarship fund for support of graduates from law

10 Dean Paul described Lij Kassa's message as: "I am standing in the presence of His Imperial

Majesty who commands - I mean requests - I mean invites - you to come to Ethiopia to start a
law school in His new university as its first dean. Will you come?" Paul, supra n. 4, at 23-24.
Writing in the year 2000, Dean Paul also related the following anecdote:

The Emperor took a keen interest in the law school--dropping in for "informal visits"
at odd hours. One evening his motorcade drew up just as a late faculty meeting was
breaking up, just as [Dean Paul's wife] Peggy also arrived, gorgeously attired for a
party we were to attend. As usual, I escorted the emperor about, and fortunately, the
library was full of busy students -- making a good impression. The emperor spoke
little English, but he was quite fluent in French. My two years of high school training
in that language were hardly up to the task. I introduced him to the faculty. "Et qui est
elle?" ("Who is she?") he asked, pointing to my lovely wife, and I replied "Oh
majestie, c'est mon mari," (literally, "Your majesty, it is my husband"). The emperor
looked at Peggy, then at me, registering both disgust and amusement, and muttered
"Impossible." He then shook my hand and said slowly in English, "If you wish to
please me, you must improve either your Amharic or your French." Id., at 24- 25.

"See, e.g., James C.N. Paul, "Some Observations on Constitutionalism, Judicial Review and
Rule of Law in Africa", 35 Ohio St. L.J, 851 (1974); James C.N. Paul, "Human Rights and
Legal Development: Observations on Some African Experiences", Int'l Human Rts L & Prac.,
23-27 (Chicago: American Bar Association 1978); James C.N. Paul, "Developing Human
Rights for Development By and For People", Third World Legal Stud., 54 (1984); James C.N.
Paul, "Putting Internal Security Forces Under the Rule of Human Rights Law: The Need for a
Code of Universal Principles Regulating Their Governance", Third World L. Stud., 233
(1990); James C.N. Paul, "Law and Development into the 1990s: The Need to Use
International Law to Impose Accountability to People on International Development
Actors", 11 Third World L. Studies 1 (1992).
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schools in Ethiopia and Eritrea who are seeking advanced law degrees. Former
expatriate law faculty made additional donations to the fund, which is now
administered by the Yale Law School. Hopefully, one or more graduates of the
U.A.A. Law School will, in future, be able to benefit from Dean Paul's
generosity.

The second founding member of the Law School faculty I will mention is
Professor George Krzeczunowicz, a Polish scholar who, before establishment
of the HSIU Law School in 1963, taught law at the University College from
1952-1962. Professor Krzeczunowicz joined the Law School faculty in 1963,
and taught there for many years. An avid scholar, he published more than 20
articles on Ethiopian law. In the early years of the Law School, Professor
Krzeczunowicz provided a strong voice for the "civilian" point of view in a
faculty led and predominantly staffed by teachers trained in the common law
tradition. Thus, when his American colleagues proposed to establish the
Journal of Ethiopian Law, which was to include selected High Court and
Supreme Imperial Court decisions, Professor Krzeczunowicz dissented. In his
view, the act of publishing court decisions might imply that they were to be
accorded precedential authority - a status acceptable in a common law system,
but not appropriate in Ethiopia's Code-dominated system, where authority
resided only in the legislation itself. 12For better or for worse, Professor
Krzeczunowicz's view on this issue did not prevail.

The Main Challenges

Among the many challenges facing Dean Paul and his original group of
teachers, five stand out. These were:

1. The need for continued adequate funding;
2. The lack of teaching materials, or background materials on the

sources of the codes;
3. The lack of an adequate law library;

12 Although modern civil law practice has since evolved, civil law systems traditionally did not
accord the same precedential value to judicial decisions as did common law systems. See, e.g.,
Mary Garvey Algero, "The Sources of Law and the Value of Precedent: a Comparative and
Empirical Study of a Civil Law State in a Common Law Nation," 65 La. L. Rev. 775 (2004-
2005). As I recall, Professor Krzeczunowicz's opposition to publishing court decisions was
rooted also in his concern lest decisions which were flawed would, by virtue of publication,
come to be regarded as correct.



4. The unfamiliarity of most of the first group of (mainly American)

teachers with the civil law system;

5. The unfamiliarity of most faculty members with Ethiopian law,

language, culture and legal practices.

An additional challenge arose in the mid-sixties, when student politics became

more radical: what was the proper role of faculty members, as foreign guests in

Ethiopia, when our students clashed with the government? I will touch on the

faculty's responses to all of these challenges, below.

My own situation will illustrate the fourth- and fifth- listed challenges above.

Although I had some background in African law, culture and language, 1I

arrived in Addis Ababa knowing little about Ethiopia. As the product of an

American legal education, neither was I familiar with the structure or methods

of civil law systems. Because the Criminal Procedure Code, which I was

assigned to teach, was reputedly based upon common law sources, I was in

theory not disadvantaged. However, this comfort proved false,14 and I was

soon at work trying to master continental concepts of penal law and

procedure. 15

One might ask why, seeing as most16 faculty in the early years arrived ignorant

of Ethiopian law, language and conditions, did we not recruit trained Ethiopian

lawyers to join the full-time 17 teaching staff? The answer is simple, but might

surprise some readers. In 1963 Ethiopia only had a handful of university-

trained lawyers, who were needed to fill key positions in the courts and the

13 In non-degree study at London's School of Oriental and African Studies, I had been exposed

to African customary law, East African culture and the Swahili language.
14 In fact, some important provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code were drawn from

continental sources. See, e.g., Fisher, "Some Aspects of Ethiopian Arrest Law: the Eclectic
Approach to Codification," J. Eth. L. , vol. 3, no. 2 (1966) 463.
15 In my second year on the Faculty I was given responsibility to teach the Ethiopian Penal
Code of 1957, which was based on continental sources.
16 Besides Professor Krzeczunowicz, one must point to faculty members such as Norman

Singer, Everett Goldberg, Lawrence Church, and Owen Cylke, who were Peace Corps
volunteers, as exceptions. Before taking up duties in Ethiopia, Peace Corps volunteers attended
orientation programs that included instruction in Amharic. Most faculty, however, including
myself, were not Peace Corps volunteers. Thus, we had less preparation for life in Ethiopia
than our Peace Corps colleagues and, unfairly, were compensated more generously!
17 Some Ethiopian lawyers assisted the School by teaching part-time.
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ministries. 1Therefore, foreign lawyers were required to establish and, for a

time, to operate the country's first law school. However, the goal of Dean Paul

and his American successors was to "Ethiopianize" the faculty as soon as it

was feasible to do so. In the first decade of the School's existence, substantial

progress was made toward achieving this goal. 19

Basic Decisions

Dean Paul and the founding staff members made several basic decisions in

1963 that were to shape the Law School's future growth.20 These were:

First, "to develop and expand part-time programs to provide basic legal

education ... to persons [then] engaged in legal administration.... 21 Thus, in

the first few years, the School established:
- certificate and diploma classes in law, some of which were offered

in our extension law school in Asmara;22

- at the request of a group in Parliament, a course in public law given

both in English and Amharic;23 and
- translation of teaching materials from English into Amharic.24

Many law school classes, including a section of the LL.B. program, were

taught in the evenings.

Second, in view of an almost total absence of teaching texts and code source

materials, to expand the faculty so that each teacher would be expected to teach

only one subject, and to develop teaching materials for that subject.25

Third, to attempt to expand further staff recruitment to include teachers, able to

teach in English, who were "trained in continental law and civilian methods."26

18 I refer to such people as Attorney General Teshome Haile Mariam, Vice-Minister of Justice

Belatchew Asrat, and private practitioner Tefari Berhane.
19 By 1969 three Ethiopian teachers were on the staff, and by 1973, Ethiopians comprised 12 of
the 21 teachers on staff. See Krishnan, supra n. 3, nn. 183 and 186.
20 This account is based on Paul, "Our Faculty," supra n. 5, at pp. 2-5.
21 Ibid.

22 Ibid
23 Ibid
24 Ibid
25 My own initial assignment was criminal procedure, for the teaching of which I had only the
Criminal Procedure Code itself. In fact, some articles on the Code existed in foreign law
journals, but I did not learn of them until three or four years later.
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To accomplish this goal, Dean Paul traveled twice in the first two years to

France, Germany, England, Canada and the United States.27 By the end of the
School's third year of existence, the teaching staff had grown to 16 full time

and 10 part-time members,2 8 many of whom came from "mixed" or civil law
systems, including France, Canada, Germany, Scotland, Belgium and Finland.

Fourth, to seek new sources of outside funding to supplement the School's

initial grant from the Ford Foundation. 29 Over the next two years Dean Paul's

fund-raising efforts bore fruit. For example, he obtained a second generous

grant from the Ford Foundation; a British grant to fund a teacher from

Edinburgh University, in Scotland; a Belgian government grant to fund a

teacher from Belgium, and a gift of books; and funds from other sources in the

United States to support library development, and to pay student research

assistants. All of these grants helped supplement funding received from the

University.

Fifth, Dean Paul established a research and publication program, to serve two

goals: 1) "to provide the core of materials needed for instructional purposes,

and 2) begin to provide a body of available expository material on modern

Ethiopian law." 30 To advance the latter goal, the School in cooperation with

the Ministry of Justice published, in 1964, the first issue of the Journal of

Ethiopian Law, containing scholarly articles and court opinions. The Law

Library collection "grew [between 1963 and 1966] from zero to about 8000

books."3
1 This growth was assisted by financial grants and by consultation

from an American law librarian. Subsequently, the School was able to staff the

Library with a professional librarian.32 Regarding teaching materials, by the

end of our third year five books on Ethiopian law had been published, and

more works were in progress.33

26 Paul, "Our Faculty," supra n. 5, at p. 3.
27 Ibid.
28Id., at 5.
29 This paragraph is based on Paul, "Our Faculty," supra n. 5, at p.3.
30Id., at 4.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.

33Id., at 5. Among the books on Ethiopian law published in the first three years were Philippe
Graven, An Introduction to Ethiopian Penal Law (1965); Steven Lowenstein, Materials for
the Study of the Penal Law of Ethiopia (Addis Ababa, 1965); Kenneth Redden, The Law
Making Process in Ethiopia (1966) and Ethiopian Legal Formbook (1966); Robert Sedler, The
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Looking back, primary credit for the School's substantial growth and scholarly

productivity in the early years must go to the extraordinary vision and

dedication of Dean Paul. His success in obtaining financial support to fund a

low teacher-student ratio made possible the production of research materials by

faculty.34Of vital importance, also, was the hard work and commitment of

staff, students and members of the Ethiopian legal community.

Our 1966 Graduating Class: "The Balance and the Sword."

When I left Ethiopia for home in 1968, among the mementos I took was the

first issue of "The Balance and the Sword," a publication of the H.S.I.U. Law

Student Association.35To give the flavor of our early years, I will quote from

three items in that issue. The first, reporting a law suit filed by our students

against the University, illustrates the readiness of our students to put their

book-learning into practice, by challenging authority. The second, regarding

"Law House," reveals our students' commitment to improve the conditions of

law study for future generations. The third, written by the only woman student

in our first batch, offers a glimpse into a past that differs radically from the

current state of affairs in Ethiopia.

1. A lawsuit against the University. The announcement stated:

THE E.U.S. PROGRAM CHALLENGED IN COURT. The senior,
Pioneer Law Students, have instituted a case against the Haile
Sellasie [sic] I University. The issue of the dispute is whether the
University under the Imperial Charter creating it, has the power of
making a program of University service a degree requirement. The
case is in the High Court waiting to be disposed of very soon.36

Conflict of Laws in Ethiopia (1965). Scholarly works in progress by 1966 included Peter
Strauss and Paulos Tzadua, transl., The Fetha Nagast (1968), S.Z. Fisher, Ethiopian Criminal
Procedure (1969), and William Ewing, Consolidated Laws of Ethiopia (1972).
3aA Ford Foundation grant for research and publication supported, inter alia, a six month
research leave in London for me to investigate the sources of the Criminal Procedure Code.
35The Balance and the Sword (vol. 1, no. 1, May 21, 1966) n.p.
36 Reportedly, in Ababiva Abajobir et al vs. Haile Sellassie University, the High Court ruled
against the students' challenge. Email communication to author from Alexandra (Hamawi)
Kontos, July 11, 2014.



2. Ground-breaking for a "Law House."37 The announcement was headed:

IT IS WITH GREAT PLEASURE THAT THE HOUSING
COMMITTEE ANNOUNCES THAT THE GROUND BREAKING
FOR THE "LAW HOUSE" IS TO TAKE PLACE TODAY, MAY
21, 1966.

Law House was designed to provide "modest but adequate housing for the

present and future law students... which is now notoriously lacking .... It would

contain twenty double rooms for sleeping and studying, a modest ... lounge

and central bathroom facilities." The concern was mainly for students who

came from the provinces, most of whom "live in deplorable conditions and

must have better housing if they are to profit from law study. There are no

university dormitories for every student." Many students "live far from the

University in conditions that gravely affect their academic work .... [and that]

affect the intellectual development of those who must staff [the] Ethiopian

legal profession of tomorrow." This announcement ended with an appeal for

financial assistance from the "business, legal, governmental and university

leadership of Ethiopia."

In succeeding years the Law School community tried, but apparently failed, to

find the funds needed to realize this ambitious goal.38

3. Women's Legal Education. Alexandra Hamawi, a member of the first

graduating class of LL.B. students, contributed an article titled "The One and

Only," from which the following excerpts are drawn:

Being the only girl in a Faculty of the University is a fascinating but
at the same time a rather frustrating experience.... I will never forget
my first days in the Law School; the terror that overtook me the first
time I went into a class with nothing but men around me.... What
made the experience even worse was that law was - and still is -
regarded as a field reserved exclusively for men, so that I was looked
upon as an intruder. I came to be known everywhere as "the" girl

37 This section is drawn from The Balance and the Sword, supra n. 35.
38 In an internal memorandum the following year, Dean Paul announced, regarding Law
House: "I have signed a contract with the Building College - on behalf of the Law School. If
we don't raise the remaining $10,000 either I may be jailed for my debt or Law House may
lack a roof. I know we can do it. Will we?" Memorandum from Dean Paul to "Colleagues at
the Faculty of Law - Staff and Students", (unpublished mimeo, June 8, 1967) at 3 (on file with
the author).



who was studying law. On one occasion, I was introduced to a
Government official who in reply to statement that I was studying in
the Faculty of Law, said: "So you are the one!"

When I completed my first year, I was hoping that my example
would urge other girls to join the Law School. But here I am, almost
at the end of my third year, and I am still alone....

My only wish is that, in the years to come, ladies will feel less
reluctant to join the Law School. I have fought the first phase of this
war. Their task is bound to be much easier.

I am certain that Ms. Hamawi would be proud of the fact that her example has
been followed by so many women, and that law in Ethiopia is no longer
regarded as a field "reserved exclusively for men."

The Contributions of Our Students

Among the many contributions to the Law School's progress made by our
students, the greatest I believe was their conduct of research. Although most
faculty members could not penetrate the mysteries of Ethiopian language,
culture and legal practices, they were able to use our capable and energetic
students as their "eyes and ears." A few examples will illustrate the extent to
which my own students made important contributions to Ethiopian legal
scholarship.

1. In response to my interest in traditional criminal procedure, two students,
Seifu Felleke and Nebiyeleul Kifle, 39 started an Amharic language radio
program in which they invited listeners to submit accounts of traditional
procedures, such as lebashai and affersata. They also wrote a weekly
column on this subject in an Amharic language newspaper, requesting
reader comments. In addition, my research assistant, Daniel Haile, 40

translated Italian language traveler commentaries for me. I later
incorporated the work of these students in my own writings on traditional
Ethiopian criminal procedure. 41

39 Both were enrolled in the evening LL.B. program.
40 Later Dean of the A.A.U. Law School.
41See Stanley Z. Fisher, "Traditional Criminal Procedure in Ethiopia," 19 Am. J. Comp. L. 709
(1971).



2. My book, Ethiopian Criminal Procedure, 42 was greatly improved by

incorporating student research on actual practices by police and judges.

For example:

a. A research paper by Bulcha Demeksa on bail practices. 43 His

interviews of police officers and judges revealed regular denial of

arrestees' right to bail, driven by official presumptions of arrestee

guilt, rather than innocence;

b. A research paper by Abiyu Geleta, 44 revealing regular police

disregard of the duty to obtain judicial warrants before carrying out

searches and seizures;

c. A research paper by Worku Tafera45 on the appointment of counsel

by High Court judges in Addis Ababa, showing the absence of

uniform criteria governing the provision of appointed defense

counsel.

In addition, our students played a vital role in selecting and translating court

opinions from Amharic into English, for possible publication in the Journal of

Ethiopian Law. Through such efforts did our students help their teachers

understand how the law in the courts and police stations compared to the law in

the Proclamations and Codes.

Faculty Reactions to Conflict between Our Students and the Government

As a teacher of penal law and procedure, I had to consider how freely I and my

students could critically discuss official actions that curtailed individual rights.

I was given to understand from the start that one could criticize government

practices, so long as one did not directly criticize his Imperial Majesty!

However, later events forced faculty - as well as students - to make difficult

choices. I shall give examples.

42 Stanley Z. Fisher, Ethiopian Criminal Procedure, (Oxford University Press, 1969).
43 Bulcha Demeksa, "The Law and Practice of Bail in Ethiopia" (unpublished, 1965) quoted
id., at 157.
44 Abiyu Geleta, "The Search and Seizure Exclusionary Rule in the Ethiopian Law,"
(unpublished, 1965) quoted id., at 137.
45 Worku Tafara, "Indigent Defendant's Right to Counsel in High Court Trials in Addis
Ababa," (unpublished, 1965) quoted id., at 269.
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1. An Incident at the Laboratory School.46

A fight in May, 1967 between Eritrean and Shoan students at the University

Laboratory School resulted in serious injuries. After an internal investigation,

the University President announced that sixteen 12 th grade Lab School students

had been confined to Kolfe Police training station for up to six months for
"rehabilitation." Twelve members of the Law School faculty responded by

sending a letter to the Dean of the University's Faculty of Education, protesting

"in the strongest possible way," incarceration of the students without any

"legal process either by the University administration or by any other body to

legitimate this imprisonment.' 47 The University's proper course, proposed the

letter, would be to support the students' rights to counsel and release on bail, in

accordance with the rule of law.

2. Student Protests

My last three years on the Faculty, 1965 to 1968, featured rising student unrest

and protest against the Imperial regime.48As expressed by a contributor to the

student publication, Struggle, "the educated few have the responsibility first to

teach the people to be aware of their needs and suffering and ... lead them to

fight and win over their oppressors." 49 Thus, we witnessed students

demonstrating, on and occasionally off campus, waving copies of Mao's Little

Red Book, and demanding "Land to the Tiller." Protest crossed a line, and

affected us deeply when, in the Spring, 1967, one of our recent graduates was

arrested for throwing an explosive device in an occupied movie theater in

Addis Ababa. He was prosecuted, convicted and later put to death.

46See "Sixteen Lab School students to have 'Educational Experience' at Kolfe," The University
Reporter, vol. 1, no. 22, June 13, 1967 (unpublished mimeo, on file with the author).
47This account relies upon an unsigned carbon copy of a typed letter to Dean Mulugeta Wodajo
dated June 9, 1967, cc. to President Kassa Wolde Mariam, over the names of 12 Faculty
members. The assertion that the letter was signed and sent is based on the author's best, but
admittedly fallible, memory.
48 For something like a decade from 1965 on, the students came out into the streets in almost
ritual annual demonstrations, daring to defy a political order that had managed to secure the
cowed submission of a large part of the population. As impassioned advocates of change,
more than any other sector of the society, they proved to be the grave-diggers of the old
regime.... Bahru Zewde, A History of Modern Ethiopia, 220 (1991).
49 T. Menelik, "The Role of Students in the Development of a Society," Struggle, vol. 1, no. 1
(mimeo, March 23, 1967) 8-9. Struggle was published by the University Students' Union of
Addis Ababa.



In reaction to student protests, the government sometimes closed the

University, in effect locking our students out. Regretting the interruption in

classes, some faculty discussed whether we should offer law students

instruction in our homes, and - if we did -how the government might respond.

We did not make the attempt. However, in another instance of a lengthy

government "lockout" of striking students, I became more involved. Together

with a colleague from the Political Science faculty, I met with a few student

leaders off campus in hopes of mediating the conflict. Shortly afterwards,

University President Kassa summoned my colleague and me to his office.

Sternly, he warned us that if we continued our efforts, we would be ejected

from the country. This warning persuaded us to abandon our attempt at

peacemaking.

What Did We Accomplish? Reflections on the Aftermath of Revolution

Although in 1968 I resigned my teaching position in Addis Ababa to join the

Boston University Law School faculty, I was deeply affected by the events

between 1974, when the Derg took power, and Mengistu's fall in 1991. These

events brought immediate death to some of my former students and

imprisonment or exile to others and their families. Most were faced, at least,

with hardship and suffering of one sort or another.

In the ensuing years, I was sometimes asked whether I felt that my service in

Ethiopia had accomplished something positive. This question, over time, led

me to confront other, more disturbing questions about the impact of our

contributions in the 1960's: Had our well-meaning efforts to encourage respect

for individual rights and the rule of law been both naive and arrogant?50Had we

merely been part of a problematic effort to transplant foreign law and values in

hostile soil? Had the values we espoused -- in light of the social, political and

economic realities of Ethiopian life - resulted mainly in personal loss and

tragedy? After I visited Addis Ababa in 1992, and heard the tales of numerous

former students who had suffered under the Derg, I found it hard to feel

positive about what I and my colleagues had "accomplished" in the 1960's.

50 Looking back at his enthusiasm, in the early 1960's, for the contribution that young
American lawyers might make to legal education in Africa, Dean Paul admitted to being
"somewhat ashamed of the arrogance that infected my enthusiasm." See Paul, "Seeking" supra
n. 4, p. 23. For an appraisal of recent charges that the SAILER program in Africa was
"imperialistic" and "chauvinistic," see Krishnan, supra n. 3, at 318 ff.
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Over time, however, I have come to a more positive (and, I hope, more
realistic) view of our accomplishments in the period 1963-1973. Whatever our
faults and errors, we helped to lay a foundation for continued growth and
development of Ethiopia's ancient legal system, and for the rule of law. The
existence of this foundation is apparent in the increased number of law schools
operating throughout the country. The research and publication begun in the
early years continues to serve as a foundation upon which successive
generations of students, teachers and scholars have built. In my own field of
criminal procedure, for example, I note the scholarly contributions of present
faculty at the Addis Ababa University Law School, who have been carrying
forward the work of their predecessors. More familiar than most of the early
teachers were with Ethiopian history, culture and institutions, the current
generation of Ethiopian law teachers is better equipped to understand and guide
future development of the legal system.

My faith in the value of what the early faculty accomplished is bolstered by
recognition of the outstanding contributions to the legal profession of many of
our graduates. Consider, for example, two of our early LL.B. graduates,
Aberra Jembere and Teame Beyene.

In the Haile Selassie era, Dr. Aberra held important governmental and non-
governmental posts. 52He was also active as a legal scholar. In 1974, the Derg
imprisoned him for eight years. While in prison, Dr. Aberra pursued his
scholarly interest in Ethiopian legal history by interviewing knowledgeable
fellow-prisoners. Following his release, he joined the U.A.A. Law Faculty. He
went on to serve in the national Parliament, and resumed his activities with
charitable organizations such as the Ethiopian Red Cross Society. At the same
time, he continued his scholarly research, for which he received a Ph.D. from
Erasmus University Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Although Dr. Aberra
passed away in 2004, his excellent book, An Introduction to the Legal History
of Ethiopia, 1434-1974, was published in 2012.

51See, e.g., Simeneh Kiros Assefa, Criminal Procedure Law: Principles, Rules and Practices
(Xlibris Book Publishers, 2010); Tsehai Wada, "Timely Disposition of Criminal Cases in
Ethiopia," 24 J. Eth. L. 50 (2010); Tsehai Wada Wourji, "Coexistence between the Formal and
Informal Justice Systems in Ethiopia: Challenges and Prospects," 5 Afr. J. Legal Stud., 269
(2012).
52 He served, for example, as Administrator of the Haile Selassie I Foundation, and as Head of
Legal and Parliamentary Affairs in the Prime Minister's Office.
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In my view, Dr. Aberra Jembere's accomplishments as a public servant and
legal scholar, in the face of such suffering and loss, realize the hopes and
vindicate the efforts of those who served on the Faculty in the early years.

The second early graduate whom I will mention is Chief Justice of Eritrea
Teame Beyene. After completing law school he enrolled in an advanced
degree program at the University of Wisconsin Law School. He interrupted
that study to return to Eritrea, where he joined the Eritrean People's Liberation
Front and served in the field for over 20 years. After the war, he was made
President of the High Court in Eritrea. At a meeting of the Eritrean Studies
Association in Asmara in July, 2001, he presented a paper critical of the
transitional government for interfering with the independence of the judicial
branch.53 The Chief Justice charged the executive branch with undermining the
judiciary in violation of guarantees of judicial independence in the Eritrean
Civil and Criminal Procedure Codes and the Constitution. The undermining
actions included allocating the judiciary inadequate resources, entertaining
appeals by losing litigants to executive officials, attacking the courts in
officially controlled media, and establishing a special military court, with the
power to review and set aside judgments of regular courts, with no duty to
apply the Penal or Criminal Procedure Codes, and no right of appeal.

A few weeks after presenting his paper, the Chief Justice was removed from
office and "frozen," meaning that he would continue receive his salary, but
could not serve. Like Dr. Aberra Jembere, the former Chief Justice has spent
his time researching a book on the legal history of his country. Also like Dr.
Aberra, Teame Beyene is a heroic and inspiring alumnus of the H.S.I.U. Law
Faculty.

Conclusion

As the accomplishments of Aberra Jembere, Teame Beyene, and many other
Law School graduates show, the "rule of law" is not something which either
"exists" or "does not exist." Rather, it is a principle which must be fought for
in bad times and defended vigilantly in good times. Society looks to us,
members of the legal profession, for leadership in this continuing struggle.

53 His paper, "The Eritrean Judiciary: Struggling for Independence" can be found at
http ://africa.widmi.com/index.php/ethiopia/ethiopian-review/opinion/152371-the-eritrean-
judiciary-struggling-for-independence-by-eritrean-chief-justice-teame-beyene.
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What is more, this struggle is equally as necessary in the United States or

Europe as is in Ethiopia, Eritrea, or elsewhere in Africa. It is from this vantage

point that I view the sacrifices made by Aberra Jembere, Teame Beyene, and

their peers and successors at the Law Faculty. And from the same vantage

point I honor their achievements, and take pride in having played a small part

in their legal education.



The Judicial and Constitutional Review of the Decisions of Courts of

Sharia: A Comment Based on Kedija Bashir et al. vs. Aysha Ahmed et al.

Girmachew Alemu*

Introduction

This comment is based on the landmark case initially instituted by W/o Aysha
Ahmed et al. against W/o Kedija Bashir et al. at the 3 Naiba First Instance Court of
Sharia (hereinafter Kedija Bashir et al. Case). 1 The Kedija Bashir et al. Case went

through all levels of Federal Courts of Sharia and was reviewed by the Federal
Supreme Court Cassation Division, the Council of Constitutional Inquiry and the
House of Federation. This comment focuses on the legality and effect of the judicial
and constitutional review of the decisions of the Courts of Sharia by the Federal
Supreme Court and the House of Federation vis-d-vis the status of the Courts of
Sharia as part of the non-state religious justice system that function primarily on the
basis of Islamic law.

Part one of the comment provides the structure of the Kedija Bashir et al. Case
focusing on the main issues raised at the Courts of Sharia, the Federal Supreme
Court Cassation Division, the Constitutional Inquiry Council and the House of
Federation. The second part is a reflection on the legality and effect of the judicial
review of the Kedija Bashir et al. Case by the Federal Supreme Court Cassation
Division while the third part provides comments in connection with the
constitutional review of the Kedija Bashir et al. Case. Part four offers conclusion.

* Ph.D., Assistant Professor, School of Law, Addis Ababa University

The Case came to be known as the Kedija Bashir Case after the applicant who refused to submit to

the jurisdiction of the Courts of Sharia and went all the way to the CCI. The Case has been cited by a
number of writers on human rights and legal pluralism. See for eg. Getachew Assefa, "Federalism and
Legal Pluralism in Ethiopia: Reflections on their Impacts on the Protection of Human Rights", in
Girmachew Alemu and Sisay Alemahu (eds), The Constitutional Protection of Human Rights in
Ethiopia: Challenges and Prospects, Human Rights Law Series, volume 1, Addis Ababa University
Press, 2008. Nonetheless, there has never been a full and proper presentation of the case by anyone
yet. This writer has consulted all court documents of the case from the First Instance Naiba Court up
to the CCI to prepare the full summary of the Case under section 1 below.



1. The Anatomy of the Kedija Bashir et al. Case

1.1 The Initial Pleading and the Decisions of the Courts of Sharia

A) The Case was initially presented to the 3d Naiba First Instance Court of Sharia

(Naiba Court)2 in Addis Ababa on Hidar 14, 1992.3 The plaintiffs were W/o Aysha
Ahmed, W/o Fantu Ali, W/o Leila Hussein, and W/o Bedria Issa. The defendants

were W/o Kedeja Bashir, Ato Ibrahim Hassen, Ato Ahmed Hassen, and Ato

Mohamed Hassen.

B) The plaintiffs claimed that they are heirs to their late grandfather, Ato Aman

Shene. The plaintiffs also claimed that Ato Aman's dwelling house located in Addis

Ababa, Woreda 2, Kebele 11, House No. 439 was in the hands of the defendants,

who are also the grandchildren of the late Ato Aman Shene. According to the

plaintiffs, the defendants refused to recognize their right over their grandfather's

house. The plaintiffs pleaded the Court to order the defendants to handover their

share on the "basis of part 4, chapter 4 of the Sharia law". The plaintiffs presented a

tax document and listed three witnesses to verify that Ato Aman Shene was the
owner of the abovementioned dwelling house.

C) On Tahsas 14, 1992 the defendants submitted their preliminary objection to the

Naiba Court stating in writing that they do not want to be adjudicated by the Court

on the basis of their right to refuse its jurisdiction pursuant to Article 34(5) of the

Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE Constitution).

Also, the defendants alleged that the suit is res judicata as the issue has been settled

in another case between the parties in a regular state court on the basis of the

Ethiopian Civil Code.

D) In a written response on Tir 4, 1992 to the Naiba Court the plaintiffs rejected the

preliminary objection of the defendants. In its session on Megabit 13, 1992, the

Naiba Court passed a decision that overruled the defendants' preliminary objection

against its jurisdiction. The reason forwarded by the Court was that the defendants

did not appear in the Court when they were summoned to explain their preliminary

objection. The Court further found that the case filed by the defendants in the regular

2The Naiba Court was operating on the basis of the Kadis and Naibas Councils Establishment
Proclamation No.62/1944, which is repealed by the Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation
Proclamation No. 188/1999.
3 All dates in this summary are in Ethiopian Calendar.



state court had nothing to do with the present Case and was closed by the time the
applicants filed the present Case.

E) On Hamle 5, 1992 the Naiba Court in Addis Ababa passed a Judgment on the
merits of the Case and ordered the defendants to handover the plaintiffs' share of
their grandfather's house.

F) The defendants appealed to the Federal High Court of Sharia over the Judgment
of the Naiba Court. In their appeal the defendants stated that the Naiba Court has
erroneously passed its verdict on the merits of the Case even though they clearly
notified the Court that they did not accept its jurisdiction on the basis of Article
34(5) of the FDRE Constitution. In their response to the appeal, the respondents(the
initial plaintiffs) agreed that Article 34(5) of the FDRE Constitution requires consent
but argued that the consent of one party was enough for the Court to assume
jurisdiction.

G) On Megabit 17, 1995, the Federal High Court of Sharia upheld the Judgment of
the Naiba Court. In its ruling, the Federal High Court of Sharia stated that Article
34(5) of the FDRE Constitution needed enabling law to be applied by Courts of
Sharia. According the Court, the present Case was filed before the promulgation of
the Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No. 188/1999, which makes
the later inapplicable to the Case.

H) Subsequently the defendants submitted their second appeal to the Federal
Supreme Court of Sharia, which rejected the appeal as inadmissible on Ginbot 28,
1995.

1.2 The Ruling of the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division

On Sene 1, 1995, the defendants filed their memorandum of appeal to the Federal
Supreme Court Cassation Division contending that the decisions of the Courts of
Sharia contain fundamental error of law because the Courts have ignored their
preliminary objection against the jurisdiction of the Naiba Court of Sharia. In its
ruling of Hamle 25, 1995, the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division rejected
the submission of the appellants stating that there was no fundamental error of law
committed by the Courts of Sharia.4

4 See Annex I of this Comment for the ruling of the Federal Supreme Court.



1.3 The Petition to the Council of Constitutional Inquiry (CCI)

A) On Tikemt 2, 1996 the Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association (EWLA) filed a

petition to the Constitutional Inquiry Council (CCI) on behalf of W/o Kedija Bashir,

a member of EWLA and one of the initial defendants in the present Case. EWLA

based its petition on Articles 17, 20(2) and 23 of Proclamation 250/93, Article 4(1)

of Proclamation 251/93 and Articles 9(1), 13 and 83 of the FDRE Constitution.

B) In its petition, EWLA argued that the decisions of the Federal Supreme Court

Cassation Division and the Courts of Sharia have violated Article 34(5) the FDRE

Constitution, one of the basic provisions under the bill of rights section of the

Constitution. EWLA outlined the following main arguments as basis for its petition

to the CCI:

1) The decisions of all the Courts contradict Article 9(1), Article 13(2) of the FDRE

Constitution.

2) Article 34(5) of the FDRE Constitution shall be interpreted in light of Articles 14

and 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

3) Under Article 34(5) of the FDRE Constitution religious laws cannot be applied

unless there is consent from all parties to a dispute.

4)The requirement of consent under Article 34(5) of the FDRE Constitution should

be observed by religious courts without a mandatory reference to subsidiary laws.

Moreover, in this particular Case the Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation

Proclamation No.188/1999 had entered into force at the time of the commencement

of the Case at the Naiba Court.

1.4 The Recommendation of the CCI

In its Tahsas 1, 1996 deliberation, the CCI found that the decision of the Naiba Court

has violated Article 34 (5) of the FDRE Constitution and recommended the

nullification of the decision on the basis of Article 9(1) of the FDRE Constitution.5

The CCI forwarded the following main reasons as a basis for its recommendation:

A) The CCI noted that the Naiba Court, the High Court of Sharia and the Supreme

Court of Sharia have all admitted that both the FDRE Constitution and Proclamation

5 See Annex II of this Comment.



No. 188/92 require consent of the parties to adjudicate cases on the basis of religious
law.

B) Nonetheless, the Courts of Sharia rejected the defendants' preliminary objection
against the jurisdiction of the Naiba Court claiming that the Case has been filed
before the entry into force of Proclamation 188/92. However, the CCI noted that
Proclamation No. 188/92 has entered into force on Hidar 27, 1992, well ahead of the
preliminary objection against the jurisdiction of the Naiba Court by the defendants
on Tahsas 14, 1992. Thus, the application of Proclamation 188/92 could not be taken
as retroactive application of the law.

C) The CCI reasoned that even if the application of Proclamation 188/92 was
overlooked, the FDRE Constitution has entered into force when the initial plaintiffs
in this Case filed their petition to the Naiba Court. The CCI further pointed out that
the mere fact that Article 34(5) of the FDRE Constitution refers to enabling law does
not alter the fundamental essence of the principle that affirms in its own right that no
one shall be judged on the basis of religious or cultural law without his/her consent.

1.5. The Decision of the House of Federation

The House of Federation heard the legal opinion given by its Standing Committee on
Constitutional and Regional Affairs on the recommendation of the CCI on Ginbot 7,
1996. On the same day, the House discussed and approved the recommendation of
the CCI with one abstention.6

2. The Legal Basis and Effect of the Power of Cassation of the Federal Supreme
Court over Courts of Sharia

In the Kedija Bashir et al. Case, the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division has
passed a ruling that rejected the appellants' petition stating that there was no
fundamental error of law committed by the Federal Courts of Sharia.7 However, the

6 See Annex III of this Comment.
7 The ruling on the absence of fundamental error of law by the Federal Supreme Court Cassation
Division contrasts with two recent cases reviewed by the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division.
In W/o Salia Ibrahim et al. vs. Haji Seman Issa (Cassation File No. 31906) and W/o Shamse Yenus
vs. W/o Nuria Marne (Cassation File No.38745), the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division
found that the violation of the right of individuals to choose between state courts and Courts of Sharia
in getting divorce and the trespass of their jurisdiction by the Courts of Sharia constitute fundamental
error of law.



Federal Supreme Court did not provide the basis for its jurisdiction to review the

decisions of the Courts of Sharia. The FDRE Constitution proclaims that the

'Federal Supreme Court has a power of cassation over any final court decision

containing a basic error of law'. 8 The Federal Courts Proclamation 9, the

implementing law on the jurisdiction of the Federal Supreme Court, does not provide

a power of cassation review of decisions of Courts of Sharia by the Federal Supreme

Court.

Moreover, there is no reference to the possibility of cassation review of the decisions

of Courts of Sharia by the Federal Supreme Court under the Federal Courts of Sharia

Consolidation Proclamation. To the contrary, the Proclamation provides that Federal

Courts of Sharia are given exclusive jurisdiction over a case brought before them.

Once a case is brought before a Court of Sharia and consent is clearly given by the

parties, such a case cannot be transferred to a regular court. 10 Thus, except the

general and controversial phrase 'over any final court decision' under the FDRE

Constitution, there is no clear legal basis for the Federal Supreme Court to exercise

cassation power over decisions of Courts of Sharia. 11

Even if one were to establish a power of cassation for the Federal Supreme Court

over the decisions of Courts of Sharia, such mandate gives rise to range of issues.

The first relates to the fact that the Courts of Sharia are non-state religious justice

institutions. The Courts of Sharia are established on the basis of the constitutional

recognition of the application of religious laws in personal and family cases. 12 The

rationale for such recognition is the accommodation of diversity in establishing

justice systems that are different in their jurisdiction and structure from the regular

8Proclamation No.1/ 1995, Proclamation of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia (FDRE Constitution), 21 August 1995, Article 80(3) (a).
9 See Federal Courts Proclamation 25/1996,as amended by Federal Courts (Amendment)
Proclamation 138/1998, Federal Courts (Amendment) Proclamation 254/2001, Federal Courts
(Amendment) Proclamation 321/2003, and Federal Courts Proclamation (Re-amendment)
Proclamation 454/2005 (Federal Courts Proclamation).
10Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999, Article 5(4).
11 For extensive analysis of the debate, see Muradu Abdo , "Review of Decisions of State Courts over
State Matter by the Federal Supreme Court", Mizan Law Review, Vol. 1, No. 1, June 2007, pp 60-74.
12FDRE Constitution, Article 34(5) and Article 78(5). Article 34 (5) of the FDRE Constitution
provides the principle: 'This Constitution shall not preclude the adjudication of disputes relating to
personal and family laws in accordance with religious or customary laws, with the consent of the
parties to the dispute. Particulars shall be determined by law.' For the Common Jurisdiction of the
Federal Courts of Sharia, see the Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999,
Article 4(1) (a), (b), (c).



state courts. Thus, cassation review of the decisions of Courts of Sharia by the

Federal Supreme Court amounts to a review of a separate and parallel non-state

justice system by a state justice system. Also, the cassation review of the decisions

of Federal Courts of Sharia by the Federal Supreme Court adds to the unwarranted

powers of the Federal Supreme Court over the Federal Courts of Sharia. 13

The second problem relates to the applicable substantive law by the Courts of Sharia.

Even though the Courts of Sharia are obliged to apply the civil procedure laws
14promulgated by the state , the substantive law applied by the Courts in the

adjudication of cases is Islamic law. 15 The FDRE Constitution recognizes the
application of Islamic law by the Courts of Sharia. The Federal Supreme Court does

not have the legal mandate and capacity to review the application of Islamic law.

The only comparable instance that may justify the review of the application of

Islamic law by the Courts of Sharia would be the protection of constitutional rights,

which is not the mandate of the Federal Supreme Court. 16Limiting the scope of the

cassation review to the interpretation and application of state procedural laws

applied by Courts of Sharia may not be a straightforward solution since such review

may end up in providing unintended interpretation of substantive Islamic law.

The third issue relates to the binding interpretation of law that is rendered by Federal

Supreme Court Cassation Division. Introducing the doctrine of stare decisis,

Proclamation 454/2005 provides that decisions of the Federal Supreme Court

Cassation Division on the interpretation of laws are binding on federal as well as

state courts at all levels when rendered by not less than five judges. 17 Proclamation

454/2005 does not stipulate that Courts of Sharia are to be bound by the

interpretation of law rendered by the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division.

In practice, the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division has rendered binding

interpretation of law at least in two Cases that originated in the Federal Courts of

Sharia and the Oromia Courts of Sharia. 18Nonetheless, the idea of maintaining a

13 See Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999, Article 17(3), Article 18,

Article 20(3) & (4).
14 Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999, Article 6(2).
15 Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999, Article 6(1).
16 See section 4.2 below on the constitutional review of decisions of Courts of Sharia.
17 See Federal Courts Proclamation Re-amendment Proclamation 454/2005, Article 2(1).
i See W/o Salia Ibrahim et al. vs. Haji Seman Issa (Cassation File No. 31906) and W/o Shamse
Yenus vs. W/o Nuria Maine (Cassation File No.38745) in Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division
Decisions, Volume 9.



uniform interpretation of law 19 through binding decisions from the Federal Supreme
Court Cassation Division is contrary to the recognition of Courts of Sharia as
institutions that apply a different set of rules on the basis of their own method of
interpretation and reasoning.

In this regard it is worth noting that the Federal Supreme Court of Sharia is not
endowed with the power of cassation review, which might have been used to
maintain uniform interpretation of substantive and procedural laws within the Courts
of Sharia.There is an ad-hoc cassation hearing in the Federal Supreme Court of
Sharia when there is basic difference between the divisions of the Federal Supreme
Court of Sharia in the interpretation of Islamic law. Such oversight does not extend
to the differences of interpretation that may occur in the First Instance and High
Courts of Sharia. Moreover, the review mandate does not cover the differences in the
interpretation of state procedural laws applied by the Courts of Sharia.21

3. The Constitutional Review of the Decision of Courts of Sharia

3.1 The Legal Basis for Constitutional Review

As outlined under section 1.4 above, EWLA's petition to the CCI states that the
decisions of the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division and the Courts of Sharia
have violated Article 34(5) the FDRE Constitution. The CCI is an organ established
by the FDRE Constitution with the power to examine applications that require
constitutional interpretation and submit its recommendation to the House of

19 See Muradu Abdo , "Review of Decisions of State Courts over State Matter by the Federal

Supreme Court", Mizan Law Review, Vol. 1, No.1, June 2007, p. 70. See also 'Message from the
President of the Federal Supreme Court', Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division Decisions,
Volume 9.
20Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999, Article 20 (6) states: 'He [Chief
Kadi], on his own initiative, or suggestions made to him by the divisions of the court or upon petitions
made by parties to a dispute, direct cases involving a basic difference between divisions of the
Federal Supreme Court of Sharia, as regards interpretation of Islamic law, to be heard by ta division
composed of not less than five Kadis'.
21Strangely enough, the criteria for appointment of Kadis of the Federal Courts of Sharia do not
include knowledge of state procedural laws even though the Federal Courts of Sharia are obliged to
apply state procedural laws.The Federal Courts of Sharia Consolidation Proclamation No 188/1999,
Article 16 provides the following criteria for the appointment of Kadis: Any Ethiopian who: 1) is
trained in Islamic law in Islamic Educational Institutions or has acquired adequate experience and
knowledge in Islamic law; 2) is reputed for his diligence and good conduct; 3) consents to assume the
position of Kadi; and 4) is more than twenty five years of age.



Federation for final decision.22 The Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation

specifies that the CCI has the power to investigate a petition that alleges that 'any

law or decision given by any government organ or official' is contrary to the

provisions of the FDRE Constitution. 3Article 2(6) of the English version of the

Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation defines 'state organ' rather than
'government organ'. Nonetheless, the Amharic version of Article 2(6) is consistent

with Article 17 (2) when it refers to "Yemengist Akal" to mean Federal and State

legislative, executive and judicial organs and other organs that are given judicial
24power.

In Kedija Bashir et al. Case, the CCI investigated the petition for constitutional

review of the decisions of the Courts of Sharia and the Federal Supreme Court

Cassation Division, all judicial organs that are listed under Article 2(6) of the

Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation. Thus, lex lata it is clear that the CCI

and the House of Federation have the power to review the decisions of the Federal

Supreme Court Cassation Division and the Courts of Sharia.25 What is not clear,

however, is whether the CCI and the House of Federation can review the final

judgment of the Courts of Sharia that was passed on the basis of Islamic law. The

next section dwells on the issue.

3.2 The Constitutional Review of the Judgments of Courts of Sharia

We can identify four instances where violation of the FDRE Constitution may occur

in the operation of the Courts of Sharia:

(1) Where there is no consent of all the parties to a dispute;

(2) When the subject matter of a case does not fall within the jurisdiction of the

Courts of Sharia;

(3) When there is error in the application of the state procedural laws;

(4) When the final judgment of a case contradicts the FDRE Constitution.

22 FDRE Constitution, Article 62(1), Article 82(1); Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation
250/2001, Articlel7 (2), Article 19.
23Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation 250/2001, Articlel7 (2). Emphasis added.
24 See Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation 250/2001, Article 2(6) English and Amharic

versions.
25 The power of the House of Federation to review the decisions of courts is controversial. See for
instance Abebe Mulatu, "Issues of Constitutional Interpretation under the 1995 Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia Constitution: the Case of Kedija Beshir et al. vs. Ansha Ahmed et al.", Wonber-
Alemayehu Haile Memorial Foundation's Periodical, 8th Half Year, May 2011, pp.4 6 -5 4 .



Constitutional review in the first three instances listed above is not controversial.

This is because consent, jurisdiction and procedural laws are all part of the state

made laws. The CCI recommendation and the decision of the House of Federation in

the Kedija Bashir et al. Case is an example of constitutional review in the first

instance.

The constitutional review at the fourth instance i.e. the review of the final judgment

of the Courts of Sharia is controversial due to the application of Islamic law in

dealing with cases before the Courts. For instance, Mohamed Abdo states that "if

parties to a dispute voluntarily take their case to a sharia court, the outcome should

be exempted from constitutional standards" and further argues that ".-subjecting
final decision of sharia courts to the supremacy clause and the human rights norms

of the constitution goes against the very essence of legal pluralism advocated by the

Constitution."26 Even though it is true that the FDRE Constitution protects legal and

judicial pluralism, such protection is not a carte blanche especially vis-d-vis the

recognition and protection of human rights under the FDRE Constitution. In fact the

FDRE Constitution clearly proclaims that the obligation of the state relates to "the

duty to support, on the basis of equality, the growth and enrichment of cultures and

traditions that are compatible with fundamental rights, human dignity, democratic

norms and ideals, and the provisions of the Constitution."' 27 Moreover, the FDRE

Constitution imposes a specific duty on all legislative, executive and judicial organs

all over the country to respect and enforce the provisions of the bill of rights under

the Constitution. 2Thus, the legal and judicial plurality recognized under the FDRE

Constitution is subject to the supremacy clause of the Constitution and the protection

of the rights recognized under the Constitution. 29

Otherwise those who chose to utilize religious laws and religious justice systems on

the basis of their religious belief will be accorded less or no protection of their

constitutional rights.30 Moreover, one should not assume that all judgments of the

26 Mohamed Abdo, "Legal Pluralism, Sharia Courts and Constitutional Issues in Ethiopia", Mizan
Law Review Volume 5(1), 2011, p. 10 0.
27 Article 91 of the FDRE Constitution, emphasis added.21 Article 13(1) FDRE Constitution

29 Article 9(1) of the FDRE Constitution.
30 It is thus unfortunate and hasty for Moahmed Abdo to make the following statement: "If final
decisions rendered by the Sharia courts are reviewed by the House of Federation and finally declared
unconstitutional, this may be treated by Muslim communities as an onslaught on their religious values



Courts of Sharia would violate the FDRE Constitution. Also, Islamic jurisprudence

should be taken as an evolving set of rules that may benefit from in-depth

constitutional review in the context of latest notions and interpretations of rights. 31 In

this connection, it is worth noting that the CCI needs to develop a capacity to deal

with applications that may involve the review of final judgments of Courts of Sharia.

4. Conclusion

There is no clear legal basis for the review power of the Federal Supreme Court

Cassation Division over decisions of Courts of Sharia. Even if one is to assume the

existence of such mandate of the Federal Supreme Court, it is contrary to the

recognition and existence of the Courts of Sharia as part of a separate and

autonomous justice system that has a parallel existence with the regular justice

system. As such, the idea of maintaining uniform interpretation of laws through the

decisions of the Federal Supreme Court Cassation Division does not apply to Courts

of Sharia. In this regard, it is not clear why the Federal Supreme Court of Sharia is

not endowed with the power of cassation review over substantive and procedural

laws, which may eventually lead to a uniform application of the laws within the

Sharia justice system.

Unlike the cassation review, the constitutional review of the Kedija Bashir et al.

Case has a clear legal basis. Constitutional review of the cases at the Courts of

Sharia can happen at four main instances: in relation to consent of parties; in relation

to the jurisdiction of the Courts; in relation to the interpretation and application of

state procedural laws; and in relation to the judgment of a case. The constitutional

review of the first three instances is not controversial since all relate to the obligation

of Courts of Sharia set under state laws. The fourth instance of constitutional review

of decisions of Courts of Sharia is debatable since the Courts apply Islamic law to

pass the judgment. This writer is of the opinion that the supremacy clause of the

FDRE Constitution should be observed against judgments of Courts of Sharia that

are based on Islamic law. Three main reasons have been forwarded: 1) The

recognition of judicial and legal plurality is a qualified recognition that should

and identity". See Mohamed Abdo, "Legal Pluralism, Sharia Courts and Constitutional Issues in
Ethiopia", Mizan Law Review Volume 5(1), 2011, p.10 0 .
31 On the evolving nature of Islamic jurisprudence, see Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic

Law, Oxford University Press, pp.69-75; See also Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation
250/2001, Article 20(2) on the principle of interpretation in cases that involve the human rights
protected under the FDRE Constitution.



operate within the framework of the rights protected under the FDRE Constitution;

2) Those who agree to the jurisdiction of the Courts of Sharia deserve equal

protection of their constitutional rights; and 3) As an evolving system, Islamic

jurisprudence benefits from an in-depth constitutional review process in the context

of the developing notions and interpretations of the rights protected under the FDRE

Constitution.
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fl,/,Zfm" /- e-,+ ?c~t rh.? hcht+/ -iwct A Aam+:/ mA-D::' fla°tr -VD o liql Afifc *A--/"

fl0)*t-- ;(h9- th 6 2/95 ?ta-f'' Mh°U7 "Phq'li "t' A:: Z:

°Iew-l wh l f

GLOY



ANNEX 11

nh-waqw' tip, -itT,- jy a,, q m --

£Y've 7-Qlb MlqAk b-fl6Q

1/o4/1996

2 ,,fliqw'- Ag, i tqjh ,-ql7 -

1 M'+ hoYx fLN

2 M'+ OD19Oh, 1+J96

3 - -+-I) hl

4 ( ini (LAP

5 a. A 'A,- MhevAW

6 ,e/C 4_i '7tg'9"

7 v ?4 £, (A
8 hf h6)' &-fleg9

9 M Mqg, k),.Y

10 YC gg9D(b +g6A

h4kL,3' k7',.l. - WA IC h.) (l ic ?'c7 qAo-Si &.6+ ,Y'I1C

9,0 7Mg, AMV Mob tX"'&fl ?,MtW' ?h'? qOmS' ('6* a?,I(lC 4'pq 2 'l 1996 (li-?

'n'u/- ?q'?,Pla hhi a:: hMi- 09lflOY iAC 14 'PI 1992 W-T:: DhO-!Z M'Dh*1"1DhT (IM?- A,

-h4'ii ?fl, 'iO'1 flht- 'ge oA 41 (L(} 'C n ? .- P'V"' 14 'PI 1992 (l±ItP

atr,4 Y 7AY,.:: AIt,) g hi$?' flag7.Ol ?nm#Afi- ? -?PeflOJ' oh7 a 7jnq ho,q' (Ai

oIlU (IDIA 64kl-J' ~?'(W-: MlvA ?C'H- (fl1 70±LmW q OW (Li- '4"M h9'-~h 3,e(a- ),Ca~

qAa,,,,fl6 M-j0. ,a??i,-p P ,T/ , ay ire:: ?-, (1,-70-7 f(IfC A4A. ??fec h4-i- 4:/(0--;

h-'l~lF/" fl %&?rq%?o&i. oq - wa~h - fl,0,t. 7& ,/ZlAa Ig :
Ach' ao ,q .i h ,/'¢ 3/5/?fi- C7- O~ 6AICZ" 1/ c' °'/" p w.OZ



flo,,utn-, hahq a,,v-/P.f xc m_%,pe n / av, /y, kk,1 AA%?6:A 7.qncw 7.&g.n o,,cq

WA, .iM 9-Dhc Wk' PtPP-$ ?& CflAI flaA-1- Wa::

q (10, ?(hq o,,I,,,-I, -1Cq-9D 'P S ft~f cW.' . Au¢..j-a)- k"/f-M1t S'AM , ?ch"/ a?6b'/'

(14:6. MtT ge-) A-A.Q 3 4:U7 (0-;1?,da hA ?t-a,,we-t- VPC 14 'I 1992 flWd1D th -'/1-*

tq7l'l'A:: flA flh-A ?"eA "fhgs xO:a (WL+- A~mq'hC ?OmalaW k A'P 'C 188/92 "k'gq

WW- hVPc 27/92 )9rYC' h}t"9 u "'7}fll'A:: MAILU 'a' Ah " &,'91 Mal'Fo"f744 Ml"A"'
M4,4. wiffl wkP) tkga7, wc::

?chq oI-'L Kh' 34/5 Ch< MotA-4vfl MI' (lto Mh" flf'thhe4 k'4,g
flT. lq.o-ag- (IQ,9, \ f Cql* , I: aWe:- oD,9iY-', A.hAhAST. fla7A4- ,9£M"A:: vcim- ric7h"/

,.',g. t-flA- Mo'- 1Ag,£AST:: WLi aMV Jw 9,0 g.,- 7qD 719 D fl,' fl W,,
flqA /he,&9"?,,/.av ta:: la,h ge) i-'t Aall, fl4.e,A re),9D flhAA ?.ft a,-

a,,£fl1 c Cg7 fL+*-: a?., ?f~"/ t -alq- iAall, h 'a):: flch"?-?f- -I- ?hKI)'

.5.-,- M. L"',Aall Ai7. /Compulsory jurisdiction/ W-:: 'IaoOv'-9 ?,a'q'p a),gD M )6

.f. a?-J- ?. /,Aall h[LI) ?ftA? a):: L/g'aj . flI'hehe aTqJ dkf,.eg A, ?t~oweq. a):: P-,U

chq aODT, i,-P t'hi-A- ?amala) W P.1 88/92 hT 4/2/ flqtO,,/u,/, V0 J 4flchq aO'V",

,'g 34 0-A MK'R' 5 (flqAgw'a ,1'u 14:T h Af" f L+ " fl,-Aa

?a,',qmaV 4'- h" aql* (J6qD-a fl5ga qJ £,£°p: -, Ao'-, 6,T aI, ')qg (1kv, "ffa)

aw'ah hh&A% , 16fl\vT hhgfl.4-M:: ?M7.oyq'-I Pcg' flAq- 4 ?& 'W'Y ha (Iq-.y (fl J

qA'.?-* g. l4, atxFlq (l7W 4.a? ±T' h"gAJ-&Jf O (V' -- fl". "4,£ ,

fla ,,fL.Sa) h'gtqA-f-Tla a"X,-/J' ?Alma)- ?,70.q qC., fl.P P~ ("I., lf.@ n4CO.

a,,l"/.i-g flh'P) # ?Ake aqr t-J ,M,,f~ :?aDAh*1 fa A6hY a)-9,4 Slge-7-4 hW) he



M- 1>VRD'Zfi]l 1U C 14/1992 O We-, ( ia '? ' W l::

, ah 9,9-D A/M- D hlf,~lfl'7" lit W-:: hl,)V . 1>W-P -f ,qR (1>7 >,?q'- hV-f'l

/1>u-'#- AvAh*/ oDAh 1>Pl -- <o>, e,-- (Ia..lg7a M h~l p 1<>--1 >7 <7-- fflhT

Wkb, 1>ki"q WC: NOO/ ->,, :U1 , (0-9D kA4 91 flao-t-7:aY hUf1-p- 4, hfl fl71.9 le::

'oq 9,V)" M-Y, >-f-h-f-A Aht/YUfl 7 ?cI'hq- WA> taDl >a 'De,4- ?>lrhi V: (,A7D

l]&V 701 /ti a"AqIT" 9/IT/,Z;7" .faf <tri (h 0-l?,-- M'T3/5 MU k:ti 1 ?al&7'* ,6'0 1(h

W-:: VOI> Y,'i hk. Qg-7- A cqotI 9q:: h :Dep-D OD



ANNEX 111

WeA6il 9-Dhc (L'

S4YUA'i ( qhe-(LSI e.'fVlh 21W' a)- Ai 9-DhC (L-1- 41 "zGj- ?I-, HjD v-At

#O'Dfl b-fl6lQ "'?14 7 Pl 1996 PtM"PTA-? "A (#" h&C tk 7-Qi M?- h& hchq O'B ,:V-
7- Mig 'q 7-Q. fl,Pe-fla)- ?chq oaT -4:- 4/-q -9? 49, (L-P o-A~h+ -t) qlh . ah- Ma .rl

?,,m/t)Xa flt' M,,,"7/D ?t 7-z,"i17-? MWI flr hl- ?hq MA..o: 7-Pg t5? M -b hA

-ih4i kP 'lC 250/93/ ,X' f 17-20o-23 'a 22 (- "'lPC 251/93 ,H' 4/1/ V7

7'DTV" 1yIq'hT 34/5/ flh'DT4h fS''7 E"/ 7 "0/ a. 'y4 hUfal UM- 7'N Wag- ?ih

h"Z-? --aAh-f-J hCh4. fl,/&Zflfl' Zll k--,,hvAP) flAg, .,bltiC W'4 . Ahm
a'tlo'P flq-w i),7 1q', 34/5/ w' 'cP'n --h Ch l -QM a'" f

W-A: " MAc MST 9MA ±h4'ii d CI (aUe, Q-fl Mi n-"- SgPA Qffi (A(h -h

qqa tA lo ~?a /,/ q-&-- (Ihqe 7-b ha qj Aa g ff- 'd h t,



(loA, 'h " 13 W " AA -O4 SgP~ i - ?iT0 /,4aS' M 'hT 34/5/ M 7?Th tTh A7'Y-

1992 ' M' t OWffl Il4A --h4 i D mlme$? o£ hchc Mfl-X V- hchD 4,nC (--

GD &OJGn3 'Z / IGY)/ 14OY U 4 1992 9 "7 P3, iiT.s O cg (b"A 4 o/q m U-C 27 ' 192 D.fl,-l-m hA+ a1C D (Mh-vt fl ?,"r nm ?M&f)X VtW P8/ i 4 l$- ?aS'hhC 2 $? .f' v'q' hA1

(W P hIM9 ~ fS Ao hmhC (lO IO (0P - 'l'yi 88/9 1 'g 4 ~P74l 'l-Ii 24 4'P~~I~



-,q"hvu\L ?(hq w,1"-i--Pi g £ S"l httf w-:: Mal& CE," Wk?- n /mhe Wk hahq

mmT. (Lqea'W g4 gwea-- 4g~v' l tn&Te 49, 119,J~ tj'q (h~

(lIvay!4q £Y'&.C a,, .g, A-I hAVu {lAOJ &A Oy!AD &V7 7"L'%- (Ul4qg" 34 lO-h '"pc 5 a~u,&'
an!v--p oRv-' (Lqa -hq 1l-,ah hq i, AtJ 1l, Y ,- l,.I--p 'UI_ h,? ,?aw a,-

-flYa 9 hV ah%, 7 , ,/P,-,/P S'O',aM - , A: M',Hfl-7D Viqhd. ,,/?,- -,g q ,aj -a-h7 t,,,h.-,*

fa%&c V1a'I AtP.'-&C (Pla'c~fl~'ii (k1. fl "7"/P KH'g" 9/1/ "... a il &~"7 Aa/

nGa7GDJ-:a) AO-qwyi 14~~gP Pl4W~ 1992lA tfq&7 h7

fl'z#mc h(1C PaVC w1iM'L%±-'- an Ar, '-7 q A~l,4 l i fAmWh ~1'hfl fanw&'% 9-'4-?±'hmW

fh )O'flflda- U-A-1- lhA AT+ (L,.Aaf4ll fl w, K- Ea'U7 (0,,//, h6\-t an



?49e, E /+* Wqh ?hAA li/(L+ ?/-e 5M MCI W19D A,- I e

Ak)H A7a'fl W ci± A±W'iM Ittj aW,9-D (lVD-1 MAS' ai-hp MS'4- ?a)-6

g.hO %q:/&-1 ?.-6, 5 15- t,."q' PT/C , &j - ?" ,: - ?hAOD( ?(D-pl 5" 154 tpg 9

MO- hAA Aa)"C h6V7" -PC7-' hhhtCPM, Xc (ItSTH MW MW 0 W/01 Mhhe U-XL+

hi-l) flt e ?MT*S khq hsgq hoai *'pr gom'-: (110) iMW49 haW)T 1AqC

"lAon- ?a)6p (WA) t.&'7.9" h(U7mA"'Ag ?a A (14, Othfl (1,q a)- a9D

LhAfr qflq ?a7,onalaJ-" 7.P'ig n"c-, MhU' YMIfta h AA- ?a,,a- 6a ,iPC 3J.iw e

5 m15 p a~eg-j- ?a 7 QA7. *,P~"9~ *A

h/t. uAk':MP hh6V" :l-I h-C7.9-, Mt p X M-.SI[P hchC':l hh- hl£otn nt-Qqc

h'u/gyhfl~l- nch:)- O 1AA:: h[Ll- ngc utgv /-aage/, A sed-g-fl

hS,e:a- ?a ,ehi. ?a7 P,a 9 a-(j p ?aeCY l: *- , f h - I-fl h an:: (IJV [L~ vaW a~ ay9

felism) jL. h . a C~L~ fl Oh'& ' 11t ,' / IP,[ ?+ IICf fA a'IO' Ck &qfl: 9y11 (etq hnic fee alis h&+ (W,'A
ga A-Pi 4ti9 1 (fl no,4, lgch e0eval) lW he a n flfl h44 fl u 7'h, yffi q 4 fw,;JnTA-

ffla- T 4 ; 'P"D f+ Yq/fT,:; a !, NT fl- (/fl7lO P (IaP,,aoLh: Ya -- l -,qQT Mla 'd Tia) Y: -1 b9a) 9D1/ P ,: efl- 9 N&0

A'L Nlk V a)-PNC1 h4' AY M- Tr' Vat'nP )%) h7VM )::n,1kyM -C -e p



hTqAI?A- 1?. 7k- Aa£ e /0-- h,%4a)- hWITq h[LU- Xc fl'ftSTH Mtal po hchC*

M1gU7 9DAhJ-MP* 4 oY&"7 trhZxA::

1. M+cL7-9 h(Ic+040% IMA dhuM

1.1 00-90' AlA dilfl

'PC7 "translation" Aa7/,Aa)- MIXM IK i'hm P k'YCI? A',Y PA J'? flflCh,-3 lhg '

hl&V ' II'f A4R- A- M(n-P -PCP h"IMI: 4c, Mg 4, 4 (14:)Iqpn

4+'1 Ach' 7-9- 44-Cfl+ SAa)I + C -Y' Y 4h+ 'fllhh AV- &hii "translation" ?a7,AL4Oj

MAIfl' 4A "The transformation of language from one form to another;

especially...the systematic rendering of the language of a book, document, of speech in

to another language"6 MOA -PCpPan 6T+A:: W L&?CO l GD4 "('Ah,;"4 (1% 4 , 0g-;

flMI) lPC "n A., a,.O'De f+ MW hE A "hAM' fIthft U-X," ?a7Aa)- W-:: ?,,A o~we-t
d.LMV' K' an4'ftl4g9 (61% 5 I ?'4~ fllh±4 1-- (1 lVg' MokgD W1 ,Jg7 ?sw

?5M 4 him-1 av-9rhil a su&I $9q antri gq'cn.;JM 4oy4-1- aW:: g,)9 ?JCqg ~I-e

?t'A? Uh/ TI6 d 't/-fl 'th ?t -PC~a ?Aa)-9-:: tiMI, O )Ah hMA?/--P MA/,T Wav , ".tCPM, "

floqA , mn.A::

-1C19D (M-flqliOa ?awn, -10-C9D (literate translation) W' a'fl9l -C7.9D (literal translation)

6 lack LA:: Di-Atioary, 8th df,/ pCfl .15 7 -1-Cqj i-aqnh- qa7,a- MA,f a £lK

uhUMVL V, ?-I-Cq-9D I-e t'C~a7,a)- 6e, MD". " Wq a"ST 6ay-,P-" S9Af hTWI" hMa'inmfl4'fl1

6 Black's Law Dictionary, 8t hed., p.1537



f&c hvip f l o h± Sba - -cq9D ?(h,? -hqw9'DThhj j $ q?9D' UDVIMYR 4fCqWDD atW

(certified translation)i MqAOw I'C7-9D (professional translation) W' (I' GWfl AM- MA Aid'

-1C-09D (translation by registered person) (la',A ?tA±4$ 'pID/g"fl :: t+pa70YI C Pii9

qAO-S$' I±CVV a"O'Bh4 tCPML 7AY ?±"O'Bwmn tCM (l'nQA 9,mMP

,h.-l AqA OID,-f'h_.,l AI f7-PC.9-DI, flfAh- flA,-p a g- 9 -t- e

lfAtg' £,''a1' f±-g, fhf fl')h4w ±ef hlgC hq ,ge fl±# h~fg' 8 f±' tLw 1ZanR,,fl aw,

oCgY' -a'-, Aax- ?tiW' -nqlA A S- ? 7, ag£j 4 ' h-'ht, f-Aha' 6\ '4 ?AS,? W -

ha ')* j O£ A *') f'L-'' (' O:: 'lqhCi (' &-haIi "interpreter" -V(7DP

* J&\ "A person sworn at a trial to interpret tihe evidence of a foreigner or adeaf and

dump person to tie court" (fl !fl'r hAA''dgA fl.O9 kJgt. htC (a'WY tWr,9* -flty/

7flht 7l o..0-9 phq gdY'k 7'+AyM &c7T-' ha7oa)Ag 7DIh9 hA:: hItLU pc fl~hta- QflQXT yAaJ'Y

&-C9' ou-; fl-a MAh AfAm "Di'rn. AM- M)-:: -fa'/e -aflflhh h Yonas Admasu, Some

Notes on the Problems of Translation, Proceedings of the National Workshops on Language,
Culture and Development in Ethiopia, The Ethiopia Chapter of OSSREA, Addis Ababa, July
2008, p. 217
8 Translation, https://www.onehourtranslation.com/translation/blog/types-translation Accesed on
Dec. 4, 2013
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7-,,X fl±$$?I MtCPM (IR efl- 4,'A~Aoh, kTqP ?au &7t MIiJ' h h,,Ie

?f-i-,/,a) -/-Cq,7 Ac-?h"r I -- ' - ?,/Pefl ah(, ?h"? -/-C7A-A 2a. AaA-p HAA'" flAqe.*19D

Mt49P 1 yiy OM'19 A IA-4 w'oh 9r4:a) (14,4- 4,AoPnY% hlilA)o a~ue. ?a9je;)A 1-'L$

1.4. M'l"l q% ?t'hti+M l hMA,%.I+

h -f-f&7, 1D g,q'cqt w

WN.A+, ,,/l-% 5% i-, .tgM (9aJt, WflAO9A x ,IeA4:hahlMA , JY*"l$ l- h25/88 f4,'g 25

AloY& -l A.9. MJ'IE it x-/ fay" -.,h 4* MMil- fhhh,,c' ':,o 6V7

fl,vu awg Afl. / Owe, . oh±1 ,flch-3' l- a/Jf hh, 198i -H--a a 74h

1 0 
hmQ,~fl ?"1 h ' PC Q'T9'a~l LU 2007 09) I"I',&7 LP)%%;-:

229



gV-1 hly Ajgj. Jt AhtGpa7 9D IS'hkA-? R a)- heo 'hZoo tL hqI - A

M:: A9-DLIIV (lIMMA WC 2006 'H- (fllig,3' MP- VI fll17~ hta? w'fp CIA LY g7 E!RI' ai-hp

?-?A ,f, ott5P ?,fqTqem VD
'
) h'}tn'q ,1 a)9°-qD t$5P' ?t-qG:P VD

'
) h'}n' (ma /l

?-PC7-9- AA-PI Shqffl -- hhtCPM hAWIC t)WI" hAkA7- -fl.Y Wa:: (Ith:)-? Pcn

?d49eA ao-I--1 ao/(L+* ?m7,ma~-U,, 5% 94" "k&?C!" h t'M hAA-*o9 M,,4:af fA%
5 5 (1(71.1 a.Mh6, h ,£ *:A- gjg.& h~°,/ £, /A::12 lI[Lt) 1o : -d~o ?/4,g-

9'1* aPoh-g.(:, v ' d. &° flal7W w/0 -hch. i9° &9Wv ' /o- 'd, 1y am'3:

+'. tWja'Ih P

f~mCiUY f:fdh q'I-lg 1gg yoAhfL:A: Y.u ' tl~? +qqAf gAaY} df'fl a "'ll4/, (conceptual
framework) o vht aa hA ci/M- gMI mA/L



hMg', ?t-,,Aht-' ? 7M,?A'-P ,a7,, Ah-' nflWA -mCPT& ?'['Pl" hA
?--t-e-qq-T t-y6'*1 .fny a):: h'tLl.U A P* h(Aa) ?q:/(L- qA7t.9g, ?ti'6A -?AT" ?(h-? "(1,4

?t--,:iA,,:a-Ta 9,W ,Vg'k UhlPn T(,4, AAp'-TqA nlaA ,hAti)-hhfl A4?...f-aac nlhn ,, ,hPC

.g_.)e .f4-_ A9""'.fJ au., flq, W74_" Tah::

?,, AA,7 ?2ih o/c,° t5-1- AW (-f'mahew Ag, 9DCa"Z. Ms/.al -(14-1 ?a)l) 6 hA

-f-A-Pli ,-q: t5-k ,hKVh t5-AA" Ot h"rt a)9,9D tc-fah"/ , ItMe" ,ge-,), h /tZAa'h£hAx' htcmee-fl'' aWg,9-D hthi-.ffl')' W -,- Aan,,hh p S'A h.y\ /-lag-D ghao W-

it-lA- jA',,q pfl Wt, -f oyq g'f ,hl? 514, MA lh: An1l,09D - ahe

?ta jI: l-'" ?l-f l ah&h .6R- 9 '/ / 1/ t5M: ?Ir74' h°/1-: WO a oL- -f-- f-1.

A.SgC,"? 9,qQA t-flA, , ht)l' ' ;M0+5,6ThA- anhh-f-A4 hl QJ-,lXA ±CT h-f-, )I-i-lO

-i-mcnm-fl'j" hj'4ZX (P'7,qW *'4* kflS'#Opa-y Qj Oj),-, th-AAV, ?thAA'.j- wj.Y4)

2.1.1. fl " , -A tnC Iiff Ttf ? IhM ftD. A , .mfl+

QWfflh- -mCnh&W C,±$?I t ? 't Ao-CaWa'- Y'A-i A'MkD (nAfl na7,qfwa 5

9Q'M9 -71070 ha~ta)- () 7-6RaD (611 ham-6P ?aVg ih~l A, h t t -M &7'231

15hm,4 ' ASIAN (1-~ae pc lq( lig,& A'v' 1~ nru 06091hfrpV7 hUt4' tkgqA. hA htJ',p'p 4(I-

(I a99- lu Pnf ., SI VDae.ovl( A /- a,,CflR-h)a.231 (-P



ftLv P"hIS, + ?+- laa- (1a)- ?TA-P, a,-fl-l, fla'A'hAhA t'°/qc AMtqCP"M hhlh"7 7 1 fl"a

fMAC A.9 AWo oF :

. "j/7I. -cQ't, , P hw'- jkfl ' gkn\, qGDfWOV AaOn)aC 'llq- S4g.a " ?2'.I tA::

A-LAhfl::'
7

WA' 79A7 f'l J1T. W' 4g>hflCM , W'p (l, hC -A '' # ±C & - gg.',i 4,3' ±mC( 'V u

hfld flAg, . hlw'A, &4gl,7q g,4q, q wg,hl ±~c~, hhl, . hizw , ? f(p', o/vi .

fla &i,"fl ' Y'Y~L, W_'C(, h't" (lmC( -A, 9kCaY.mW h'°-, "-,' q hh

(l-imC 'Pig, a'4'l Ag, 2' '7h', a9 ' k.' qa- 'g44 6'hT -'H4m;a-' hL9l

$?4$?-L - ?h7$"I ah)'- h(,-6h . a7±"AOJ fh?7, jAO 9hD 6' tk QA7_ fl ! (k"f' h D'fl' A-P

htLI) (Ag +Aea)f' - A.*? hf?g:qn -? h qafl9a O/p&, hha7J g,*," m n. m oh/im-nl az

ni-iY -oa?IfaA hOala, tCPM, / O/aY,- (Icnale-' Ag,9DC-4" hl£'iao na,74,a A

.?tk 'egffha)g agP nl ,1999 'g, 50 ,aAh A

l~hmlh ,z't~a>K PC Q, ilii-uqi WC 2L1L5 °,.9" ~v a t', &+ AAam .'Pmft5P j,'twa £. u-,J" Ypmauaw
Pih thI fU7 ""1 f Mf9" nqJLPI* 0/hl? fl a7A 7 "Mt, w-::

18cQ(4 h/h~l'lt PC {t.9:)hfa, tPc:: W AUIC~ ,a- ?,"c~ P)~qm Ao- hleq-fl W- 9DC"::

,ta'eqa ,? (lac:- 0/cl 7-1 (lx ,,P 00hqa 9Dh,-ea)- hh7j h" tal9"- ?JaC1' 0dTh Ag-
hwa) ,c)alau 'L mhtfl' mxvq'A 0d4Thum h -fli- IA1I g D, ~ 6.1.7 (l.'tl hn x.3

gtSI-: -hIIP9D hY*"h~ ?ha-"(ae,(- M V-(LY(W-232i- A9



h7MA LM-.AP -- '79" 4VhA (VAM ?-toqanl h -A ,-0 P70 q7 ' :: &c '

h, ' . .X f -htSTHi A Mhqa-, (Aa) fl hL"hi o5MW-, Yg,49 h3+WP'7 A A' , a7C9

q~AO-S? ?ch7-?APp KM#h 20/2/ thvhi MA- (11, 'nc'nc hltmqeah-14 M-1% ?olY"

a-ffl Ma)- hltV'M th~i kA9-D' MkLAWD9 9~"W~ ,01 03O Aa'ke9- heA- ttc7.PD

Ath'"In hl4c~f, h,ht&7 fV II UfMl,,A .,gqqA flo?",h 9,hehe.A-:: Ka- q ?ASu- th

,qmu- how ' a~rl hc l awg.A -,A -' a J 'q'$-, MA hNhD 1 h-f-A : W. 'l:

h[ L (ItI Sa) -flp nmnhlA f, p-:: AhLI) hh-f--. , ,kq ?-, , A::I ;5,u %e /q

ta?4&e-/fl (uyr~l $?A('"' "7YC,3' MkA-W'cA hhA IaflP v~P-D M'~ik~ ffh'WD Mhc4

nhl". n- h *hC ±hMh n .lPA -hqiA MA ,,-- -hei" L ?a'n' , , a-s:: h v"'9qn ,: f - hy

f0/&'7 ~ ~ ~ ~ p~7 ,AhA-?q h( &fio 0-/-&bi A/h~l hpi ?l t -fl h Ct /q hqZ

20ftum hchc Odh-a V (h'i mfl4 MfC::



2.2 flo/thI flM M W"YC htfl-C".

flwl),A hh MA/ .HIge, ff':" a7'1, N/(L-P , /-g, 5"M, ftna"rw"l ,h ,,?Cl ;/- ?1,*A, ht:"

fthc'L' ha-h"?L' flv ho/hh x "q hx .?- "it ±&+ ghhc v'q' Aa,,7'.fl A.1 TC

, fla)A hChC M.A "t'f,? flf a- ?olhl? 9OhhC 'T .9,,i o tw, i"7 a fl - hig

a? ' pqC k.ehk. Ta) ge;A: fIl-"/c9 .,'fia) ru.._+ .gp~a,?A:: fitLy- ru.._+ Aa"' qqc m"Le: fl"M'

aDI?qq;/, SlhkA& : : e *( 9Dhh (f*9D (It,-aAht/ -tam)U, W-:: 0/(l?' ?a7g,SllVa) 9DhhC

mv(/0oPl 5M a,qc ?a',* hn' ho/(hq- xc ao,,/qq VY, 9:: (110) u-XO9 ,+gp aqO-

hMU.&7o9D. 9DhhM-P g, e-q'&l flaAi &hath:: j:/fL-PqD o)ad e$' . 9D I h' a7iOVhc

43'&2"7m- ,wg, h.t±koa1a wj\ S-,4A (HlY- 6P'-T ('fl'P (LA m/:: O/(hc9D

AflCh3' lAa'A- hhA--4 VDI a lC h hakC- h£ hAA- fla? l±CA- a'L6u:',.

2.3 fl'h4he mfl., h flh.A AA"7.'c h't--q,

(1494-A& M ,e, q-7 (0;- i-C M'TYM- ?-fh,%he mfnn* T'/M pgeq..- fal9p fch:J- A"

(lhqg7 wj) Ath('- th-71* thAhe ng, mMth''J ?Vt h ql~We\±h3'±9gv-1

M, -hAhg, mfl* hh'hi .C l95 9DhIS4'1 an" qq- flCh3' 'Qv' AtX

21oMW) PfWI hchc (V',9(LP WC 2 00 6q. P. Q4, 4g IA , / 71 LU/TA -t° Pq" (n oNq9 pa,\
22

h2,k Vg\ O/d ,, pC V+l : Ol flpn Dmfl MAIAq NAm#PW4h:: 0Jd~a) O/, 7i tq' y~e
flh fl9flX" X XVal-, VMPCT , 'Ai (n 'P UL 'Po, . AO/cf. A - P fA mP, Cl M)f.a9::
23 Ode-)'PW , Yo(D aib), (12005 oq -P '' 9ft-fi [ Weh [] []' M(140- UL ha)--k ,l'gl " ( / ,O q CP Nt"l. Va7!,yM/Ila

hA- .PkYT ftl)t\ V-Pg, tn, fl V'uL, ,m hchc (Lh;,P+ fl fl,(p ttl~ a1, ) :: h.:4'P kyE Nf+Cjaawjp °+Taw' *4
h'PC7-P Nqt\°/7A- hfamP +9 l~cfll+ ';- 'f, hiof s~> :: flhmnhA, (Jflj) A

Amdmn N; AhA( NPT M+Ca" Va7Yq#CnaQL q/fLP 'qhl q*,h KA-'/f (department of justice) i gti
O ?aL-a)-MM MUM-1- hP,'aP AU04&q TA::Ma'IL)h9 q*V K/W -P '~hq'i (0-t Nj&Y7 qYnTW-ji -pqC
UW* NTP9lKA- th7 fla7,Y~l7~L) W)-h



Mh-Cp/,L oy'k7 / , t/ M:: hAht flICICl C -W h-h'- 9C A'-rBC i;O hl"
9-chhC':3 l, 1-it / ,mk+ ,-T, A,-cn?4,-; ?I-h,"thS a'/he-V: l Aa76hq6-fl AaHg-a.7i Aaue)/_...

hth"'h X~ Q(flM au"7qq4- nmal7 MlaL W-: tW' 14A(6 fl4,cfl We-(l ?aYl) hchc Ag,

.91Ni thf- ag,? nQ At h'y* ?taflw-, thAhg, mn(lA' t2~'4 hlihg,

,h,7 -AP'h Pmf' mi '::

-h"lfq' -hAh-, mfl..4a' fla7.q a,,,qq-1 hAY.- A-h"/Yi ?-f-hmtW afl- T,9 (Lb MJ6\::

-fhAhg, mfl,* T,'/-1- ?44- ,-,' hAAW' -hAh-, mfl,- ?4C-. I f' -c UgpQ qa'

*f,"4, C -jq' g ?-f ' i-af± - W:: 5Q7C 5 o-e-l ''& Aa),M thLj?, *- -hAh_, mflA

-h' "1 flq.l' f - It 95P - 7"0'L$' (L'-L eA,4 ? w', - - l,/,a (L-P

z,.-- :M fl,"hticp'm.t ,6 -ql- P: fl' /'/ fL.-P: ,,,htc;M,/ hmn4- E/fA-P:,,.-*l-P:

,,,19 7 -P *'4 4 g."W, AA5,- .e-hfth-, mfl4,* .le-7-"t-::

th~xhAaw (PY&eaU (0- SA $tX h-716* MeaU~'4.~Q70' (0-7k-* Y~'4 'flflC (lnhmcn?4 7Wl-4
69"'C &?C7.9" A\,A"4, 9a- -,m?-,-:: hhWI-) *f-"if M,l± -f±hth, mfl4,

,T/fL.-/P Mh-l:a~l *"/C Aa-4,4-f"6A ,MeC 0-HCp+ ,qTA Ma'A h9D- ,1qa)-: :24

2.4. MetU th&.ti&l~~1P*~

S'hlPfld ca -f'h,.h, :: hh -' 7.g4:- ,hTE"A-k h'"P %,+.9 --, 9740- aT-,"-/ ?qo"/a ,

aflA-,'t ,, aici it" :: gu o'cj 95"qD MVq',P iYflk afl- aOaDnI/l anuDwe- ,$9?4 W-::

f~h'-"t-,-Y-'9D ahP:I9-,01 O-O, Hl QOYI oAh h1,%9. ,T- f'/MN, (ttrl / t
f, .?,.~a a hr'g" /l.r-F ahw'' -/l e~p&h[LI) AqC hf-?,t ? ih ,ha - ,fl

yhiml(W, g,mfn(-q- PA::

24 Olw) Y. pe'q.)& hm,,. 'Phyh . mfQs* PC QIPg',9,9 a7, M- AP, QltaY ~1-1-£ N5 A- f flp'

't#9'Yn V~htf, m:fl Ak A - Q - ~14- W)-
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, .fl-U-:F ,' hh7 A'F W~'-(V. 'Tfiji. f,'a"4 , .f h'--*j ?af Ahj- _:: ( n[ h -

9~~nQ4* h-"GM ~flp 7,oo a)- ~ Lv4~9 o~9

a,-fl+-* -.hhA 25/88 K g-hD 25/2/ W: M' c *, Ue 5 AI qAMg A 4lA h

W96Q7Cl t'/1±&4ai9' (W-P ? h 'A h9aJl') ? hCe aI ±M,/ khc49 iq/A-f S hhpan4.

,ho (Wi hhtCPM9 Ag,' n. h3' -fli p ?"'7 : "h MM: U-1- -f ehe N - - 5M

hlg/n.--: th- hg,* cnC- h4:/L-P X : /,7J - 1"- a7W a/.mc: h/''d, h'' n 5hh 15

2.5A q fi 9,sqf hM' hAA"u C/( 1 hlm'y- k ,£ 9-,::

h[L £I"7 Antu T;- i i- A //?% n JQ7q- -bT&h i2cho7 k gW£ '

1hQ Wc k 'P,. 25 f8hA- Wg,92 ,oA . Ag, i-m'm, hf,* /f'L' m "n,3$ 1, "p -h
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(hLAT l 9-lDihl .  ql lhA-P MtCP. -D hj % 1.f... / ,C k:

W~g.-i ':L fa,,£ .flflt 4 fh-fC f±'t Mh_.. hi% f.C m gt flahh-f-C&7o /.m~'t / 9/_..9
1AA, WAC hULt iA', +-~' +hqPT 'fLAw'g- '?I(2~f ~2l~oY ('aIh' 749-

fh4-xjha,,£flAht j , hj % pc- 7fl g-ql.R a&heh a-£ ::fl, a ) h-- .- (I) -, "Ahtcft,

,' k A, h e---,- -- , gM: TIhtASTu u--i-K a &/lJ' Ala ±- Cg flh': "

hth N' 4'A-1 tiC en,,A:htg ,tg q ag A

,Mtc,¢7 h /fly-k a-fl-p (ahh(I eV sh''C'll"~) ;51,.V tgv,. W-:: ayhf ,Ta a AIC.,

Mt(l"77 M 6Tgh9l-p Mec4" T&'-Ah e.YA.eC wgloq) o-S' ?t4janm) 5&2 : Ac

iD±A7fl' 9a4* 954* hv'n 9AM-0Y jm'I*A Aa) nitW 01'hlT haA : A mufltu ...- C: MetIM l A ' A ?au1-- 5M/l, fl£ I flIC l. ,k+ tq-DA :: 7A MI), l

hent nma.g6 VI M /0aD-1 i .C ff -el / ?t&,cnfl NeA-/. -"/fl Mh3.. a D-1: I-ea



J- . ,'r f,,-;, A-C~a hA hAehrV4j (Ia A ?'fahlC gp$q'&l ,kpe ,\:25 .

h' v.£h-a' Ot(W1) ah ?al'T a,,'P 'ATlA: -trAi6 m?'1,C, /flA' ci/V-W. ? /T YlC,

At --g M tn' 0 lhh -Pa,' l: ' aO :'pW .*, M h4 .k -MM.? C l a,,) V H '? a)tq n+,o Aht a),7q

mcnhe, LMC a0tHCA gmflq1ft-::

2.5.1 htfCO rOWJZlfl a'I+ g hflA hJ h44A ?t' n C+Ma~pt ?nJ

92,*a)-, GD"C O-YJW a):: g,1)9-D ?a7emW'q taa 'cA jv'L 9 O9Dw"C h*I Au (laA'p 'fly

a-:: D4lA Wh f'(i'tAht m'uq j±"e, ,a 14l AA t q:/cL-p AhA-eqq gP'*

? -,171A hqA hoega' fl(M JhA a,,tr- j)q9D aofl-7,4Ij426 hAqghhjA hq/LA' .9C

f'laDAgfl aOJ 6656 (V'aA /A' h? h2aU.9- h WtLU Mv '-Al hc.if* ' t ,&

MC 5MW* MtP 90MP -flC 50 ?o~i hci.S (ufl RT- nqr' uXJ' hS?- ho)a)w' h- $?

25dua hA, QcMh 2.5 A, 'aAh4'a>' ao ; l a'tl~Th h'&nqf "hJvt' Au Qo-t f"d. A, h&:iA~b~f;

26' 3J/, dgoW &dhCflT fl'n& X2.. m' /8' "42 /&f'A1I ?ViQ+&bao h "Ib A:IIIvfl. ] t 00 fi1G ¢'hg~Afaw

28 'o/ iJa~ i 'i. 24 ,J-a°:2

29 it'a a/ l |1 ? P2 (12005 °,91) aWfrp Ii"..7 ( 4, q: a

30 "9. h-eMA



,T/L- th t~qoj-a) ft 7a Ag aqi£tg- Clja AQA7gl? ?a 6/-- hT /a,- :: 7g af)g-

?tgAq7-j4 &C7 g7R~ Ama) .1DP&aJ 9D7~ f4 '"Co~~77o~

I:/-7fl" VT' A&A7J'- 1 iT"a $l''hhA :" A:!flA9D /l- lh°h hq .fltD gaY~ vag

ATA d7( • (L~f fl.VMa~di4 Vf-e:p~Th (ie: i'(J)Oa9" haJ6J) 7,8 UIC3 Aqn

h-:: 9£ThIS-P- q14WD a3"7'p9 9g1 a~c g'tq4 Wc~'lShIk' fh'!R

?qlaC-f htn4 .lD Aa~_Mq

3 ' M. X , i fldbC' ,, Ik"/ ha : Il/ fl ,D 9h i4°Lha PC #Cl 'A '04A 1), t'Dbj4 I7jfl h i- 'Cl~

?+'b9D O fMAo'- iA+Cbnt.;',a-/'. + hTVn ?+/ b9 M'Xa .ch"A h497naln

,4.O, l,AD'C-j" ?,'o ,A'lp &' al a7,~ h.1 ltUA h 3:5c-" f..; 2.. f~ a '

36 3d~d.O' ,LW tJ
"}

/fq h htVp ,h L AoC' rg9f i & b'C l tCiViQ/Cl3 j

I. WIMttl -t'7',9K tl+q-a"/t-+ l%h7',- htle,



3.1. OC7fl0 dLIkA+

f, -c7, a'?,-1- (1-1--'7, ft7 %, hau~Top a- e A v. k-l- "A+ l-- h7

°/V k+ +C44 - 1C-9 (mistranslation) wg,9 ?+C7--9 '/. (defect in translation) (lMA

gmq'4A:: Avfl -flA Atvhh Aa ' 9 g 4gl'Cfl) hX:: flY flk/c cha'.

O'hhA ?&C7-- 'Vkk A~A A'rnlH-fl gT~:

Q+C7t v~g'gIi Ag7.-,7 "?P7.- Awl'kk, tth+ x gha) ?qaikIVY Ah~g$ : ?yI-W~-: AVb+j:

(1-1Cq-9 (lA$' 9,H-1 Ag, -We-hJ-T Aa- ?A-A a~n),- vflI--- aW-jwjj- Atj iuH' jW

P, PETV:: t /l (V(1 fOY)X hChC MA/& (I9P,'p? ch9-' 'lh3-S,? hU7 37 (patient card)

nl'nhAhs? &lhe)l h hthM Cfohel' th-Vi flmfl'' 38 kTh3 mg,* A& hlAc'fl

tfrAL,+ (lh9 hc&, Ag, ?tqka)- ihhWo- Mlfs IqAAo- 1/_9 M9C I_ (I1

"Ao,'Ah hkAv-" floyA4 o'AA:: --M ih'T hIT(J'AI flaA- (Th&- lm&J:.40 hmv

hIt6"a & #f hg\ ?ohDznfn *-? S #n-j agD nhe 7 h h FIPh mt#gm£Z g

9"C-eo- JIIA-M -MV-I allmb flQ4-AhP Va'7,-Hqnflnt- hC W )-
38Pl? V'ah9 QAonY M11 ftol odhdAY mnA~T mQL
39 Othdeda) A/11&W 4'Cfl (V2 uI- . L fl9- / (VTA VP-A( MY- ' ? / ,

YWIAq::



flhex Ai,, MnO AT t\,q' hAAoJ' h-Wflf o h,,A 9q kflLf 'f--,fl hy,--A Ilo a"/,4,Gfl

~}~' (VY~Ag, 95P ~ h"a'iqnaY A~g7 Ag, flh~x479
VaM" , MA:: V Vg, k *"lC t"n tflA- a £.,9 lhD . a £.,9 WflAtfI q- tHA-l k,0"l fl*AV

fl±A$', V~h)S'+4 ),t-9D ?aVC M hA S'2TA::

flhm 464, ?ft PC7.,9" /D & Ut'~g"g 4/A-1- ?a7/.hma)- -1-Ml hUAV e, kPe.efl ,ASTA::

(Wl--dhflAC hChc hLWIMY th-'hi fle)Y1 (xSq'CnI MR,~ ttcq-PD A"aVPfl -nip meh

ao,9D flhl-A v",-l'gfl hul AM(, hI&C'iPC-flA+ VmVia) Mr1 hoCbq7D O& ,PC-fl ,.j'HII

g,TA: V,-,.1 $,la ag,9" M,'tf MI A-'a hAYA -hehe* Ahra- 4/fl/9D

hAA : f h4" V a-" S$?mA:: hg, h 6wAh -, oP.i.w' AV, MA:h hg,* qA "'.7-

?4'wh"-Pf 9 7A'- haD-I P4J Y-0 -1-77 o Sgq! SIAM-Y MIg anwV3'q1 9~J~AA~W,V~ PCO

Ala. h4- ?a~IA*6\ (1-igl R'(h- ?a?9,TIP~ ?Ah,? -h ?A-D ~:: 9lfj0 1DPI QA V

Ml6Wc7 4IVP hg'daw' (-- (60) -C n- - ±-±&-- %9, MJ9£ 1C hh IV.i.flC (Love unto Crypt)

41~ TA, lAG"'?4." 4&2 7 Ofl" ' f,, flf U $?9t&h Qff~md Q7b~b" 7& APJfA9::

41 9
42ML-f "Love untoP79D9H-nv)1e-7O~-+ f f

A Fikir Mesfin, The cultural discrepancy between "Fikir Eske Mekabir" and to unt)

Crypt", Addis Ababa University, unpublished, July 2011 I'-Aht ? t
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mvwl- iavp- my- Ag, m' Ja' &C7- "-g' hhwjg'd: -1c-- "?g'k-j-x nquvew'

"±aD44,'t-q AM-1- Ma)-:: A9 1A, "4,±e7o9 ae-q'- " (Omission) fl0I-qD *

119, MS/,T9-D '0 flF&7,-oaia 9fl* (source language) MwAOMI M2 Mc: i,fl,MM MqqA

awH- a a/q--a)- 534 ,. anan t 1- h MGAD "?I ?IflAm f d,4: ICq' ?tA? QUe

hgw'lnqL+* gcn/' :: (,UI MT 4 flA, (hl'-flY qV aD"dqyLft -fly )g,0" 5

(144 ,.QAY datCfl'l H Mtnf 91 A ?Ufl "&qj y Qjjy' V'eA ±"C.'P" thc4 hAq hti flA&nA 9

h Z"hg.3 f A f9h-DUhY ,I g'jqqApA:

S'C 7TA h Ac& 9(hs:4- 'I)i'hh MtM h " l h(lKc7(" ff q, qgh

43 YonlaS Admasu ov"IC7. "'I io.-h- j'-C 7i' 217

45 hmfl4" ,flfl PI 71rnE PC fbt&7 '/amyI t (,J'00/1 2 005 °,9.)> mft4" .,flQQ y~U7}' ,1144Wl f (J'91) o,' "°,
?'QIw q*-,4 ( CAgh-



.e~~cflav*Aq-" a? Aq-D (,.t#&, £" , a- .fly c etmtl. A700 ? AAh A~.IK M(,.

fl,. c -- /f. 4,Av r-ha.4,9 2.. la e-,gqT '.4aW Mafc -l U:R

Sa, -'"A I: )-h a,kfl o- q-Va,£ + fl7 ,p4-c-7 -Vq' -j- ,%4:ha)- a lt/'1.i -f'at '- W "

?-P7.-D -e d (t' A4_kh76,JJ OS t 7-h chAg a-:?hAy*h c,

S"%:a) ,fh~gMY , lh (1At'1-9 IAe, A. -fl t- ? h? QAO!-S"?fl h U-. Aa!hghf ,Ar.y.'

A'-:: h Lj)J' ? A - P qgDA4g7n ::--hTn,7 -, q

/' :'/al** 1?1/ Walhg.m" he-( Aa AecY' 7-9,b9, / "d  a A-7 M Aao- (l,7,cn 4,d9Dm U-X;J-

50a q-/(0 h ? ,M ) no-::U I M 0-Sh-a-):



-Mch! Vl Mx)6: A k c9 ?aT/An, aMh, * 0--H.9 S'-A-/-/kA,9:: -/-9L6 nm-A'V q ha7 qj-

?t-o~~ ,.- t-l,.h kcn?, ,Aij/-j-)--D" AA: fL-p-D ttq ' ,--jft hl,hgteq-)-

(lahcnlP ' h' lg:tr,+ M40-m'a SAt-: hh.tai ,P M?,aa ,,I : l, "t 7-i- a n) ?-i-h-P

51?(h 'hh9D, A 7,.Z' ,-9D;wo' TO/t- a)-To:£o h'Ai- hut~~: ' opc f+t'l-, or ?- . A'N

600 ,lOD.9llf,+ M2005 ° M.I°: : ,f t'+ q'ffmi"'tC

4. ht+CRO') f~wv~it "244P



WP(-n h- bi-e9C fMl,"V , q -h''- MAYA h'1 CPM 9,q*V- ±Se&-: tqA v4A1 fl~

*,--+ ?-h-qi 9Dh* Ma" (LA- -?I c/0,,P fW&M-h4aC flh-A AhtCPM

hlI % .fl:AoqflQ t9 -h~'i ?.-1 Ah CPML ,V (lt-h.-+? Pm' hl &'Cfl (laA 4h-I
6(n:: 

55

MtqCPM 9 ' TY91 afl" hM- q tfq' M'q 7AVD -PT~h"aq:PW (14-A -?tfa ' gy m

?a7,S~ayW"Pa4-j o1DLp k c7- L Y4&,4 W7 p'g ',,-p'' Wag,9 Aanhq-C )Shfl jWeW- o'v4-

MY. a"4-a'm4? ( ,,-hC, fl-hIth Me 4 - wrfkl ,y.W Wg,9 h-h4pqifh .C "7y4 -p /

aihn. alu1h h' ' a . 'Ia4h'" oDq* (D , ,"7P, flh-1i,4 hl' ,m - h-CA, fcliw'

flh-6\ hlt,%ovg-fl fq Z s p,*q" - /o,,Pqo ?flA nD .--ml ql(L W-a:: fl/,q lh-6\ ko.e..fl

AMa"Y:A- hq' ,m flho ( 'A,% ftgh , ?4'A- "lMt hlg, wf'4l 7a -DD# t- aL W-::

PAM'h- q-U 7 A±0 1 uaD (6'11 J ,a ,6P Mal W-:: EhQ7 0x gwll h.,U' 6 'Ng-- P9, T$' f

hh ' hg, a-V WfhC:: 9w hhL hao- '?A-1- 4?W' 9l±hh'2 gj-a ga# ql 9, O'l., ,.ch

floo-hl oAae.6\7 ±- hc'i WWI, "(0'aij ?'i"'&fl ,ch-,'$' hL.+i1q i±h'h -b,"' '),9

*% lalhf:: "? hhf' iAa- hi$'I o'ql?, n i-hm-D h"g, ?toqAht'iA6 \VVp'A oCU-J' 1
9,-1' M, v-A-P Uiqe - 9hh - 4'Ao~dhli k~gq" a?.,9- nhay-V- AaafAhC "a?qb AT+
hAq ghtq'Zq/' 57 qAg~t' (JflO' g'htq'_"'A t'-flA- hAa7..d'O-J-;th, heP: o,' a

Ma'ng,.m -- , PPo¢ f?hhM4" Mh ao-, hA,oq1 ?44-1 UhA.1 "a7,ql AV M71 (10)~

h,?Wh1- 9hDhCM -PAo-6- 'q9' W ifl l I' Ao£'£h ?'9yI*Aa u::
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